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Abstract

The mass balances of Brewster, Glenmary, Park Pass and Rolleston Glacier in

the Southern Alps of New Zealand were investigated. To study the mass bal-

ance, an integrative approach was chosen that included direct mass balance

measurements, aerial oblique end-of-summer snowline (EOSS) photos and a

mass balance model. The main focus was on the maritime Brewster Glacier

where a field-based mass balance programme was initiated with extensive direct

measurements and installation of an automatic weather station (AWS). For the

years 2005–2008, the net balances were 1141 mm water equivalent (mm w.e.),

282 mm w.e., 297 mm w.e. and -1653 mm w.e. with mass balance gradients at

the ELA ranging from 7 to 14 mm w.e. m−1. With the direct measurements, a

mass balance model of an intermediate complexity was calibrated. The model is

based on a simple numerical mass balance model that combines elements from

energy-balance and degree-day models and uses daily climate data as input. The

three tested climate datasets were climate station data from the CliFlo database,

an interpolated climate dataset from Andrew Tait and the ERA-40 reanalysis

climate data. To downscale the climate datasets to the conditions at Brewster

Glacier, the measured climate data from the Brewster AWS was used. After

the model calibration the mass balance was modelled for the past three decades.

For the validation of the modelled mass balance and snow cover, photographed

EOSS, a geodetic survey and a parameterisation scheme were used. The EOSS

records are from annual surveys that have been conducted since 1977 by tak-

ing oblique photographs of 50 index glaciers from a light aircraft. In the past,

these records have been used as a proxy for the mass balance under the assump-

tion that the EOSS represents the equilibrium line altitude (ELA). Modelling the

mass balance for 30 years was difficult because of inhomogeneous climate data

and almost non-existing high altitude climate data. However, the measurements,

modelling results and the geodetic survey indicated that the mass balance was

positive from 1986–1997, negative from 1997–2007 and negative for the entire

period from 1978–2007. The modelled and measured mass balance also showed

that the length of the ablation season varies remarkably in New Zealand. This

highlighted the problematic use of the EOSS records as mass balance proxy be-

cause the photographs are usually taken in early March which is sometimes well
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before the actual end of summer. Additionally, the ELA is defined from the

mass balance curve versus the altitude which is closely linked to the tempera-

ture, whereas the EOSS altitude is derived from the accumulation-area versus

altitude distribution and in some cases from the size of snow patches. Lim-

ited mass balance measurements were also taken on the transitional Glenmary

Glacier and the maritime Park Pass and Rolleston Glacier. It was found that

Glenmary and Park Pass Glacier were retreating and that Rolleston Glacier was

stationary. At Glenmary Glacier, the mass balance was strongly influenced by

wind induced snow drift. While Park Pass Glacier’s ablation and retreat is en-

hanced by ice calving into the proglacial lake, Rolleston Glacier’s mass balance

is relatively stable because the accumulation area is fed by avalanches. This

PhD study has been initiated because in 2002 no ongoing long-term mass bal-

ance programme existed in New Zealand. Now, Brewster Glacier is one of the

mass balance glaciers included with detailed information in the Glacier Mass

Balance Bulletin of the World Glacier Monitoring Service, which indicates the

significance of Brewster Glacier in the worldwide context.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past decades, climate change has been confirmed and more knowledge has been gained

about the causes, impacts and possible developments of climate change. One of the clearest

indicators for climate change are glaciers. Especially the glacier mass balance gives direct

and undelayed climate signals compared to glacier length changes. Glacier mass balances

are measured worldwide and the data are collected and maintained by the World Glacier

Monitoring Service (WGMS). The absence of an ongoing mass balance programme in New

Zealand was the motivation for this PhD thesis. The aim of the thesis is to investigate the

glacier mass balance of selected glaciers in New Zealand, with direct mass balance mea-

surements, excellent photographic records of glacier end-of-summer snowlines (EOSS) and

a mass balance model. In this introduction, the significance of this PhD thesis is explained,

the research objectives and research strategy are presented, and an overview of the thesis is

provided.

1.1 Significance

The 2007 IPCC-report states that climate change is an ongoing and accelerating process.

Within the last 150 years, the surface temperatures have risen globally, with regional varia-

tions. The averaged global warming happened during two phases: the first from the 1910s

to the 1940s with a warming of 0.35◦C, and the second phase with an increased warming of

0.55◦C from 1970s to the present. During the past 100 years until 2006, 11 of the 12 warmest

years have occurred from 1995 to 2006 (Trenberth et al., 2007).

Precipitation changes can be observed as regional changes in intensity, amount, fre-

quency and type of precipitation (Trenberth et al., 2007). From 1900 to 2005, more pre-

cipitation fell as rain rather than snow in northern regions, and in some regions droughts
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and floods increased. Drier climate has been experienced in southern Asia and Africa, the

Sahel and the Mediterranean. Significantly wetter climates have been measured in northern

and central Asia, eastern North and South America and in northern Europe (Trenberth et al.,

2007). Radiation is not only, but closely related to cloud cover. Radiation and cloud cover

observations are not as consistent and don’t reach as far back as temperature and precipita-

tion records. Therefore, the changes in radiation over the past 100 years are not as easily

explained (Trenberth et al., 2007).

Climate change has global impacts on natural systems, but as well food and water, health,

industry, settlements and society (IPCC, 2007). One of the affected natural systems is the

cryosphere, which has experienced a global decline of snow and ice. The decline includes

retreating mountain glaciers, shrinking Arctic sea ice, thinning ice sheets in parts of Green-

land and West Antarctica, disintegrating permafrost, earlier snowmelt in spring and reduced

seasonally frozen river and lake ice.

One of the grave consequences of the shrinking ice masses on earth is the rise in sea level

(Lemke et al., 2007). Rising sea levels put coasts at increasing risks, for example to coastal

erosion, and large amounts of people in low-lands are threatened by floods (IPCC, 2007).

Melting mountain glaciers not only contribute to sea level ice (Meier et al., 2007), but play

as well an important role in the regulation of hydrological systems. Glaciers act as excellent

water storages (Jansson et al., 2003), which retain water during the winter months or the

monsoon, when precipitation falls as snow in high altitudes. In summer or the dry season,

the glaciers melt and feed rivers with water. The water is important for freshwater supply

and hydropower production. The freshwater supply takes an immense political dimension in

regions like Asia. For example the seven great Asian rivers (Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra,

Irrawaddy, Mekong, Yangtze and Yellow River) are fed by the glaciers of the Central Asian

mountain ranges, and provide water to millions of people in Central and South Asia (Cruz

et al., 2007; Stern, 2007).

For New Zealand, the predicted climate change impacts are water security problems,

declined agricultural and forest production due to increased droughts, but also agricultural

benefits for some regions. Coastal areas will come under pressure by sea level rise and a

higher frequency and severity of storms and coastal flooding (Hennessy et al., 2007).

Glaciers are not just strongly affected by climate change but are also excellent climate

indicators (Lemke et al., 2007), and have become icons for climate change in the eyes of

the public because ice is a medium that is apparently easy to understand: ice starts to melt

if it reaches the melting point, and water freezes when the air temperature drops below the

freezing point. In every day life, ice cubes can easily be produced by putting a tray of water
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in a freezer. If the ice cube is taken out of the freezer, it melts. Consequently, it is easy to un-

derstand that a glacier, iceberg or ice shelf melts when the environment warms up, like it has

in the past decades. Therefore, melting glaciers, the retreating sea ice extent and dwindling

ice sheets have become symbols for climate change. If we look closer at the phenomena of

vanishing ice, they reveal that processes are more complex. Not only temperature is respon-

sible for melt, but also the surface conditions, the climate including precipitation, radiation,

wind, and feature specific processes. Therefore, it is more appropriate to talk about climate

change rather than just global warming.

On a glacier, climatic variables are stored as filtered and smoothed proxy climate in-

formation. Temperature, radiation and precipitation are the dominating factors that control

long-term changes on glaciers (Oerlemans and Fortuin, 1992). Changes in the climate be-

come apparent as changes in glacier volume, area and length (Holmlund and Schneider,

1997; Hoelzle et al., 2003a). Especially the glacier length changes give a very clearly visible

climate signal, but a signal, which is indirect, filtered and delayed.

The change in glacier volume, or the so called yearly mass balance change is a direct

climate signal (Fitzharris et al., 1999; Hoelzle et al., 2003a, 2007). The mass balance is

the sum of accumulation and ablation on a glacier over a hydrological cycle. Simplified,

the ablation is influenced by temperature and radiation, whereas precipitation mainly influ-

ences the accumulation of snow. The mass balance indicates whether the climate contributed

to a mass gain or loss for that particular time period. Global glacier mass balance moni-

toring allows conclusions to be drawn about the climatic conditions of different glaciated

regions, and helps predicting future developments. The World Glacier Monitoring Service

(WGMS) of the International Association of Cryospheric Sciences (IACS, previously Inter-

national Commission for Snow and Ice (ICSI) and Union Commission on Cryospheric Sci-

ences (UCCS)) collects and publishes such mass balance data from all over the world (IAHS

(ICSI)/UNEP/UNESCO, 2001). This database of the global network of glaciers facilitates

the comparison of mass balances worldwide.

International glacier monitoring is coordinated within the framework of the Global Ter-

restrial Network for Glaciers (GTN-G), which is a part of the Global Climate / Terrestrial

Observing System (GCOS/GTOS) by WMO, ICSU, UNEP and UNESCO (Haeberli et al.,

2000). GTN-G is managed by the WGMS and follows the Global Hierarchical Observing

Strategy (GHOST). This strategy consists of five tiers that cover different methods to mon-

itor glaciers on varying scales (Haeberli et al., 2002; Haeberli, 2004). The focus of tier 1

is on long-term glacier measurements on large scales over entire mountain ranges. Tier 2

includes extensive and process-oriented mass balance studies, while tier 3 includes mass bal-
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ance studies with a reduced measurement network within major mountain systems. Glacier

length measurements and volume changes derived with remote sensing methods belong to

tier 4, and glacier inventories repeated at time intervals of a few decades belong to tier 5

(Haeberli et al., 2002; Haeberli, 2004). Ideally, the five tiers are related to each other with an

integrated approach (Haeberli et al., 2007).

GTN-G has identified important reference sites of in-situ measurements to monitor gla-

cier changes globally. In particular long-term mass balance measurements of glaciers in New

Zealand are needed but also from Patagonia and Africa (GCOS/GTOS, 2004). The glaciers

of the Southern Alps of New Zealand are significant because in the southern hemisphere,

glaciers are sparsely distributed. Outside of New Zealand, there are glaciers only in Antarc-

tica, South America and a few tropical glaciers in Africa and Southeast Asia. However, in

New Zealand long-term direct mass balance measurements did not exist until 2004. The

mass balance of glaciers is of interest because it gives a climate signal, it is important to

estimate water resources for example for agriculture or hydropower and changes in the mass

balance help identifying potential natural hazards.

1.2 Objectives

The aim of this PhD thesis is to investigate the mass balance of selected New Zealand glaciers

using an integrative approach that includes direct mass balance measurements, photographic

end-of-summer snowline (EOSS) records and a distributed mass balance model. The initial

idea for this PhD thesis originated from the World Glacier Monitoring Service that supported

my idea of conducting a PhD in glaciology in the Southern Alps of New Zealand. No ongoing

mass balance programme existed in New Zealand, and in the past, mass balance programmes

were carried out but stopped because of a range of difficulties (see chapter 2.3.3). Other mass

balance measurements were made only on parts of glaciers, or the glaciers were not suitable

for a mass balance programme. Therefore, establishing a long-term mass balance programme

is a priority of this research project. Three objectives are formulated to investigate the mass

balance of glaciers in New Zealand.

The first objective is to measure the mass balance of four New Zealand glaciers with the

glaciological method, which is also called direct or traditional method. The selected glaciers

include maritime and transitional glacier types, which represent different regional climatic

environments and are located in different latitudes. The specific mass balance and the mass

balance gradient are to be determined. A comparison of the results of the four glaciers shall

reveal characteristics for the different glacier types, and help understand the mass balance of
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these glaciers.

The second objective is to examine the relationship between the mass balance and the

end-of-summer snowline records from the Glacier Snowline Surveys. This extensive dataset

is maintained by the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA), and

was established to provide a mass balance proxy (see section 2.3.4 and 3.7.1). Since 1977,

the EOSS are taken yearly from a light aircraft as oblique photographs, and include fifty

index glacier across several transects along the Southern Alps. The glaciers selected for the

direct mass balance measurements are index glaciers and can therefore be compared to the

photographic records.

The third objective is to model the mass balance of Brewster Glacier, and to model past

mass balances. Modelling the mass balance supports process understanding and the mass

balance influencing factors can be studied. Past and future mass balances can be simulated

and the climate sensitivities can be tested. In this study, the main focus is on reproducing

the measured mass balance and to reconstruct the mass balance since 1978. First, the model

is calibrated with the direct mass balance measurements. Then the model is applied for

the past 30 years to simulate past mass balances and snowline elevations, which can be

compared to the EOSS records. This gives the possibility to calculate mass balances from

the past, and with future climate scenarios. The model used has been applied to glaciers

from the European Alps and is tested here on a glacier in New Zealand. The mass balance

is reproduced from regional climate data, which is independent from the micro climate of

the glacier. Climate data that is measured at the glacier is only used to calibrate the regional

climate data, which reaches further back into the past.

The research questions derived from these objectives are:

• What is the mass balance of the selected glaciers in New Zealand?

• How does the EOSS relate to the mass balance measurements?

• Can we model the mass balance of Brewster Glacier, and what has it been for the past

30 years?

The direct mass balance measurements, the EOSS records and the mass balance model are

the three important components of this study. They are linked to each other and are the

pillars of the integrative approach for the glacier monitoring that is recommended by GNT-G

(Haeberli et al., 2000, 2002; Haeberli, 2004; Haeberli et al., 2007).
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Figure 1.1: Research Strategy.

1.3 Research strategy

The research strategy is depicted in Figure 1.1 and consists of three components, which are

the direct mass balance measurements, the EOSS records and the mass balance model. The

direct mass balance is measured with stakes and snowpits on four glaciers during 3–4 years.

The glacier’s snowline is recorded in fieldwork and compared to the calculated annual glacier

equilibrium-line altitude (ELA). The net, winter and summer balance is calculated from the

point measurements that are interpolated over the entire glacier.

The oblique EOSS photographs are analysed regarding their qualitative information and

the course of the current EOSS. The photographic EOSS records also improve the mass bal-

ance interpolation because the entire series of annual EOSS reveal typical melting patterns

on the glacier. Then the EOSS records are compared to the ELA and mass balance that is cal-

culated from the field measurements, and the relationship between the direct measurements

and the EOSS is established.

The distributed mass balance model by Machguth et al. (2006b) is used and adjusted

to the conditions in New Zealand. The model runs with regional climate data which needs

to be evaluated and adjusted to the elevation and conditions near the investigated glaciers.

In a next step, the model is calibrated with the direct mass balance measurements. When

the model is calibrated, the mass balance model allows the mass balance for the past 30

years to be reconstructed and to model mass balances with future climate scenarios. The

EOSS records are used to validate the modelled snowlines. Additionally, the modelling

results are compared to the mass balances calculated with a parameterisation scheme and

with geodetically measured mass balances.
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1.4 Structure of the thesis

In this introductory chapter 1 the relevance, the research objectives and strategy of this study

have been discussed. In the following chapter 2, basic terms are defined and a literature

review is given about glacier research in New Zealand and selected mass balance models. In

the methods chapter (3), the study area and the climate in the Southern Alps are described.

The mass balance measurements and calculation, climate measurements, a parameterisation

scheme, climate data processing, EOSS evaluation and processing and mass balance mod-

elling is also introduced in this chapter. The results are described in chapter 4, and in chapter

5, the results are discussed. The concluding discussion and an outlook can be found in chap-

ter 6. In the appendices, auxiliary information is listed such as mass balance maps, list of

field measurements, maps of the measured and modelled mass balances and snowlines.
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Chapter 2

Definitions and literature review

In the first section 2.1 of this chapter, relevant terms are explained and defined. In section

2.3, an overview on glacier research in New Zealand is given, with a focus on mass bal-

ance measurements. In the last section 2.4, selected mass balance model approaches are

introduced.

2.1 Definitions

In this section, terms that are important for mass balance research are introduced and put into

context; these terms are glacier continentality, energy balance, mass balance, mass-balance

gradient, equilibrium-line altitude (ELA) and snowline, accumulation-area ratio (AAR), re-

sponse and reaction time. The continentality of a glacier determines whether a glacier is

maritime, continental or transitional. The different glacier types have corresponding typi-

cal mass balance characteristics like the mass-balance gradient, the mass turn-over or the

response time. The mass balance is calculated from the mass changes of a glacier that is

affected by energy and mass fluxes. The components of the energy balance and their impor-

tance are described, mass-balance concepts and terms are defined and the relevance of the

mass-balance gradient is explained. The equilibrium-line altitude as one of the most impor-

tant indicators for the mass balance is described, and the accumulation-area ratio, which is a

rough indicator for the health of a glacier, is presented. The response and reaction time that

are related to glacier dynamics are defined.
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2.1.1 Continentality of glaciers

The continentality of a glacier is mainly related to the amount of solid precipitation it re-

ceives. The continentality increases with decreasing precipitation. This depends on the

distance of the glacier from a large waterbody, the main atmospheric flow direction, and how

many mountains lay in between. The waterbody loads the maritime air with moisture, which

moves inland and rises when it encounters a mountain range (Oke, 1992). The orographic

uplift forces the air mass to release moisture as precipitation. As the air mass moves fur-

ther inland, the air gets drier, and therefore, the conditions are more continental (Barry and

Chorley, 1992).

The continentality of a glacier describes implicitly also the temperature regime. The

warmer the temperature, the more moisture the air can absorb, which is then available for

precipitation (Figure 2.1). In maritime areas with relatively warm temperatures, the air is

able to hold a lot of moisture. Therefore, a maritime glacier receives a lot of precipitation,

and hence if it is cold enough, a lot of accumulation. In cold continental regions, the cold air

has a much more limited capacity to keep moisture, which limits the precipitation available

for accumulation on a continental glacier. Also, the air is often very dry because the moisture

already precipitated on the way to the continental region (Barry and Chorley, 1992).

Figure 2.1: Temperature vs specific humidity (Strahler and Strahler,

2006).
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Figure 2.2: Cryosphere scheme (after Haeberli, 1985). The continental-

ity increases with decreasing precipitation. The conditions for maritime

glaciers can be found in the lower left corner and for continental glaciers

in the upper right corner.

The relationship of temperature and precipitation, which governs the occurrence of gla-

ciers, is demonstrated in the cryosphere scheme in Figure 2.2. A maritime glacier receives

a lot of precipitation, and hence, a lot of accumulation. For such a glacier, the excess of

accumulation is fast melted away in the ablation zone by high mean annual air tempera-

tures. Maritime glaciers have high accumulation and ablation rates, and therefore high mass

turn-over and short response times to climate disturbances for a given geometry (Oerlemans,

1997; Hooke, 1998). A continental glacier can be found in drier areas with lower average

annual air temperatures. There are small ablation and accumulation rates, and because of

the long response time for a similar geometry, the glacier adjusts only very slowly to cli-

mate disturbances. If the precipitation drops below a threshold, which is dependent on the

temperature, only permafrost but no glaciers can be found.

In continental areas, the temperature amplitude is much higher than in maritime regions

where the water body evens out temperature extremes. Therefore, Holmlund and Schneider

(1997) introduced a continentality index for glaciers, which is defined by the temperature

amplitude during a mass-balance year.
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In westerly wind zones with mountain ranges, often strong climatic gradients can be

observed on transects from the coast in the west to inland in the east. Nearby the sea, the

temperatures are moderate and there is a lot of precipitation. Towards east, the temperature

amplitude increases and precipitation decreases. Such strong climatic gradients also influ-

ence the glaciation levels and the net balance gradients on glaciers. In coastal mountains, the

climatic snowline and lower glaciation limits tend to be lower than in interior ranges (Schytt,

1967). The net balance gradients are higher in the west than in the east. In western Norway,

typical net gradients are 1.5 m water equivalent (m w.e.) per 100 ma−1, and 0.5 m w.e. per

100 ma−1 for the inland mountains (Holmlund and Schneider, 1997).

New Zealand lies in the mid-latitudes where westerly winds prevail. The Southern Alps

stretch from southwest to northeast and stand almost perpendicular to the dominating winds.

Therefore, there is a very strong precipitation gradient from west to east. On the West Coast

of the South Island, a distinct maritime climate with a temperate rain forest is found, whereas

inland, the climate is very continental where even semi-deserts occur, like in Central Otago or

the Mackenzie Country (Garnier, 1950). As well in the Southern Alps, a rising snowline and

glaciation limits can be observed with the west-east climate gradient (Porter, 1975; Chinn

and Whitehouse, 1980; Chinn, 1995; Chinn and Salinger, 2001).

2.1.2 Energy balance

The energy and mass fluxes regulate the mass gains and losses on a glacier. Snowfall, depo-

sition, riming or refreezing of water on a glacier are mass fluxes contributing to mass gains.

Mass is lost by melt and run-off, sublimation, evaporation or calving. Snow and ice redistri-

bution by wind, avalanches or ice falls contribute to either mass loss or gain (Paterson, 1994).

The processes on the glacier surface that drive melt can be described by the energy fluxes.

The energy fluxes are controlled by the solar irradiation, clouds, wind, heat conductivity,

surface roughness, temperature and precipitation (Oerlemans, 2001). The energy balance

between the atmosphere and the surface of the glacier is written as follows:

QR +QH +QL +QG +QP +QM = 0,with (2.1)

QR = S ↓ (1− α) + L ↓ −L ↑ (2.2)

where QR is the radiative flux, QH is the sensible heat flux, QL is the latent heat flux, QG is

the conductive or subsurface heat flux, QP is the heat flux supplied by rain, and QM is the

melt energy (eg. Oke, 1992; Oerlemans, 2001; Greuell and Genthon, 2004). The radiative

flux QR is the incoming short-wave radiative flux S ↓ including direct and diffuse radiation,
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with the albedo of the surface α, the incoming longwave radiative flux L ↓ and the outgoing

longwave radiative flux L ↑. Energy fluxes directed to the surface are written positive and

energy fluxes directed away from the surface are written negative.

The solar, global or incoming shortwave radiation S ↓ is the radiation from the sun that

penetrates through the atmosphere and reaches the surface. When glacier ice melts during

sunshine, the solar radiation is the largest energy flux in the energy balance (Oerlemans,

2001). The solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface depends mainly on geometric factors

like the rotation of the Earth around the sun and the orbit parameters. The amount of energy

from the sun, reaching the outer surface of Earth’s atmosphere in a plane perpendicular to

the rays, is called the solar constant and has an average value of about 1367 W m−2 (Oke,

1992). On the way through the atmosphere, the solar radiation is scattered and absorbed by

air molecules, aerosols and clouds. Clouds cause most of the temporal variability of the solar

radiation (Oerlemans, 2001). The average annual amount of energy of the direct and diffuse

solar radiation reaching the surface is about 150 W m−2 per day for the Southern Alps (see

section 4.2.2).

The outgoing shortwave radiation S ↑ is based on the albedo α of the glacier surface.

The albedo defines the degree of reflectivity of a surface, which depends on the surface

characteristics like the crystal structure, dust or debris covers in the upper metres of the

glacier. The albedo of a glacier varies temporally and spatially remarkably (Brock et al.,

2000a). Fresh snow with a very high albedo metamorphoses over time and space to old

snow, firn to ice, which have a decreasing albedo (Table 2.1). Over the course of the melt

season, the bare ice area increases, and herewith the area with a low albedo. Debris-cover,

dust and soot also lower the albedo. The drier, sandier or soil exposed an environment is,

the more dust particles can be expected on the glacier surface. The amount of rock walls in

Table 2.1: Albedo of snow and ice surfaces in per cent (Paterson, 1994).

Range Mean

Dry snow 80–97 84

Melting snow 66–88 74

Firn 43–69 53

Clean ice 34–51 40

Slightly dirty ice 26–33 29

Dirty ice 15–25 21

Debris-covered ice 10–15 12
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the catchment of the glacier, weathering rates and the geomorphological activity influence

the debris cover of a glacier (Haeberli, 1986; Bishop and Forsyth, 1988; Maisch et al., 1999;

Röhl, 2005), which decreases the albedo significantly.

The incoming and outgoing longwave radiation L ↓ and L ↑ is a function of temperature

and emissivity (Arya, 2001). The higher the surface temperature of an object, the more long-

wave radiation is emitted by the object. The longwave radiation emitted by the atmosphere

is more complex, and depends on the air temperature, cloud cover, the relative humidity as

well as the atmospheric gases in the atmosphere (Paterson, 1994). The majority of the long-

wave radiation is absorbed by the surface, and therefore, the longwave radiation emitted by

the surface is negligible (Oerlemans, 2001). Generally, the amount of longwave radiation

emitted by the earth surface is slightly larger than the amount coming from the atmosphere,

making the net longwave balance negative. This balance becomes positive if the atmosphere

is warm and humid and if there is a cloud cover.

The net effect of longwave and shortwave radiation depends on the surface albedo, the

cloud transmissivity and topographic conditions. Higher cloudiness increases the net long-

wave budget and decreases the net solar balance. The net solar balance depends on the

albedo, which increases with a lower albedo. For a high surface albedo with a resulting

low solar balance, a given cloud cover increases the longwave balance and therefore also

the net radiation budget. A surface with a low albedo increases the net solar balance, which

dominates the longwave balance, and hence, the net radiation decreases with cloudiness

(Oerlemans and Hoogendoorn, 1989; Oerlemans, 2001).

The turbulent or convective heat fluxes include the sensible heat flux QH and the la-

tent heat flux QL. The sensible heat flux describes an energy transfer by convection of air,

whereas the latent heat flux describes energy transfers by convection of water vapour. The

heat fluxes move in direction of the temperature gradient and the gradient of the humidity

profile (Oerlemans, 2001). The turbulent heat fluxes can be significant for example during

high summer temperatures, or in winter when the sun is low. If the air temperature is above

the freezing level, the sensible heat flux is towards the glacier surface, whereas the latent

heat flux can go in both directions, depending on the relative humidity (Oerlemans, 2001).

On mid-latitude glaciers, sublimation (if QL is negative) has little influence and is there-

fore often neglected (Oerlemans, 2001), whereas on tropical glaciers, sublimation accounts

for the majority of mass loss (Mölg and Hardy, 2004; Cullen et al., 2007; Winkler et al.,

2009a). The conductive or subsurface heat fluxes QG are energy fluxes inside the glacier and

involve mainly molecular motions. These fluxes are much smaller than the fluxes between

the glacier surface and the atmosphere. QP is the heat flux supplied by rain. If the tem-
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perature of the rain differs from the surface temperature, heat is added or removed from the

glacier (Oerlemans, 2001). Generally, for temperate glaciers these energy fluxes are small

and can be neglected (Greuell and Genthon, 2004).

2.1.3 Mass balance

A glacier can be divided into an accumulation and an ablation area. In the accumulation area,

the glacier gains mass, and in the ablation area there is a mass loss (Figure 2.3). The accu-

mulation and the ablation area are separated by the equilibrium line (EL), where the glacier

gains as much mass as it looses, and is therefore at equilibrium (Anonymous, 1969). On a

temperate glacier, the equilibrium line roughly coincides with the end-of-summer snowline

(Østrem, 1975). The equilibrium-line altitude (ELA) is calculated from the mass-balance

gradient at the altitude where the mass balance is zero (see section 2.1.4 and 2.1.5).

The mass balance b is a theoretical concept that can be described as the sum of accumu-

lation c and ablation a on the glacier (Paterson, 1994):

b = c− a. (2.3)

Accumulation c includes all processes by which material is added to the glacier, and is de-

fined as:

c = Psolid + Pstored + C +RW +RA +Mstored. (2.4)

Solid precipitation Psolid like snowfall contributes most to the accumulation. Liquid pre-

cipitation Pstored is stored in the snow cover as frozen rain and has only a minor influence.

Likewise condensing water C that forms rime on the glacier surface or melt water Mstored

that refreezes below the surface. Although, on cold or polythermal glaciers refreezing melt

water is an important component (Anonymous, 1969). Mass is redistributed by wind RW

and snow or ice avalanches RA. Redistribution can contribute to accumulation and ablation

because these processes involve mass deposits and mass removals. On larger glaciers, snow

is often redistributed within the glacier limits, and therefore affects the net balance only little.

Ablation a includes all processes by which ice or snow is lost from the glacier:

a = M + E +K +RW +RA, (2.5)

The most important process is melt M , which is ruled by the energy balance. E is evapora-

tion and K denotes mass lost due to calving. Glaciers calving into a lake or sea often loose

substantial amounts of ice and accelerate ablation.
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Figure 2.3: A schematic picture of a mid-sized mountain glacier illustrat-

ing mass balance terms (glacier de Saleina, Swiss part of the Mont Blanc

area). 1: equilibrium line (EL); 2: patch of negative mass balance above

ELA due to avalanching; 3: accumulation area; 4: patch of positive mass

balance below the ELA, fed from avalanches descending through the lat-

eral valley; 5: ablation area (Machguth, 2008).

On a classic ideal mass balance glacier the accumulation period is in winter and the abla-

tion season is in summer (Figure 2.4). In winter, usually the main accumulation takes place

and very little ablation. This relationship changes in summer when the ablation dominates

the accumulation. The distinction of the accumulation and ablation period depends on the

latitude and continentality of a glacier. The higher the latitude of a glacier is, the more pro-

nounced are the seasons and therefore the ablation and accumulation period. The closer the

glacier is to the sea, the smaller is the temperature amplitude, and therefore, more accu-

mulation can be expected as well in summer, or ablation in winter. Franz Josef Glacier at

the West Coast of New Zealand is a good example for such a maritime glacier. It stretches

across an elevation range of 300 m a.s.l. to 2900 m a.s.l. Although winter and summer can

be distinguished, there is melt in the lower parts and snow accumulation in the higher parts

throughout the year (Anderson, 2003). In the tropics (e.g. Kilimanjaro or Andes) where
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Figure 2.4: The mass balance year (Paterson, 1994).

there are no seasons, the accumulation period is defined by the rainy season and the abla-

tion period by the dry season (Cullen et al., 2007). Similarly in the Central Asian mountain

ranges like the Himalayas, the accumulation period is defined by the monsoon.

Not only do the accumulation and ablation periods vary, but also the length of the mass

balance year, depending on whether the fixed-date or the stratigraphical method is used

(Mayo et al., 1972; WGMS, 2008a). The fixed-date method uses the glaciological year

which is based on the hydrological year. In the northern hemisphere it typically starts on

1 October and ends on 30 September in the following year, in the southern hemisphere it

lasts respectively from 1 April to 30 March. The stratigraphical method is based on the ex-

istence of an observable summer surface. The summer surface is assumed to be formed in

the end of the summer at the time of maximum ablation, and before the first winter snow

accumulation falls that endures the winter (Anonymous, 1969). For practical reasons, often

a mixed method is used. Especially in maritime regions where the seasons are not so distinct,

it is difficult to take field measurements at the very end of the season.

The mass balance year is named after the year of the final measurements in autumn. For

example in the southern hemisphere, the mass balance year 2006 lasts from about March

2005 to March 2006, whereas in the northern hemisphere it lasts from about October 2005

to October 2006.

Methods to measure the mass balance are the glaciological and the geodetic method

(Paterson, 1994). For the glaciological or direct method, measurements are taken annually

in fieldwork on strategically selected sites on the glacier (Østrem and Stanley, 1969; Østrem

and Brugman, 1991; Kaser et al., 2003). Ablation is measured with stakes that are installed
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in autumn. The stakes are revisited in spring and and autumn of the following year, and

the ice loss is read from the stakes. In spring, the snow accumulation is measured from

snow pits and snow probe measurements. The geodetic method is based on the topography

of the glacier surface from various years (Kääb and Funk, 1999; Arendt et al., 2002; Kääb

et al., 2003; Rignot et al., 2003). The mass balance is calculated from the difference of

the glacier surfaces topographies. The glacier topography is derived from old maps, Global

Position System (GPS) measurements that are collected on the glacier, or recorded with

photogrammetry that is based on remote sensing. Other methods exist to measure the mass

balance or parts of it, for example snow depth and distribution is measured with radar. The

hydrological method determines the net balance by measuring the total run-off from the

whole drainage basin, the total precipitation and evaporation (Tangborn et al., 1975). The

reconnaissance method uses remote sensing to locate the equilibrium line to estimate the

net balance (LaChapelle, 1962; Østrem, 1975). For long-term mass balance programmes,

the glaciological and geodetic measurements are the recommended standard methods that

should complement each other (Haeberli et al., 2007).

2.1.4 Mass-balance gradient

The mass-balance gradient describes the relationship between the mass balance and altitude

(∆b/∆H) and indicates the climatic sensitivity of a glacier. It is calculated from the averaged

mass balances of consecutive elevation bands. The mass balance gradient is subject to an-

nual variation, even if the general slope and shape is fairly consistent (Winkler, 2009). Near

the steady-state equilibrium-line altitude (ELA0), the mass-balance gradient is also called

activity index (Hooke, 2005). The activity index is directly related to the net accumulation

that a glacier must transfer to the ablation zone. A high mass-balance gradient with a cor-

responding high activity index indicates high accumulation rates above the ELA0 and high

ablation rates below the ELA0. The glacier has a high mass turn-over, high flow rates, a

short response time and reacts fast to climate variations. Nigardsbreen, a maritime glacier in

Norway is a typical example for such a high activity index glacier (Figure 2.5). In contrast,

Maliy Aktru a continental glacier situated in the Russian Altai Mountains has a small mass-

balance gradient, low mass turn-over and flow rate, and therefore a small activity index. The

activity index is an inverse function of continentality and latitude (Figure 2.6, Currey, 1974).

With higher continentality and latitude, the activity index decreases.

In the ablation area, the mass-balance gradient is rather linear for maritime and continen-

tal glacier types, and can be explained mainly with the atmospheric lapse rate (Oerlemans,

2001). In the accumulation area, the mass-balance gradient generally increases and becomes
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nonlinear. This can be explained with the strongly changing albedo, which is low on bare

ice and high on fresh snow (Table 2.1), and the precipitation gradient that is almost negligi-

ble for valley glaciers (Hooke, 2005). The accumulation is more evenly distributed, unless

there is a lot of snow drift. In very maritime areas, the temperature lapse rate influences the

amount of winter precipitation that falls as snow. In that case, the mass-balance gradient of

the accumulation area can have linear tendencies.
Glacier Mass Balance Bulletin, No. 9, 2007
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3.10.3 Net balance versus altitude (2003/2004 and 2004/2005)
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3.13.4	 Accumulation	area	ratio	(AAR	)	and	equilibrium	line	altitude	(ELA)	versus	specific	net	
balance for the whole observation period 
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Figure 2.5: Mass-balance gradient of the maritime glacier Nigardsbreen,

Norway with a high mass turn-over on the left side, and the continental

glacier Maliy Aktru, Russian Altai Mountains on the right side (WGMS,

2007). The line at a zero net balance indicates the ELA. Note, if the same

altitude/net balance scale was used for both glaciers, Nigardsbreen’s curve

would be much flatter than the one from Maliy Aktru.

Figure 2.6: The glacier activity index as an inverse function of continen-

tality and latitude (Currey, 1974).
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2.1.5 Equilibrium-line altitude (ELA) and the snowline

On an ideal glacier in a steady state, the equilibrium line (EL) separates the ablation area

from the accumulation area. The elevation of this EL is called the steady-state equilibrium-

line altitude (ELA0). For a steady-state condition, the mean specific balance must be zero

and there must be no change of geometry, and therefore no glacier advances or retreats

(Braithwaite, 1980). This concept is rather theoretical because the climate varies over time

and the glacier needs time to adjust to these changes. Therefore in practice, there is no simple

rule to determine the ELA0 but it can be approximated with empirical rules, for example by

the accumulation-area ratio (AAR, see section 2.1.6).

The annual equilibrium-line altitude (ELA) is determined from the yearly measured mass

balance. At the end of a mass balance year, there are often patches of ablation areas above the

EL, which makes it difficult to identify the elevation of the EL. Therefore, the mass balance

is calculated for elevation intervals to identify the mass-balance gradient. The altitude where

the mass balance of the elevation bands is zero describes the ELA (Figure 2.5).

On individual glaciers, the ELA correlates well with the mass balance (Figure 2.7; WGMS,

2007). In many studies (e.g. Rabatel et al., 2005, 2008), the snowline on the glacier at the

end of the summer is equalised with the EL, and the elevation of the EL is used synony-

mously as ELA, and from that, the mass balance is derived. Some premises have to be

considered when such methods are used. The snowline of temperate glaciers follows the EL,
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3.10.3 Net balance versus altitude (2003/2004 and 2004/2005)
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Figure 2.7: The high correlation of the ELA and the mass balance is

demonstrated for Nigardsbreen and Maliy Aktru. The squares represent

measurements for the whole observation period. The black squares show

the measurements from the mass balance years 2003/2004 and 2004/2005,

which are depicted in Figure 2.5 (WGMS, 2007).
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but on high-latitude glaciers with large superimposed ice zones of refrozen meltwater, the

EL is generally lower than the snowline (Paterson, 1994). The transient snowline (TSL) is

the snowline on the glacier that rises during the glaciological year. The highest snowline

before the first winter snowfall is called the “end-of-summer snowline”. It is important that

the snowline used as EL is recorded as late in summer as possible but before the first lasting

snowfall. On glaciers with very distinct summer and winter seasons it is easier to record this

snowline. In contrast, on maritime glaciers it is harder to record the EL at the very end of the

summer because from one year to the next, the stratigraphical end of the mass balance year

changes and varies often over several weeks.

2.1.6 Accumulation-area ratio (AAR)

The accumulation-area ratio (AAR) is the accumulation area divided by the area of the whole

glacier, and is used as an indicator for the variation of the net balance (Paterson, 1994). The

ratio is based on the rule of thumb that the accumulation area of a glacier in equilibrium is

about double the size of the ablation area, and has been defined empirically (Glen, 1963).

Therefore, an AAR of about 0.7 suggest a zero net balance. Correspondingly, an AAR

smaller (or bigger) than 0.7 might indicate a negative (respectively a positive) mass balance

(Meier and Post, 1962). The AAR is suitable as an indicator for typical valley glaciers. It is

problematic to use the AAR for very small glaciers, or glaciers with an unusual geometry or

topography, which cause the glacier to have a lot of patches of ablation area above the ELA

(Braithwaite, 1984). With the help of the AAR, the ELA0 of the glacier can be estimated.

Plotting the area/altitude distribution allows finding the elevation, which splits the accumu-

lation and ablation area into the ratio of 2:1. With that method and terminal moraines, the

ELA0 of former glacier extents can be established (e.g. Kerschner et al., 1999).

2.1.7 Response and reaction time

The response time describes the time a glacier takes, to adjust its shape from a steady state to

a new equilibrium, after a sudden change in climate to a new constant climate. From a mathe-

matical viewpoint, the new equilibrium state is never reached because the glacier adjustment

is based on an exponential asymptotic approach. Jóhannesson et al. (1989) estimates the

response time Tresp by dividing the maximum ice thickness hmax by the net balance at the

glacier tongue bt (see section 3.5). Simplified, it could be said that small cirque glaciers with

small ice thickness have a response time of a few years, mid-sized glacier a few decades,

and big valley glaciers with a big ice thickness have a response time of hundred years or
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more (Haeberli et al., 2007). Therefore, the geometry of a glacier influences the response

time. For a given geometry, maritime glaciers have a shorter response time than continental

glaciers.

The response time should not be mixed up with the reaction time, which indicates the

time of the mass balance disturbance and the first reaction at the glacier terminus. It can

be estimated by dividing the length of the central flowline in the ablation area La by the

kinematic wave velocity (Haeberli and Hoelzle, 1995).
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2.2 Worldwide mass balance research

The glacier mass balance is measured on mountain ranges worldwide and standardised mass

balance observations are compiled and published by the WGMS (Figure 2.8, e.g. WGMS,

2005). Worldwide, mass balances are monitored for maritime, transitional and continental

glaciers from high-, mid- and low-latitudes. Glaciers with similar conditions as the majority

of New Zealand’s glaciers are maritime and found in mid-latitude regions in west-wind zones

with a vicinity to the sea, such as in western Norway, the western mountain ranges of Canada

and the United States of America, and Patagonia.

The longest mass balance programmes with continuous measurements for the entire

glacier started on Storglaciären in Sweden and Storbreen in Norway, in 1946 and 1949,

respectively (Holmlund et al., 1996). The mass balances of maritime glaciers in Norway

have been studied in great detail, for example on Ålfotbreen, Nigardsbreen, Hansebreen,

Engabreen, Briksdalsbreen, Rembesdalskåka or Svelgjabreen (e.g. NVE, 2003, 2007, 2010;

Laumann and Reeh, 1993; Andreassen et al., 2005; Winkler and Nesje, 2009; Winkler et al.,

2009b). Maritime glaciers in the western United States with mass balance measurements in-

clude Taku, Lemon Creek, Gulkana and Wolverine Glacier in Alaska, and Columbia, South

Cascade and Nisqually Glacier in the state of Washington (e.g. Tangborn et al., 1975; Mayo,

1984; Pelto, 1987; Pelto and Miller, 1990; Miller and Pelto, 1999; Cox and March, 2004;

Mayo et al., 2004). In southern South America, the mass balance is measured on Echaurren

Norte Glacier in the Central Chilean Andes since 1975 (Escobar et al., 1995; Casassa et al.,

2006). Echaurren Norte Glacier (33.6◦ S) is situated between the dry and wet Andes (Barry,

2008) and the mass balance displays a strong interannual variation related to ENSO events,

with dry La Niña and wet El Niño years. In the year 2000, a mass balance programme was

initiated on Martal Este Glacier, which is located at 54.8◦ S in the Argentinian part of Tierra

del Fuego (Strelin and Iturraspe, 2007). Martial Este Glacier is of a transitional glacier type

with an approximate mean annual rainfall of 500 mm (1961–1990, Buttstädt et al., 2009).

In 2002, when the idea for this PhD study was developed, there was no ongoing long-

term mass balance programme in Australasia (Figure 2.8; GCOS/GTOS, 2004; Dyurgerov

and Meier, 1997). Therefore, the ultimate goal of this PhD study was to initiate a long-term

mass balance programme with detailed measurements, and additionally three mass balance

studies with a reduced measurement network in the Southern Alps of New Zealand. The

long-term mass balance programme fits into tier 2 of the Global Hierarchical Observing

Strategy (GHOST), and the reduced measurement network fits into tier 3 (subsection 1.1,

Haeberli et al., 2002; Haeberli, 2004).
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Figure 2.8: Overview of mass balance measurements reported to the

WGMS in 2005. Additionally, 23 glaciers with long measurement series

are marked (i.e. 15 or more years, modified from WGMS, 2005).
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2.3 Research on New Zealand’s glaciers

Already over 140 years ago, some of the first European explorers of the New Zealand South-

ern Alps made detailed glacier observations (section 2.3.1). A variety of measurements

followed on Mt Cook and West Coast glaciers, like ice velocity measurements or termini

monitoring. The first overview over the New Zealand glaciers provided the glacier inventory

from the 1980s, which identified 3144 glaciers (Chinn, 1988, section 2.3.2).

From the late 1950s onward, several mass balance studies were made on Tasman Glacier,

on Mt Ruapehu, Ivory, Dart, Fox and Franz Josef Glacier (section 2.3.3). The mass-balance

studies were not suitable for a mass balance programme because they were only short-term

measurements, some covered only parts of the glacier, or the glacier was unfavourable be-

cause it was too big, with ice falls, a proglacial lake or debris-cover. An alternative to the

mass balance measurements was sought, and consequently, the Glacier Snowline Surveys

were introduced in 1977 to provide a mass balance proxy with help of the EOSS (section

2.3.4). Despite the use of EOSS measurements since 1977, the relationship between the

EOSS and the mass balance has not been demonstrated. The Glacier Snowline Survey pro-

vides a long-term dataset of oblique photographs from 50 index glaciers from all over the

Southern Alps. The index glaciers are very well distributed and provide extensive infor-

mation about the glacier evolution. Several studies followed, linking the findings from the

EOSS survey to the climate (section 2.3.5).

In this study, four glaciers are investigated; these are Brewster, Glenmary, Park Pass and

Rolleston Glacier. All selected glaciers are EOSS index glaciers. On Glenmary and Rolle-

ston Glacier no research has been done in the past. In the early 1980s, school classes from

the East Otago High School from Palmerston, Otago visited Park Pass Glacier, investigated

the glacier surface and marked the current glacier surface on the rock wall. The marks on

the wall and photographic records are preserved, but no notes about any measurements could

be found (Ruth Chapman, pers. comm. 2006). On Brewster Glacier, several studies have

been made (section 2.3.6). In the 1980s and 1990s, the ice thickness was measured and the

ablation was recorded over a couple of month. Direct long-term mass balance measurements

started in 2004, when the Brewster mass balance programme was initiated. Several institu-

tions are involved in the programme and the participants are determined to perpetuate and

improve the measurements for the future. The mass balance programme is accompanied by

other studies to enhance the process understanding. Opposed to former mass balance studies

in New Zealand, the Brewster Glacier mass balance programme is designed as a long-term

study with mass balance measurements on the entire glacier.
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2.3.1 Historical overview

The first recorded expedition into the Tasman district was the one of Julius von Haast in 1862

(Harper, 1896). Julius von Haast, a government surveyor and geologist, made sketch plans

of termini from Tasman, Godley and Classen Glacier (Gellatly, 1985). In 1867, T. Pringle

took the first photograph of the terminal face of Franz Josef Glacier. E.P. Sealy photographed

and explored the Tasman, Hooker and Mueller Glacier to their upper basin in1867 and 1870,

as well as Godley and Classen Glacier at the head of the Tekapo River. Arthur P. Harper

and C.E. Douglas drew the first map of Franz Josef Glacier and made area, length and ice

movement measurements. Harper recognized the value of photographs and length change

measurements and set up several cairns for taking photographs (Harper, 1896).

Later research was dominated by glacier termini change observations (Suggate, 1950;

Gage, 1951; Harrington, 1952; Odell, 1955a,b). In 1950, the New Zealand Geological Sur-

vey started weekly photography of the Franz Josef Glacier which was later overtaken by

the Westland National Park (Sara, 1974). In the 1960’s, two glacier-monitoring programs

started; one on Tasman Glacier in 1965 to 1973 (Anderton, 1975), and the other at Ivory

Glacier (Anderton and Chinn, 1978), which was a part of New Zealand’s contribution to the

International Hydrological Decade.

2.3.2 Glacier inventory

In the 1970s, only 527 glaciers were known (Anderton, 1973). In the early 1980’s the

Glaciology Section, Water and Soil Division of the Ministry of Works and Development,

completed a glacier inventory of the New Zealand glaciers (Chinn, 1988). It was compiled

from oblique aerial photographs from autumn 1978 because of the best coverage of this set

of photographs. As an exception, the glaciers on Mount Ruapehu on the North Island were

mapped in 1988 due to a lack of earlier suitable photographs (Chinn, 2001). Chinn (1989,

1991) identified 3144 glaciers over 1 ha in area, covering a total area of 1158 km2, with an

ice volume of about 52.3 km3.

Besides glacier identification information, the inventory included attributes such as total

area, debris-covered area, ice thickness and volume estimate, but as well the glaciers out-

lines, mean width, total length and length of exposed (clean) ice (Chinn, 1989). Further

measured attributes were the maximum, minimum and mean elevation and the minimum el-

evation for exposed ice. The aspects for the accumulation and ablation area were also noted.

The glaciers were classified into types according to their attributes. The ice volumes were

computed from the measured area and estimated mean depth.
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With help of the glacier inventory data Chinn (2001) analyzed various parameters in

respect of their distribution over New Zealand. This included the distribution and frequency

of the glaciated area, glacier volumes, mean glacier elevations, and the frequency distribution

of glacier aspects.

A parameterisation scheme developed by Haeberli and Hoelzle (1995) (see section 3.5)

investigated the glacier inventories of the Southern Alps of New Zealand and the European

Alps (Hoelzle et al., 2007; Baumann and Winkler, 2010). The four variables surface area,

total length, and minimum and maximum altitude were used to derive the mean specific mass

balances, ice volume and area changes. The volume and area loss since 1850 was found to

be much higher for the Southern Alps (-61% respectively -49%) than for the European Alps

(-48% respectively -35%). The findings suggest that the Southern Alps react probably more

sensitive to future temperature changes because of the greater glacier sensitivity and the

generally low altitude of the ELA.

2.3.3 Mass balance measurements

Several short-term mass balance studies have been made on New Zealand’s glaciers, very

often in the context of water resources for hydroelectric power stations. From 1968 to 1970

mass balance studies were completed on Whakapapanui Glacier on Mt. Ruapehu on the

North Island (Thompson and Kells, 1972).

The Ivory basin was chosen for hydrological studies from 1969 to 1975 to represent

the region as part of New Zealand’s contribution to the International Hydrological Decade

(Chinn and Bellamy, 1970; Anderton, 1976a,b; Anderton and Chinn, 1978). The Ministry

of Works made extensive mass balance measurements and various climatological studies on

Ivory Glacier, a glacier in a high-precipitation maritime environment. During a glaciological

year, an average precipitation of about 8000 mm was measured. This resulted in high snow

accumulation rates, and accordingly, the measurement network required regular attention.

Over the study period, a small terminal lake grew rapidly and accelerated ablation by calving.

On a flight of an end-of-summer snowline survey in 2006 (see following section 2.3.4), Ivory

Glacier was sighted as entirely retreated from the lake with only a small percentage of the

ice volume from 1953. To estimate ablation on Ivory Glacier, Hay and Fitzharris (1988)

compared an energy-balance and a bulk-aerodynamic approach.

The first mass balance studies on Tasman Glacier were done from winter 1957 to 1960

under the New Zealand Geological Survey, Division of Scientific and Industrial Research.

The ablation and accumulation has been measured with poles and snow pits on the eastern

band of the Tasman Glacier ice (Goldthwait and McKellar, 1962). In the 1960s further
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partial balance studies have been carried out by the Geological Survey of the Department

of Scientific and Industrial Research (Chinn, 1969). From 1971 to 1973, the Ministry of

Works and Development for the National Water and Soil Conservation Organisation did mass

balance measurements on Tasman Glacier to provide an index of mass balance variations.

But the data was insufficient to compute the mass balance for the whole glacier (Anderton,

1975). There are a few studies about the various ablation processes on the lower trunk of

Tasman Glacier (e.g. Hochstein et al., 1995; Prudie and Fitzharris, 1999; Röhl, 2005, 2006,

2008).

From 1975 to 1986, ablation measurements have been carried out on Dart Glacier. Con-

clusions about the relationship between the mass balance and climate were drawn, and in

particular to an El Niño/Southern Oscillation climatic event in 1982/83, which brought more

precipitation to the Southern Alps (Bishop and Forsyth, 1988).

Ruddell (1995) studied the climate sensitivity of New Zealand’s glaciers with empirical

models. For Franz Josef Glacier, he modelled the transient response with an one-dimensional

single flowline model. He compiled past glaciological observations and reconstructed glacier

extents from the late 1800s and previous centuries from historical and dated moraine data.

To model past and present glacier area and volume, Ruddell used a variety of empirical

relationships like for example the relationship between the change in glacier area and the

change in volume. To calibrate and validate the glacier modelling, Ruddell measured the

mass balance partly on Tasman, Dart, Fox and Franz Josef Glacier during four field seasons.

For Franz Josef Glacier, Woo and Fitzharris (1992) and Oerlemans (1997) used an ex-

tended degree-day, respectively a numerical mass balance model (see 2.4.1 and 2.4.2) to

calculate the mass balance back to 1913. Two studies measured the ablation and energy

transfer on Franz Josef Glacier. The first study was placed on the lower trunk (Marcus

et al., 1985) whereas the other was situated at the névé (Kelliher et al., 1996). Anderson

(2003) estimated the response of Franz Josef Glacier by coupling an extended degree-day

and an ice flow model, verified with an extensive set of field measurements. According to

the IPCC-scenarios, short- and long-term predictions about the future glacier behaviour were

computed. Franz Josef Glacier is very large, heavily crevassed, with an icefall and enormous

accumulation and ablation rates. Therefore, it is very challenging to measure the net balance

and consequently, Franz Josef Glacier is unsuitable for a long-term glacier mass balance

programme.

At present, mass balance measurements are carried out partially or on the entire glacier

of Franz Josef, Brewster, Rolleston, Tasman, Fox and Whangaehu Glacier (Anderson, 2003;

Purdie et al., 2008). The mass balance is measured with the glaciological method. These
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measurements started in the year 2000 or later and many people are involved in these mea-

surements. In the past, glacier mass balances were measured only for a short period of time,

only on parts of the glacier, on glacier unsuitable for a long-term mass balance programme

or with goals different to the objectives of a mass balance programme. Therefore currently,

the Brewster Glacier mass balance programme is the only suitable ongoing long-term mass

balance programme in New Zealand.

2.3.4 End-of-summer snowline (EOSS)

In general, the snowline has often been investigated in the context of glaciation limits and

former glacier extents (Willett, 1950). In the 1860s, Haast (1870) surveyed the baseline

of several glaciers in the Southern Alps, and estimated the elevation of the snowline at

that time (Willett, 1950). Willett (1950) studied the present and pleistocene snowline on

New Zealand’s glaciers, largely based on theoretical considerations. Porter (1975) calcu-

lated glaciation limits by taking the arithmetic mean of the lowest glacier-covered mountain

and the highest ice-free summit, after a method described by Østrem (1966). Porter found a

strong correlation between the strong precipitation gradient and the rising glaciation limits

from west to east.

Since 1977, the end-of-summer snowlines (EOSS) have been measured for 50 indexed

glaciers in an ongoing project. The selected glaciers formed seven transects across and one

along the Southern Alps (Chinn, 1995). The EOSS measurements were set up to surrogate

annual mass-balance measurements because many difficulties arose during previous direct

mass balance measurements on Ivory Glacier. Due to the excellent distribution of the index

glaciers, valuable knowledge was gained about the spatial variability of the glaciers (e.g.

Chinn and Whitehouse, 1980; Chinn, 1995).

The EOSS has been estimated visually from oblique aerial photos and the NZMS260

maps (Topo Map Series, 1:50,000 from Land Infomation New Zealand (LINZ)), and in the

past with help of the obsolete NZMS1 maps (Topo Map Series 1:63,360 from LINZ). From

the steady-state ELA0 and the snowline elevation the so called ELA departure was calcu-

lated, which was used as a mass-balance index. For a detailed survey description see section

3.7.1. The surveys have been carried out by the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric

Research (NIWA), and annual Glacier Snowline Survey reports have been produced (e.g.

Chinn et al., 2006; Willsman et al., 2007, 2008).

Chinn and Whitehouse (1980) plotted snowline elevations of hundreds of glaciers from

the EOSS surveys and glacier inventory on maps, and corrected them accordingly to the

aspect of the glacier. The resulting isoline map revealed that the snowlines correspond to the
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precipitation gradient from west to east, but as well to the latitude and the topography.

Already in the past there have been glacier advances and retreats, reflecting changing

climate (Fitzsimons, 1997). Chinn (1996b) investigated the response of glaciers to cli-

mate change since the little ice age. Aerial photographs were used to identify the large

moraines from the maximum extent of the little ice age and the current terminus position.

The glaciers were classified into three glacier types: cirque, mountain and valley glaciers

(Haeberli, 1995), whereas the valley glaciers were subdivided into glaciers with or without

proglacial lakes.

In a further study, Chinn (1999) attempted to isolate the timing of the climate change

responsible for the glacier changes for two decades (1977 to 1997). The data were acquired

from aerial photographs over different years, which were examined regarding the terminus

changes. The glaciers were classified into the three above mentioned glacier types, and

if existent, with the additional attributes proglacial lakes and debris cover for the valley

glaciers. The study showed that glaciers response to climate-change is very complex and

hard to identify only with length change measurements and that other methods are needed,

such as mass balance information.

Chinn et al. (2005a) compared the ELA departures as mass-balance index of all EOSS

glaciers to individual glaciers and to glacier termini responses. They found that there was

a large variation across the glaciers but the internal variations of individual glaciers were

consistent. The cumulative ELA departures were compared to the terminus changes of Franz

Josef Glacier, and the correlation was found to be good. It was concluded that no single

glacier is representative for intensive study of glacier-climate relationships, and that simple

data of many glaciers may be more indicative for climate variations.

GLIMS is a project designed to monitor glaciers worldwide using remote sensing. At the

New Zealand GLIMS office, Mojžíšek and Mathieu (2004) used ASTER images from 2001

to 2003 to complement EOSS information with help of a Normalized Difference Snow Index

(NDSI), Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The

result was compared to the EOSS values calculated by Chinn et al. (2003).

2.3.5 Climate-glacier response relationship

As mentioned above, there have been several studies investigating the glacier response to cli-

mate change. To assess the climate, temperature, precipitation and in some studies radiation

data from nearby climate stations have been used. In a numerous amount of other studies,

the focus is on the synoptic weather patterns on a macro scale (e.g. Marcus et al., 1985;

Fitzharris et al., 1997; Hooker and Fitzharris, 1999; Lamont et al., 1999). The relationships
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between New Zealand’s rainfall and south-west Pacific pressure pattern were investigated by

Tait and Fitzharris (1998).

The position of the subtropical high pressure zone, the strength and extent of westerly

and southerly, longitudinal and latitudinal pressure differences, but as well sea surface tem-

peratures were used as climate indicators (Fitzharris et al., 1992; Clare et al., 2002). To

study the links between climate and glacier change, Fitzharris et al. (1997) used mean atmo-

spheric pressure maps and EOSS as a surrogate for the glacier mass balance. They separated

pressure data into accumulation and ablation seasons, and looked at the most positive and

negative mass balance years for both seasons. Pressure anomaly maps and airflow patterns

were derived from those mean atmospheric pressure maps. A relationship between the posi-

tion of the EOSS and the Southern Oscillation, represented by El Niño and La Niña events,

was evident. Clare (2000) included in his study about glacier response to climate variability

also the 11-year solar cycle and the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO).

Hooker and Fitzharris (1999) compared advance and retreat phases of Franz Josef Glacier

with atmospheric circulation patterns and the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) for a 20-

year period. Advance phases were apparently related to higher frequency El Niño events.

Lamont et al. (1999) compared atmospheric pressure anomaly maps with trend surfaces of

the equilibrium-line altitudes (ELA), to investigate the ELA gradients across the Southern

Alps. Beside the connection of glacier behaviour and atmospheric circulation change, even

teleconnections were noticeable as shown by the studies of Tyson et al. (1997), Takeuchi

et al. (1999) and Fitzharris et al. (2007).

2.3.6 Research on Brewster Glacier

For this thesis, Brewster, Glenmary, Rolleston and Park Pass Glacier have been studied. In

the past, of the four glaciers, most research has been done on Brewster Glacier, and Brewster

Glacier takes the most important role in this thesis. Therefore, a literature review about

Brewster Glacier is provided here.

In March 1986, Thiel (1986) tested very low frequency surface-impedance measurements

on Brewster Glacier, to measure the ice thickness. Thiel made a single traverse from East to

West across the glacier and fitted the results to a three-layer model. The section profile shows

a maximum ice thickness of about 100 m, and a basin on the western side of the glacier, with

a layer of gravel at the base.

Eleven years later, the glacier bed was surveyed with GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar),

and a maximum ice thickness of 150 m was measured and an overdeepening was detected

a few hundred metres further up from the terminus (Figure 3.4; Autridge, 1998). The GPR
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measurements were made in conjunction with a GPS (Global Position System) survey in

January 1997, to derive DEMs of the surface and bed of Brewster Glacier (Autridge, 1998;

Willis et al., 2008, see also section 3.2.2). The subglacial drainage system was investigated

with a combination of dye tracing tests from January to March 1997, and the DEMs that

were used with the glacier hydraulic potential theory. For early summer, a channelised but

hydraulically inefficient drainage system was found, which became hydraulically more effi-

cient by mid-summer.

During the same time period, Morris (1997) installed 46 ablation stakes on Brewster

Glacier and three AWS (automatic weather stations), one on, and two along the side of the

glacier. The influence of synoptic climate conditions on ablation processes, energy transfer

and local wind regimes was investigated. The mean daily ablation rate was 28 mm w.e. d−1

(millimetre water equivalent per day) in summer which decreased in autumn. The highest

ablation rates were mainly recorded on days with northeasterly and westerly synoptic flow.

Glacier winds occurred rarely due to the open glacier valley, with a very low west ridge. The

local winds showed no clear diurnal cycle, and due to the significant influence of synoptic

winds, thermally induced winds were not evident. Energy balance calculations showed that

for melting the ice, turbulent fluxes contribute slightly more than radiative fluxes.

A year later in mid January 1998, 51 ablation stakes were installed on Brewster Glacier

between 1700 and 1900 m a.s.l. in a mainly snowcovered area (Autridge, 1998). In mid

February 1998, the stake network was found almost completely destroyed by an exceptional

ablation event. With help of the glacier surface measured in 1997 with GPS, the surface

lowering was calculated. Maximum surface lowering of up to 5 m (3500 mm w.e. with a

snow density of 700 kg m−3) was found just above the transient snowline that shifted up to

about 1825 m a.s.l. The exceptional ablation is explained with rainfall-induced slushflow

near the snowline, in an area of slope and contour concavity (Smart et al., 2000).

In February 2004, Andrew Mackintosh from Victoria University of Wellington installed

seven stakes along the flowline of Brewster Glacier (Anderson et al., 2010). George (2005)

extended this stake network in December 2004 and installed an AWS at the edge of the

glacier (see section 3.3.2 for detailed descriptions). George studied the relationship between

melt and a variety of climatic variables, and found that complex combinations of climate

variables are responsible for melt. For the mass balance year 2005, George measured a

positive mass balance of about 0.64 - 0.70 m w.e.

In early 2005, the glacier surface was surveyed with GPS and a DEM was produced

from it (Ian Willis, pers. comm. 2006). Together with the GPS-derived DEM produced in

1997, and a DEM based on the contourlines of the Topographic Map 260-H38 - Haast Pass
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from 1986, the mass balances for these time periods have been calculated. The first time

period displayed a positive mass balance, which was followed by a period of a negative mass

balance. Over the whole period, the mass balance was slightly negative.

Anderson et al. (2010) used a spatially distributed energy balance model over two mass

balance years. The aim was to calculate the glacier mass balance, runoff and sensitivity to

climate change. In February and March 2005, Winter-Billington (2008) measured discharge

characteristics of Brewster Glacier’s proglacial stream in order to study the relationship be-

tween the discharge, the local atmospheric variables and atmospheric circulation patterns. In

summer 2007/2008, micrometeorological data was collected and ablation was measured on a

raster of ablation stakes on the lower part of Brewster Glacier. With the data, Roger Hodson

investigated the influence of spatio-temporal variability of albedo on the ablation in the lower

part of Brewster Glacier (Roger Hodson, pers. comm. 2008). Gillett (2008) calculated for

that summer the energy balance from the climate measurements, identified the climate vari-

ables that control the ablation and calculated degree-day factors for snow and ice. She found

that net radiation influences the energy balance most (54%), followed by the sensible (24%)

and latent heat flux (19%), with the heat flux supplied by rain (3%) having the least impact.

From July to November 2008, Andrea Barrueto measured the monthly winter accumulation

and studied the spatial and temporal evolution of the winter snowcover (Barrueto, 2009).
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2.4 Mass balance models

The glacier mass balance is very sensitive to temperature and precipitation changes. The

sensitivity of the mass balance to the temperature is more or less linear, while for precipita-

tion it is strongly nonlinear. The influence of climatic variables can be simulated and tested

by modelling the mass balance as a function of these factors.

There are many possible applications for mass balance models. The current mass balance

can be modelled and validated with mass balance measurements or proxy data. With a well

calibrated model, past mass balances can be reconstructed, and future scenarios can be mod-

elled. Mass balance models support studying and understanding processes on the glacier.

The climate sensitivity of the glacier can be tested by varying climatic input variables (e.g.

Oerlemans, 1992; Oerlemans and Fortuin, 1992; Anderson et al., 2010). Mass balance mod-

els could be used to explore precipitation in mountainous areas where measurements are rare

(Machguth, 2008). On the scale of a mountain range, the mass balance can be computed for

clusters of glaciers to understand processes on a larger scale (e.g. Machguth et al., 2006b;

Zemp et al., 2007).

Mass balance models have been developed for several dimensions. The most simple mass

balance models calculate the specific mass balance for a point (e.g. Braithwaite, 1984). More

detailed models simulate the mass balance along a profile, which often follows the central

flowline (e.g. Oerlemans, 1997; Anderson, 2003). Distributed mass balance models reach

the highest spatial resolution, where the mass balance is calculated for every grid point of a

glacier surface (e.g. Klok, 2002; Dadic et al., 2008; Paul et al., 2009).

A variety of models of different complexity have been developed to reproduce the mass

balance. The model complexity depends on several factors, like the investigated aspects

and time span, the availability of data, the glacier geometry or the spatial scale (Machguth,

2008). A simple mass balance model relies on fewer input data than a complex model,

which simulates physical processes with more variables of the energy balance. The better

physical processes are modelled, the more relevant parameters have to be considered in the

model. Such complex models improve process understanding. Often, extensive datasets

are available only for a limited time span. For example climatic variables measured on the

glacier surface are taken only during a summer or for a couple of years, which allows a

complex model running only for that time period. If only a single parameter is needed for a

simple mass balance model, for example the widely available air temperature, much longer

time periods can be investigated. When the mass balance is modelled for a cluster of glaciers

in a region, only the most relevant processes have to be modelled. Processes that might be
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important on a specific glacier may become insignificant if the focus is set on a regional

scale. Therefore, for a cluster of glaciers, it is essential to model the dominant processes

with a simpler model, and for an individual glacier to model all relevant processes with a

complex model. Simple models tend to be applied for longer time spans, bigger regions,

and if only limited datasets are available. Complex models enhance process understanding

and simulate the mass balance of individual glaciers in greater detail, and for shorter time

periods (Machguth, 2008). A selection of simple mass balance models with reduced input

data is presented in the next section (2.4.1), and complex mass balance models that are based

on the surface energy balance are introduced in section 2.4.2.

2.4.1 Simple mass balance models

The first three approaches of simple mass balance models include regression models, simple

models with ELA as a proxy of the mass balance, and positive degree-day models. They are

based on either the air temperature, or precipitation and temperature. The regression models

and the ELA proxy model calculate a single mass balance value for the entire glacier. Positive

degree-day models are often applied to elevation bands to receive a more differentiated mass

balance value (Hock, 2005).

Regression models

The mass balance of an entire glacier can be computed with regression models. These are

statistically derived relations between data from a climate station and measured mass bal-

ance. To calculate the annual mean specific mass balance b the regression model requires a

climate station representative or close to the glacier to measure the mean annual air temper-

ature Tmaa and annual precipitation Pa. The mass balance regression equation is according

to Greuell and Genthon (2004):

b = c0 + c1Tmaa + c2Pa + εi, (2.6)

where εi is the error and c0, c1 and c2 are found by multiple regression analysis. Data

are usually taken from the closest climate station. However, the distance to the glacier is

often quite large and measurements have to be interpolated from the station to the glacier,

introducing considerable uncertainty. In the regression model the hypsometry of the glacier

is not taken in account. That is a problem because the mass balance is also dependant on

the hypsometry. This problem can be solved by defining a reference mass-balance profile

and calculate an annual mass balance anomaly over a fixed elevation interval (Greuell and

Genthon, 2004). Therefore mass balance profiles of several years are needed.
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Greuell (1992) used a multiple linear regression analysis together with a one-dimensional

numerical ice-flow model to reconstruct the mass balance and simulate historical length vari-

ations of Hintereisferner, Austria. Such a regression analysis has been done before by e.g.

Wakonigg (1971); Hoinkes and Steinacker (1975); Günther and Widlewski (1986) (cited in

Greuell, 1992), or Letréguilly (1988) and Chen and Funk (1990).

For Griesgletscher, Switzerland, Funk et al. (1997) used two data sets of mass balance

measurement points to compute the average mass balance with a polynominal regression.

The first dataset consisted of all measurement points, whereas the second was a reduced

dataset representing the strategically chosen measuring sites on the glacier. The results were

then compared to a variety of methods. It was found that Lliboutry’s linear balance model, a

two-way analysis variance model developed by Lliboutry (1974), provided more satisfying

results.

Ad̄algeirsdóttir et al. (2003) applied a non-linear regression model to describe the mass-

balance distribution of Vatnajökull, Island. Rather than using the relationship of climate and

mass balance data, the regression model ran with six adjustable physical parameters, which

were the slope, direction, height of the ELA plane, two altitude mass-balance gradients, and

a maximum value of the surface mass balance. The parameters had a clear physical inter-

pretation, and were determined with all available mass balance data. It was found that the

parameter values explained the temporal variation of the observed mass-balance distribution

very well.

ELA proxy models

Braithwaite (1984) studied the relationship of the mass balance and the ELA for several

glaciers. He found that the ELA is closely related to the mass balance. Therefore, we can

write the mean specific mass balance b as:

b =
db

dH
(ELA0 − ELAt), (2.7)

with db
dH

for the effective mass-balance gradient that can be calculated from existing measure-

ments or estimated, ELA0 standing for the ELA of the glacier with a mass balance equalling

zero, and ELAt is the ELA of the respective mass balance in the year t (Haeberli and Hoel-

zle, 1995). The ELAt is estimated from the snowline altitudes, or in the field from a stake

profile that is placed in the area of the expected ELAt range of a glacier. Braithwaite (1984)

found that this method can be used to compute the mass balance for additional years for

glaciers with a known mass-balance gradient. It is not applicable to all glaciers, especially

not for large ice masses or glaciers with a small elevation range.
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Rabatel et al. (2005) determined the mass balances of three French glaciers from 1994–

2002 by employing the above presented method from Braithwaite. The ELAs were identified

with satellite imagery. A high correlation was found for the modelled and measured mass

balance. On Glacier Blanc in the French Alps, Rabatel et al. (2008) used the same method

to calculated the mass balances from 1981–2005. Since there were no mass-balance mea-

surements available for Glacier Blanc, the modelled mass balance was compared to mass

balances measured on neighbouring glaciers, and mass balance data reconstructed with a

positive degree-day model (see next section), from meteorological data from a nearby cli-

mate station.

The ELA can also directly be used as a proxy for the mass balance. It is assumed that the

ELA is coupled to the isotherm of the mean annual air temperature Tmaa and that the balance

profile remains unaltered (Oerlemans, 2001). This can be expressed as:

∆ELA = −1

γ
∆Tmaa, (2.8)

with γ as temperature lapse rate. This model does not consider precipitation, radiation, hu-

midity or other meteorological quantity change (Oerlemans, 2001). Oerlemans and Hoogen-

doorn (1989) found that this calculation probably underestimates changes in the ELA.

Positive Degree Day Models (PDDM)

Positive degree day models (PDDM), or temperature index melt models are used to model

the ablation in relation to the atmospheric temperature. Air temperature is for many regions

available, therefore, PDDMs are widely applied to compute melt. The PDDM relates the

ice or snow-melt to the positive air temperature sums, which show a high correlation (Hock,

2003). Therefore, the ablation a is (after Braithwaite and Olesen, 1993):

a = βTpdd, (2.9)

where β is a degree-day factor and Tpdd is the sum of all positive daily mean temperatures

(often referred to positive degree days). In this model precipitation is prescribed. The degree-

day factor is a constant and must be calibrated with field measurements (Huss et al., 2008).

Often, two degree-day factors are applied for snow and ice melt. Without the calibration

of the degree-day factor with field measurements, the PDDM can be uncertain, especially

if calculated for future climate scenarios. Since complex processes on glacier surfaces are

lumped together in the degree-day factor, the temporal resolution of the PDDM is low. The

spatial resolution is low also, as melt is strongly influenced by topographical effects, which

is not taken into consideration in PDDMs. The performance of PDDMs can be improved
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by incorporating further variables, such as radiation, or the model is expanded to a mass

balance model by including precipitation in order to account for accumulation. PDDMs are

not suitable to study climate sensitivity, because they tend to overestimate the response to

temperature change (Oerlemans, 2001, 2007).

Ohmura (2001) explained the physical basis of PDDMs, and Hock (2003, 2005) provided

a good review on PDDMs. Degree-day factors collected from a range of studies were pro-

vided, and possible extensions of the formulations were given, for example for the inclusion

of radiation or the upgrading to a distributed model (Hock, 1999).

Laumann and Reeh (1993) applied a PDDM including precipitation to three Norwegian

Glaciers. The purpose of the study was to develop a mass-balance model for glaciers in Nor-

way that depends only on a few climatic parameters. Jóhannesson et al. (1995) applied the

model described by Laumann and Reeh (1993) to glaciers in three different climate regimes

that were in Iceland, Norway and Greenland. The temporal resolution was improved by us-

ing daily and monthly input data instead of annual data. The calibration was based on yearly

mass balance measurements rather then long-term mass-balance averages.

Braithwaite and Zhang (2000) employed a PDDM to assess the mass balance sensitiv-

ity of five Swiss glaciers to temperature changes. Snow accumulation was estimated from

monthly mean temperature and precipitation. Braithwaite and Zhang (2000) used for their

PDDM temperatures extrapolated from nearby climate stations, and tuned the model by vary-

ing precipitation to make it fit to the measured mass balance. Anderson (2003) used a model

based on Jóhannesson et al. (1995) and Braithwaite and Zhang (2000) to study the links

between the mass balance and climate on Franz Josef Glacier.

2.4.2 Mass balance models based on surface energy balance

On most temperate glacier, the dominant processes influencing the mass balance are melting

and snow accumulation by snowfall. Melt is a complex process that can be modelled based

on the glacier surface energy balance. Snowfall is often parametrized using a threshold

air-temperature to distinguish between solid and liquid precipitation. More complex mass

balance models incorporate further processes like avalanches, wind drift, calving, superim-

posed ice or internal accumulation. In general, the more recent mass balance models based

on the energy balance are distributed models calculating the mass balance for every point of

the glacier, based on a DEM. Time steps are often daily, and in more complex models hourly

or shorter. Models with numbers as input and output data with a numerical time-stepping

procedure to model a behaviour over time are called numerical models. In the following sec-

tions, a mass balance model based on a very simple surface energy flux parameterisation and
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a model with a more sophisticated energy balance calculation are introduced, and examples

of model applications are given. The two in detail described models are based on Oerlemans

(2001), which provides detailed background information and explanations on mass balance

models.

Simple model calculating melt

Solar radiation and the net longwave radiation, which is strongly linked to the air tempera-

ture, are the key factors for melt and are included in this simple model together with solid

precipitation (Oerlemans and Hoogendoorn, 1989; Oerlemans, 2001). Melt occurs if the sur-

face energy flux is positive, and snow accumulates when precipitation falls at a temperature

below a threshold (e.g. 1◦ C). The model is based on the simplest possible parameterisation

of the total surface energy flux:

b =
∑
year

{
min

(
0;
−QM

Lm

)
+ Psolid

}
, with (2.10)

QM = c1QE + c2T. (2.11)

QM is the total melt energy, Lm is the latent heat of melting, Psolid is solid precipitation,QE is

the extra-terrestrial irradiance, and T is the air temperature outside the direct influence of the

glacier surface. QE is dependent on the elevation of the sun and the sun-earth distance. The

constants c1 and c2 should absorb micro-meteorological processes like atmospheric effects

and geometric factors influencing solar radiation, surface albedo, longwave radiation, the

effects of the atmospheric boundary layers, turbulent fluxes and glacier wind. An estimate of

c1 and c2 can be obtained by comparing the observed and the calculated melt. A summation

sign is used instead of an integral, since in practice, the balance is calculated with finite time

intervals (Oerlemans, 2001).

Simple numerical mass balance model

For the simple numerical mass balance model, the model to calculate melt described above

has been further developed with a time dependency. The time steps allow including processes

that are time dependent like the albedo that changes over time and is related to the snow

depth. The cumulative balance bcum is calculated on day t+1 for daily time steps (Oerlemans,

2001):

bcum(t+ 1) = bcum(t) +

 ∆t · (−QMd)/Lm + Psolid ifQMd > 0

Psolid ifQMd ≤ 0
(2.12)
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where t was a discrete time variable (day number) and ∆t the time step (86400 seconds

for one day). If the mean energy flux QMd is higher than 0, energy for melt is available,

which is calculated from the daily mean energy flux and the latent heat of fusion of ice Lm
that is 334 kJ kg−1. The mass balance calculation is completed by considering any solid

precipitation. With a mean energy flux equal or lower than 0, there is no melt and the mass

balance is governed only by solid precipitation that contributes to accumulation.

The mean energy flux is calculated daily and includes additional variables like the albedo

or the mean annual air temperature. The daily mean energy flux QMd is parameterised as:

QMd = dSclr ↓ (1− α) + c0 + c1T, (2.13)

where d is a reduction factor that accounts for cloudiness and haze, Sclr ↓ is the potential

incoming shortwave radiation during clear sky conditions at the relevant grid cell, α is the

albedo, and T is the mean daily air temperature that is 2 m above ground and outside of

the glacier boundary layer. The term c0 + c1T is the sum of the longwave radiation balance

and turbulent exchange linearised around the melting point, which is based on a empirical

relationship (Oerlemans, 2001). The constant c1 is typically around 10 W m−2K−1, where

as the constant c0 is used as a tuning parameter (Oerlemans, 2001). Two values are used for

the albedo, depending on whether the glacier surface is snow or ice. A threshold temperature

defines at what temperature precipitation is treated as snowfall.

Compared to the model above, a more complex energy balance model in general includes

the daily cycle (a higher temporal resolution), an explicit calculation of longwave radia-

tion balance and turbulent heat fluxes, subsurface heat-flux parameterisation, more complex

albedo parameterisations and a refreezing scheme.

Examples of models based on the surface energy balance

Glacier surface energy balance models have been applied in numerous studies. For exam-

ple Oerlemans and Hoogendoorn (1989) studied the sensitivity of mass-balance profiles to

shading effects, slope, and exposure with a mass balance model based on the surface energy

balance. The climate sensitivity was tested by varying the air temperature, precipitation,

cloudiness and albedo. Munro (1991) used a mass balance model by Oerlemans (1986) and

incorporated cloud-sensitive models of global shortwave and atmospheric longwave radia-

tion to simulate the ablation and net balance on Peyto Glacier, Canada. The annual mass

balance was modelled for Peyto Glacier, applying maritime, continental and arctic climatic

regimes. The elevational distribution of the modelled net balances displayed the steepest

mass balance gradient for maritime climates, and the flattest gradient for arctic climates.
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Oerlemans (1992) modelled the mass balance of three Norwegian glaciers with very

different mass-balance characteristics. The one-dimensional model simulating the mass-

balance profile performed well, and was therefore used to study the climate sensitivity of

the three glaciers. The model was also applied to the Alps, with a special emphasis to

the glacier response to changing climate parameters (Oerlemans, 1993). It was found that

the model could be used for detailed studies on specific glaciers. For Morteratschgletscher,

Switzerland, Oerlemans (2000) and Oerlemans and Klok (2002) evaluated the surface energy

balance. To calculate the turbulent energy fluxes, Oerlemans (2000) used the well-known

bulk aerodynamic formulas. In a study by Klok (2002), a two-dimensional mass balance

model was developed to study the spatial distribution of energy and mass fluxes. The focus

was also on the effects of shading and the topography, since they influence the energy fluxes

a lot. The model was successfully applied to Morteratschgletscher, where various climate

dataset were available.

Machguth et al. (2006a,b) and Machguth et al. (submitted) programmed four different

versions of the above described model by Oerlemans (2001). The models ran with daily

temperature, precipitation and solar radiation or cloudiness observed at a nearby climate sta-

tion. The potential clear-sky radiation was calculated according to Corripio (2003) and Iqbal

(1983). Machguth (2008) compared the simple model to a more complex model (Machguth

et al., 2006b) to assess its performance on Morteratsch Glacier in Switzerland. It was found

that for this particular test area and time frame the performance of the models were similar,

although the more complex model reproduces slightly more realistic melt rates.

Many models are designed to only model melt. Arnold et al. (1996) applied a distributed

surface energy-balance model to the small valley glacier Haut Glacier d’Arolla, Switzer-

land. Snow cover at the end of spring was prescribed and surface melt rates were modelled

during one particular summer. But also the temporal and spatial variation of snow depth,

the snow-line position and the surface albedo were determined. Brock et al. (2000a) de-

veloped parameterisations to estimate albedo variations in surface energy balance models.

With these parameterisations, Brock et al. (2000b) updated the above mentioned model from

Arnold et al. (1996) to examine the spatial and temporal variations in the surface albedo and

roughness length.

With a surface energy balance model by Mölg and Hardy (2004), Cullen et al. (2007)

studied the relation between climate and ice ablation on the upper flat tabular-shaped glaciers

on Kilimanjaro, where sublimation contributes most to the mass loss. The main components

of the energy balance were modelled, taking also subsurface energy fluxes into consideration.

The model was validated with turbulent flux measurements that were recorded with the eddy
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covariance technique. Mölg et al. (2008) upgraded the model and calculated the mass balance

of slope glaciers on Kilimanjaro.
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Chapter 3

Methods

In the first section (3.1), the study area and the climate of the Southern Alps are explained,

and in the second section (3.2) some of the used datasets are introduced. The mass balance

data has been collected during fieldwork, and was processed with a Geographical Informa-

tion System (GIS) (sections 3.3 and 3.4). With a parameterisation scheme based on length

change data, the mass balance has been calculated with an independent method (section 3.5).

Climate data was important as input data for the mass balance model, and needed prepro-

cessing, assessing and adaption to the conditions at Brewster Glacier (section 3.6). The most

suitable climate dataset had to be evaluated with statistical methods. The EOSS data re-

quired processing to be used for the mass balance model validation and glacier observations

(section 3.7). In the last section 3.8 the applied mass balance is introduced in detail, and the

calibration and validation methods are described.

3.1 Study area

The Southern Alps stretch along the South Island of New Zealand (see shaded area on

South Island in Figure 3.1). Three major tectonic regimes built up the Southern Alps, the

Tuhua, Rangitata and the Kaikoura Orogeny (Fitzsimons and Veit, 2001). The most recent

and current orogeny (Kaikoura) was caused by the processes happening at the continental-

continental transpressional transform boundary between the Indo-Australian and Pacific Plates.

Preeminent evidence of this boundary is the Alpine Fault which stretches along the Southern

Alps. The mountains experienced multiple glaciations, with a large complex glacier system

during the Pleistocene. Over the last 730,000 years, twelve major periods of alpine glaciation

were identified (Fitzsimons and Veit, 2001). Since the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) about

20,000 years ago, several glacier advances could be determined from geomorphological evi-
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Figure 3.1: Location of investigated mass balance glaciers. The shaded

areas show mountainous areas above 1000 m a.s.l.

dence (Fitzsimons, 1997). The Southern Alps experience a considerable amount of erosion,

which is caused mainly by the tectonic setting and precipitation. Earthquakes caused by in-

teractions at the Alpine Fault trigger landslides, and the high precipitation rates at the West

Coast provoke high erosion rates (Fitzsimons and Veit, 2001). The precipitation patterns of

New Zealand also determine the distribution of glaciated areas. The prevailing westerlies

bring tremendous amounts of rainfall that precipitate at the mountain ranges of the West

Coast. Kerr (2009) and Kerr et al. (in preparation) reported over 15 000 mm a−1 of rainfall

on the Main Divide, and provide a detailed review on precipitation measurements in the area

of Mt Cook. Moving from the very maritime climate eastwards, the precipitation decreases

significantly perpendicular to the Main Divide with 1000 mm km−1 (Kerr et al., in prepara-

tion), producing a continental climate east of the Main Divide. The maritime environment

promotes glaciation, whereas the glaciation thins with the continental setting.

Mass balance measurements are established across the main mountain chain of the South

Island. It includes maritime glaciers that are situated west of or on the Main Divide, and

a transitional glacier lying east of the Main Divide. The different glacier types provide

information about their respective sensitivity and response time (Jóhannesson et al., 1989).
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The glaciers meet as many requirements for a good network benchmark glacier as pos-

sible. These requirements include: reasonable size (5–10 km2, but not smaller than 2 km2),

coverage of a broad altitude range (500–1000 m, unless small glaciers populate the area),

well defined catchment area, simple geometry, uniform and smooth surface, free of debris

cover, insignificant non-climatic processes like avalanches or calving, and last but not least

be safe and easily accessible (Kaser et al., 2003). Strictly speaking, no glacier itself is re-

garded as representative or benchmark glacier, and mass balance glacier only very rarely

meet all requirements. As an additional requirement for this study, the glaciers had to be

index glaciers with EOSS-records since 1977 or 1978 in order to compare the measured

mass balance with the EOSS. The glaciers chosen for this study are Brewster, Park Pass and

Rolleston Glacier, which represent maritime glaciers, and Glenmary Glacier, standing for a

transitional glacier type (Figure 3.1).

3.1.1 Brewster Glacier

Brewster Glacier was named by Julius von Haast after the Scottish Physicist Sir David Brew-

ster (1781-1868; Tee, 2007). Brewster Glacier is a temperate glacier on the Main Divide of

the Southern Alps and lies south of Mt Brewster (2515 m a.s.l.), in the chlorite zone of the

Haast Schist (Thiel, 1986, Figure 3.2 and 3.3). The coordinates are -44.075◦ S / 169.435◦ E,

or in New Zealand Map Grid 1949 (NZMG) coordinates 5675000/2224500 (Map 260-H38

Haast Pass).

The glacier has an area of about 2.5 km2, it is about 2.5 km long, and stretches over

an elevation range of 730 m, from 1660–2390 m a.s.l. The majority of the glacier, up to

about 2000 m a.s.l. faces south with an average slope of 11◦, and the top 400 m have a

southwesterly aspect with a mean slope of 31◦ (Anderson et al., 2010). The maximum ice

thickness is about 150 m, and a few hundred meters up the snout there is an overdeepening

(Figure 3.4; Autridge, 1998). On the western margin of the glacier, the valley walls are not

very confined.

The glacier surface is very clean and there is very little sedimentation in the glacier

forefield (Figure 3.2). The exposed bedrock is nicely polished and displays abrasion marks

from the glacier. These observations, the very few debris delivering rockwalls surrounding

Brewster Glacier (Haeberli, 1986) and very low frequency measurements by Thiel (1986)

(see 2.3.6) suggest little subglacial sediments, with rather eroding than sedimenting glacier

activities. Brewster Glacier is maritime glacier type with an annual precipitation between

3500 - 4500 mm (NZMS, 1983).
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Figure 3.2: Brewster Glacier, photographed on 22 March 2007.
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Figure 3.3: Map of Brewster Glacier, with climate station. The glacier’s
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0 500 1'000250 Meters

Figure 3.4: Subglacial bedrock topography of Brewster Glacier (after

Autridge, 1998). The maximum ice thickness is 150 m, and in the lower

part of the glacier, an overdeepening is visible. The overlayed blue line

represents the glacier outline from 1997, the red line shows the terminus

surveyed in 2007, and the light blue area is the lake. The black-white

glacier outline in the background is faulty.

3.1.2 Glenmary Glacier

Glenmary Glacier lies east of the Main Divide (-43.995◦ S / 169.885◦ E, NZMG 5685900/

2260000), only about 35 km east-northeast of Brewster Glacier. The glacier is embedded

in the Naumann Range between the Dobson and Hobson River Valley, north of Lake Ohau

(Map 260-H37 Tasman). In older and many current publications, the range is still called

Neumann Range. But in 1999, the New Zealand Geographic Board (NZGB) corrected the

name back to Naumann Range (after the German Mineralogist C.F. Naumann), which is how

Julius von Haast originally named the range (Burrows, 2005; NZGB, 2009).

The climate in the region is relatively dry, with an estimated annual rainfall between
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Figure 3.5: Glenmary Glacier photographed on 5 March 2006.
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Figure 3.6: Map of Glen-

mary Glacier. The gla-

cier outlines (includes al-

so snowfields) and con-

tours were digitised in the

1980s. Topomap infor-

mation sourced from NZ-

Topo Database. Crown

Copyright Reserved.
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1600 mm and 2400 mm (NZMS, 1983). The Ben Ohau Range to the east of Naumann

Range features many relictic and active permafrost forms, for example rockglaciers, which

indicate a regional predominantly dry climate for the past few thousand years, as some dated

features suggest (Brazier et al., 1998).

Glenmary Glacier stretches over about 300 m from 2040–2360 m a.s.l., with a length of

1.1 km and an area of 0.5 km2, facing south with a mean slope of 20◦ (Figure 3.6). Sev-

eral small constraint streams drain the glacier, leaving part of the glacier forefield relatively

undisturbed. In the glacier forefield is a lot of sediments, partly forming rows of annual

moraines (see section 4.4.2 and Figure 4.47). About 100 meters from the glacier terminus,

the streams converge in a very narrow gully. On both sides of the glacier, pronounced lateral

moraines are visible, which may date from the little ice age (LIA) around 1760 (Figure 3.5).

3.1.3 Park Pass Glacier

Park Pass Glacier is situated on the Main Divide, about 40 km north-northwest of the north-

ern end of Lake Wakatipu on the edge to the Fiordland National Park (Map 260-E40 Earn-

slaw, -44.59◦ S / 168.23◦ E, NZMG 5613500/2131500). Park Pass Glacier is a maritime

glacier that receives an annual precipitation between 4800–6400 mm (NZMS, 1983). The

south facing glacier has an area of 2 km2 with a length of 2.6 km, and an elevation range of

700 m from 1500–2200 m a.s.l. (Willsman et al., 2007, Figure 3.8).

In the early 1980s, a proglacial lake developed, which continues to grow. During yearly

field visits between 1981 and 1986, school classes marked the current glacier surfaces on the

rock walls in the ablation area on the true left side (see also section 2.3). The marks and the

growing lake document the significant retreat and surface lowering of Park Pass Glacier in

the past 30 years.

Generally, there is little debris cover on the glacier. In the middle of the glacier is a

rock outcrop, which deposits debris on the glacier forming a medial moraine (Figure 3.7).

Over the past 30 years, the ablation zone thinned out, and therefore, more moraine material

surfaced.
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Figure 3.7: Park Pass Gla-

cier photographed on 15

March 2005 for the EOSS

survey (Chinn et al., 2005b).
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3.1.4 Rolleston Glacier

Rolleston Glacier is a small glacier on the Main Divide 4 km northwest of Arthur’s Pass,

opposed to the village with the same name (Map 260-K33 Otira, -42.89◦ S / 171.527◦ E,

NZMG 5812000/2389700). It is the northernmost investigated glacier, south of Mt Philistine

(1956 m a.s.l.). The southeast facing glacier has an area of 0.2 km2 with a length of 0.36 km,

and an elevation range of 210 m from 1690–1900 m a.s.l. (Willsman et al., 2007, Figure

3.10). With a yearly precipitation between 4800–6400 mm (NZMS, 1983), Rolleston Glacier

is considered a maritime glacier. The glacier surface is very clean, which suggests that little

rockfall debris from Mt Philistine reaches the glacier surface (Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9: Rolleston Glacier on 14 March 2008 (Willsman et al., 2008).
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Figure 3.10: Map of
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3.1.5 Climate in the Southern Alps

New Zealand lies in the “Roaring Forties” of the mid-latitudes which is dominated by west-

erly winds. Anticyclones migrate over New Zealand every six to seven days, making the

weather very variable (NZMS, 1986). Between the anticyclones, troughs of low pressure

pass by. This sequence produces a very typical New Zealand weather pattern, with a front ap-

proaching from west, increasing cloud cover and strengthening north-westerly winds. While

the front passes over, it rains for a period of several hours, followed by cold south-westerly

winds with showers (NZMS, 1986).

The Southern Alps form a barrier to the predominant westerly airflow, forcing the mois-

ture laden air over the mountains. While the air releases the moisture at the West Coast with

heavy rainfalls, the dry air travels eastwards, producing warm föhn winds in the lee of the

mountains. This results in a very strong west-east precipitation gradient (1000 mm km−1,

Kerr et al., in preparation, and up to 1200 mm km−1 by Griffiths and McSaveney (1983),

sighted in Kerr, 2009). West of the Main Divide falls remarkably more precipitation than on

the east side (over 15’000 mm a−1, Kerr, 2009). Brewster, Rolleston and Park Pass Glacier

lie on the main divide receiving a considerable amount of precipitation (annually 3500–

6400 mm). Glenmary Glacier is in the lee of the Main Divide with less rainfall (annually

1600–2400 mm).

In dry regions like at Glenmary Glacier, the climate is continental. Although, since New

Zealand is surrounded by the sea, no stable high pressure areas can be established like it is

typical in continental areas very far away from the sea. Therefore, the temperature regimes

are also not so pronounced. This phenomenon explains why the seasons in continental re-

gions of New Zealand are not as distinct as in other continental climates.

Two types of winds are associated with mountainous terrain: terrain-forced and thermally

driven diurnal winds (Sturman and Tapper, 2006). Terrain-forced winds develop when large-

scale windfields are modified or channeled by the underlying mountainous terrain. A well-

known terrain-forced wind in New Zealand is the föhn that is typically produced under north-

westerly synoptic airflow conditions and is responsible for increases in wind speed and air

temperature, and drop in the relative humidity (Whiteman, 2000). Strong terrain-forced

winds develop especially where the air is forced through narrow gaps, passes, gorges, at

wind-exposed locations such as at mountain tops, high plains or leeward mountain slopes

and downwind in flat open areas such as at the shores of lakes (Sturman and Tapper, 2006).

Wind is slowed down under the frictional effect of terrain with a high surface roughness

and in the shadow of terrain that forms a barrier against the wind. Diurnal mountain valley

winds develop due to differences in the temperature, and are characterised by the reversal
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of wind direction that changes twice per day (Whiteman, 2000). During the night, cold

air flows down-valley and is referred to as katabatic wind, and during the day, warm air

moves upslope and is called anabatic wind (Barry, 2008). A special case of the mountain

valley wind is the down-valley glacier wind that is strongest in the early afternoon when the

temperature difference between the cold glacier surface and the air temperature is biggest

(Barry, 2008). At times, the glacier wind is overlain by a valley wind.

The El Niño-Southern Oscillation influences the climate in New Zealand, although it

does not lie in any of the high-impact areas like Australia (Basher, 1998). The impacts of El

Niño and La Niña in New Zealand depend very much on the region, and there are exceptions

from the typical effects (Mullan, 1996). In El Niño years, in summer there are stronger and

more frequent winds from west, bringing more rain in the west and droughts in the east

(Figure 3.11). In winter, more winds come from south bringing cold temperatures and heavy

precipitation (Fitzharris et al., 1992). La Niña has weaker effects on New Zealand’s climate.

Warmer temperatures are experienced over the entire country, and in south and south-west of

the South Island increased northeasterly winds lessen rainfall (Figure 3.12; Mullan, 1996).

The last La Niña event was in 2007/2008 (Wratt et al., 2008), and was possibly still ongoing

in 2008/2009.
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Figure 3.11: Typical El

Niño wind anomalies

(modified from Wratt

et al., 2008).
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Figure 3.12: Typical La

Niña wind anomalies

(modified from Wratt

et al., 2008).
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3.2 Datasets

For spatial data analyses (e.g. section 3.4 Mass balance calculation and 3.8 Mass balance

modelling), topographical data, glacier outlines and a digital elevation model (DEM) are

used. The topographic data and the glacier outlines from the Topomaps are described in the

following section 3.2.1. The DEMs which are based on the Topomaps and on a GPS survey

for Brewster Glacier are described in section 3.2.2.

The geographic coordinate system New Zealand Map Grid 1949 (NZMG1949) was used,

which is based on the New Zealand Map Grid Projection (NZMG) and the New Zealand

Geodetic Datum 1949 (NZGD1949) with the spheroid International 1924. The majority of

the data and printed maps (NSMS260) are still in NZMG1949, therefore this coordinate sys-

tem was chosen. The new coordinate system NZGD2000 is introduced with the New Zealand

Transverse Mercator 2000 (NZTM2000) projection and the New Zealand Geodetic Datum

2000 (NZGD2000) based on the GRS80 spheroid. Land Information New Zealand (LINZ)

launched the printed maps series (Topo50) with the new coordinate system in September

2009.

3.2.1 Topographic data

In this study, the topographic data used for maps is provided by Land Information New

Zealand (LINZ). This topographical data was digitised from the Topographic Map 260 series

(1:50,000), which is based on aerial photographs. The maps are updated on a regular basis,

although, this does not apply to the glaciated areas.

For this study, the glacier outlines are of special interest because they document former

glacier extents. According to Trevor Chinn (pers. comm. 2006), the glacier outlines are

based on the glacier inventory, which he compiled in the 1980s (see section 2.3.2). Chinn

provided the digital outlines to the Department of Science and Industrial Research (DSIR),

the predecessor of LINZ. In the 1980s, DSIR digitised snow fields from aerial photographs

and merged them with the glacier outlines into a single dataset. The exact year of the glacier

outlines can only be determined by comparing the outlines with the orthophotos from the

1980s because no documentation exists. The original digital glacier outlines from the glacier

inventory are not available anymore.

For Brewster Glacier, 1986 was identified to be the date of the glacier outlines that were

used in the Topomap 260 series (Willis et al., 2008). In January 1997, the glacier surface

and outline were surveyed with a differential GPS (Autridge, 1998; Willis et al., 2008, see

section 2.3.6). Since 2005, the terminus was surveyed by GPS on an annual basis, but the
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glacier outline has not been updated. The glacier outline includes an ice-free part on the

south-face of Mt Brewster, stretching up to about 2491 m a.s.l. The actual maximum altitude

of Brewster Glacier is about 2390 m a.s.l.

3.2.2 DEM and geodetic measurements

The employed DEMs are mainly based on the contour lines from the topographic maps

(1:50,000), which have an equidistance of 20 meters. The DEMs for the four glaciers were

created with the GIS (Geographical Information System) program ArcGIS with a resolution

of 20 m, taking sinks and peaks into consideration.

The DEM for Brewster Glacier is based on the GPS survey from 1997, and for the sur-

rounding area it is based on the Topomap contours. In 1997, the GPS points were collected

parallel and perpendicular to the flowline of the glacier, up to about 2000 m a.s.l. (Willis

et al., 2008). Above 2000 m a.s.l. in steep inaccessible terrain, additional data points were

collected from the Topomap, based on the 1986 orthophotos. First, a triangulated irregular

network (TIN) was created from all data points, which was then converted to a regular grid

(DEM1997).

Initially, only the contour lines of this DEM1997 have been available. Therefore for this

study, a DEM with a resolution of 20 m was created from these contour lines. For Brewster

Glacier, a DEM with a 10 m resolution based on the 1997 GPS data is also used by some

researchers. An evaluation of the slope and curvature of this DEM displayed the contour

lines as artefacts. Therefore, it was decided to use the DEM with the lower resolution of

20 m for this study to reduce the artefacts.

In 2005, a second GPS survey was conducted in areas up to about 2000 m a.s.l. (Ian

Willis, pers. comm. 2006). The surface lowering was calculated for the three DEMs from

1986, 1997 and 2005 and therefrom the mass balance changes. However, during this study

the three values of the mean surface lowering for the three time periods were available, but

not the DEM from 2005 itself (Ian Willis, pers. comm. 2006).
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3.3 Fieldwork

During fieldwork, the mass balance was measured with the glaciological method as described

by Kaser et al. (2003). Additional other data was collected on a regular basis, for example the

GPS-coordinates of the terminus and the transient snowline. On Brewster Glacier extensive

measurements were made, whereas on Glenmary, Park Pass and Rolleston Glacier the mea-

surements were limited. At the two fieldsites of Brewster and Glenmary Glacier, automatic

climate stations had been installed.

3.3.1 Timeframe

For this study, a variety of groups from different universities had been collecting field data at

different times. In 2004, Sean Fitzsimons from the University of Otago and Andrew Mack-

intosh from the Victoria University of Wellington were granted a research concession for

Brewster Glacier. In February the same year, Andrew Mackintosh placed the first stakes

into Brewster Glacier. In April, Laurel George from the University of Otago set up a cli-

mate station at Brewster Glacier. She took accumulation measurements from October 2004

onwards, and ablation measurements from December 2005 onwards with the support from

Brian Anderson and Andrew Mackintosh from Victoria University of Wellington (George,

2005). Brian Anderson and the author maintained the measurements from autumn 2005

onwards until spring 2007. Thereafter, the mass balance measurements were managed by

Nicolas Cullen from University of Otago and Brian Anderson.

The mass balance measurements on Rolleston Glacier were started by myself in April

2005 and were overtaken by Tim Kerr and Wolfgang Rack from the University of Canterbury

in Christchurch after March 2007. On Glenmary and Park Pass Glacier, the field work was

maintained from March 2005 to June 2007. The fieldwork for this study carried out by the

author between February 2005 and February 2009 consisted of 21 fieldtrips.

3.3.2 Ablation measurements

To measure ablation, stakes were drilled into the glacier, and measured every end of summer,

or if feasible also during the summer month. The stakes were measured from a disk at the

ice surface to the top of the stake. On a rough glacier surface, the average surface was taken

as the reference surface. Generally, stakes that were loose in the ice hole or melted out were

redrilled at the original, higher location. At one location on Brewster Glacier, a sonic ranger

(SR50) monitored melt with a high temporal resolution during a limited period of time.
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Brewster Glacier is a good glacier for mass balance monitoring (regarding size, altitude

range, geometry etc., see section 3.1) and process understanding studies. Therefore, the mea-

surements on Brewster Glacier are more extensive. On Glenmary, Park Pass and Rolleston

Glacier a limited number of stakes were placed at strategically chosen sites. Both, Glenmary

and Park Pass Glacier confluence from two arms into a single arm. Each arm is monitored

with one or two stakes, which makes totally 5 stakes for each glacier. On Rolleston Glacier

initially only a single mass balance index stake was placed, which was gradually upgraded

with two additional stakes.

Material

For the stake measurements, white PVC plumbing pipes were used with varying length de-

pending on the altitude of the drilling location. The outer diameter of the pipes was 2.2 cm

to be fitted in the holes made by the ice drill. Cable ties, string, wire or white PVC connec-

tors were used to connect the pipes. With the PVC connectors, the stakes could be extended

standing upright, whereas the stakes connected with cable ties, string or wire would fold

down when melted out. Each section of the stakes is marked by engraving the number and

date, and writing over the engraving with a waterproof felt pen. To read the ablation from

the stakes, a round plastic ablation disk with a slit in the side was slid over the stake at the

surface, and the stake was measured from the top end to the disk.

A variety of drills were used to drill the stake holes, including a hand auger, a Kovacs

ice drill and a steam ice drill engineered by Heucke (1999) (Figure 3.13). The hand auger is

relatively light, needs little space and can easily be transported on long walks with a lot of

luggage. The drill consists of a 1 m long drill part, a handle and 3 extensions with a length

of one metre. The best technique for drilling is to drill holes without pushing the auger into

the ice with a lot of force and to lift the drill out of the hole on a regular basis to get the snow

and ice out of the hole. This avoids the auger getting jammed.

The Kovacs ice auger is also light, it is used with a hand brace and can be carried in a

backpack. The flight is 5 cm in diameter, 1 m long and comes with several extensions (Ko-

vacs, 2008). In practice, the Kovacs auger proved to be very efficient on bare ice (Anderson,

2003) but gets jammed on firn.

The steam drill engineered be Heucke (1999) is very well thought out for energy efficient

drilling. The drill weighs about 14 kg and can be carried very comfortably as a backpack

on day trips, or when helicopters are used to get the gear to the fieldsite. With pressurised

steam, holes can be drilled up to 13 m deep in ice, or 30 m in firn. (Heucke, 1999) The

water is heated in a boiler with gas, and in the same time snow or ice from the glacier can be
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Figure 3.13: Ice augers: a) hand auger, b) Kovacs ice auger (photo from

Kovacs, 2008) and c) the steam ice drill from Erich Heucke above in action

and below an overview from Heucke (1999).

melted. Once enough pressure built up, drilling can be started.

On most trips, the hand auger was used because it was light to carry. The Kovacs ice

auger was tested on a single trip and it was found to be unpractical mainly because it jammed

on firn. On day trips or trips with helicopter support, the Heucke steam drill was used.

At times, the Sonic Ranging Sensor SR50 from Campbell Scientific, Inc. (CSI) was

used to record melt with high temporal resolution at the AWS or on the glacier. The SR50

measures the distance from the sensor to the glacier surface with ultrasonic pulses (50 kHz).

The sensor measures the time the pulse’s echo needs to travel from the surface back to the

sensor. The travel speed of sound changes with the temperature. Therefore, the time is

corrected with an individual temperature measurement and then converted into the distance.

The SR50 run on a CR10 logger from Campbell Scientific, Inc. with a type T thermocouple

(made by technicians of the Department of Geography of the University of Otago) that was

shielded from radiation with aluminium foil. Every 15 minutes a measurement was taken,
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but only the one previous to the full hour was stored. The accuracy is ± 1 cm or ± 0.4 % of

the distance to the target, whichever is greatest (Campbell Scientific Canada Corp., 1998).

Handheld Garmin GPS 72 and GPS 76 were used to record stake locations, snowpits,

snowlines, the terminus or other features. The GPS 72 and 76 have accuracy of 3 to 5

metres for 95 % of the data when recorded on differential data on at least four satellites.

No corrections were made for altitude deviations based on the geoid. The Garmin GPS 72

and 76 run on AA batteries that can easily be replaced (Garmin, 2001, 2002). Initially, a

GeoExplorer II GPS from Trimble was used, which has a horizontal accuracy of about 2 to 5

metres after differential correction (Trimble, 1996). The disadvantage of the GeoExplorer II

is the built-in batteries. Often the GPS got turned on in the backpack by accident, and

subsequently the battery run flat without having the possibility for recharging it in the field.

Brewster Glacier

On Brewster Glacier, an extensive stake network has been installed along the central flowline,

at several transects, and at selected sites. In February 2004, seven 12 m long ablation stakes

were placed, mainly in the lower section of the glacier by the group of Andrew Mackintosh

from Victoria University of Wellington (Table 3.1, Figure 3.14, Appendix C). The stakes

were drilled in with a Heucke steam ice drill and flowed down with the glacier ice without

getting redrilled.

In December 2004, Laurel George from University of Otago installed 33 stakes with a

total length between 2 and 4 metres (George, 2005). The stakes follow the central flowline

as a longitudinal profile with several transects, according to the recommendations of Østrem

and Brugman (1991) and Kaser et al. (2003). Nineteen stakes were placed 100 m apart along

the centre line from 1700 m a.s.l. to 1960 m a.s.l. Four transverse profiles with two to

four stakes were placed on the approximate altitudes of 1740, 1820, 1870 and 1890 m a.s.l.

(Figure 3.14).

The winter 2004 was a very snow rich winter, and only the 4 m hand auger was avail-

able, therefore, the maximum 4 metre long stakes were pushed into the snow. In February

2005, the stakes were drilled into the ice with a Heucke steam ice drill. For a temporal high

resolution ablation monitoring, a Sonic Ranger 50 (SR50) was installed from 6 February to

20 March 2005 at an altitude of 1885 m a.s.l. next to stake 12. George (2005) visited the

field sites monthly between December 2004 and March 2005. In March 2005, the field mea-

surements were handed over from Laurel George to me, to be continued in close cooperation

with Brian Anderson and Andrew Mackintosh. An additional stake (number 19) was placed

in November 2005 in a bowl shaped area on the true right side of the glacier, and extra stakes
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were placed to monitor summer ablation. Monthly field visits followed from November 2005

to March 2006. In February 2006 many stakes were prolonged to prevent them melting out

in summer. In March 2007, the ablation stakes were measured and redrilled. It was decided

that the resolution of stake measurements could be lowered and only even numbered stakes

along the centreline would be monitored. Therefore, in January 2008, Julian Thompson

from the Victoria University redrilled only the even numbered stakes along the flowline, the

outer stakes from the transects, and stake 19. The remaining odd numbered stakes were just

measured. At the upper true left side of the glacier on the base of the ramp, new stake with

the number 20 was added because a lot of melt was observed at that location. It is planned

to keep that stake network for future measurements, plus a couple of additional stakes at

strategically selected locations (Figure 3.15). Nicolas Cullen and Roger Hodson continued

the stake monitoring from January 2008 onwards.

Glenmary Glacier

The first stakes were installed on Glenmary Glacier in March 2005. Three stakes were placed

in the middle of the glacier, and one on the true left arm of the glacier (see S2, S3, S4 and

S5 in Figure 3.16, Table 3.2, Appendix C). Initially, a fifth stake was planned close to the

terminus. But the steep terrain, crevasses and the remarkably retreated glacier prevented

this. The 4 m long hand auger limited the stake length to 4 m. On Glenmary Glacier, it was

often experienced that the hand auger jammed, and as a result, a couple of stakes could be

drilled only 2 m deep. Subsequently the spare stake (2b) was drilled into the glacier about

50 metres to the west of stake 2. The value of this stake 2b is limited because it is close to

stake S2. Therefore, it was not planned to monitor it in long-term, and is not displayed in

the map. For the drilling problems no coherent explanation could be found. It could only

be speculated that the glacier’s temperature might dropped below 0 ◦C causing the ice auger

to freeze. Although, analysis of the Glenmary AWS (see section 4.2.1) suggests that this is

not the case. On a second field trip in the end of April 2005, while the winter accumulation

hadn’t set in yet, it was planned to redrill and prolong the only 2 m long stakes. But the

conditions and an unexpected weather change did not allow any stakes to be redrilled.

On a fieldtrip in December 2005, the stakes S2, 2b and S3 surfaced, were measured, and

stake S2 was extended and redrilled. A new stake S6 was installed at the true right side of

the glacier. In the following year in March 2006, the stakes were measured and stake S2 was

redrilled with the newly purchased Heucke steam ice drill. Some stakes (2b, S4) or parts

of stakes (S2) were lost through crevasses, damage, or could not be found because of high

snowfall. In 2007 due to problems with climate station supplies, weather and availability of
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Table 3.1: Fielddates Brewster Glacier. The work has been carried out in a

collaboration between the University of Otago and the Victoria University of

Wellingon.

Dates Tasks carried out

15 February 2004 Stake network installed (stakes A1 – A7)

31 May 2004 AWS installed

2 October 2004 AWS maintenance

18 December 2004 Stake network installed (stakes 0 – 18), AWS maintenance

19 January 2005 Stake network and AWS maintenance

6 – 28 February 2005 Stake network and AWS maintenance

1 – 2 March 2005 Stake network and AWS maintenance

20 – 22 March 2005 Stake network and AWS maintenance

5 – 7 August 2005 AWS maintenance

2 – 9 November 2005 Snowpit measurements, stake network reestablished

and extended (stake 19), AWS maintenance

18 December 2005 Stake network maintenance

19 – 21 January 2006 Stake network and AWS maintenance

10 – 13 February 2006 Stake network maintenance

12 – 13 March 2006 Stake network maintenance

24 – 26 March 2006 Stake network maintenance

13 – 15 April 2006 Stake network and AWS maintenance

19 – 21 November 2006 Snowpit and snowcore measurements, AWS maintenance

21 – 23 December 2006 Stake network reestablished, AWS maintenance

21 – 24 March 2007 Stake network and AWS maintenance

14 – 18 November 2007 Snowpit and snow probing measurements, stake network

reestablished, AWS maintenance

15 – 18 January 2008 Stake measurements and network extended (stake 20)

2 March 2008 Stake network and AWS maintenance

20 April 2008 Stake network and AWS maintenance
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Table 3.2: Fielddates Glenmary Glacier.

Dates Tasks carried out

18 – 20 March 2005 Stake network and AWS installed

27 – 30 April 2005 Stake measurements, AWS maintenance

10 – 11 December 2005 Snowpits and stake measurements, AWS maintenance

12 – 13 March 2006 Stake and snowpit measurements, AWS maintenance

2 – 4 June 2007 AWS maintenance, snowpit measurements

1 – 2 February 2009 Deinstallation of AWS and stake network

field assistants the glacier could be visited only in early June. Apart from stake S3, no other

stakes could be found due to the incipient winter snowfall. No measurements were taken in

2008, and the installations were removed in early 2009 since no funds or researchers were

available to continue the measurements.
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Park Pass Glacier

On Park Pass Glacier totally five 4 m long stakes were drilled into the glacier in March 2005

(Table 3.3). Stake S4 is placed on the long-term ELA on the true right side of the glacier with

farther down stake S3 and stake S5 on the true left side (Figure 3.17, Appendix C). On the

confluencing glacier tongue two other stakes were placed (S1 and S2). In March 2006 the

stakes were revisited and redrilled. Due to limited time the stake S4 could not be revisited.

In April 2007 all stakes were measured and redrilled apart from stake S4, which did not show

any changes since March 2005. Stake S1 was extended to 6 m and stake S2 to 5 m. Because

of limited resources, Park Pass Glacier was not visited in 2008, and the measurements were

handed over to Laurel and Mark Morrison George.

Table 3.3: Fielddates Park Pass Glacier.

Dates Tasks carried out

25 – 29 March 2005 Stake network installed

24 March 2006 Stake measurements, snow core taken

5 April 2007 Stake measurements

20 April 2007 Snow core taken
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Rolleston Glacier

On Rolleston Glacier a two metre long index stake (S1) was placed in April 2005 in the

middle of the glacier on a altitude of about 1808 m a.s.l. (Table 3.4, Figure 3.18, Appendix

C). A KOVAS ice drill was used but proved to be difficult to work with in firn. Therefore,

the stake could be drilled into the glacier only 2 m instead of the planned 4 m. In February

2006, the stake was measured and a second stake (S2) was drilled into the ice with the hand

auger on about 1780 m a.s.l. at the snowline. A year later, in February 2007, the first

stake could not be found because there was too much snow. Instead we tried to find the last

year’s summer surface by drilling into the snow and taking snow density measurements. The

second stake was measured but as it was frozen into the ice, another stake was drilled into

the ice at the original location of stake S2. In March 2007, Tim Kerr from the University of

Canterbury placed a third stake on the lower part of the glacier. The team of Tim Kerr and

Wolfgang Rack from the University of Canterbury extended and continue the measurements

on Rolleston Glacier.

Table 3.4: Fielddates RollestonGlacier.

Dates Tasks carried out

8 – 10 April 2005 Stake installed

17 – 18 February 2006 Second stake installed, snow probing and snowpit measurements

24 – 25 February 2007 Stake measurements
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3.3.3 Accumulation measurements

Snow accumulation was measured on all four glaciers to varying extents. Whereas on Brew-

ster Glacier accumulation was measured in spring and autumn, the measurements on the

remaining glaciers were done more sparingly, and only in autumn. To measure the snow ac-

cumulation, typically, a snowpit was dug down to the last years summer surface. The snow

density was measured at the side of the snowpit walls to calculate the accumulation in water

equivalent. At places with high accumulation, a Kovacs ice corer was used. The core re-

trieved from the corer is weighed to measure the snow density. To measure the accumulation

distribution on Brewster Glacier, snow was probed with avalanche probes. Ablation stakes

were used as well if they poked out of the snow.

Material

Avalanche shovels were used to dig snowpits. The snow density was measured with a

Japanese snow density kit that consists of two shovels that hold a square block of snow

with a volume of 10 respectively 20 cm3, a spatula, and a small digital balance. The snow

core accumulation measurements were taken with the Kovacs ice corer Mark II. The corer

comes with a light core barrel made out of fibre glass about 1.15 m long, and about a dozen

1 metre long extensions and a tee handle. The corer retrieves a core with 9 cm diameter

(Kovacs, 2008). The advantage of the corer is that even thick layers of accumulation could

be measured within an acceptable time frame, and therefore more sites could be sampled.

The corer is relatively light and therefore very convenient. But the Kovacs corer Mark II is

designed to retrieve ice cores rather than snow. It proved to be difficult to retrieve complete

snow cores. The snow was often compacted in the core, snow fell from the hole walls down

onto the core, pieces of snow were lost while retrieving the corer, and the hole got wider to

deeper the corer cored. To still get acceptable accumulation measurements, detailed notes

were taken of the snow depth and the length of the snow core that came out. A SIPRE ice

corer from Victoria University was used when the Kovacs ice corer was unavailable. The

SIPRE corer is similar to the Kovacs corer but much heavier. For transport on the glacier the

SIPRE corer had to be pulled by a minimum of two people on a sledge.

Brewster Glacier

In the beginning of the mass balance programme, the measurements were limited to three

snowpits and some snow probing (Figure 3.19). During a couple of years, the measurements

got extended to additional snow core measurements in higher elevations and wider spread
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snow probing.

In October and November 2004 the accumulation was first measured at the altitudes of

1700, 1800 and 1900 m a.s.l. by digging snowpits and snow probing. In December 2004

and January 2005, 3 snowpits were dug and snow densities taken at the stakes 1, 6 and 12

(Figure 3.19; SP1, SP6, SP12), which correspond roughly to the above mentioned elevations

(George, 2005, and George pers. comments, 2006).

At the same locations SP1, SP6, SP12 and additionally at stake 0 (SP0), 4 snowpits were

dug and snow densities measured in November 2005. From SP6 down to SP0 and across two

transects the accumulation was measured with snow probing.

In November 2006, the accumulation was measured for the first time with the Kovacs

ice corer. With that method it was feasible to determine the accumulation on an altitude of

2300 m a.s.l, where the snow was 7 metres deep (Figure 3.19; SP23). The sites SP1, SP6

and SP12 got measured as well, either with the Kovacs ice corer or with snowpits.

A comprehensive field campaign was carried out November 2007. The goal was to learn

more about the accumulation distribution on Brewster Glacier. For that purpose 7 snow

cores, 3 snowpits (SP0, SP6, SP12) and an extensive set of snow probes were collected. The

snow probing measurements are marked with black dots in Figure 3.19.

The accumulation measurements were continued in 2008. Andrea Barrueto from the

University of Zurich and Otago measured the winter balance with snowpit and snow probe

measurements with the support of Nicolas Cullen and Brian Anderson (Barrueto, 2009).

Snowpit and snow probing measurements were taken in July, August, September, October

and November 2008.

Glenmary Glacier

On the first fieldtrip to Glenmary Glacier in March 2005, a snowpit SP1 was dug on the upper

true left side (Figure 3.16). Four snowpits followed in December 2005: two at the upper

true left (SP1), respective right side (SP2), snowpit SP3 was located close to the transient

snowline and a last one on the lower left next to stake S6, where a stuck hand auger had to be

dug out. In March 2006, snowpit SP1 was dug at the upper true left side, and in early June

2007, one snowpit was dug at stake 3.

Park Pass Glacier

The original intention was to dig three snowpits in the highest parts of Park Pass Glacier. As

access was too time consuming, it was not possible to do any accumulation measurements in
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March 2005. In the following year, in March 2006 thanks to the sponsorship of the helicopter

company “Over the Top”, the glacier could be accessed by helicopter. A first test with the

Kovacs ice corer could be done. Unfortunately, the sky started to close off, and we had to

leave before a departure with the helicopter was impossible. Hence, as the last year’s summer

surface could not be reached there are no accumulation measurements for that year either.

In April 2007, with two snow cores (SC1 and SC2) the first accumulation measurements on

Park Pass Glacier could be taken (Figure 3.17).

Rolleston Glacier

For Rolleston no accumulation measurements were planned. Despite that, in February 2006,

a snow profile was made from the bergschrund to stake S1. In February 2007, the snow was

probed at stake S1, and snow density measurements taken from the top 40 cm.

3.3.4 Automatic weather stations (AWS)

In April 2004 and March 2005 respectively, the automatic weather stations (AWS) were in-

stalled in the vicinity of Brewster and Glenmary Glacier to record the local climate. The

design for the two stations were initially the same. The measured parameters included air

temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, solar radiation, net radiation, wind speed and

direction. Additionally, on Brewster Glacier the snow height was measured and at a later

stage also the barometric pressure. Over the course of the time, instruments had to be re-

placed. In the following sections, the climate stations of the two locations, their maintenance

and observation periods are described. Pyranometers were used to measure solar radiation.

However, wrong parameters (multipliers) were used to convert the signal from the sensor into

a value for radiation. Additionally, the pyranometers were protected from the New Zealand

mountain parrot kea by chicken wire. To correct the solar radiation and to investigate the

influence of the chicken wire, tests were conducted which are described in the subsequent

section.

Brewster AWS

On 31 May 2004, a technician and Laurel George set up the Brewster AWS about 200m in

front of Brewster Glacier on an altitude of 1650 m a.s.l. (-44.0836623◦S / 169.4288031◦ E,

NZMG 5674292/2224084, Figure 3.3). In October 2004, the battery and solar panel were

exchanged because of a power failure and a new programme was loaded onto the logger.

From March 2005, the climate station’s operation maintenance was overtaken by the author.
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The limited storage space on the logger 21X and on the storage module SM92 required

regular visits to exchange the storage module, and download the data. From November

2005 to January 2006 and from March 2007 to December 2007, a SR50 was mounted on

the climate station to measure the snow height. In November 2007, the pyranometers were

exchanged and the storage module was exchanged with the high-capacity storage module

SM16M. In April 2008, Nicolas Cullen overtook the maintenance of the climate station. On

this occasion, he exchanged the outdated 21X logger (CSI) with a CR1000 (CSI), added a

sensor for barometric pressure measurements and exchanged all other instruments with more

robust ones.

Glenmary AWS

In March 2005, a climate station was installed about 160 m in front of Glenmary Glacier (-

43.997057◦ S / 169.882969◦ E, NZMG 5685374/2260060). The site is located at 2032 m a.s.l.

on a small terrace, about 20 m above the lowest point of the glacier (Figure 3.16). The cli-

mate station ran from March to early August 2005. A visit in December 2005 revealed that

the mast broke in half, and the solar panel and several instruments were destroyed or heavily

damaged. It was not clear what caused the damage. Impact marks on the solar panel, the

fragmented panel glass, and a pebble found in the dome of the net radiometer suggest a rock-

fall, possibly in conjunction with an avalanche. It is also possible that very high windspeeds

measured at the AWS could have contributed to the damage. On 12 March 2006 the climate

station was abolished and replaced with an entirely new one. To keep better track of what

is happening at the new Glenmary climate station, a satellite data module for on-call data

download was installed. The AWS stopped working in the night of the 10 January 2007 for

unknown reasons, and worked again for a couple of hours on 30 April 2007. At a visit on 3

June 2007, the AWS was repaired and run for a couple of month, until the AWS was heavily

damaged in early August 2007. Judging by the damage and the solar panel that stopped

working on 10 August, the AWS was hit by an avalanche. The climate station kept logging

mainly faulty measurements until 10 October 2007 when power supply ceased. In February

2009, the second Glenmary AWS has been disestablished too.

Instruments

The automatic weather stations have been designed and installed by the technicians of the

Geography Department of the University of Otago. Both the Brewster and Glenmary AWS

are constructed in a similar manner with slightly differing instruments.
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The mast stands on a tripod with wooden boards attached to the legs. In the field, the

legs are weighed onto the ground with rocks. On both AWS, 12 volt batteries were used.

The battery on the Brewster AWS had 65 ampHr (NP65/12) and on the Glenmary AWS

100 ampHr (NP100/12). The batteries were stored in insulated boxes to protect them from

the weather. In April 2008, Nicolas Cullen exchanged the battery at the Brewster AWS with

a 12 volt battery with 16 ampHr, which sits in an enclosure (CSI) together with the logger

and does not require a chillybin. The solar panel were 30–40 watt panels from BP.

Initially, both climate stations run on a 21X logger from Campbell Scientific, Inc. The

data memory of this logger is very limited and an additional storage module is essential.

With a power cut, not only the data but as well the programme to record the climate data is

lost. Therefore, an uninterrupted power supply is vital. On Brewster Glacier the outdated

logger 21X (CSI) was replaced in April 2008 with a CR1000 (CSI) logger, which resolves

the problem of a power cut. On the second Glenmary AWS set up in March 2006, a CR10X

logger (CSI) was used to attach a satellite data module for remote data download. At that

occasion, the outdated 21X logger (CSI) was exchanged with the CR10X logger (CSI). The

satellite data module was an Iridium 9522A DAYTONA, which works like a satellite phone

but only interchanges data packages instead of processing voice communication. Data down-

loads were done by computer, which used the phone connection to connect via satellites to

the data module. For organisational and technical reasons, data downloads could not be done

on a regular basis. Remote data upload to the logger via satellite bears also the risk to corrupt

the connection to the logger. For the Brewster AWS and the first Glenmary AWS, storage

modules were used for data storage and backup. Initially, SM92 (CSI) storage modules were

used, which could store about 6 months of data from the Brewster AWS, and about a years

data from the Glenmary AWS. Regular exchange of the module was crucial for a contin-

uous data record. At a couple of occasions in late winter, the storage module at Brewster

Glacier could not be exchanged in time, which resulted in a data loss. On 18 November

2007, the storage module at the Brewster AWS was replaced with a high-capacity storage

module SM16M. All wires are protected by flexible hoses for electrical supplies, although

they degraded over time as they were not UV resistant.

Air temperature and relative humidity was measured with a SKH 2031 Sky tempera-

ture and humidity probe at both sites (Table 3.5 and 3.6). On the second Glenmary AWS,

a Vaisala HMP45A temperature and relative humidity probe was used, and at the Brewster

AWS such sensors were installed in April 2008. Occasionally, for unknown reasons faulty

relative humidities of over 100 % were measured, which were excluded in the data evalua-

tion. Thermocouples have been used to measure the temperature on the ground and at the
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Table 3.5: Instrumentation at the Brewster AWS and observation periods. There

have been data gaps for all measurements due to power cuts or limited storage

space for the periods 19/8–1/10/2004, 14/4–13/5/2006 and 1–8/10/2008.

Variable Instrument Observation period

Temperature SKH 2031 Sky 31/5/2004–20/4/2008

Thermocouples type T 31/5/2004–

Vaisala HMP45 A 21/4/2008–

Relative humidity SKH 2031 Sky 31/5/2004–20/4/2008

Vaisala HMP45 A 21/4/2008–

Precipitation Tipping bucket 5/11/2005–

Solar radiation LI-COR PY200 31/5/2004–17/11/2007

with chicken wire

Solar radiation LI-COR PY200 17/11/2007–

without chicken wire

Net radiation REBS Q*6.1 31/5/2004–14/4/2006

Wind speed A200m Vector Anemometer 31/5/2004–20/4/2008

RM Young wind monitor 21/4/2008–

Wind direction W200p Vector Windvane 31/5/2004–20/4/2008

RM Young wind monitor 21/4/2008–

Barometric pressure CS100 Setra 21/4/2008–

Snow height SR50 5/11/2005–20/1/2006, 24/3–8/12/2007,

21/4/2008–

outside of the logger enclosure box. The thermocouples type T (copper/constantan cables)

were made by the technicians of the Geography Department, and have not been calibrated.

Precipitation was measured with a tipping bucket at the Brewster site and from 2006 onwards

as well at the Glenmary AWS.

At all sites, the incoming solar radiation was measured with LI-COR PY200 pyranome-

ters. Additionally, the outgoing shortwave radiation was measured with LI-COR PY200

pyranometers. The pyranometers used on the first Glenmary AWS were calibrated in 1985,

and the pyranometers from the second AWS in 2004. The calibration year of the sensors on

the Brewster AWS was 1995. In November 2007, these sensors were exchanged with new

pyranometers with built-in millivolt adapter that provide a standardised sensor output. The

pyranometers were protected from keas, which are mountain parrots native to New Zealand,
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Table 3.6: Instrumentation at the Glenmary AWS and observation periods.

Variable Instrument Observation period

Temperature SKH 2031 Sky 20/3–2/8/2005

Vaisala HMP45 A 9/3/2006–10/1/2007

Thermocouples type T 20/3–2/8/2005, 9/3/2006–10/1/2007

Relative humidity SKH 2031 Sky 20/3–2/8/2005

Vaisala HMP45 A 9/3/2006–10/1/2007

Precipitation Tipping bucket 9/3/2006–10/1/2007

Solar radiation LI-COR PY200 20/3–2/8/2005, 9/3/2006–10/1/2007

with chicken wire

Net radiation REBS Q*6.1 20/3–2/8/2005

REBS Q*7.1 9/3/2006–10/1/2007

Wind speed A200m Vector Anemometer 20/3–2/8/2005

A100m Vector Anemometer 9/3/2006–10/1/2007

Wind direction W200p Vector Windvane 20/3–2/8/2005, 9/3/2006–10/1/2007

by a chicken wire cage. The cage was sprayed with white paint to keep the influence low. At

the Brewster AWS, the chicken wire was removed in November 2007, because it distorted

the measurements. The influence of the chicken-wire cage and corrections from faulty mul-

tipliers are documented in section 3.3.4. Besides the influence of the wire cage, the radiation

measurements were possibly also affected by a tilt of the sensor, snow collecting in the cage

and rime formation in winter, which has often been observed in cold environments (van den

Broeke et al., 2004). Net radiation was measured at both AWS with a REBS Q*6.1 net ra-

diometer from Radiation and Energy Balance Systems Inc. At the second Glenmary AWS, a

newer version was used (REBS Q*7.1). The net radiometers were encased in white painted

chicken wire cages to protect from keas. The net radiometers are delicate instruments that

require more maintenance visits than feasible. Therefore, the net radiometer on the Brewster

AWS was not replaced in April 2006 when it failed.

To measure wind speed, an A200m Vector anemometer was used at the Brewster and

Glenmary AWS. These anemometers were exchanged; in 2006 at Glenmary with an A100m

Vector anemometer, and in 2008 at Brewster with a more robust RM Young wind monitor.

Wind direction was recorded with a W200p Porton Vector wind vane. In April 2008, the

wind vane at the Brewster AWS was changed over with a RM Young monitor. Additionally,

a CS100 Setra sensor was installed to measure the barometric pressure.
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At the Brewster AWS, the snow height is measured with an SR50 sonic ranger from

Campbell Scientific, Inc. In summer 2005, 2006 and 2008, the SR50 was mounted on a

metal pole on the glacier to record melt (see section 3.3.2).

The majority of the sensor measurements are taken every 30 seconds and then averaged

every hour for data storage, except for wind speed where an hourly sample measurement is

taken, and precipitation, which is summarised every hour. The snow height measurements

are taken every quarter of an hour, but only the measurement 15 minutes before the full hour

is stored. The snow height measurements were set up in such a way because the measure-

ments had to be finished before the hourly data was transferred into the storage module.

Therefore ideally, the measurement would have been taken in the 59th minute of the hour,

but for technical reasons it was only possible to take measurements for fixed time intervals.

On fieldtrips, the climate stations were inspected visually for damage. Current mea-

surements were checked and compared to parallel measurements taken with a hand held

Kestrel 4000 weather station. If a computer was available, also the long-term stored data

was checked.

Correction of solar radiation measurements

The solar radiation measurements required correction because a wrong multiplication factor

was used when the data was logged. The influence of the wire cage around the sensor has

been evaluated but was not corrected because the influence of the cage varied a lot.

Each pyranometer has to be calibrated by the manufacturer, which supplies a calibra-

tion certificate with the calibration factor. The manufacturer recommends calibrating the

instrument every two years. The pyranometer measures the solar radiation by converting the

incoming shortwave radiation into a current. A resistor is used to convert the current into a

voltage, which is the signal that can be processed by the logger. To receive the final mea-

surement in volts, the output needs then to be corrected by a multiplier, which depends on

the calibration factor and the strength of the resistor.

From October 2004 to November 2007, a wrong multiplier was used for the wrong re-

sistor. After measuring the resistance of the resistor, the correct multiplier and the corre-

sponding correction factor was calculated. The correction factor was applied to the data

from 2 October 2004 to 17 November 2007. On 17 November 2007, new pyranometers with

built-in resistors and multipliers were installed at the AWS, which do not require further

corrections.

For the time period 31 March to 18 August 2004, the multiplier, the used calibration

certificate and programme code is not documented. A comparison of the measured solar ra-
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diation and the interpolated solar radiation from Tait suggests that no correction was needed.

Comparing Tait’s data from June to August for the years 2004, 2005 and 2007 indicate that

the radiation was lower in 2004 (see section 4.2.1 for detailed results). The solar radiation

measured at the Brewster AWS from June to mid August in the years 2005, 2006 and 2007 is

clearly higher then the one measured in 2004, suggesting that a correction is needed. Since

documentation about the used pyranometer and multiplier is missing, and the comparisons

are contradicting to a certain degree, it can only be recommended to not use the solar radi-

ation for that time period from June to August 2004. Future measurements that give more

information about the quality of Tait’s data may help resolve the uncertainties with the solar

radiation measurements from June to August 2004.

The pyranometers and net radiometers were covered with a white painted chicken wire

cage to protect the instruments from keas, which are mountain parrots native to New Zealand.

Keas are very curious animals that are attracted by unfamiliar objects and like to inspect man-

made installations. Destructive behaviour is well known for keas, especially if the objects

are colorful or made of rubber.

Tests with pyranometers uncovered, and covered with the chicken-wire cage indicated

that the radiation measurements were influenced by the chicken wire by at least 12 % (see

section 4.2.1 for detailed results). In the first test, two pyranometers run for six days un-

covered to evaluate the deviation between the two pyranometers. Only measurements with

a value higher than 0 W m−2 were used. The pyranometer PY21535, which measured gen-

erally higher values (about 3.5 %) than PY47769, was calibrated to be compared to pyra-

nometer PY47769. In a second test, pyranometer PY47769 was covered with the chicken

wire cage used at the Brewster AWS and run next to the calibrated uncovered pyranometer

PY21535 for seven days. The tests were carried out in Dunedin in summer 2007/2008, on

the roof of the Burns Building, which is located on the University of Otago Campus. The

pyranometers were mounted on a mast that gave free view to the course of the sun, from

east, to north and west. The influence of the cage on solar radiation measurements is likely

much higher in winter when snow collects on the pyranometer and in the wire cage, and if

rime freezes onto the wires. The first test of the uncovered pyranometers demonstrated the

limited accuracy of the pyranometers which could be explained by the overdue professional

calibration of the pyranometers by the producer of the instruments.

3.3.5 Various measurements and observations

On Brewster Glacier, the snowline was recorded by GPS on 23 March 2007, whereas the

terminus was mapped every year. In February 2006 and March 2007, the snowline and ter-
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minus of Rolleston Glacier were surveyed. On 12 March 2006, a part of the upper Glenmary

Glacier margin and the snowline were surveyed with a GPS. The lower glacier outlines and

a few small annual moraines were recorded by GPS on 2 February 2009.

Observations in the field were usually documented with photographs and notes. On

Brewster Glacier between 2005 and 2006, crevasse opened up on the true lower left side

of the glacier, which can be followed up with photographs. On 22 December 2006, the

snow-covered Brewster Glacier had a layer of dirt, which was expected to be soot from Aus-

tralian bushfires from earlier on in December. Photographs were taken, and to enhance the

contrast, photographs were taken through sunglasses. A sample of soot-covered snow was

collected in a plastic bag. Unfortunately, the bag was an unsuitable container because the

melting snow leaked and only little soot remained. The sample turned out to be too small for

a chemical analysis.

At Glenmary Glacier, geomorphological features in the vicinity have been inspected in

the field and on EOSS photographs from the Glacier Snowline Survey (Willsman et al.,

2008). Some of the features may indicate permafrost but in depth investigations are required

to prove the assumption. Near the AWS, four HOBO Onset StowAway TidbiT temperature

loggers were buried a couple of centimetres below the gravel surface on 18 March 2005

to monitor the course of the ground temperature. On 11 December 2005, the download of

two loggers (number 1 and 2) failed because of the limited battery life and the loggers were

therefore removed. The data of the loggers number 3 and 4 could be downloaded and the

loggers were placed back at the locations. In March 2006, the loggers were retrieved. The

temperature logger data was analysed regarding the durance of snow cover, and to investigate

possible permafrost occurrence.

For Park Pass Glacier, the surface lowering was calculated at the measurement sites from

the DEM from the 1980s and the GPS measurements from 5 April 2007. The measurement

sites included the stakes S1, S2, S3, S5 and the snow coring sites SC1 and SC2. Stake S4

has not been considered because the GPS elevation measurements were faulty. Annual mass

balance rates were calculated from the surface lowering, an ice density of 900 kg m−3 at the

stakes and a firn density of 700 kg m−3 (Paterson, 1994) at the snow cores, and an assumed

surveying date for the DEM. LINZ did not record the surveying date of ice bodies apart

from the notation that they were recorded in the 1980s. Therefore, the EOSS photos were

compared to the Topomap to determine the surveying date of the glacier. The best features

to identify the age of the DEM were the glacier terminus and the proglacial lake. From the

available photos, these features were only visible on the photos from 1981, 1982, 1986 and

1987, and in the 1990s, the terminus already retreated clearly behind the mapped glacier
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margin in 1994. From the photo material it was concluded that the glacier was surveyed

between 1981 and 1987. The mass balance rates were calculated based on a 1984 DEM

survey date, and to estimate the deviations the years 1981 and 1987 were used. The GPS

measurements from 24 March 2006 and 5 April 2007 allowed calculating the annual surface

velocities of the stakes.

3.3.6 Challenges

The New Zealand Southern Alps present several challenges to access glaciers. There are

very few roads close to glaciers and there is limited infrastructure like huts or tracks, not to

talk about cable cars or chair lifts. Visits to the glaciers often involve long steep walks with

river crossings, through difficult terrain, and often without tracks.

Glenmary Glacier is hard to reach because the terrain is very steep. There is no track;

the route leads through forest, dense bush and tussock, steep scree slopes and through rivers.

The valley leading up to the glacier is for big parts very narrow and steep. In the narrowest

part, the creek was usually snow covered over a distance of a couple of hundred meters,

making travelling very easy but not safe. The precipitous valley walls channel avalanches

and rockfalls, making it a risky route in summer and autumn, and impassable in winter and

spring. Brewster and Rolleston Glacier are easier to reach. Travelling from Dunedin, a

Brewster Glacier trip involves an about 4.5 hours drive and 5 hours walk, and a Rolleston

Glacier trip a 6 hours drive and a 3.5 hours walk. Park Pass Glacier is very remote. The drive

to the road end takes at least 5 hours and the walk to the glacier about 14 hours.

The weather in New Zealand is very changeable, and weather windows are usually quite

short. The short good weather windows require a fast access to the glacier to do the work in

reasonable weather conditions, and to return safely. Therefore, helicopter flights were very

much appreciated to use the good weather windows most efficiently.

Hiking is very popular in New Zealand, but not so much mountaineering because moun-

tainous terrain is not as accessible as for example in the European Alps. Therefore, it was

challenging to find field assistants with some mountaineering experiences, interest to inves-

tigate glaciers and a flexible time schedule. For this research, 21 field trips with over 70 field

days were made by me and further trips to Brewster Glacier lead by Brian Anderson.
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3.4 Mass balance calculations

The summer, winter and net balances were calculated from the mass balance measurements,

with the support of GIS and the EOSS for the entire glacier. For Brewster Glacier, the net,

winter and summer balances, the ELA and AAR were calculated for the mass balance years

2005 to 2008. For all mass balance years, the outlines and DEM from 1997 were used

without any corrections (see 3.2.2 and 3.2.1).

For Glenmary, Park Pass and Rolleston Glacier, all measurements have been converted

into water equivalent. The net balance, ELA and AAR was estimated for Glenmary Glacier

only for the mass balance year 2006. Due to limited data, the winter and summer balances,

and for any other year the ELA, AAR and net balances have not been calculated. For Park

Pass and Rolleston Glacier, the mass balances were not interpolated for the entire glaciers

because of the sparse data.

Generally, the mass balance interpolations were drawn by hand and then digitised in a

GIS because computer interpolation routines are known to be poor when compared with

hand-drawn mass-balance maps (Kaser et al., 2003). The exceptions were the Brewster win-

ter balances for the mass balance years 2005–2007, where two mass balance gradients were

applied to the DEM because the snow distribution was not known well. In the following year,

extensive snowprobing measurements allowed interpolating the winter balance by hand.

For the mass balance year 2005 when the stakes were initially installed, the summer

balance was calculated from the stake measurements. Then, adding up the positive winter

balance with the negative summer balance resulted in the net balance. The treatment of the

stake measurements is described in the section 3.4.2. In the mass balance years 2006–2008,

the net balance was calculated from the stake measurements which usually started in March

and ended in March of the following year. In some years, stake measurements were also

made from spring onwards but there were difficulties with the measurements because some

stakes sunk into the snow thus distorted the measurements. Therefore, the spring dataset

was not consistent and continuous, and the summer balance could not be calculated directly.

The winter balance was computed from the accumulation measurements, and the summer

balance was then computed by subtracting the winter balance from the net balance.

The accuracies of the interpolated mass balances was assessed for the entire glacier and

for elevation bands with intervals of 100 m. Within the area of every mass balance class in

every elevation band, the deviation of the mass balance measurements have been calculated.

Additionally, the maximum deviation of the mass balance was estimates for interpolated and

extrapolated areas without measurements, which resulted usually in lower accuracies.
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3.4.1 Winter balance

All accumulation measurements were converted into water equivalent using snow density

measurements. The evaluation of the snow cores turned out to be tricky because snow was

sometimes lost from the core or snow fell from the walls into the borehole (see section

3.3.3) The notes taken about the core length and coring depth allowed estimating how much

snow was excessive or lacking. The snow density was calculated from the core volume and

the weighted snow, and then calculated into the water equivalent. For the snow probing

measurements, averaged snow densities from snowpits were used.

On Brewster Glacier in all winters, accumulation measurements were made at roughly

three altitudes (SP1/SP0: 1700 m a.s.l., SP6: 1800 m a.s.l., SP12: 1900 m a.s.l.), which dis-

played very similar gradients (Figure 4.3). From the gradients, a single gradient was derived.

In winter 2006 (mass balance year 2007), a fourth measurement was taken at 2300 m a.s.l.

(SP23), which enabled to calculate an accumulation gradient for the higher and steeper part

of the glacier. For the mass balance years 2005, 2006 and 2007, these two gradients were

adjusted to the conditions in the respective years and then they were applied to the DEM.

In winter 2007 (mass balance year 2008), the three snowpits were used to evaluate the

average snow density, which was about 500 kg m−3. This snow density was applied to

the extensive set of snow probing measurements. There were problems with the snow coring

measurements with the SIPRE corer, which resulted in underestimated snow densities (about

300 kg m−3). Therefore, the snow coring measurements were excluded from further analy-

ses. At the site SP23 at 2300 m a.s.l., no measurements were taken, and therefore, the mass

balance was extrapolated with the upper gradient from the previous year. The mass balances

of the snow probing measurements and the extrapolated value for SP23 were plotted onto a

map, and the mass balance was interpolated by hand.

3.4.2 Summer balance and net balance

For the first mass balance year, the summer balance was calculated from the ablation stakes,

and interpolated with help of the melting patterns revealed by the EOSS photographs, field

observations, the elevation distribution, slope, aspect and radiation patterns. The stake mea-

surements were converted with a measured or estimated snow density into water equivalent.

For bare ice, a ice density of 917 kg m−3 was assumed. In October 2008, Brian Anderson

and the author agreed to change the density for bare ice to 900 kg m−3 for the entire stake

dataset. The decision was made because 917 kg m−3 seemed to imply an accurate measured

value which was not the case, and because 900 kg m−3 is a widely used value for ice density
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(e.g. NVE, 2008).

For the mass balance interpolation, field observations and the melting patterns from the

EOSS survey were the most important data after the actual stake measurements. The melting

patterns were evaluated by transcribing the clearly visible snowlines of the oblique EOSS

photos onto a single photograph. Though, there were difficulties in doing that because the

photographs were taken from several angles, distorting the glacier surface in various ways.

Therefore, the analysis of the glacier surface regarding slope, aspect and received potential

solar radiation supported the identification of melting patterns on the EOSS photographs.

Slope and aspect were derived from the DEM with functions in ArcGIS. As part of the

mass balance model, daily grids of the potential solar radiation at clear sky condition were

calculated for an entire year (see section 3.8). The solar radiation grid for the 3 January

was used to detect areas of similar radiation. Where measurements and melting patterns did

not suggest anything different, the mass balance for a specific altitude was extrapolated to

similar altitudes.

The net balance for the year 2005 was the sum of the winter and the summer balances.

For the following mass balance years (2006–2008), the net balance was calculated from

the stake measurements from autumn to the next autumn. The stake measurements and the

interpolation were treated in the same way as described above. In these cases, the summer

balance was calculated by subtracting the winter balance from the net balance.

3.4.3 Mass balance gradient, ELA, AAR, length changes

The mass balance gradients were resulted from calculating the winter, summer and net bal-

ance for elevation bands with an interval of 100 m. The mass balances were then plotted

against the altitude. The ELA was read from the plot, at the altitude where the curve crossed

the zero mass balance. The AAR was calculated by dividing the accumulation area by the

glacier area, which were derived from the GIS.

The glacier length changes submitted to the WGMS have been measured along the cen-

tral glacier flowline based on the DEM from 1997 (Figure 3.20,4.5 and Table 4.3). The cen-

tral flowline was drawn from the highest point of the glacier leading from one contour line

perpendicular to the next contour line. For glacier termini before 1997, the central glacier

flowline from 1997 was continued along the flowline based on the DEM of the surrounding

terrain from 1986. Ideally, the glacier length changes for the past decade would be based on

an updated DEM because the geometry of the glacier tongue changed significantly.

For the glacier length changes for the periods between 1997 and 2008, also a method

described by Forel was applied (Forel, 1895, sighted in WGMS (2008b)). Forel’s method
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uses a tangent at the glacier terminus, from where the glacier length change is measured at

several places perpendicular to the tangent. Therefore, a tangent (line perpendicular to the

flowline) was drawn at the glacier terminus from 1997, and split into 20 m long sections

(Figure 3.21). At each section, perpendicular lines were drawn from the tangent to the ter-

minus for the respective year. The calculations excluded sections at the edge (A, J and K)

that differed significantly from the values in the middle of the tangent. The averaged length

of the lines represented the glacier retreat (Table 4.3).

Terminus surveying dates
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Figure 3.20: Glacier length changes measured along the central flowline.
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Figure 3.21: Glacier length changes measured with Forel’s method. For

the calculation, the lines A, J and K were excluded because their length

varied significantly from the length changes in the middle of the tangent.
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3.5 Parameterisation

Parameterisations of glacier inventory data are very useful for global glacier monitoring,

(Dyurgerov and Bahr, 1999), and can indicate trends on individual valley glaciers. Haeberli

and Hoelzle (1995) developed such a parameterisation scheme to calculate basic glaciolog-

ical variables from glacier inventories, and Hoelzle et al. (2007) expanded the scheme with

a few more variables. The scheme uses simple algorithms that are based on physical and

empirical relationships. The parameterisation has been tested on the glacier inventory of the

European Alps (Haeberli and Hoelzle, 1995), and Hoelzle et al. (2007) applied the parame-

tersation to the New Zealand glacier inventory and compared the results to the ones from the

European Alps (see section 2.3.2).

First, the basis of the parameterisation scheme is presented with the input parameters,

and then, the variables calculated for Brewster Glacier are described in greater detail. The

main input parameters are the total length of the glacier L0, the minimum and maximum

altitude Hmin/Hmax, and the total surface area of the glacier A (Figure 3.22). From these

basic parameters the mean altitude Hm, the vertical extent ∆H and average surface slope

λ are derived as a first step. The length of the central flowline in the ablation area La is

set empirically. In a next step, the mean slope of the ablation area λa is computed from
(Hm−Hmin)

La
. The average ice depth along the central flowline hf is estimated from λ and a

mean basal shear stress along the central flowline, which depends on ∆H . The ice thickness

in the ablation area hf,a is derived from the mean basal shear stress along the central flowline

and λa. From that the maximum thickness is roughly determined as 2.5hf,a. The average ice

input parameters:
total length L0

minimum altitude Hmin

maximum altitude Hmax

total surface area of
glacier A

��

@@

mean altitude, (ELA
approximation) Hm

vertical extent ∆H
average surface slope λ
length of central flowline

in ablation area La

��

@@

mean slope of ablation area λa
average ice depth along central

flowline hf
ice thickness in ablation area hf,a
maximum ice thickness hmax
maximum ice thickness hmax
average ice thickness of entire

glacier hA
ice volume V
mass balance at tongue bt

Figure 3.22: Selected parameters of the parameterisation scheme: from

the initial input parameters, a second set of parameters is derived, which

permits calculate the third set of parameters. Further algorithms can be

applied to derive additional parameters.
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Figure 3.23: The mass disturbance ∆b is depicted between two steady

states. The ELA shift is shown with the corresponding length and annual

mass change over time, with the reaction and response time (treact and

tresp). (After Haeberli, 1991, in Hoelzle (1994)).

thickness of the entire glacier hA is assumed to be hA = π
4
hf . The total glacier volume V

then becomes V = AhF . The mean altitude Hm is taken as an approximation for the ELA.

The mass balance at the glacier tongue bt is then computed as bt = db
dH

(Hm −Hmin), with a

mass-balance gradient db
dH

of 0.75 m w.e. per 100 m and year for the ablation area.

Ideally, the mass balance change is calculated between two steady-state conditions. In

that case, a glacier in a steady-state condition experiences a mass balance disturbance, and

comes subsequently to a new equilibrium, with a newly adjusted glacier length. For that

reason, the investigated time steps must be longer than the dynamic response time.

In this study, the parameterisation scheme is applied to estimate the mean annual mass

balances ḃ over longer time periods, and the response time tresp of Brewster Glacier. In the

case of Brewster Glacier, several parameters are already known and must not be derived

from algorithms. These known parameters are the glacier length for several years (L0), the

maximum ice thickness (hmax), and the mass balance at the glacier tongue (bt).

The dynamic response time tresp in the sense of step functions between steady-state con-

ditions is calculated after Jóhannesson et al. (1989):

tresp =
hmax
bt

. (3.1)

The mass balance disturbance ∆b (Figure 3.23) along the original glacier length L0 has

to be compensated by the mass balance at the terminus bt and the glacier length change ∆L

(Hoelzle, 1994). Therefore, the mass balance disturbance is:

∆b = ∆L
bt
L0

. (3.2)
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According to Hoelzle et al. (2007), the mean annual mass balance ḃ during the response

time is then ḃ = ∆b
2

, and for an extended time period ∆t, the counts of possible response

times is considered by the factor nresp = ∆t
tresp

:

ḃ =
∆b

2nresp
. (3.3)

The parameterisation is more suitable for larger valley glaciers rather than small ice bod-

ies (Dyurgerov and Bahr, 1999; Hoelzle et al., 2007). As the scheme is based on simple

geometrical parameters, the simple algorithms can be justified, but they result in greater un-

certainties. Often, the available data is not collected during steady-state conditions. Despite

these uncertainties and measurement restraints, the results from the parameterisation com-

pare fairly well to field measurements (Hoelzle et al., 2003; Bauder et al., 2003, and not

sighted: March, 2000; Müller, 1988).
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3.6 Downscaling of climate data

Climate data are available from climate stations for specific locations, or from processed

climate information on a grid basis. Many applications running with climate data require

climate information with a higher spatial or temporal resolution than the provided data. To

overcome this problem, the climate datasets are downscaled to a local scale.

In this research project, climate datasets were employed as input data for the mass

balance model that is applied for Brewster Glacier. The climate data required to run the

model were daily average temperature, precipitation and solar radiation. A variety of cli-

mate datasets were available for New Zealand, which needed downscaling and evaluation.

These datasets were climate station data from the CliFlo database, a dataset of interpolated

climate station data from Andrew Tait, and the ERA-40 reanalysis data. The aim was to find

climate data that represented the conditions at the Brewster Glacier for a period of at least

30 years. The treatment and evaluation of the climate datasets are described in the following

sections 3.6.1, 3.6.2 and 3.6.3.

In order to model the current and past mass balance, a climate dataset had to be used that

reached back several decades. Therefore, the Brewster AWS data was not used to feed the

mass balance model. However, the Brewster AWS climate data was very valuable to evaluate

and determine the downscaling of the other climate data.

The goal of the model was to calculate the mass balances from the regional climate

conditions and reproduce the mass balance changes on Brewster Glacier. If the aim would

have been to model the processes on Brewster Glacier to improve process understanding, the

climate data would be ideally from the glacier surface.

3.6.1 Climate station data – CliFlo database

CliFlo is New Zealand’s National Climate Database run by NIWA, which stores data from

climate stations from all over New Zealand. The climate stations are maintained by a variety

of institutions, for example by NIWA, or the MetService (New Zealand Meteorological Ser-

vice). A whole range of climate data is freely accessible from the CliFlo database. For this

research, only the daily mean temperature and solar radiation, and the sums of precipitation

were used. The majority of the temperature, precipitation and solar radiation measurements

were collected automatically, and in some cases manually. Most climate stations within a

radius of 50 km of Brewster Glacier measured rainfall, only a few stations recorded temper-

ature, and stations measuring long-term solar radiation could only be found in a radius of

about 200 km. Generally, alpine areas are clearly underrepresented by climate stations and
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Figure 3.24: Map of the evaluated CliFlo climate stations.

most stations are located in valleys and are therefore not representative for the altitude of

glaciers. Ideally, data from single climate stations were available for a continuous period of

30 years to model the mass balance with a consistent data input. In this study, the climate

station data from the CliFlo database are called CliFlo climate data.

Temperature CliFlo

The daily temperature is measured in degrees Celsius over a period of 24 hours with measur-

ing intervals of three seconds for NIWA weather stations and for MetService AWS at least

every minute, and then the data is averaged or the minimum or maximum temperature is

stored. For manually read stations a person reads a glass thermometer once a day preferably

at 9 am local time (Lewthwaite, pers. comm. 2009).

The temperature from the Brewster AWS was compared to the temperature records of

the CliFlo weather stations in Haast and Wanaka Airport, and to the temperature from the

Arthur’s Pass climate station, which is in a mountainous area (Figure 3.24). At many climate

stations, only daily maximum and minimum temperatures but no mean temperatures were

recorded. Therefore, the daily mean temperature was derived from the average of the mini-
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mum and maximum temperature. The quality of this procedure has been tested with a dataset

from Arthur’s Pass which recorded the hourly minimum, maximum and mean air tempera-

ture from 7 September 2005–1 September 2006. First, the daily maximum and minimum

temperatures were extracted from the hourly records, and the daily average of the mean tem-

perature (Tmean) was calculated. In a second step, the average temperature (TmeanMinMax)

was computed from the daily minimum and maximum temperature. Then, the two daily

mean temperatures Tmean and TmeanMinMax were compared (Figure 4.19).

The climate stations nearest to Brewster Glacier with a long-term temperature record

were in Haast (5 m a.s.l.) and at Wanaka Airport (352 m a.s.l.), with a distance of 41 km

respectively 74 km. At the Wanaka Airport climate station, only the daily maximum and

minimum temperatures are recorded, therefore, the average of the maximum and minimum

temperature was taken as mean temperature.

The temperatures from Haast, Wanaka Airport and Arthur’s Pass had to be adjusted to the

elevation of the Brewster AWS. Therefore, the temperatures were multiplied with a lapse rate

for the respective altitude. The temperature lapse rates were calculated for Haast and Wanaka

Airport for 1 June 2004–31 August 2006, and for Arthur’s Pass between 7 September 2005

and 31 August 2006 (Table 4.8). For the comparisons of the three locations with the Brewster

AWS, a fixed lapse rate of 0.00625 ◦C m−1 was applied. The temperature at the Brewster

AWS lay mainly between the adjusted Haast and Wanaka Airport temperature, but at Haast,

the temperature amplitude was too small and at Wanaka Airport too large (Figure 4.20).

Therefore, in a test run, the average of the adjusted Haast and Wanaka temperature was

compared to the Brewster AWS. The climate station at Arthur’s Pass was in 2006 one of the

climate stations with the most alpine character. Therefore, the Arthur’s Pass temperature was

compared to the Brewster AWS temperatures, despite the distance of 212 km to the Brewster

AWS.

Rainfall CliFlo

Precipitation is the totalised rainfall at 9 am for the previous 24 hours. The date is the actual

time of the measurement, despite representing only 9 hours of the day. Between 2004 and

2007, about 400 climate stations have been maintained that measured precipitation on the

South Island. In the vicinity of Brewster Glacier, there were many climate stations mea-

suring rainfall, but only few with temperature measurements and even fewer with radiation

measurements. In 2006, within a radius of 50 km of Brewster Glacier, nine CliFlo cli-

mate stations measured rainfall, which were Makarora Station, Lake Ohau, Hunter Valley 2,

Paringa, Haast AWS, Lake Moeraki EWS (EWS standing for electronic weather stations),
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Lake Moeraki, Minaret Bay and Ribbonwood (Figure 3.24). The daily rainfall of these nine

stations and the Milford Sound and Milford Sound AWS were compared to the daily rainfall

measured at the Brewster AWS. The Milford Sound CliFlo station was installed in 1929, and

the Milford Sound AWS in August 2000 about 370 m away from the old station.

The daily CliFlo rainfall was summarised at 9 am for the previous 24 hours, therefore, for

the comparison, the hourly Brewster AWS rainfall data was also totalised at 9 am. In winter,

the tipping bucket at the Brewster AWS was covered with snow, which melted in spring.

The melt events appeared in the dataset with exceptional high values while recording warm

temperatures. Therefore, rain data was only included if the tipping bucket was snow-free for

several days after the melt events.

Precipitation measurements are known to be underestimated, especially if it is snowing

while windy (e.g. Sevruk, 1986; Goodison et al., 1998). Therefore, tipping bucket measure-

ments were excluded if the daily minimum air temperature dropped below 1 ◦C. The rainfall

measurements from the first summer period lasted with interruptions from 6 November 2005

to 7 April 2006, and from 24 December 2006 to 13 March 2007 for the second summer.

The rainfall distribution and distinct rainfall peaks were compared visually, the correlation

between the Brewster AWS and the CliFlo stations and the total precipitation was calculated

(Figure 4.22 and Table 4.9).

The Brewster AWS rainfall correlates best with the data from Makarora Station (R2 =

0.87), which is with 25 km the CliFlo station closest to the Brewster AWS. Therefore, mul-

tiplication factors were investigated to adjust the rainfall data from Makarora Station to the

Brewster location. The aspects considered for a suitable multiplication factor were the total

precipitation and comparable amounts of rainfall for single events (Table 4.10 and Figure

4.23).

Solar radiation CliFlo

Solar radiation from the CliFlo dataset is measured in MJm−2 (Mega Joules per square me-

tre). There has been a maximum of 47 climate stations on the South Island measuring solar

radiation between 2004 and 2007. Most of these stations were in low lands; currently there

are only 3 stations on an altitude between 500–1000 m a.s.l. (Craigieburn Forest since 1972,

Lake Tekapo since 2003, Arthur’s Pass since 2005), and since 2008, there is the Albert Burn

climate station near Wanaka as the highest climate station on an altitude of 1280 m a.s.l. For

at least 30 years, solar radiation was measured only at seven sites, with the closest being

Winchmore and Hokitika Airport, which are 191 km, respectively 196 km away from the

Brewster AWS.
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The solar radiation from the Brewster AWS was compared to the CliFlo climate stations

in Hokitika Airport, Tara Hill and Arthur’s Pass from 7 September 2005–18 April 2008

(Figure 3.24). The climate station in Hokitika Airport (established in 1972) was chosen

because it is close to the Southern Alps, opposed to the Winchmore climate station, which

lies at the east coast in the Canterbury Plains. The climate station at Tara Hill (488 m a.s.l.)

was with 62 km distance the closest to the Brewster AWS, and Arthur’s Pass (212 km away)

was with an elevation of 738 m a.s.l. in the most mountainous area. While the Tara Hill site

was established in 1985, the radiation sensor at Arthur’s Pass was put into operation only

in August 2005. The radiation data of all three sites was converted from Mega Joules per

square metre (MJm−2) to Watts per square metre (W m−2). The correlation between the solar

radiation from the Brewster AWS and the three CliFlo stations were computed and the daily

run was visually investigated (Figure 4.24).

3.6.2 Interpolated climate data – Tait NIWA

Andrew Tait and various other researchers from NIWA interpolated several climate variables

from the automatic weather stations (CliFlo) for entire New Zealand for daily timesteps (Tait

et al., 2006). The climatic variables include rainfall, temperature, solar radiation, wind, po-

tential evapotranspiration and the barometric pressure. For this study, only rainfall, tempera-

ture and solar radiation were employed. Here, the interpolated climate data from Andrew Tait

from NIWA (Tait et al., 2006; Tait, 2008a, Tait and Liley, submitted) is called Tait climate

data.

The interpolated climate data from Tait consisted of time series for each pixel of a 0.05◦

latitude/longitude grid. Each pixel had a length of about 5 km and therefore roughly an area

of 25 km2. The DEM that A. Tait used to calculate the temperature was based on the same

0.05◦ grid. The pixel (number 69_71) covering the entire Brewster Glacier had its centre

point slightly southeast of Brewster Glacier with an elevation of 1876 m a.s.l. (Figure 3.25).

All surrounding pixels had lower altitudes.

The temperature, rainfall and solar radiation of the Brewster AWS were compared to

Tait’s interpolated dataset for the pixel 69_71. It has to be kept in mind, that the interpolated

dataset was based on climate information from CliFlo weather stations of which some op-

erated only during limited time periods. Therefore, the calculated correlations between the

Brewster climate data and Tait’s interpolated data applies only for the given time periods in

2005 to 2007, but not for the past three decades.
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Figure 3.25: Position of Brewster Glacier in the grid used by A. Tait for

the climate interpolation. The label and altitude is given for the pixels in

the vicinity of Brewster Glacier (Map by D. Stumm).

Temperature Tait

Tait (2008a) calculated the daily minimum and maximum temperature with an interpolation

algorithm from January 1972 onwards. Over the course of time, the number of climate

stations varied much. In the mid-1980s, the number of stations rose until in 1985, when

340 stations were operated. The network was reduced in the second half of the 1980s due

to rationalisation when many manually-operated stations were closed. This trend continued

until 1996, when a minimum of 143 climate station were in use. In order to produce a

continuous temperature time series that is not significantly influenced by non-climatic effects

such as varying input climate data due to interrupted or stopped operation, the 143 climate

stations were used that were open in July 1996. Of these 143 climate stations, less than 20

were located in the Southern Alps on higher elevations.

For the interpolation, a thin plate smoothing spline model was used, which fitted a smooth

surface to the data, allowing some error at each data point. Since the temperature is depen-

dent on the altitude, the temperature data was interpolated using the latitude, longitude and

elevation. The interpolation was validated with 20 sites that were not included in the set of
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the 143 input climate stations (Tait, 2008a). The validation is satisfying, although, it has to

be considered, that the highest validation site is only 427 m a.s.l. and that there is very few

data input on higher elevations.

Tait’s data consisted of the daily minimum and maximum temperatures, which were col-

lected at 9 am for the previous 24-hour period (Tait, pers. comm. 2007). In order to compare

Tait’s data to the Brewster AWS, the Brewster AWS temperature was averaged also at 9 am

for the previous 24 hours. Tait’s interpolated daily maximum and minimum temperatures

was averaged for the time period from 1 June 2004 to 23 March 2007, which is an accept-

able method to calculate the mean temperature as described in section 3.6.1 and 4.2.2. Tait’s

mean temperature was compared to the mean Brewster AWS temperature and the correlation

was calculated. Tait’s interpolated temperature was corrected with help of the equation of the

trendline (y = 0.6324x − 1.2029). From the corrected data, the annual mean temperatures

were calculated (Figure 4.26 and Table 4.12). The quality of the temperature data of the sur-

rounding pixels (Figure 3.25) was also assessed by processing it the same way as described

above, and computing the correlation (Table 4.11).

Rainfall Tait

Rainfall was interpolated with a thin plate smoothing spline interpolation from 1960 to

present (Tait et al., 2006). Input data for the interpolation was rainfall data from CliFlo

weather stations, longitude, latitude and as an independent variable a hand-drawn mean an-

nual rainfall surface from 1951–1980 (NZMS, 1983). Tait et al. (2006) decided to use the

mean annual rainfall surface instead of the elevation because the strong west-east precipi-

tation gradient was represented well by the hand-drawn map, whereas the rainfall-elevation

relationships is known to be poor in New Zealand.

Rainfall data has been collected in New Zealand already in 1852, and in 1970 a maximum

of 1652 climate station were maintained. This number was reduced in a era of rationalisation.

The biggest problem for the interpolation posed the unknown precipitation in the Southern

Alps. In higher altitudes, precipitation was underestimated if precipitation fell as snow and

was blown away, and mountainous areas were underrepresented by climate stations. In 2006,

680 stations were operated with 93% below an elevation of 500 m a.s.l. Initially, the inter-

polation run with 128 input stations, with only 12 stations above 500 m a.s.l. and 3 sites

between 820–881 m a.s.l. (Tait et al., 2006). Because of unsatisfying results in mountainous

regions, the input dataset for the interpolation was changed (Tait, pers. comm. 2008b). For

each individual day, all available climate stations were evaluated and about 500 sites were

selected assuring a good spatial distribution of input data. Additionally, dummies sites were
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artificially added in mountainous areas. The dummy sites were assigned values from sur-

rounding climate station and the values were doubled to do justice to the higher precipitation

in the mountains (Tait, pers. comm. 2008b).

For the rainfall assessment regarding the representativeness for Brewster Glacier, the

data from pixel 69_71 covering Brewster Glacier was used (Figure 3.25). The interpolated

rainfall was based on rainfall data that was totalised at 9 am. In order to compare Tait’s with

the Brewster rainfall, the rainfall data collected with the tipping bucket at the Brewster AWS

was summarised also at 9 am. Tait’s and the Brewster AWS daily rain data were compared

and the correlation was calculated for three different conditions at the Brewster AWS:

a) For all days with a snow-free tipping bucket (6 November 2005–14 April 2006, 13

May–14 June 2006, 3 December 2006–24 March 2007).

b) All days from a) excluding days with a minimum temperature of 0 ◦C.

c) All days from a) excluding days with a minimum temperature of 1 ◦C.

The minimum temperatures were introduced to exclude snowfall, which could have been

blown away or block the tipping bucket. The correlations are relatively good for all three

conditions, but best if a minimum temperature is considered. The correlation was for a) R2 =

0.749, for b) R2 = 0.841 and for c) R2 = 0.846. Since the correlations of b) and c) were very

similar and b) has a slightly bigger data basis because less data was excluded, it was decided

to continue further analysis only with days with daily minimum temperatures above 0 ◦C at

the Brewster AWS.

Tait’s interpolated rainfall was corrected with the trendline equation (y = 0.7244x +

1.6863) for all days with rainfall records. But the sum of Tait’s rainfall was clearly lower

than the sum of the rainfall measured at the Brewster AWS. This can be explained by the

dry days when rainfall would have been 1.6863 mm according to the trendline equation

instead of 0 mm. Therefore, several multiplication factors for Tait’s rainfall data were tested,

the correlation was calculated and the total rainfall was summarised (Table 4.13). The best

multiplication factor was found to be 0.875, with which Tait’s interpolated rainfall data was

corrected. From that, the total annual rainfall for the years 1960–2006 was calculated (Figure

4.26 and Table 4.12).

Tait’s dataset is based on an interpolation of rainfall data from daily selected climate sta-

tions. To assess the influence of surrounding climate stations (radius of 50 km from Brewster

AWS), the course of the daily and monthly total rainfall, and the correlation of the monthly

total rainfall was compared (Figures 4.28, 4.29 and Table 4.14).
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Solar radiation Tait

The solar radiation is calculated with a thin plate smoothing spline model from 1972 on-

wards, based on solar radiation and sunshine hours measurements, satellite data-derived

cloud cover surfaces and two positional variables (Tait and Liley, submitted). In 1972,

only four climate stations measured solar radiation, whereas now around 100 climate sta-

tions measure solar radiation in the whole country. Before the 1990s, the solar radiation

was estimated from hourly sunshine data and the potential solar radiation during clear-sky

conditions, due to the lack of direct solar radiation measurements. The data was corrected

with help of a linear regression model that was applied to data with coincident solar radiation

and sunshine hours data during about five years. Later on with the continuous installation of

solar radiation sensors in the 1990s, the solar radiation measurements were used directly. For

the interpolation, sites with long-term radiation measurements were stronger weighted than

the sunshine-hours derived data. The cloud cover surfaces were derived from Advance Very

High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data. The newest AVHRR instrument is mounted on

the NOAA 14 satellite that passes any location twice daily. The interpolation model was a

thin plate spline model using latitude, longitude, and percent cloud-free skies (Tait and Liley,

submitted).

Daily solar radiation (pixel 69_71) from Tait was converted from Mega Joules per square

metre (MJm−2) to Watt per square metre (W m−2). From the solar radiation measured at

the Brewster AWS, the daily average was calculated and only measurements with 24 records

per day were included. For the time period 4 October 2004–31 May 2007, the two datasets

were compared visually with graphs, and the correlation and the average solar radiation was

calculated (Figure 4.30). For the years 1972–2006, the annual average solar radiation was

computed, the years with the minimum and maximum solar radiation were extracted and the

average solar radiation over all 35 years was calculated (Figure 4.26).

3.6.3 ERA-40 reanalysis data

The ERA-40 reanalysis data used in this project has been provided by the European Centre

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). Climate reanalysis datasets are generated

by using a variety of climatic datasets with techniques used for numerical weather forecast-

ing, with the goal to estimate the real conditions (Uppala et al., 2004). Some of the best

known reanalysis datasets are the ERA-15, the ERA-40 and the NCEP/NCAR (National

Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research) reanaly-

ses. While NCEP/NCAR (computed for 1948 to present) and ERA-15 (1978–1994) are first-
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generation analyses, ERA-40 (1958–2002) is regarded as the first of the second generation

reanalyses (Simmons et al., 2004). ERA-40 benefited from changes made in the ECMWF

data assimilation system, which were learnt from ERA-15 (Uppala et al., 2004). Comparing

to earlier reanalyses, ERA-40 provided fields with higher horizontal and vertical resolution

in the planetary boundary layer and stratosphere, and more observations were included.

The assimilated data for the ERA-40 reanalysis consisted of synoptic weather stations,

satellite-borne instruments, observations from aircraft, radiosonde ascents, pilot balloons,

ocean buoys and other surface platforms from numerous institutions and data suppliers (Up-

pala et al., 2005). The upgrade with satellite data in the 1970s improved the observing system

considerably. In the 1970s, density of wind and temperature measurements from aircrafts,

and wind from geostationary satellites increased substantially. Over the entire period, the

radiosonde measurements improved, but the temporal and spatial coverage declined.

Simmons et al. (2004) compared surface air temperature of the ERA-40 and NCEP/

NCAR reanalyses to the CRU (Climatic Research Unit) dataset, which is derived directly

from monthly station data. They found a better agreement between the ERA-40 and the

CRU analysis, especially after improving the ERA-40 data assimilation system with satellite

data in the 1970s. The better results can be explained with the ERA-40 using surface synop-

tic observations for the 2 m above ground temperature analysis, which the NCEP/NCAR did

not use.

The ERA-40 dataset was employed as climate data input for the mass balance model be-

cause Tait’s interpolated climate data did not perform well for the past three decades (section

4.5.2). Therefore, ERA-40 data was compared to Tait’s data to investigate significant differ-

ences in the climate data that produced unsatisfying modelling outputs. The ERA-40 data

has been calculated for the time period September 1957–August 2002. Since the Brewster

AWS was installed in 2004, the ERA-40 data could not be compared to the conditions at the

Brewster Glacier. Therefore, the ERA-40 data was compared to the interpolated climate data

from Tait for the Brewster pixel 69_71 because Tait’s data correlated relatively well with the

Brewster AWS data for the years 2004–2007 (see 4.2.3).

The ERA-40 reanalysis data was calculated for a regular 2.5◦ latitude/longitude grid,

which corresponds in New Zealand to pixels with a length of about 250 km. The climate

data from the ERA-40 reanalysis was evaluated for a grid point with the coordinate -45◦ S /

167.5◦ E and an elevation of 257 m a.s.l., which lies in Fiordland west of the northern end

of Lake Te Anau. Grid point -45◦ S / 170◦ E would have been closer to Brewster Glacier but

lies within the continental Central Otago, about 17 km northeast of Ranfurly.

ECMWF, the data provider offers climate data for several pressure levels and surface
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data. For this project, surface data was downloaded, which provided a quarter of the daily

mean values that represented the four daily times at 0 am, 6 am, 12 pm and 18 pm. The

used climate data was the 2 m above ground temperature, total precipitation and the solar

radiation, and had to be adjusted as described in the sections below.

Temperature ERA-40

The ERA-40 temperature was given in degrees Kelvin for an altitude of 257 m a.s.l. There-

fore, the temperature was converted in degrees Celsius by subtracting 273.15◦. The average

ERA-40 temperature from 1975 to 2002 was 9.1◦ C while Tait’s average temperature at

Brewster Glacier for the same time period was 1.7◦ C with an altitude of 1650 m a.s.l. The

temperature difference between the two locations is roughly 7 ◦C with a corresponding tem-

perature gradient of 0.005 ◦C m−1. Therefore the ERA-40 temperatures were adjusted to the

Brewster AWS by subtracting 7 ◦C. For January 1975 to August 2002, the correlation has

been calculated for the adjusted ERA-40 and Tait’s corrected temperature data, and the run

of the temperature was compared for daily and monthly temperature averages (Figure 4.31

and 4.32). For the mass balance model calculations, the ERA-40 temperatures have been cor-

rected as described above. The more accurate temperature lapse rate of 0.0053 ◦C m−1 and a

temperature difference of 7.4 ◦C were also used to calculate the annual mean temperatures,

and to compare them to Tait’s annual temperatures (Table 4.16 and Figure 4.34).

Precipitation ERA-40

Precipitation is given in meters for a quarter of the daily total precipitation. For the daily

precipitation in millimetres, the data was multiplied by four for the daily total precipitation,

and multiplied by 1000 to convert the values into millimetres.

The average annual total precipitation was calculated for the ERA-40 and Tait data for

the years 1975–2001, which were 1992 mm respectively 4255 mm. Hence, the ERA-40

precipitation was about half the amount of Tait’s total rainfall. Therefore, the ERA-40 pre-

cipitation was doubled to adjust to the estimated precipitation at Brewster Glacier. Since no

more accurate precipitation measurements were available, it seemed acceptable to crudely

double the ERA-40 data.

The correlation of the daily precipitation from the ERA-40 and Tait was nonexistent with

R2 = 0.024. The low correlation could be explained with two technical arguments: time-

shifted precipitation and interpolation artefacts. Precipitation calculated with climate models

can be delayed by a day, therefore, it is recommended to compare precipitation datasets for
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Table 3.7: Number of rainfall days for the ERA-40, Tait’s and Brewster

AWS data for the given time periods.

data source precipitation days percentage time period

ERA-40 8351 days 100 % 1/1/1975–30/8/2002

Tait 4995 days 60 %

Brewster AWS 105 days 100 % 6/11/2005–24/3/2007

Tait 73 days 70 % with daily TMin > 1 ◦C

longer time periods like weeks, month, seasons or years. Many climate datasets are interpo-

lations based on a grid, like the ERA-40 and Tait’s dataset. Such interpolations can produce

artefacts, for example daily minimal amounts of precipitation for single grid points where no

precipitation was measured. It is caused by some surrounding grid points with precipitation

which are interpolated, and therefore assign a small amount of precipitation to the single grid

point in between. Therefore, the amount of precipitation days for the ERA-40 and Brewster

AWS data was compared with Tait’s precipitation. Tait’s amount of precipitation days were

60 % of the ERA-40 precipitation days and 70 % of the Brewster AWS precipitation days for

the investigated time periods (Table 3.7). The results indicate that Tait’s interpolation under-

estimates, and the ERA-40 data overestimates the number of rainfall days. It is possible that

the ERA-40 dataset is affected by the above described interpolation artefacts. It could also

be explained by the large area an ERA-40 pixel with a resolution of 250 km covers, where

more rainfall days occur than on a much smaller pixel like Tait’s with a resolution of 5 km.

The monthly total precipitation was summarised for the ERA-40 and Tait’s data from the

time period from January 1975 to August 2002, and then visually compared and the correla-

tion was calculated. The ERA-40 monthly rainfall was also compared to the rainfall from the

previously investigated CliFlo station by calculating the correlation and plotting the rainfall

curves (Table 4.17 and Figure 4.36). The stations were Haast Pass, Milford Sound, Mil-

ford Sound AWS, Lake Moeraki, Lake Moeraki EWS, Mahitahi, Makarora Station, Paringa,

Hunter Valley 2, Lake Ohau Station, Minaret Bay, Haast Macpherson Camp, Haast AWS,

Haast Township and Ribbonwood. The correlations were calculated for the overlapping time

periods when climate data was available for the ERA-40 and the CliFlo rainfall. For compar-

ison, the correlations of the CliFlo stations with the daily Brewster AWS precipitation and

the monthly Tait rainfall were listed together with the monthly ERA-40 correlations. The

annual precipitation sums were calculated for the ERA-40 rainfall and compared to Tait’s

annual rainfall (Table 4.16 and Figures 4.33 and 4.37).
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Solar radiation ERA-40

Solar radiation from the ERA-40 is given in Watt per square metre per second (W m−2s−1)

for a quarter of the daily mean solar radiation. For daily radiation means in W m−2, the data

was multiplied by four, and then divided by 86400 seconds to receive daily values. Then the

daily, monthly and annual ERA-40 and Tait’s solar radiation was visually compared, and the

correlation and the annual means were calculated (Table 4.18 and Figures 4.38–4.40).
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3.7 EOSS evaluation and processing

3.7.1 Glacier Snowline Survey

Since 1977, yearly end-of-summer snowline (EOSS) surveys have been conducted by tak-

ing oblique photographs from a light aircraft (Chinn (1995); Chinn et al. (2005a); see also

section 2.3.4, or Glacier Snowline Survey reports e.g. by Willsman et al. (2008)). Fifty in-

dex glaciers are included that stretch over seven transects from west to east and one transect

along the Southern Alps (Figure 3.26). Glaciers were selected with a simple form and with

even gradients about the equilibrium line. In order to cover the maximum spread over the

transects, there were also glaciers included with a less ideal form (Chinn et al., 2005a). The

EOSS survey consists of the original annual photographs, maps, the analysed snowlines and

further attributes like the AAR that are documented in the annual glacier snowline reports

(Willsman et al., 2008).

It is a challenge to fly the survey over the entire Southern Alps before the first winter

snowfall, and experience showed that there is a 25% chance for winter snowfall in April.

Therefore as a rule of thumb, the flights are carried out during the first good weather window

in March. In the years 1979, 1990 and 1991 the flights could not be carried out because of

the weather or logistical problems (Chinn, 1995).

The photos are taken on an altitude between 2700 m and 3000 m, if possible from a sim-

ilar angle to the previous years. Photographs taken from higher altitudes would improve the

snowline mapping but civic aviation rules do not permit normal flights above about 3000 m

for a prolonged period. The photographs were taken with small and medium single-lens

reflex cameras and since 2001 also with a digital camera. Since 2007, the GPS coordinate

of the photographers position has been recorded while the photo was taken. Therefore, the

more recent EOSS-records can be georectified.

In the past, the end-of-summer snowlines have been used as a proxy for the mass balance

(Chinn, 1995). Therefore, a steady-state ELA0 and the elevation of the yearly snowlines were

determined for each glacier. The departure of the yearly snowline from the ELA0 was used

as a mass-balance index. An EOSS lower (resp. higher) than the ELA0 indicated a positive

(negative) mass balance year (Chinn et al., 2006). Initially, the steady-state ELA0 of each

glacier was estimated from an AAR of 0.66. Over time, the ELA0 was subjectively adjusted

for most glaciers. The snowlines have been sketched onto maps, and ablation and accumu-

lation areas were digitised. The area-altitude distribution was analysed, and the snowline

elevation was determined from the size of the accumulation area and the area-altitude curve.

All photographs of the individual glaciers were also set into an order with a rising snowline.
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A trend surface for New Zealand glacier ELAs was
compiled for a large number of glaciers in 1978 (Chinn and
Whitehouse, 1980). This was effectively an ELA0 surface
because in 1978 most glaciers were close to zero balance.
The ELA0 trend surface is strongly warped upwards from the
high-precipitation western glaciers towards the drier eastern
glaciers. Superimposed on this tilted surface is a north-to-
south latitudinal gradient of 1mkm–1.

2.2. Glacier mass balances
Full mass-balance measurements for a period of 7 years are
available for one glacier only, Ivory Glacier (Anderton and
Chinn, 1978), together with a similarly short series of mass-
balance measurements at points along the profile of the
large Tasman Glacier (Anderton, 1975). These specific point
measurements are not area-averaged for altitude intervals
and are referred to as ‘specific’ balance values following the
notation of Østrem and Stanley (1969). These studies were
terminated in the mid-1970s, due mainly to cost, and

routine glacier observations have been continued since that
time by recording ELAs on the set of index glaciers.

The mass-balance data available for 7 years from Ivory
Glacier were obtained as part of the International Hydro-
logical Decade (1970s) programme (Anderton and Chinn,
1973, 1978; Hay and Fitzharris, 1988). This small cirque
glacier has an area of 0.8 km2 and a small altitude range
1400–1700m (Fig. 2). It lies to the west of the Main Divide
in the high-precipitation zone reaching 10 000mm. Un-
fortunately the systematic ELA measurements reported here
commenced after the mass-balance measurement pro-
gramme on this glacier was terminated and the two datasets
do not overlap in time. The Ivory Glacier balance measure-
ments also coincided with a period of rapid recession
accompanied by the accelerating growth of a proglacial
lake. During the measurement period the Ivory Glacier ELA
was high, and in one year rose above the glacier upper
limit. The rapid recession and effective demise of this
glacier by 1998 has prevented its inclusion with the index

Fig. 1. The South Island, New Zealand, showing the distribution of the ELA index glaciers.

Chinn and others: ELA to monitor glacier response to climate86

Figure 3.26: Locations

of the index glaciers

of the Glacier Snow-

line Survey (Chinn et al.,

2006).

It was found that snow patches from glaciers were nearly identical to years with a similar

snowline. In some years, the snowline was obscured by snowfall, clouds, backlighting or low

contrasts of snow colour. In such cases, or where the accumulation or ablation area could not

be digitised, the photographs were put into the series of photographs according to the size

of snow patches, and the snowline elevation was interpolated from other years with similar

snow-patch patterns.

The Glacier Snowline Survey consists of thousands of photographs, with snowline re-

cords. For selected glaciers, also the glacier termini, geomorphological features and pro-

glacial lakes were recorded (Chinn et al., 2006). The survey constitutes an extensive archive

of glacier photographs which documents the evolution of glaciers over three decades.

3.7.2 Treatment of EOSS data

For this study, the EOSS survey was used to find suitable sites for ablation and accumu-

lation measurements, to identify melting patterns and general glacier observations for all

four glaciers, and for the validation of mass balance model outputs and the parameterisation

scheme applied to Brewster Glacier. Ideally, the EOSS photographs would have been geo-
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rectified and then the snowlines, outlines and the glacier terminus could have been digitised

with a higher accuracy than if it is done visually. Corripio (2004) developed a program to

georectify oblique photographs with help of a DEM, the position of the photographer and

the camera settings. However, for the EOSS survey not enough meta-information was avail-

able, like most importantly the position of the photographer. Therefore, the EOSS had to be

analysed visually.

The analogue EOSS photographs were first scanned to make them digitally available.

Photos with low colour contrasts on the glacier were manipulated with the image processing

software Adobe Photoshop by stretching the range of the light colour shades, or by changing

the colour balance. Also the brightness was altered to enhance the contrast in the image.

Melt patterns could be identified from snowlines from several years, based on the as-

sumption that the snowlines indicate lines of similar mass balances. To analyse the melting

patterns, the snowlines of most years were transferred onto the photograph from 1999. The

photograph from 1999 was chosen because the contrasts were high, surrounding rock with

its natural structure helped for orientation, and high snowlines from a couple of years were

visible. The changing angle of the photographer’s position and therefore varying picture

distortion, low contrasts on the glacier and surrounding rock made it difficult to transfer the

snowlines. For the mass balance interpolation, the melt patterns were transferred onto the

interpolation map with the support of analyses from the DEM like the contour lines, slope,

curvature, aspect and the theoretical potential clear-sky solar radiation grid from 3 January

(see section 3.8), which helped with orientation. The curvature was also calculated with a

resampled DEM with a resolution of 100 m (Figure 4.43) to avoid interpolation artefacts that

become apparent if calculated with the 20 m resolution DEM.

To validate the mass balance model, the EOSS overflight dates were listed for the Brew-

ster Glacier. For the overflight dates, the modelled snow cover was printed into a map and

visually compared to the photographed snowlines. The mass balance indices (Willsman

et al., 2008), calculated as the departure of the EOSS from the steady-state ELA0, were com-

pared to the modelled annual mass balances. The mass balance indices were excluded for

years when the snowlines on the photographs were obscured by fresh snow, clouds, back-

lighting, low contrast in snow colour, or if there were several ambiguous snowlines (Table

4.22). Mass balance indices from such years were not based on the snowline, but on other

indicators that might not reflect the snowline in the same way.

In the 1980s, school classes from the East Otago High School visited Park Pass Glacier

and marked the elevation of the glacier surface on the rock wall on the true left side of the

glacier tongue (see section 2.3). In an attempt to illustrate the glacier changes between the
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eigthies and 2006, the EOSS photograph from 1986 and 2006 were matched to each other

(Figure 4.48). Both photographs were taken from a similar angle, which allowed matching

distinct features in the photo from 1986 to the corresponding feature in the 2006 image.

The matching procedure was done with the georeferencing tool in ArcGIS, which despite

the name, was not georeferencing since the photographs were not assigned geographical

coordinates, and the images were still oblique photographs.

The same method was used to match the 1977 EOSS photo of Rolleston Glacier to the

photograph from 2006 (Figure 4.52). The photographs needed image manipulation to make

cracks and other rock features better visible, which improved the image matching. The focus

of the image matching was on the main part of glacier because towards the edge on the true

right side of the glacier, the distortion increased and fewer distinct rock features could be

found in both photographs.

For the parameterisation scheme (see section 3.5), some glacier length changes were

derived from EOSS photographs. The photographs also provided an excellent source to

observe changes on the glacier and in the surroundings over a longer period of time.
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3.8 Mass balance modelling

In the following section 3.8.1, the applied mass balance model and its parameters are ex-

plained in detail. The calibration and validation methods, the investigated time periods and

sensitivity analysis are described in the sections 3.8.2 and 3.8.3.

The mass balance model described below was chosen because the main processes on the

glacier can be modelled with the input data that were available. Especially the climate data

set limitations because it was required for a 33-year period with daily records. The model

is of an intermediate complexity that allows applying the model to several regions, which

was intended at the start of the PhD when the goal was to also model the mass balance of

Glenmary, Park Pass and Rolleston Glacier. However, because of lacking direct mass balance

measurements this goal had to be abandoned. Opposed to the chosen model, very simple

models such as a PPDM (section 2.4.1) with few input parameters can be geographically

widely applied but represent only specific processes on the glacier, which is in the case of a

PPDM the temperature dependent processes. Very complex models consider more processes

on the glacier that are of varying importance. Therefore, to account for these processes, such

a model requires more input parameters of a higher spatial and temporal resolution. Such

models simulate the processes for a specific glacier well but are not applicable for entire

regions.

3.8.1 The mass balance model

The applied mass balance model is based on the simple numerical mass balance model (Oer-

lemans, 2001) described in section 2.4.2, and has been further developed and tested in the

European Alps by Machguth et al. (2006a,b); Machguth (2008) and Machguth et al. (sub-

mitted). The model described by Machguth et al. (2006b) and Machguth (2008), combines

elements from energy balance and degree-day models (see section 2.4.1). The separate treat-

ment of shortwave radiation and temperature depending energy-fluxes is a typical feature

of more complex energy-balance models. The temperature depending energy fluxes consist

of the longwave and turbulent heat fluxes, and are based on an empirical formula, which is

an element from degree-day models. However, degree-day models do not take the albedo

into account, which is one of the most important factors in the energy balance. In contrast

to enhanced degree day models (e.g. Hock, 1999), the present model uses global radiation

considering the effect of clouds instead of potential clear sky global radiation.

The used mass balance model (Oerlemans, 2001) calculated the cumulative mass balance

bcum for daily time steps for every grid cell of a DEM based on the equation 2.12. Only if
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the daily mean energy flux QMd was above 0, energy was available for melt. For snow

accumulation, the air temperature at a pixel had to drop below the threshold of 1.5 ◦C for

precipitation to fall as snow (Rohrer, 1992). For simplification, the ice surface temperature

was assumed to be always at the melting point (0 ◦C), and subsurface heat conduction was not

taken into account. Refreezing was not considered, and hence, rainwater and meltwater were

removed immediately from the glacier. Assuming a surface temperature of 0 ◦C neglects that

the cold winter snow-pack first needs to warm up to the melting point before melting can take

place in spring. Hence a slightly too negative mass balance will result from such conditions.

However, Greuell and Oerlemans (1986) showed that the effect is small for temperate alpine

glaciers such as Brewster Glacier, and can therefore be neglected.

To calculate the mean energy flux QMd, the empiric equation of c0 + c1T was used to

calculate the longwave radiation and turbulent fluxes (Oerlemans, 2001). In this study, the

constant c0 has been used as a tuning parameter, using a final value of -45 W m−2. The

constant c1 that has typically a value of about 10 W m−2K−1 (Oerlemans, 2001) was also

used to tune the model. In the final mass balance calculations the value 12 W m−2K−1 was

assigned to c1.

The daily mean temperature, mean solar radiation and total daily precipitation forced the

mass balance model. The three climate variables were read from tables of meteorological

data, such as from the CliFlo, Tait’s or the ERA-40 reanalysis datasets. Gaps in the CliFlo

dataset were filled with data from Tait’s interpolated climate data. The daily mean temper-

ature was read from the meteorological table and calculated for each pixel of the DEM by

applying a temperature gradient of 0.0065 ◦C m−1, which was a slightly higher lapse rate

than the one measured between Wanaka Airport and the Brewster AWS (Table 4.8).

The daily incoming mean solar radiation was calculated from the potential incoming clear

sky solar radiation Sclr ↓ for each grid cell, and a reduction factor d that takes cloudiness

and haze into account (Oerlemans, 2001; Machguth et al., 2006b). The potential clear sky

radiation Sclr ↓ calculation was developed by Corripio (2003) and is based on the solar

radiation model C described by Iqbal (1983). The potential incoming solar radiation was

calculated hourly for every grid cell, and then averaged for every day of the year. The

calculation takes the sky-view, topography including aspect, slope and shading into account,

and the position of the sun throughout the day and the year. While both the direct and diffuse

potential clear-sky radiation (Sclrdir ↓ respectively Sclrdiff ↓) was separately calculated, the

measured incoming solar radiation has not been differentiated into direct and diffuse solar

radiation.
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The reduction factor d, taking in account cloud cover, was derived from Sclr ↓ and the

measured incoming shortwave radiation Smeas ↓:

d =
Smeas ↓

Sclrdir ↓ +Sclrdiff ↓
=
Smeas ↓
Sclr ↓

. (3.4)

The incoming solar radiation for an individual grid cell Sgrid ↓ was then calculated by mul-

tiplying the reduction factor with the potential clear sky radiation:

Sgrid ↓= dSclr ↓. (3.5)

Strictly speaking, the calculation is not correct for grid cells that received only diffuse so-

lar radiation because they were shaded from the sun, such as a grid cell on a steep south

facing slope. In such cases, the reduction factor should have been calculated by dividing

the measured diffuse solar radiation by the diffuse potential clear sky radiation, which was

impossible because the diffuse solar radiation has not been measured. Therefore, if the in-

coming solar radiation for an individual grid cell Sgrid ↓ calculated with the reduction factor

d was less than the diffuse potential clear sky radiation Sclrdiff ↓, Sgrid ↓ was set equal

Sclrdiff ↓.
The outgoing solar radiation was calculated with help of the albedo, whereas three values

were used for the albedo, depending on whether the glacier surface was snow, firn or ice. The

ice albedo was αi = 0.35, the albedo of firn was αf = 0.45 and αs = 0.72 was the snow albedo.

At the start of the mass balance calculation, the entire glacier was assumed to be snow free.

Any fresh snow accumulation got the albedo αs assigned. On June 30th of every year, the

yearly minimum snow cover that represented the end of the stratigraphical mass balance year

was turned into firn with the respective albedo of αf . Also at the end of June, firn older than

a year was converted into ice and the albedo was changed to αi. The initial condition of no

snow or firn cover at all (no prescribed initial values) required to run the model for at least

two years before the actual mass balance calculation started. In this way, a realistic initial

snow distribution was achieved. Additionally, model runs always started at the end of the

ablation season when melt decreased to minimize the influence of the initial condition of

the ice albedo αi. Therefore, to model the mass balance of Brewster Glacier for the mass

balance years from 1978 onwards, climate data was required from March 1975 onwards.

Precipitation was calculated for every pixel based on the precipitation from the meteoro-

logical table and a precipitation gradient. The altitude dependent precipitation gradient was

used as a tuning parameter. For Tait’s precipitation input data, a gradient of 0.0045 ma−1m−1

(metres of precipitation per metre year and altitude) has been used, and for the ERA-40 data

and the rainfall from the Makarora dataset, a gradient of 0.006 ma−1m−1 was applied. In
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calibration mass balance runs, the accumulation was overestimated in the upper steeper part

of Brewster Glacier. Therefore, the precipitation gradient was removed from an altitude of

2000 m a.s.l. upwards, where the glacier slope increased significantly. After further test runs,

the threshold altitude was lowered further down to 1850 m a.s.l. to lower the accumulation

rates above this altitude.

Model outputs were the cumulative mass balance for the entire calculation period and

grid points of the model domain, the annual mass balances and corresponding end-of-summer

snow covers for the entire grid. Additionally, tables of the mass balance evolution for spe-

cific points and their energy fluxes were read-out. The chosen points had continuous stake

records from 2005–2007 and represented the stakes S1, S4, S5, S6, S6A, S10A, S11, S12,

S14, S15, S17 and a location at 2300 m a.s.l. For the model calibration, mass balance grids

were written to the output at each date when the mass balance measurements were taken. To

calculate the mass balance for three decades, the snowcover grids and their respective net

balance grids were calculated for the period between two annual EOSS-survey overflights

(see section 3.7.1 and Table 4.21). For the years 1979, 1990 and 1991, the flights could not

be carried out, therefore, 15 March was chosen as reference date.

3.8.2 Calibration of the mass balance model

The mass balance model was calibrated by forcing the model with Tait’s climate data because

this dataset seemed to represent the climate conditions best at the Brewster Glacier. The

correlation of the temperature for the Brewster AWS and Tait’s data was with R2 = 0.77

(see section 4.2.3) good and similar to the correlation of the Brewster AWS and the CliFlo

station at Arthur’s Pass (see section 4.2.2). But the Arthur’s Pass station was only established

in April 1978, which was too short to calculate the mass balance for the years 1978, 1979

and 1980. For precipitation, the best correlation of R2 = 0.87 existed for the Makarora

CliFlo station (see section 4.2.2), which had several week long data gaps. Therefore, the Tait

rainfall with the second best correlation of R2 = 0.84 (see section 4.2.3) was the best suited

alternative. The solar radiation measurements at the CliFlo station in Hokitika correlated

slightly better to the Brewster AWS than Tait’s data, with values of R2 = 0.64 (see section

4.2.2) respectively R2 = 0.63 (see section 4.2.3). Since the correlations were very similar,

and because for the initial climate data comparisons the cause and magnitude of the faulty

measured solar radiation were not yet identified (see section 3.3.4), the Tait radiation was

used for the mass balance calibration (see section 4.5.1 and Appendix D).

The modelled annual mass balance had been compared with measured mass balance

maps for the years 2005–2007, and the transient snowline was compared to the EOSS photos
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and the snowline surveyed in March 2007 (Figures 4.53, 4.54 and 4.55 and Appendix D).

The modelled cumulative mass balance for the stake records were plotted together with the

cumulative measurements for the stakes S1, S4, S5, S6A, S12, S15 and S17 (Figure 4.56),

and the correlation was calculated for all modelled stakes and the corresponding stake mea-

surements (Figure 4.57). Stake measurements were only included from 19 January 2005

onwards because when the stakes were installed in December 2004, the stakes were pushed

into the snow without being anchored in the ice. Therefore, it is likely that the stakes moved

in the snow (Barrueto, 2009).

3.8.3 Validation of the mass balance model

In the next step, the mass balance was calculated with Tait’s climate data (run 1-TTT, Table

3.8) for three decades and validated with geodetic mass balance measurements, the mod-

elled snowlines, the mass balance index based on the EOSS survey and the results from the

parameterisation scheme. The mass balance calculations were made on the assumption that

the temperature represented the conditions on Brewster best, precipitation second best and

with a mediocre representation of the solar radiation data. The evaluation of the modelled

transient snowline (TSL) revealed many misfits with the photographed TSL, and the com-

parison of the modelled mass balances for 1986–1997 and 1997–2005 did not match well

with the geodetic mass balance measurements. By adjusting the total amount of the annual

precipitation it was tried to improve the result (Figures 4.58, 4.59 and Table 4.25).

Since the modelling results were not satisfying, the ERA-40 data was used alternatively

as climate input data (run 2-EEE). Already Radić and Hock (2006) and Hock et al. (2007)

used ERA-40 reanalysis data successfully to force temperature-index and energy-balance

models for Storglaciären in Sweden. The mass balance modelled with ERA-40 data for

Brewster Glacier from 1975 to 2002 improved significantly (Figures 4.58, 4.59, and Tables

4.25, 4.27). The comparison of Tait’s and the ERA-40 climate data showed the most no-

ticeable difference in the large rainfall peaks in Tait’s data that did not occur in neither the

ERA-40 data nor the Brewster data (Figure 4.27, 4.35 and 4.36, section 4.2.4). Hence, it was

derived that the ERA-40 precipitation represented the Brewster conditions better. To test the

assumption that the precipitation data influence the modelled mass balance most, further test

runs were made by exchanging either temperature, precipitation or solar radiation with Tait’s

data (runs 3-TEE, 4-EET, 5-ETE and 6-ETT). The test run 7-TCMT used Tait’s temperature

and solar radiation, and rainfall data from the Makarora Station. Run 8-TECH was forced

by temperature data from Tait, ERA-40 precipitation and the solar radiation from the CliFlo

station Hokitika Aero. Run 9-CATT was modelled with temperature from the Arthur’s Pass
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Table 3.8: Climate input data for mass balance model runs. The first bold

letter of the individual climate input data form the name of the run.

run temperature precipitation solar radiation

1-TTT Tait Tait Tait

2-EEE ERA-40 ERA-40 ERA-40

3-TEE Tait ERA-40 ERA-40

4-EET ERA-40 ERA-40 Tait

5-ETE ERA-40 Tait ERA-40

6-ETT ERA-40 Tait Tait

7-TCMT Tait CliFlo Makarora Station Tait

8-TECH Tait ERA-40 CliFlo Hokitia Aero

9-CATT CliFlo Arthur’s Pass Tait Tait

CliFlo station and Tait’s precipitation and solar radiation data.

The mass balance model runs were validated by comparing the mass balance rates with

the results from the parameterisation scheme, the cumulated annual net balances were com-

pared with the geodetic mass balance measurements, and the annual net balances were com-

pared to the mass balance indices. The geodetic mass balance measurements only included

data below 2000 m a.s.l. because of the steep and inaccessible terrain that did not allow

data collection (Ian Willis, pers. comm. 2006). For the validation with the geodetic mass

balance a snow density of 700 kg m−3 was assumed, which is the average of the ice density

of 900 kg m−3 (Paterson, 1994) and the measured mean snow density of 500 kg m−3.

3.8.4 Sensitivity of the mass balance model

The sensitivity of the mass balance model was tested by varying a single variable of the cli-

matic input data for the model run 2-EEE, which used temperature, precipitation and global

radiation data from the ERA-40 reanalysis dataset. Run 2-EEE was considered to represent

the annual net balance best for the period from 1978 to 2002 and is in this context called

standard run. Therefore, in a first and second run, the input temperature was modified by

+1 K and -1 K. In the third and forth run, precipitation was modified by adding and subtract-

ing 10 % of the daily rainfall, and in the fifth and sixth run, global radiation was modified

by adding and subtracting 10 % of the daily global radiation. Varying the input variables in

sensitivity studies by ±1 K and ±10 % precipitation is a common practise (e.g. Oerlemans,

2001).
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Chapter 4

Results

In the first section (4.1), the results of the mass balance measurements from the four glaciers

and field observations are described. Then, relevant measurements from the Brewster and

Glenmary AWS are presented as well as the analysis of the CliFlo data, Tait’s interpolated

climate data and the ERA40 data (section 4.2). The results from the parameterisation scheme

are presented (section 4.3), and the analysis of the EOSS of the four glaciers is discussed

(section 4.4). The modelling results of Brewster Glacier is presented, first for the calibration

period from 2004–2007, and then for the 30 years from 1978–2007 (section 4.5).

4.1 Direct mass balance measurements

The mass balance results calculated from the direct measurements and other field obser-

vations are presented in the following four sections. Maps of the net, winter and summer

balance for Brewster Glacier can be found in Appendix A, and maps with the net balance

measurements for Glenmary Glacier in Appendix B. The coordinates and values from the

measurement sites of all four glaciers and Brewster’s net balance for elevation bands are

listed in Appendix C.

4.1.1 Mass balance of Brewster Glacier

During the four mass balance years 2005–2008, very negative and very positive mass bal-

ances were experienced. The most positive mass balance year was 2005 with 1141 mm w.e.,

with a very high winter balance of 2979 mm w.e., and a small summer balance of -1838 mm w.e.

(Table 4.1 and maps in Appendix A). The mass balance year 2008 was the most negative year

with a net balance of -1653 mm w.e., with a reduced winter accumulation of 2447 mm w.e.
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Table 4.1: Mass balance (MB) values, ELA, AAR and mass balance gradient at

the ELA for Brewster Glacier for the mass balance years 2005–2008. In the mass

balance year 2008, the ELA rose above the glacier margin of 2390 m a.s.l.

MB year net balance winter MB summer MB ELA AAR MB gradient at ELA

[mm w.e.] [mm w.e.] [mm w.e.] [m a.s.l.] [%] [mm w.e. m−1]

2005 1141 2979 -1838 1810 88 14

2006 282 2479 -2197 1893 72 7

2007 297 2881 -2583 1899 67 10

2008 -1653 2447 -4100 >2390 10 -

(Figure 4.1), and an exceptional negative summer balance of -4100 mm w.e. The net bal-

ances of the years 2006 and 2007 were very similar with 282 mm w.e. and 297 mm w.e.

respectively (Figure ). The winter balance in 2007 was higher than in 2006, which was com-

pensated by a more negative summer balance in 2007 (Figure 4.1). The winter balance from

the mass balance years 2006 and 2008 are very similar (2479 mm w.e. and 2447 mm w.e.

respectively), which was reflected in the similar mass balance gradients of the snow pit mea-

surements (Figure 4.3). The lowest ever measured winter balance of Brewster Glacier was

1972 mm w.e. that has been recorded for the mass balance year 2009 by Barrueto (2009).

For accuracies across the elevation bands for the net, winter and summer balances see Table

C.9 in Appendix C.

The summer balance map for the mass balance year 2007 was drawn with most confi-

dence because relatively consistent stake measurements were available from low altitudes

of the glacier up to higher altitudes (Figure 4.1). The measurements showed at the glacier

tongue an ablation as high as 6.5 m w.e. On the lower true left side of the glacier, the mass

balance was usually lower than at other measuring points at the same altitude. On the upper

true right side of the glacier at an altitude of about 1900 m a.s.l., an increased ablation has

been measured. The increased ablation on the true left side of the glacier in the steeper parts

of the glacier was based on observed increased ablation on the EOSS photographs.

For the winter balance 2008 (November 2007), many and well distributed measurements

have been taken that revealed the distribution of the snow accumulation (Figure 4.1). The

winter balance map 2008 and the gradient of the winter balances (Figure 4.3) show a higher

gradient in the lower part of the glacier, indicating that in November, the ablation already set

in. Barrueto (2009) confirmed this observation in a detailed winter accumulation study over

several winter months in the year 2008. On the true right side of the glacier at an altitude of

about 1850 m a.s.l. to 2000 m a.s.l., less snow was deposited than at other places at similar
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Figure 4.1: Summer balance of Brewster Glacier for the mass balance year

2007 (left) and winter balance for the mass balance year 2008 (right). The

maps can be found in a bigger size in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.3: Winter balance gradients on Brewster Glacier. The snow prob-

ing measurements from November 2007 were calculated with a snow den-

sity of 500 kg m−3, and the measurements from November 2008 with

snow densities from nearby snowpits (Barrueto, 2009). The snow probing

data from November 2008 was kindly provided by Andrea Barrueto.
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altitudes. This can be explained by the ridge that is exposed to wind that carried away snow.

In the mid section of the glacier, the snow was distributed relatively evenly over a large area.

At an altitude just below 2000 m a.s.l. below the steep section of the glacier, more snow

was accumulated, which originated most likely from avalanches. Figure 4.3 shows that there

are only very few measurements above 2000 m a.s.l. and therefore, more measurements are

needed. At the highest snow probing site in November 2007 at 2161 m a.s.l., a relatively low

mass balance was measured, which could be explained by the wind exposed location near

the ridge line. The snow core measurements of 4010 mm w.e. at an elevation of 2312 m a.s.l.

from November 2006 indicate that on this flatter area, a lot of snow accumulated, possibly

also from snow avalanches from Mt Brewster or by wind drift. The snow probing mea-

surements from November 2008 confirm the general mass balance trend assumed for the

previous years based mainly on snowpit measurements. The pronounced shift of the curve is

explained by the exceptional low accumulation rates in 2008.

The ELAs for the mass balance years 2006 and 2007 were very similar at altitudes of

1893 and 1899 m a.s.l.; a fact that was also reflected in a similar net balance and AAR of

72 % and 67 % (Table 4.1). In the year 2005, the ELA was lower (1810 m a.s.l.), the net

balance was positive and the AAR was with 88 % high. Opposed to the mass balance year

2005, in 2008 the net balance was very negative and the ELA rose above the glacier margins.

The calculated AAR was very small (10 %) and indicated despite an ELA above the glacier

limits that there were still some patches of accumulation area.

The mass balance gradients at the ELA varied between 7 and 14 mm w.e. m−1, with an

average gradient of 10 mm w.e. m−1. As well on Norwegian glaciers, the mass balance gradi-

ents vary from year to year considerably, with averaged measured values of 5 mm w.e. m−1

in the inland mountains of Norway and 15 mm w.e. m−1 in western Norway (Holmlund

and Schneider, 1997). The net balance gradients of the four investigated years were alike,

apart from the year 2008 which was dominated by a very pronounced ablation, although it

suffered from inconsistent stake measurements (Figure 4.4). Especially for the upper eleva-

tion bands, the uncertainty of the mass balance was significantly higher because only very

few measurements could be taken. The hypsometry shows that 40 % of the glacier area in

in the elevation band between 1900 and 2000 m a.s.l., and about 3
4

of the glacier is below

2000 m a.s.l. Therefore, an ELA shift from 1900 to 2000 m a.s.l. has an huge influence on

the glacier’s net balance.
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Figure 4.4: Net balance gradients and hypsometry on Brewster Glacier.

Accuracy of mass balance measurements

The accuracies of the mass balances have been estimated from the stake measurements within

the mass balance classes and the corresponding elevation bands. The accuracies of the net

balances reflect the availability and quality of the measurements (Table 4.2). In the lower

altitudes up to about 2000 m a.s.l., the accuracy of the mass balance (150–200 mm w.e.) is

better for the mass balance years 2005–2007 because many measurements were available

for the winter and summer balance. Above 2000 m a.s.l., only few measurements could

be taken, which resulted in a lower accuracy of the mass balance (500–750 mm w.e.). In

2008, numerous accumulation measurements were taken, however, the measurements from

the ablation stake were inconsistent which resulted in a low accuracy for the entire glacier

(750 mm w.e.).
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Table 4.2: Accuracies of net balances for elevation bands and entire

glacier for the mass balance years 2005–2008. Net, summer and win-

ter balance with corresponding accuracies are provided in Table C.9 in

Appendix C

elevation 2005 2006 2007 2008

bands accuracy accuracy accuracy accuracy

[m a.s.l.] [mm w.e.] [mm w.e.] [mm w.e.] [mm w.e.]

1656–1700 150 200 200 750

1700–1800 150 200 200 750

1800–1900 150 200 200 750

1900–2000 150 200 200 750

2000–2100 500 500 500 750

2100–2200 500 500 500 750

2200–2300 500 500 500 750

2300–2400 500 500 500 750

2400–2491 500 500 500 750

1656–2491 500 500 500 750

Brewster Glacier length changes

The termini lines recorded in the field with GPS have been compared to termini derived

from the EOSS, literature and terrain (see also section 4.3). Since the LIA, Brewster Glacier

experienced retreat of about 1.5 km (in average 5.4 m per year), with no records of clear

glacier advances (Table 4.3 and Figures 4.5, 4.41). Since the late 1970s, the glacier retreat

accelerated to about 300 m retreat in three decades (10.4 ma−1). The glacier retreat between

1959 and 1978 was with 2.4 ma−1 slower than the previous retreat of 3.8 ma−1 between 1863

and 1959. The length changes measured with the two different methods vary and highlight

that it is important to measure the length changes always with the same method, and that

the terminus and the DEM need to be up to date in order to calculating the correct central

flowline.
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Table 4.3: Glacier length along the central flowline and length changes

calculated with two different methods.

year glacier length length change along length change survey date reference date

[m] central flowline [m] Forel’s method [m]

1740 4000 1450 1740 2007

1863 3260 710 1863 2007

1959 2900 350 1959 2007

1967 2885 335 1967 2007

1978 2855 305 1978 2007

1986 2770 220 1986 2007

1997 2660 108 1997 1986

2005 2570 98 56 20/3/2005 1997

2006 2562 8 4 20/1/2006 20/3/2005

2007 2550 12 14 22/3/2007 20/1/2006

2008 2543 7 10 20/4/2008 22/3/2007

Figure 4.5: Glacier length changes along central flowline since the little

ice age until 2008.
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Other observations

Other observations made during the fieldwork include the changing size of crevasses and soot

from Australian bushfires on the glacier surface. On fieldtrips in November 2005 and January

2006, the crevasses were not obvious (see photos in Figure 4.6). In contrast by March 2006,

large crevasses stretching from the lower true left side of the glacier to the middle of the

glacier were visible. The crevasses started at a rock ledge at about 1700 m a.s.l. On the map

of the subglacial bedrock (Figure 3.4, after Autridge, 1998) the crevasses start at the end of

the 2007 terminus on the true left side of the glacier, following roughly the 1700 m a.s.l.

contour line and turning towards the southern end of the bedrock overdeepening. At the

lower true right side of the glacier, crevasses widen and at the tongue ice collapsed. In April

the glacier had a reasonable snow layer that covered the small crevasses and made the big

crevasses well visible. In the following March 2007, the crevasses were not as large (Figure

3.2), while they were more pronounced in the years 2008 and 2009.

On the winter fieldtrip in November 2006, Brewster Glacier was entirely covered in clean

snow. A month later on 22 December 2006, a thin dirt layer covered the entire snow surface

(Figure 4.7). The dirt was probably soot from the Australian bushfires, and collected espe-

cially in flatter areas, channels and depressions. The snow has been photographed through

sunglasses to enhance the contrast of the very bright snow. In Figure 4.8 the dirty snow

around the glacier lake has been photographed with and without sunglasses to demonstrate

the influence of the sunglasses. Also on 8 February 2009, a north-westerly wind carried soot

particles from Australian bushfires over the southern part of the South Island, colouring the

sky yellow and orange. It could be expected that the soot was also deposited on Brewster

Glacier, but it could not be confirmed because the glacier has not been visited in that time

period.
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Figure 4.6: Opening crevasses at the true left side of the Brewster Glacier

front. In the photo from March 2006 (courtesy of Andrew Mackintosh)

there is already a thin snow cover on the glacier.
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Figure 4.7: On 22 December 2006, Brewster Glacier had a thin dirt layer

on the snow cover. Most likely, the dirt layer was soot from Australian

bushfires. The photos were taken through sunglasses to enhance the colour

contrast.

Figure 4.8: Soot on snow around Brewster lake, on the lower image pho-

tographed through sunglasses to demonstrate the glasses’ effect.
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4.1.2 Mass balance of Glenmary Glacier

For the mass balance year 2006, a net balance of -166 mm w.e. was calculated from the

stake and snow pit measurements for Glenmary Glacier (Table 4.4 and Figure 4.9). The

shape of the ablation and accumulation area was very atypical because both areas stretched

over similar altitude ranges. Therefore, the interpolation of the measurement points involved

a lot of speculation. A map of the winter and summer balance measurements can be found

in Appendix B. The ELA was 2227 m a.s.l. and the AAR was 60 %.

Table 4.4: Mass balance for Glenmary Glacier for the mass year 2006.

MB year net balance [mm w.e.] ELA [m a.s.l.] AAR [%]

2006 -166 2227 60
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Figure 4.9: Net balance of Glenmary Glacier for the balance year 2006.

Glacier outlines have been surveyed in February 2009. Topomap informa-

tion sourced from NZTopo Database. Crown Copyright Reserved.
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glacier and where the streams cut through moraines. Topomap informa-

tion sourced from NZTopo Database. Crown Copyright Reserved.

Glacier terminus and annual moraines

The glacier outlines surveyed on 2 February 2009 show a pronounced glacier retreat of at

least 65 m since the 1980s, when the glacier margins were copied from aerial photos for

the Topomap (Figure 4.10). The annual moraines in the glacier forefield mark clearly the

retreat of the glacier (Figures 4.10 and 4.47). Most moraines were not higher than a meter,

and sometimes difficult to identify in the midst of rock and gravel. Parts of the glacier

margin were obscured by a thick debris cover, and at some sections, small new moraines

were observed next to the glacier ice. Because of limited time, only few moraines could be

surveyed, and no further methods could be applied to date the moraines.
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4.1.3 Mass balance of Park Pass Glacier

The net balance was calculated for the measuring sites on Park Pass Glacier (Figure 4.11).

At the glacier tongue, every year a large amount of ice was lost by calving into the lake. The

ice lost to the lake has not been quantified. On the glacier tongue, in the mass balance years

2006 and 2007, a considerable amount of ice melted. In 2006, the 4 m long stake melted

out, which allowed estimating a minimum amount of 3600 mm w.e. of melt (Figure 4.11).

As expected, the mass balance increased with increasing altitude. Stake S4 on the true right

side of the glacier on an elevation of about 1750 m a.s.l. (Figure 3.17) has been visited only

in March 2005 and April 2007, and showed a melt of -358 mm w.e. Hence, during the two

mass balance years the glacier was almost in equilibrium at stake S4. At higher elevations

of 2040 m a.s.l. and 2100 m a.s.l. where the snow cores were drilled in April 2007, positive

net balances of 2217 mm w.e. and 2831 mm w.e. were measured.
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Figure 4.11: Net balance measurements for stake S1, S2, S3 and S5 on

Park Pass Glacier for the mass balance years 2006 and 2007. The current

glacier terminus is estimated to be roughly at the 1540 m a.s.l. contour line

(Figure 4.49). Topomap information sourced from NZTopo Database.
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Surface lowering, mass balance rates and velocities

The surface lowering and velocity measurements have to be treated with care because the

GPS measurements were taken with a handheld GPS without making any corrections. The

largest surface lowering of -59 m and highest mass balance rate (-2.3 m w.e. a−1, with

deviation of ±0.3 m w.e. a−1) was recorded near stake S1 (Table 4.5). At stake S2 and S5,

the surface lowering decreased to -37 m and -26 m with mass balance rates of -1.4 m w.e.

a−1 and -1.0 m w.e. a−1, with almost no changes (2 m / 0.1 m w.e. a−1) at stake S3. In the

accumulation area at the snow coring sites SC1 and SC2, the glacier surface lowered -18 m

and -10 m with mass balance rate of -0.5 m w.e. a−1 and -0.3 m w.e. a−1. Stake S3 was at a

steep location with the highest velocity of 38 ma−1. The ice velocity is increasing with the

third power of the surface slope and the fourth power of the ice thickness. In case of ideal

plasticity assuming a basal shear stress which is constant, the product of ice thickness and

sine of surface slope is constant too. Therefore, the glacier is thin where it is steep and thick

where it is relatively flat. Additionally, in general a higher basal shear stress can be observed

in steep slopes. A higher basal shear stress is directly related to higher deformation velocities

(according to the flow law, Glen, 1955). This means that in steeper parts of a glacier a higher

mass turn-over occurs. At the stakes S2 and S1 the velocity slightly decreased to 35 ma−1

and 31 ma−1, and the lowest velocity of 20 ma−1 was measured at stake S5.

Table 4.5: Surface lowering, mass balance rates and velocities at Park

Pass Glacier. The velocities have been calculated between 24 March 2006

and 5 April 2007. The calculations have to be treated with reservations

because the GPS elevations were recorded with a hand-held GPS without

correcting the data.

name DEM elevation GPS elevation surface lowering ḃ velocity

80s [m a.s.l.] 2007 [m a.s.l.] [m] [m w.e. a−1] [ma1 ]

Stake S1 1596 1537 -59 -2.3 [±0.3] 31

Stake S2 1643 1606 -37 -1.4 [±0.2] 35

Stake S3 1687 1689 2 0.1 [±0.0] 38

Stake S5 1714 1688 -26 -1.0 [±0.1] 20

Snow core SC1 2054 2036 -18 -0.5 [±0.1] -

Snow core SC2 2107 2097 -10 -0.3 [±0.0] -
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4.1.4 Mass balance of Rolleston Glacier

At Rolleston Glacier, initially only stake S1 was installed on firn in April 2005. In the

following year in February 2006, the net balance at the stake was with -24 mm w.e. nearly

in equilibrium. Despite the negative balance, the glacier was snow covered at stake S1 with

the TSL below on an elevation of about 1780 m a.s.l. (Figure 4.12). This could be explained

by melt after the initial stake installation or with the firn that compacted with time. The

deep snow probing measurements of 1.7 m (1020 mm w.e.) at the upper part of the glacier

indicated the bergschrund. Further down glacier, the snow depth decreased rapidly down

to 0.06 m (36 mm w.e.) at stake S1, from where the snow cover thickened to up to 0.9 m

(540 mm w.e.), and then thinned out towards the TSL. At the newly installed stake S2, the

snow cover was only 0.03 m thick (18 mm w.e.). The distribution of the snow cover was

unexpected and could indicate that the snow cover originated from a small avalanche, which

slowed down and deposited the avalanche snow on the flatter area of the glacier where the

snow cover increased. The terminus recorded in 2006 suggested a glacier retreat since the

glacier was first digitised in the 1980s for the Topomap. However, this assumption has to

be treated with care because the glacier terminus was often covered with a band of snow

and could have obscured the ice margin when the ice was digitised. In addition, the snow

probing measurements starting at the bergschrund indicated a higher upper glacier limit than

recorded in the 1980s.

For the mass balance year 2007, at stake S1 a snow pit was dug with a net balance of

1800 mm w.e. At stake S2, a negative balance of -1052 mm w.e. was measured despite a

thin snow cover and the TSL below. As in the year before, the negative mass balance and

snow cover indicate that there must have been a considerable amount of melt after the stake

was measured in the previous year.
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Figure 4.12: Net balance measurements on Rolleston Glacier for the mass

balance years 2006 and 2007. Topomap information sourced from NZ-

Topo Database. Crown Copyright Reserved.
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4.2 Climate data

The climate data from the automatic weather stations (AWS) near Brewster and Glenmary

Glacier were analysed. While the climate data from the Glenmary AWS was significant

for the interpretation of the mass balance measurements, the climate information from the

Brewster AWS was important to adjust long-term climate information to the Brewster Glacier

conditions, which was then used as input data for the mass balance model. Such long-term

regional climate information was the data from the CliFlo climate stations operated by NIWA

(see section 3.6.1), an interpolated climate dataset from Andrew Tait (see section 3.6.3), and

the ERA-40 reanalysis dataset (see section 3.6.3). The CliFlo and Tait’s datasets have been

evaluated with the Brewster AWS data. After problems with the mass balance modelling,

also the ERA-40 reanalysis data was evaluated with help of Tait’s data and partly with CliFlo

information. For the evaluation, the Tait dataset was used because the ERA-40 reanalysis

data ended in 2002 while the Brewster dataset reached back only to 2004, and because Tait’s

data seemed to represent the conditions at the Brewster AWS relatively well.

In the following sections, the results from the automatic weather stations at the Brewster

and Glenmary Glacier are presented. The outcomes of the comparisons of the temperature,

precipitation and solar radiation data from the Brewster AWS with the CliFlo stations and

Tait’s data are described. In the last section, the results from the ERA-40 temperature, pre-

cipitation and solar radiation analysis are given.

4.2.1 Automatic weather stations (AWS)

The climate stations at Brewster and Glenmary Glacier measured very similar climate vari-

ables. At the Brewster AWS, the measurements are ongoing, whereas at the Glenmary AWS

the measurements lasted from March 2005 to October 2007 with major interruptions. The

most important results of the two climate stations are presented in the following two sections.

Brewster AWS

The mean annual air temperature at Brewster Glacier measured at 1650 m a.s.l. was 2.4 ◦C

(measured between 10 December 2004 and 9 December 2007). The monthly temperature

averages between 1 June 2004 and 14 April 2008 ranged from -1.8 ◦C in July to 7.7 ◦C in

February (Table 4.6). The mean annual relative humidity was 75 %. The lowest values are

measured in the coldest month July with 65 %, and the highest values with 80 % in the

summer months February and November. The evaluation of the annual and monthly relative

humidities can be found in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Monthly air temperature and relative humidity at Brewster

Glacier measured between 1 June 2004–19 April 2008, and solar radia-

tion measured 2 October 2004–19 April 2008.

month air temperature relative humidity solar radiation
◦C % W m−2

January 6.5 ◦C 76 214

February 7.7 ◦C 80 179

March 5.2 ◦C 78 131

April 3.3 ◦C 77 107

May 1.9 ◦C 73 58

June -1.5 ◦C 70 59

July -1.8 ◦C 65 64

August -1.5 ◦C 76 103

September 0.7 ◦C 71 136

October 1.0 ◦C 78 185

November 2.9 ◦C 80 198

December 4.3 ◦C 76 202

annual 2.5 ◦C 75 136

The average annual solar radiation measured at Brewster was 136 W m−2, with an hourly

maximum of 1235 W m−2 (Table 4.6). The chicken wire covering the pyranometers lowered

the measurements in average by 12 %, which was not corrected in the final measurements

because in the test series, the influence varied too much. In the test series, the pyranome-

ter PY47769 was compared to the pyranometer PY21535, both cage-free. Pyranometer

PY21535 measured the solar radiation about 3.5 % higher than PY47769. After calibrat-

ing the pyranometer PY21535 to PY47769, the regression coefficient R2 of these two pyra-

nometers was with 0.9993 very high. In the second test, the cage-obstructed pyranometer

PY47769 was compared to the calibrated cage-free pyranometer PY21535. The deviation of

the cage-obstructed pyranometer PY47769 to the cage-free pyranometer varied very much

between +13 % to -55 %, with an average deviation of -12 % (Figure 4.13). The factors

influencing the measurements could not be reconstructed in detail, however, cloud coverage

and the resulting diffuse and direct sunlight had an influence on the measurements. It was

impossible to reconstruct the cloud coverage on Brewster Glacier, therefore, the influence of

the chicken wire could not be corrected. Consequently, the measurements of solar radiation
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Figure 4.13: Influence of chicken wire on solar radiation measurements.

The blue line displays the deviation of the chicken-wire obscured pyra-

nometer PY47769 from the PY21535. The average deviation is -12 %.

The orange line indicates the measured incoming solar radiation for the

testing period. Measurements in the night with 0 W m−2 were excluded

from the test.

on Brewster Glacier are underestimated.

As mentioned in section 3.3.4 (subsection “Correction of solar radiation measurements”)

between 2004 and 2007, a faulty multiplier has been used at the climate station. For the

period June–August 2004, it could not be determined whether a wrong multiplier has been

used or not. A comparison of the measured solar radiation between June–August in the

years 2004–2007 showed a clearly lower radiation for the year 2004 (Figure 4.14). This

suggested that the 2004 data needed correction. A comparison between Tait’s interpolated

solar radiation for June–August in the years 2004–2006 and the untreated solar radiation

at the Brewster AWS 2004 indicated a much lower radiation for 2004, comparing well to

the radiation measured at the Brewster AWS (Figure 4.15). Opposed to the conclusion that

correction was needed in 2004, the second comparison suggested that no correction was

necessary. Since there is no documentation about the solar radiation measurements for June–

August 2004 and the quality of Tait’s radiation data series is not well known, no coherent

conclusion could be drawn whether the solar radiation needs correction or not.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison solar radiation measured at the Brewster AWS

from June–August for the years 2004–2007. The 2004 raw data is clearly

lower than the other years, whereas the 2004 data corrected with a mul-

tiplier fits well with the remaining years. This suggests that a multiplier

correction is needed for the solar radiation at the Brewster AWS.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison solar radiation for Tait’s interpolated solar radi-

ation and the measured solar radiation at Brewster AWS without correc-

tion, for June–August 2004–2006. Tait’s data indicates clearly lower solar

radiation for 2004, fitting well with the Brewster AWS raw data. This sug-

gests that no multiplier correction is needed for the solar radiation at the

Brewster AWS.
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Figure 4.16: Wind direction

and speed at Brewster Glacier,

June 2004–April 2006. Wind

distribution indicates the per-

centage of measurements for the

respective wind direction. Aver-

age windspeed displays the aver-

age of the hourly averaged wind-

speed measurements in ms−1.

Maximum windspeed indicates

the maximum of the hourly aver-

aged windspeed measurements

in ms−1.

Precipitation has to be treated with care because precipitation tends to be underestimated,

especially when it is windy while it is snowing (e.g. Sevruk, 1986; Goodison et al., 1998).

Therefore, precipitation records measured during daily temperatures below 1 ◦C were ig-

nored. Between May and November, the tipping bucket was snowed in and did not record

precipitation changes. Therefore, from only the tipping bucket measurements from the Brew-

ster AWS, conclusive precipitation estimates can only be made for limited time periods, in

the length of a few days, up to weeks in the summer months. These precipitation measure-

ments were used later on to evaluate rainfall records from the CliFlo dataset, Tait’s interpo-

lated climate data and the ERA-40 reanalysis dataset.

Hourly averaged windspeed and wind direction were measured. At Brewster Glacier, the

two wind directions northeast and southwest were predominating (Figure 4.16). Analysis of

the windspeed over the course of the time showed that the sensor deteriorated during 2006,

recording significantly lower windspeeds in the following two years (Anderson et al., 2010).

Glenmary AWS

The Glenmary AWS (2032 m a.s.l.) run during three periods, from 20 March 2005–2 Au-

gust 2005, from 12 March 2006–10 January 2007, and from 3 June 2007–2 October 2007.

Generally, there have been many problems with faulty measurements at the Glenmary AWS.

Only the temperature, windspeed and direction were closer investigated. A tipping bucket
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Table 4.7: Monthly air temperature at Glenmary Glacier. The mean tem-

perature in January and March are only from dates stated in comment.

month air temperature air temperature air temperature shortend measuring periods

2005 2006 2007

January - - 5.5 ◦C 1–9 Jan 07

February - - -

March 2.9 ◦C 4.7 ◦C - 20–30 Mar 05, 13–30 Mar 06

April 2.8 ◦C 1.6 ◦C -

May 0 ◦C -0.6 ◦C -

June - -4.3 ◦C -4.2 ◦C 4–30 Jun 07

July - -3.4 ◦C -5.1 ◦C

August - -4.4 ◦C -3.7 ◦C

September - -1.5 ◦C -2.1 ◦C

October - -1.2 ◦C -

November - -0.2 ◦C -

December - 1.5 ◦C -

measured precipitation, although for most of the time, it was snowed in.

The mean monthly air temperature was calculated from the data from the three measuring

periods. Although in 2005, the temperature was measured reliably only from 20 March to 31

May, and after that there were too many gaps in the temperature records. The lowest monthly

mean temperature of -5.1 ◦C was measured in July 2007, and the highest mean temperature

of 5.5 ◦C was measured in the time period 1–9 January 2007 (Figure 4.7).

The average of the monthly measurements in 2006 is -0.8 ◦C. Therefore and because

measurements from January until mid March are excluded from this calculation, it can be

assumed that the mean annual air temperature must be warmer than -0.8 ◦C. Between 13

March 2006 and 9 January 2007, the temperature lapse rate between Mt Cook EWS and

Glenmary AWS was 0.00600 ◦C m−1. The mean annual air temperatures (Tmaa) were cal-

culated for Glenmary AWS with this lapse rate and the air temperature from the Mt Cook

climate stations. From 1976 to 1999 the Tmaa was -0.8 ◦C, based on the Mt Cook, The Her-

mitage data (standard deviation 0.57 ◦C), and from 2001 to 2008 the Tmaa was 1.0 ◦C, based

on the Mt Cook EWS data (standard deviation 0.51 ◦C). The big difference in the temperature

can best be explained with the exchange of instruments and the slightly shifted location of

the Mt Cook stations, which always remained on the same altitude (765 m a.s.l.).

Two HOBO TidbiT loggers measured the ground temperature in the vicinity of the cli-
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Figure 4.17: The ground temperature near Glenmary AWS indicates in the

winter months no or only a thin snow cover at TidbiT #3 location, and a

sufficiently insulation snow cover at TidbiT #4.
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Figure 4.18: Wind direction and speed at Glenmary Glacier, on the left

side from 20 March 2005–2 August 2005, on the right side 12 March

2006–10 January 2007. Wind distribution indicates the percentage of

measurements for the respective wind direction. Average windspeed dis-

plays the average of the hourly averaged windspeed measurements in

ms−1. Maximum windspeed indicates the maximum of the hourly aver-

aged windspeed measurements in ms−1. The predominant wind direction

with maximum windspeeds is from NE.
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mate station. Logger number 3 followed the daily air temperature until 3 May 2005, when it

established a constant temperature of about -0.2 ◦C until early June (Figure 4.17). Since the

loggers were not calibrated and the deviation of -0.2 ◦C is a typical value for a systematic

deviation for these instruments, it is likely that the actual temperature was 0 ◦C, establishing

a zero curtain (Outcalt et al., 1990) under a continuous snow cover (Hoelzle et al., 1999). On

5 June the temperature dropped and started again to vary a lot with an average temperature

of -2.2 ◦C and a lowest temperature of -4.7 ◦C. This suggested either that the snow cover was

removed or that only a very thin cover remained, allowing the ground cooling out without the

insulating properties of snow. From 2 September to 28 October, the temperature rose to an

average of -0.6 ◦C, still varying but not as much as from June to August. It can be suspected,

that there was a thin snow cover present, protecting the ground only at times from cooling

out. The measurements ceased on 28 October 2005, only to be resumed from 11 December

2005 until 21 March 2006 when the loggers were retrieved. For the last period, the tempera-

ture followed the run of the air temperature, suggesting a snow free surface. The temperature

logger number 4 measured from 2 May to 7 November 2005 a rather constant temperature of

-0.04 ◦C, indicating a continuous snow cover. Usually, the ground temperature under a snow

cover is 0 ◦C (Hoelzle, 1992; Hoelzle et al., 1999, 2003b; Ishikawa, 2003). Therefore, it can

be expected that the systematic deviation of the logger number 4 was -0.04 ◦C, leading to a

ground temperature under the snow cover of 0 ◦C. Before and after that time period with the

continuous snow cover, the temperature followed the course of the air temperature.

The windspeed and wind direction measured at the Glenmary AWS were extraordinarily

with very high windspeeds and one predominant wind direction, which indicated storms

while front systems passed by (Figure 4.18). The terrain-forced winds were channeled by

the topography, which increased the windspeed and defined the predominant wind direction

(section 3.1.5). The predominant wind direction changed slightly from east-northeast to

northeast between the two measuring periods 2005 and 2006, which can be explained by

the wind vane that was oriented only roughly to north. In both years 2005 and 2006, more

then 30 % of the wind direction measurements indicated wind directions from east-northeast,

respectively northeast. All other wind directions were represented by 1.8 % to 9.5 % of the

records. The maximum averaged hourly wind speeds came from the predominant direction

with extreme forces of up to 32 ms−1. This windspeed corresponds to an hourly averaged

wind speed of 115 kmh−1, suggesting wind gusts of possibly up to 200 kmh−1. Extraordinary

windspeeds of 31 ms−1 could be confirmed during the night of one fieldtrip in April 2005.

The storm did not allow sleeping because the two tents had to be anchored repeatedly, until

one tent was entirely ripped apart by the wind gusts.
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4.2.2 CliFlo

The climate data from CliFlo climate stations and the Brewster AWS were compared. The

best correlation for the temperature was calculated for the Arthur’s Pass climate station,

which is located in an alpine environment. All investigated rainfall data differed significantly

from the rainfall measured at the Brewster AWS, with the highest correlation for the Lake

Moeraki EWS rainfall records. Despite the distance to the Brewster AWS, the solar radiation

from the Hokitika Airport correlated best to the Brewster AWS data.

Temperature CliFlo

If no daily mean temperatures were available, the mean temperature was calculated from the

average of the daily minimum and maximum air temperature. The quality of this method was

tested with a dataset from the Arthur’s Pass climate station between 7 September 2005 and

1 September 2006.The daily mean temperature Tmean and the average of the daily minimum

and maximum temperature TmeanMinMax have been compared and show a very high correla-

tion of R2 = 0.97. The average of TmeanMinMax is with 8.5 ◦C about 0.6 ◦C warmer than the

average of 7.9 ◦C for Tmean (Figure 4.19). At days with relatively low minimal temperatures

like on 27 June 2006, TmeanMinMax is overestimated.

The temperature lapse rates for Haast, Wanaka Airport and Arthur’s Pass are between

0.538–0.628 ◦C per 100 m (Table 4.8). The lower temperature gradient for Haast can be

explained with the humid climate at New Zealand’s West Coast, while the drier and more

continental Wanaka Airport displays a higher gradient (Heyer, 1993).

The temperatures from Haast and Wanaka have been adjusted to the elevation of the

Brewster AWS at 1650 m a.s.l with a lapse rate of 0.00625 ◦C m−1. The comparison with

the temperature measured at the Brewster AWS shows a smaller temperature amplitude for

Haast, which can be explained by Haast’s vicinity to the sea (Figure 4.20). On the other

Figure 4.19: Mean, minimum and maximum temperature at Arthur’s Pass.
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Table 4.8: Temperature lapse rates between Brewster AWS and Haast,

Wanaka Airport and Arthur’s Pass.

climate station elevation lapse rate measuring period

[m a.s.l.] [ ◦C m−1]

Brewster AWS 1650 0

Haast 5 0.00538 1 Jun 2004– 31 Aug 2006

Wanaka Airport 352 0.00628 1 Jun 2004– 31 Aug 2006

Arthur’s Pass 738 0.00610 7 Sep 2005– 31 Aug 2006

Figure 4.20: Temperature at Brewster AWS, Haast and Wanaka Airport.

The temperatures from Haast and Wanaka Airport have been adjusted to

the elevation of the Brewster AWS with a lapse rate of 0.00625 ◦C m−1.

Figure 4.21: Temperature at Brewster AWS and Arthur’s Pass, which

shows a very similar course and a good correlation of R2 = 0.77. The

temperature from Arthur’s Pass has been adjusted to the elevation of the

Brewster AWS with a lapse rate of 0.00625 ◦C m−1. From 14 April–

15 May 2006, there is a gap in the Brewster AWS records.
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hand, the temperature amplitude for Wanaka is larger than for the Brewster AWS, which is

caused by the continental setting of Wanaka. The course of the temperature of Haast follows

the temperature curve of the Brewster AWS better than the Wanaka temperature data, which

is reflected in the correlation of R2 = 0.73 for Haast, and R2 = 0.64 for Wanaka Airport.

In a test, the daily average temperature of Haast and Wanaka Airport was compared to the

Brewster AWS temperature, which showed a correlation of R2 = 0.72.

Despite the distance of 212 km from Brewster AWS to Arthur’s Pass, the correlation

between the two datasets was good (R2 = 0.77; Figure 4.21). This circumstance might be

explained by the mountainous environment of Arthur’s Pass and the Brewster AWS, opposed

to the maritime Haast, and continental Wanaka Airport that is situated on a wide open valley

floor.
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Rainfall CliFlo

Rainfall records from CliFlo weather stations correlated well with rainfall measured at the

Brewster AWS and the rainfall events matched well (Table 4.9 and Figure 4.22). The best

correlated station is Makarora, which is closest to the Brewster AWS (R2 = 0.87). At

Makarora, the total precipitation for the investigated period is only about a third of what

was measured at the Brewster AWS, which can be explained with the greater distance to the

Main Divide. Although the Lake Ohau Station is even farther away from the Main Divide

and measured only 15% of the Brewster rainfall, there is still a good correlation of R2 = 0.82.

The climate stations in Haast, Lake Moeraki and Paringa are all at the West Coast and corre-

late with values between R2 = 0.75 and R2 = 0.81 reasonably well with the Brewster rainfall.

The Paringa and Lake Moeraki stations measured between 105%–124% more precipitation

than the Brewster station. With the greater distance, the correlation for Minaret Bay, Hunter

Valley 2, Ribbonwood, Milford Sound and Milford Sound AWS decreased. The first three

stations measured significant less precipitation than the Brewster AWS.

While the Milford Sound AWS measured a similar amount of rainfall like the Brewster

AWS, the Milford Sound measured much higher rainfall. The monthly correlation between

the old Milford Sound station and the new Milford Sound AWS, which are only about 370 m

apart, is R2 = 0.94 for August 2000 to September 2006. A closer examination of the two

Milford Sound datasets reveals a systematic shift of monthly 15% or 80 mm less rain in

the Milford Sound AWS data from May 2003 onwards, opposed to 7% respectively 36 mm

difference between August 2000 and September 2006. The monthly correlation for the first

period from August 2000 to April 2003 is R2 = 0.98, which drops down to R2 = 0.90 for the

second period from May 2003 to September 2006.

The Makarora rainfall data with the best correlation was further investigated to find a

suitable correction factor to adjust the data to the conditions at Brewster Glacier. The trend-

line equation was y = 2.1133x+ 2.3311, which suggested a multiplication factor of 2.1. For

the multiplication factor the offset had to be discarded because the offset would have pro-

duced rainfall for every day, which is not realistic and could have a big influence on modelled

mass balances. The Makarora data multiplied with 2.1 matched well with the Brewster data

(Figure 4.23), but resulted in a total precipitation of only 70% of the Brewster AWS rainfall

(Table 4.10). Therefore, the multiplication was steadily increased until the total precipitation

reached a comparable value to the Brewster rainfall. Considering the total precipitation, the

multiplication factor 2.8 provided the best result. Small rainfall events matched well with the

Brewster rainfall, but larger rainfall events like on 2 or 12 January 2006 clearly overestimated

the Brewster rainfall (Figure 4.23).
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Table 4.9: Rainfall measured at Brewster AWS and at selected CliFlo

weather stations in the summer month between 6 November 2005 and

13 March 2007. Rainfall data was excluded if the daily minimum temper-

ature dropped below 1 ◦C.

climate station elevation distance to Brewster AWS sum precipitation correlation

name [m a.s.l.] [km] [mm] [R2]

Brewster AWS 1650 0 1690 1

Makarora Station 320 25.3 604 0.87

Lake Ohau Station 533 32.5 238 0.82

Haast AWS 5 41.8 1294 0.81

Lake Moeraki EWS 10 42.2 1793 0.81

Lake Moeraki 9 42.3 1779 0.80

Paringa 43 41.1 2096 0.75

Minaret Bay 313 45.2 342 0.70

Hunter Valley 2 360 40.8 271 0.63

Milford Sound AWS 3 136.9 1519 0.51

Ribbonwood 634 45.5 249 0.48

Milford Sound 3 136.8 2881 0.48

Figure 4.22: Rainfall at Brewster AWS and selected CliFlo stations. There

are data gaps between 3–7, 16–19 January and 23–24 February because on

these days, the daily minimum temperature dropped below 1 ◦C.
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Table 4.10: Multiplication factors to adjust Makarora Station rainfall data

to the conditions at the Brewster AWS. The bold printed multiplication

factors 2.1 and 2.8 indicate the calculation with the best correlation, re-

spectively the calculation that results in the most suitable summarised

rainfall.

climate station multiplication sum precipitation

name factor [mm]

Brewster AWS - 1690

Makarora Station - 604

Makarora Station 2 1208

Makarora Station 2.1 1208

Makarora Station 2.2 1329

Makarora Station 2.3 1389

Makarora Station 2.4 1449

Makarora Station 2.5 1510

Makarora Station 2.6 1570

Makarora Station 2.7 1631

Makarora Station 2.8 1691

Makarora Station 2.9 1751

Figure 4.23: Rainfall at Brewster AWS, Makarora Station, and Makarora

corrected with the multiplication facotrs 2.1 and 2.8. Between 3–7 and 16–

19 January, there are data gaps because on these days the daily minimum

temperature dropped below 1 ◦C.
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Solar Radiation CliFlo

Solar radiation data was measured only at a few sites in the Southern Alps. The solar radia-

tion of the three CliFlo stations Hokitika Airport, Arthur’s Pass and Tara Hills were evaluated

between 7 September 2005 and 18 April 2008. The records followed roughly the run of the

solar radiation measured at the Brewster AWS (Figure 4.24). The Hokitika Airport and the

Brewster climate station showed the highest correlation of R2 = 0.64, despite a distance

of almost 200 km. The radiation measurements from the climate station at Arthur’s Pass

displayed a correlation of R2 = 0.59. The AWS at Tara Hills was with 62 km distance the

closest climate station but displayed the lowest correlation of R2 = 0.56. The average annual

solar radiation measured at Brewster of 137 W m−2 is similar to the 140 W m−2 measured

at Arthur’s Pass. The average annual solar radiation at Tara Hills is with 164 W m−2 and

161 W m−2 for Hokitika clearly higher.

Figure 4.24: The daily solar radiation measured at Tara Hills, Arthur’s

Pass and at the Brewster AWS compare relatively well.

4.2.3 Tait’s interpolated climate data

Tait’s temperature, rainfall and solar radiation was compared to the measurements from the

Brewster AWS. The correlation was best for the rainfall data, followed by the temperature

and solar radiation. Despite some good correlations, the results for the past three decades

have to be treated with care because the data basis for the interpolation changed over time

considerably.
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Temperature Tait

The temperature measured at the Brewster AWS were compared to the averaged and cor-

rected interpolated temperature from Tait for 1 June 2004–23 March 2007. The correlation

of the two datasets was good (R2 = 0.77), and the temperature curves matched well (Figure

4.25). The temperature correlations of the surrounding pixels were in a similar range (Table

4.11). For the mean annual temperature calculations, the data from the grid point 69_71 was

used. Between 1972 and 2006, the annual mean temperature increased from 1.1 ◦C in the

1970s to 2.1 ◦C in the 1990s and the early new century (Figure 4.26 and Table 4.12). The

average temperature between 1972 and 2006 was 1.7 ◦C with the lowest mean temperature

of 0.6 ◦C measured in 1972, and the highest mean temperature of 2.8 ◦C for 1999.

Figure 4.25: Comparison temperature Brewster AWS and Tait’s corrected

interpolated temperature.

Table 4.11: Temperature correlation of surrounding pixels.

pixel number elevation [m a.s.l.] correlation [R2]

69_71 1876 0.7728

68_70 1327 0.7796

68_71 703 0.7700

68_72 145 0.7377

69_70 1277 0.7753

69_72 1506 0.7729

70_70 830 0.7716

70_71 1255 0.7744

70_72 830 0.7763
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Figure 4.26: Annual temperature, rainfall and solar radiation for Brewster

Glacier derived from A. Tait’s interpolated climate data.

Table 4.12: Average, minimum and maximum temperature, rainfall and

solar radiation for Brewster Glacier derived from A. Tait’s interpolated

corrected climate data. For temperature and radiation, the values are cal-

culated from 1972–2006, and for rainfall from 1960–2006.

time period temperature [ ◦C] rainfall [mm] solar radiation [W m−2]

1972-1979 1.1 3551 147

1980-1989 1.6 4456 146

1990-1999 2.1 4334 148

2000-2006 2.1 3940 157

Average 1.7 4010 149

Min 0.6 2513 135

Max 2.8 5311 165

Min year 1972 1976 1979

Max year 1999 1995 2003

Rainfall Tait

Rainfall was compared between 6 November 2005 and 24 March 2007 for days with daily

minimum temperatures at the Brewster AWS above 0 ◦C, only including days with a snow-

free tipping bucket. The rainfall peaks of the Brewster AWS and Tait’s rainfall match very

well and correlate with a satisfying value of R2 = 0.84 (Figure 4.27). Generally, Tait’s data
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Figure 4.27: Comparison rainfall from Tait’s interpolated dataset and

Brewster AWS. Days with a minimum temperature lower or equal 0 ◦C

at the Brewster AWS were excluded.

Table 4.13: Correlations and sums of Tait’s corrected rainfall.

data source correction factor total rainfall [mm] % of total R2

Brewster AWS - 2251 100% 1

Tait - 2598 115% 0.8411

Tait 0.7244x + 1.6863 2021 90% 0.8454

Tait 0.75 1949 90% 0.8411

Tait 0.8 2079 92% 0.8411

Tait 0.85 2208 98% 0.8411

Tait 0.875 2273 101% 0.8411

Tait 0.9 2338 104% 0.8411

are higher and during some rainfall events, the amount of precipitation of Tait’s dataset is

almost double of what was measured at the Brewster AWS, for example on 21 December

2005 when 53 mm were measured at the Brewster AWS but 106 mm were calculated by

Tait.

Several correction factors for Tait’s rainfall were tested and compared with the total rain-

fall (Table 4.13). Tait’s rainfall corrected with a multiplication factor of 0.875 was found

to provide a satisfying correlation of R2 = 0.84, and a total rainfall of 101% compared best

to the total measured precipitation at the Brewster AWS. It can be assumed that the rainfall

measured with the tipping bucket at the Brewster AWS measured a minimum precipitation

because wind can blow rainfall away from the measuring instrument (Sevruk, 1986). There-

fore, it seems acceptable that the total sum of Tait’s corrected data is slightly higher than the

measured amount.
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Figure 4.28: Comparison daily rainfall from Tait and selected CliFlo sta-

tions. The datasets are complete apart from the Mahitahi data, which has

several data gaps, and the Lake Moeraki data with a missing day in Jan-

uary.

Figure 4.29: Comparison monthly rainfall from Tait and selected CliFlo

stations. The measurements of the Mahitahi station cease in February

2004.
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Table 4.14: Correlation for monthly total precipitation for Tait and se-

lected CliFlo stations. The distances relate to the Brewster AWS.

CliFlo station distance Tait start date end date elevation

name [km] [R2] [m a.s.l.]

Lake Moeraki 42.3 0.88 01/05/85 31/03/07 9

Mahitahi 49.6 0.81 01/01/60 29/02/04 30

Paringa 41.1 0.80 01/01/60 31/03/07 43

Makarora Station 25.3 0.75 01/01/67 31/03/07 320

Haast Pass 6.4 0.68 01/11/65 30/11/88 524

Milford Sound 136.9 0.64 01/01/60 30/09/06 3

Milford Sound AWS 136.8 0.61 01/08/00 30/09/06 3

Hunter Valley 2 40.8 0.62 01/01/67 31/03/07 360

Lake Ohau Station 32.5 0.56 01/01/60 31/03/07 533

Lake Moeraki EWS 42.2 0.54 01/11/04 31/03/07 10

Haast Macpherson Camp 16.4 0.49 01/01/67 31/03/80 76

Haast AWS 41.8 0.48 01/01/82 31/03/07 5

Minaret Bay 45.2 0.46 01/01/60 31/03/07 313

Haast Township 38.3 0.45 01/01/81 31/12/89 11

Ribbonwood 45.5 0.35 01/01/60 31/03/07 634

Tait’s rainfall correlated best with Lake Moeraki station (R2 = 0.88) (Table 4.14). The

correlation for Lake Moeraki EWS, which is only about 140 m away from the Lake Moeraki

station, was with R2 = 0.54 remarkably lower. For the time period 22 October 2004–1

September 2007, the daily correlation for the two climate stations at Lake Moeraki was with

R2 = 0.86 relatively low considering the proximity. A closer look revealed significant lower

precipitation values for Lake Moeraki EWS for the months November and December 2006.

Excluding the data of these two months resulted in an improved correlation of R2 = 0.82.

Also the other West Coast stations Mahitahi and Paringa showed a high correlation of R2 =

0.81, respectively R2 = 0.80. Makarora Station east of the Main Divide, correlated with R2

= 0.75 reasonably well. The two Milford Sound climate stations and the stations farther east

of the Main Divide like Hunter Valley 2 or Lake Ohau Station had a mediocre correlation R2

between 0.56 and 0.64.

The Haast Pass climate station was with a distance of 6.4 km the closest to the Brew-

ster Glacier, and displayed a mediocre correlation (R2 = 0.68) to Tait’s rainfall data. But
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it is unlikely that this data influenced Tait’s interpolation much because only from January

1962 to September 1965 the rainfall was recorded daily. From October 1965 onwards, the

rainfall has been recorded monthly, until the measurements ceased in December 1988. Also

the Haast Macpherson Camp, Haast AWS, Minaret Bay, Haast Township and Ribbonwood

climate station totalised rainfall sometimes for several days up to a month. This could partly

explain the poor correlations (R2 between 0.35 and 0.49) because the data was summarised

for the month that was given in the date. But in the CliFlo dataset, the rainfall was sometimes

totalised on the first day of the month for the previous month. The calculation was corrected

for the Haast Pass dataset because from October 1965 the data shift was systematically one

month, but not for the other stations with no systematic shifts.

The comparison of the daily rainfall events and the total monthly rainfall (Figure 4.28

and 4.29) showed that Tait’s data is very similar to the Mahitahi rainfall, and also to the

Lake Moeraki rain data. Especially the monthly rainfall showed systematically too high

precipitation for the Paringa station and too low rainfall for the Makarora station. It has

to be noted that the interpolation most likely experienced a change in early 2004 when the

measurements at the Mahitahi stations stopped.

Calculated with the corrected Tait data, the average annual rainfall between 1972 and

2006 was 4010 mm, ranging roughly between 3500–5000 mma−1 (Figure 4.26 and Table

4.12). The lowest annual rainfall of 2513 mm was calculated for 1976, and the highest annual

rainfall of 5311 mm for 1995. Over the 35 evaluated years, the rainfall amplitude decreased.

Further investigations are needed in order to understand whether the rainfall pattern actually

changed, or whether the pattern was an artefact of Tait’s interpolated rainfall. If the pattern is

an artefact of the interpolation, it could be explained by the daily changing climate stations

that are used as input data, and the limited time periods some stations were in operation. For a

single grid point like the one used for the Brewster evaluation, the changing climate stations

could have influenced the rainfall timeseries considerably, for example with the Mahitahi

station, Paringa or the Haast AWS that were used for some days and not for others, and the

Mahitahi station that ceased entirely in 2004.

Solar radiation Tait

The averaged solar radiation calculated by Tait was with 171 W m−2 very high compared

to the 142 W m−2 recorded for the same time period (4 October 2004–31 May 2007) at the

Brewster AWS. Both values are higher than the average solar radiation calculated for any

CliFlo station or previously mentioned average radiation at the Brewster AWS. This can be

explained with the investigated time period that included only two winters but three summers
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Figure 4.30: Comparison solar radiation from Tait’s interpolated dataset

and Brewster AWS.

which have inherently much higher radiation.

The correlation of the two datasets was moderate (R2 = 0.63). The visual comparison

revealed that the course of the solar radiation matched well for winter, but deteriorated with

increasing solar radiation in summer (Figure 4.30).

The average solar radiation from 1972–2006 was 149 W m−2 (Table 4.12). During

the 35 years, the annual mean solar radiation increased from an average solar radiation of

147 W m−2 from the 1970s to the 1990s, up to 157 W m−2 between 2000–2006 (Table 4.26

and Figure 4.12). The lowest value of 135 W m−2 was calculated for 1979, and the highest

solar radiation with 165 W m−2 for 2003. The increasing solar radiation might be an artefact

from the interpolation. Before the 1990s, solar radiation input data was mainly estimated

from hourly sunshine data and satellite derived cloud coverage because of very few solar

radiation measurements (see section 3.6.2). Later, more climate stations measured solar ra-

diation, which were stronger weighted in the interpolation than the sunshine-hour derived

data.

4.2.4 ERA-40 reanalysis data

The ERA-40 reanalysis data was used as climate input for the mass balance model be-

cause the Tait and CliFlo datasets delivered unsatisfying results. The reanalysis calculations

stopped in August 2002, which was about two years before the Brewster AWS measurements

started. Therefore, to evaluate the suitability of the ERA-40 data for the mass balance mod-

elling, the data was compared to Tait’s dataset. The precipitation data displayed significant

differences between the two datasets. To investigate these discrepancies further, the ERA-

40 data was also compared to selected CliFlo stations. The results of the comparisons of the

temperature, precipitation and solar radiation from the ERA-40 and Tait dataset can be found
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in the following three sections.

Temperature ERA-40

The correlation of the ERA-40 and Tait’s daily mean temperature from January 1975 to Au-

gust 2002 was R2 = 0.63. The run of the average daily and monthly temperature matched

reasonably (Figures 4.31 and 4.32), with a correlation of R2 = 0.92 for the monthly mean

temperatures. The curves of the monthly temperature data showed in both dataset often no-

ticeable kinks in the spring months October/November and in the autumn months April/May

(see for example years 1997 or 1999 in Figure 4.32) The reason for this pattern is not known.

Between 1975 and 2001, the ERA-40 annual average temperature was 1.6◦C, with the

lowest annual temperature of 0.5◦C measured in 1992 and the highest of 2.9◦C measured in

1999 (Tables 4.15 and 4.16). For the same time period, Tait’s mean annual air temperature

was similar with a temperature of 1.7◦C, with a similar maximum annual mean temperature

of 2.8◦C measured in 1999, and a minimum annual mean temperature of 0.9◦C for the years

1975–1977, 1982 and 1983 (Figure 4.34). The annual mean air temperature from the

Figure 4.31: ERA-40 and Tait’s daily mean temperature.

Figure 4.32: ERA-40 and Tait’s monthly mean temperature.
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Brewster AWS was calculated from monthly mean temperatures from June 2004–April 2008

(see section 4.2.1 and Table 4.6), and was with 2.5◦C clearly higher than the ERA-40 or

Tait’s mean annual air temperature. Although, the annual air temperature calculated for Tait

with the same method from June 2004–May 2007 had a similar value of 2.4◦C, and should

therefore not be overrated (Table 4.15).

Figure 4.33 and Table 4.16 showed a slight temperature increase in the ERA-40 data

at the beginning of the new millennium. Comparing the annual mean temperature of the

ERA-40 and Tait, the correlation decreased to only R2 = 0.31. Although if the curves are

compared, the annual mean temperatures vary in average only between -0.6◦C and 0.3◦C,

with a maximum negative deviation of -1.2◦C in 1992, and a maximum positive deviation of

0.8◦C in 1975 (Figure 4.34). The deviations that were obvious in the curves of the annual

mean temperatures did not appear prominently in the monthly temperature curves (Figure

4.32).

Precipitation ERA-40

The correlation of monthly total precipitation from the ERA-40 and Tait’s data from Jan-

uary 1975–August 2002 was R2 = 0.55 (Table 4.17), which is significantly higher than the

correlation of the daily data with R2 = 0.024. The visual comparison of the curves showed

distinct peaks in the curve of Tait’s precipitation (Figure 4.35). In some months, for exam-

ple in spring 1995 or autumn 1999, Tait calculated almost the double amount of rainfall of

what the ERA-40 data showed. Such peaks have already been observed in the comparison of

the daily Brewster AWS rainfall and the adjusted Makarora rain data (Figure 4.23), and the

comparison of the daily Brewster AWS rain and the adjusted rain from Tait (Figure 4.27).

Therefore, it can be assumed that the data from Tait and the CliFlo rainfall adjusted to the

conditions at Brewster Glacier overestimate bigger rainfall events.

The correlation of the monthly ERA-40 and Tait’s precipitation with the CliFlo station

rain, and the correlation of the daily Brewster AWS rain varied considerably (Table 4.17).

The ERA-40 precipitation correlated best with the old Milford Sound station with a corre-

lation of R2 = 0.71. The correlation with the new Milford Sound AWS was with R2 = 0.57

not as good. This can be explained with the inhomogeneous Milford Sound datasets that

has been documented in section 4.2.2. The second best correlation for the ERA-40 data was

with the Haast Pass rain data (R2 = 0.59), which is the location closest to the Brewster AWS

and one of the highest stations. Unfortunately, the Haast Pass data was mainly collected as a

monthly total and the measurements stopped in 1988, therefore, it could not be compared to

the Brewster AWS data. The ERA-40 rainfall data correlated to Lake Moeraki and Tait’s data
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Table 4.15: Annual mean temperature for ERA-40, Tait and Brewster

AWS. The Brewster AWS and Tait II annual mean temperature was calcu-

lated from the monthly mean temperatures for the given time period.
mean annual temperature [◦C] average minimum maximum time period

ERA-40 1.6 0.5 2.9 1975–2001

Tait I 1.7 0.9 2.8 1975–2001

Tait II 2.4 Jun 2004–May 2007

Brewster AWS 2.5 Jun 2004–Apr 2008

Figure 4.33: Annual temperature, rainfall and solar radiation for Brewster

Glacier derived from ERA-40 reanalysis data. Temperature is calculated

with a lapse rate of 0.0053 ◦C m−1.

Table 4.16: Average, minimum and maximum temperature, rainfall and

solar radiation for Brewster Glacier derived from the adjusted ERA-40

reanalysis data 1975–2001.
time period temperature [ ◦C] temperature [ ◦C] rainfall [mm] solar radiation [W m−2]

lapse rate 0.0053 ◦C m−1 0.005 ◦ C m−1

1975-1979 1.5 1.9 3892 133

1980-1989 1.6 2.0 4056 134

1990-1999 1.5 1.9 4034 137

2000-2001 2.4 2.8 3576 139

Average 1.6 2.0 3982 136

Min 0.5 0.9 3231 128

Max 2.9 3.3 4785 144

Min year 1992 1992 1976 1977

Max year 1999 1999 1988 1999
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Table 4.17: Correlation for monthly total precipitation for ERA-40, Brew-

ster AWS, Tait, and selected CliFlo stations. For the ERA-40 and Tait’s

data, the correlations are calculated for monthly total precipitation and for

the Brewster AWS, the correlation is based on daily values. The Brewster

AWS correlations have been described in detail in the sections 3.6.1 and

4.2.2, and origin from Table 4.9. Tait’s correlations have been described

in the sections 3.6.2 and 4.2.3, and have been presented in Table 4.14.

station distance ERA-40 Brewster AWS Tait elevation

name [km] [R2] [R2] [R2] [m a.s.l.]

ERA-40 1.000 0.546

Milford Sound 136.8 0.712 0.475 0.546 3

Haast Pass 6.4 0.593 0.680 524

Milford Sound AWS 136.9 0.573 0.510 0.616 3

Lake Moeraki 42.3 0.555 0.810 0.880 9

Tait 0.546 0.841 1.000

Mahitahi 49.6 0.498 0.810 30

Makarora Station 25.3 0.438 0.870 0.745 320

Paringa 41.1 0.418 0.750 0.801 43

Hunter Valley 2 40.8 0.414 0.630 0.616 360

Lake Ohau Station 32.5 0.337 0.820 0.560 533

Minaret Bay 45.2 0.274 0.700 0.458 313

Haast Macpherson Camp 16.4 0.264 0.491 76

Haast AWS 41.8 0.228 0.810 0.484 5

Haast Township 38.3 0.218 0.452 11

Ribbonwood 45.5 0.138 0.480 0.349 634

Lake Moeraki EWS 42.2 0.810 0.509 10
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Figure 4.34: Comparison annual temperature from the ERA-40 and Tait’s

interpolated dataset. Temperature is calculated with a lapse rate of

0.0053 ◦C m−1.

with similar values which were R2 = 0.56, R2 = 0.55 respectively. The remaining climate

stations correlated all with lower values between R2 = 0.14 and R2 = 0.5. The CliFlo stations

that correlated well with the Brewster AWS (e.g. Makarora Station, Lake Ohau Station or

Lake Moeraki, see Table 4.9) and Tait’s rainfall (e.g. Lake Moeraki, Mahitahi or Paringa,

see Table 4.14) correlate with values as low as between R2 = 0.34 and 0.56.

The comparison of the course of the monthly total rainfall from the ERA-40, Tait, Pa-

ringa, Mahitahi, Lake Moeraki and Makarora showed most steady values for the ERA-40

data (Figure 4.36). Tait’s data show distinct peaks, which are most likely caused by the three

strongly influential CliFlo stations Lake Moeraki, Mahitahi and Paringa that display even

more pronounced peaks. The data from Makarora, which had been adjusted by a multipli-

cation factor of 2.1 displayed a similar behaviour with extreme rainfall peaks, like the three

West Coast CliFlo stations. When the multiplication factor of 2.8 was used that was initially

recommended for Makarora (Table 4.10), the monthly rainfall peaks were even higher. At

the Brewster AWS, no extreme rainfall events were recorded as they occur at Paringa, Mahi-

tahi or Lake Moeraki. Therefore, the advantage of the ERA-40 data was that there were no

extreme rainfall events as they occurred with Tait’s rainfall and with the CliFlo rainfall.

The annual average precipitation calculated with ERA-40 typically ranged between about

3500 mm and 4500 mm, with an average of 3982 mm for the time period 1975–2001 (Figure

4.33 and Table 4.16). The correlation of the annual total precipitation of the ERA-40 and

Tait’s rainfall was with R2 = 0.34 very low. The curves matched only roughly, Tait’s annual

mean precipitation fluctuated more and displayed pronounced peaks with high precipitation

for some years (Figure 4.37). The rainfall amplitude of Tait’s data is clearly bigger than the

ERA-40 dataset from 1975–2001.
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Figure 4.35: Comparison total monthly precipitation from ERA-40 and

Tait.

Figure 4.36: Comparison total monthly precipitation from ERA-40, Tait

and CliFlo stations with Makarora rain data adjusted to the Brewster AWS

by multiplying with 2.1.

Figure 4.37: Annual total precipitation from ERA-40 and Tait.
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Solar radiation ERA-40

The solar radiation from the ERA-40 reanalysis dataset has been compared to Tait’s solar

radiation. The correlation of the daily mean solar radiation was moderate with a value of

R2 = 0.61 (Table 4.18). The daily run of the solar radiation of the two datasets match, with

Tait’s data being often higher than the ERA-40 solar radiation and with outliers, for example

469 W m−2 on 2 January 2001 or 36 W m−2 on 5 February 2001 (Figure 4.38).

The monthly mean solar radiation correlation was with R2 = 0.92 much higher than

for the daily mean values (Table 4.18). The run of the curves match well, and often, both

datasets show distinctive kinks for some month, like December 1998 (Figure 4.39). The

good correlation could also be explained by the natural annual radiation fluctuation caused

by the altitude of the sun. Figure 4.39 shows clearly that Tait’s solar radiation is higher in

winter than the ERA-40 radiation.

The average annual ERA-40 solar radiation for 1975–2001 was 136 W m−2, ranging

between 128 W m−2 in 1977 and 144 W m−2 in 1999 (Figure 4.33 and Table 4.16). The

mean annual solar radiation for Tait’s dataset was for the same time period with 147 W m−2

clearly higher (Table 4.18). The correlation of the annual mean solar radiation of the two

datasets was very weak (R2 = 0.23). The comparison of the curves of the annual mean

Table 4.18: a) Correlation of the daily, monthly and annual mean solar ra-

diation from the ERA-40 and Tait’s dataset. b)–c) Average solar radiation

for the given time periods. d) Annual average solar radiation at Brewster

AWS, calculated from monthly mean values between October 2004 and

April 2008 (Figure 4.6).

a) correlation solar radiation ERA-40 vs Tait [R2] time period

daily mean solar radiation 0.61 1/1/1975–30/8/2002

monthly mean solar radiation 0.92 Jan 1975–Aug 2002

annual mean solar radiation 0.23 1975–2001

b) average solar radiation [W m−2]

ERA-40 136 1975–2001

Tait 147 1975–2001

c) average solar radiation [W m−2]

Brewster AWS 142 4/10/2004–31/5/2007

Tait 171 4/10/2004–31/5/2007

d) Brewster AWS annual mean solar radiation [W m−2] 136
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Figure 4.38: Daily mean solar radiation from ERA-40 and Tait.

Figure 4.39: Monthly mean solar radiation from ERA-40 and Tait.

Figure 4.40: Annual mean solar radiation from ERA-40 and Tait.
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solar radiation in Figure 4.40 show a steadier curve for the ERA-40 data, and persistent

higher values for Tait’s solar radiation.

The comparison of the Brewster AWS and Tait’s data for October 2004–May 2007

showed a too high mean solar radiation of 171 W m−2 for Tait opposed to 142 W m−2

measured at the Brewster AWS (Table 4.18 part c) and section 4.2.3). The mean values of

these datasets are so high because rather than displaying annual means, they represent three

winters and four summers. The annual mean radiation of the Brewster AWS has been calcu-

lated from the monthly mean values from October 2004–April 2008 (Table 4.18 part d) and

section 4.2.1). The ERA-40 mean radiation of 136 W m−2 had the same value as measured

at the Brewster AWS.
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4.3 Parameterisation results

With the parameterisation scheme described in chapter 3.5, the response time Tresp of Brew-

ster Glacier and the mean annual mass balances ḃ for several time periods were calculated.

These calculations are based on glacier length measurements and estimates, the measured

maximum ice thickness of 150 m (hmax) from 1997 (Autridge, 1998) and the ablation of

4.581 m w.e. (bt), measured at the terminus for the mass balance year 2007. The glacier

lengths have been measured along the central glacier flowline from the highest point of the

glacier down to the termini (Figure 4.41 and Table 4.19).
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Figure 4.41: Central glacier flowline and estimated glacier extents and

termini for different years. Topomap information sourced from NZTopo

Database. Crown Copyright Reserved.

An old maximum terminus position can be identified at an altitude of about 950 m a.s.l.

In the field and on photographs, this former glacier extent can be identified because of the

topography, the lighter rock colour and the sparser vegetation. The age of this glacier ex-

tent is unknown because in this area, no geochronological measurements have been done.

However, Winkler (2004) measured maximum LIA glacier extents with lichenometric data

for the Mt Cook region for the years 1725 to 1740. For the highly sensitive Franz Josef

Glacier, McKinzey et al. (2004) dated the maximum LIA extent with dendrochronological
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methods for before 1600 AD. Subsequently, Franz Josef Glacier re-advanced twice with cul-

minations around 1600 and 1800 AD. Brewster Glacier is not as highly sensitive like Franz

Josef Glacier and might have responded to climate change more like the glaciers east of Mt

Cook. Therefore, we assume 1740 to be the year for the maximum Brewster Glacier extent

at 950 m a.s.l.

In the early 1860s, Julius von Haast surveyed large areas of New Zealand, and recorded

several glacier base lines with triangulation (Haast, 1864, 1870; Burrows, 2005). Edward

Sealy, who often accompanied Haast, took photographs of several re-advanced glaciers that

reached a maximum extent (Ruddell, 1995; McKinzey et al., 2004; Chinn et al., 2005c). For

Brewster Glacier, Haast (1870) measured the glacier terminus at an altitude of 1466 m a.s.l.

(4810 feet), although Ruddell (1995) suggested that this is about 30 metres too high. For

the parameterisation scheme, the glacier length is measured along the central flowline at an

altitude of 1450 m a.s.l, and 1863 is taken as the reference year because Haast certainly

visited Brewster Glacier in that year (Burrows, 2005).

The 1959 glacier length is derived from an aerial photograph, and for the years 1967 and

1978 from oblique aerial photos. The topographic map 260-H38 Haast Pass with Brewster

Glacier is based on aerial photographs from 1986 (Willis et al., 2008) and provide the corre-

sponding glacier length. In 1997 and 2007, the glacier length was determined from the GPS

recorded glacier terminus. The glacier lengths for the above mentioned years can be found

in Table 4.19. Brewster Glacier can be considered to be in a steady-state, when it reached an

maximum extent in the years 1740 and 1863.

The response time Tresp of Brewster Glacier is 33 years, according to the parameterisation

Table 4.19: Glacier lengths for several years, measured along the central

glacier flowline.

year glacier length [m] source

2007 2550 GPS survey

1997 2660 GPS survey Autridge (1998); Willis et al. (2008)

1986 2770 Topomap 260-H38 Haast Pass

1978 2855 oblique aerial photograph

1967 2885 oblique aerial photograph

1959 2900 vertical aerial photograph

1863 3260 Haast (1870); Ruddell (1995)

1740 4000 field observations, Winkler (2004)
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Table 4.20: Time period, glacier length change, mean annual mass balance

and mass balance rate calculated with the parameterisation scheme.

years ∆T [y] ∆L [m] ∆b [m w.e.] ḃ

1967 – 2007 40 335 0.532 -0.218

1959 – 2007 48 350 0.553 -0.189

1959 – 1997 38 240 0.379 -0.163

1863 – 2007 144 710 0.813 -0.092

1863 – 1997 134 600 0.687 -0.084

1863 – 1986 123 490 0.561 -0.075

1863 – 1978 115 405 0.464 -0.066

1863 – 1967 104 375 0.429 -0.068

1863 – 1959 96 360 0.412 -0.070

1740 – 2007 267 1450 1.661 -0.102

1740 – 1997 257 1340 1.535 -0.098

1740 – 1986 246 1230 1.409 -0.094

1740 – 1978 238 1145 1.311 -0.090

1740 – 1967 227 1115 1.277 -0.092

1740 – 1959 219 1100 1.260 -0.094

scheme. Therefore, the mean annual mass balance ḃ can only be calculated for time periods

that are longer than 33 years (see section 3.5).

In Table 4.20 the mean annual mass balances for several time periods are shown. For the

time period from 1959 to 2007, which is for this study of greater interest, we can observe an

accelerating melt. In the first period from 1959 to 1997 the average melt rate is -0.163 m w.e.

per year, which increases to -0.189 m w.e. for the time between 1959 and 2007. This is

confirmed also by the higher average melt rate of -0.218 m w.e. between 1967 and 2007.

The increased melt is only possible if there was increased melt between 1997 and 2007. The

same tendency can be observed for the time periods starting in 1863 and 1740. From the

LIA in 1740 to 2007, the mass balance rate is -0.102 m w.e., and from 1863 to 2007 it is

-0.092 m w.e.

The results from the parameterisation scheme provide the magnitude of the mass balance

changes over several time periods. By comparing the time periods, the trend of the mass

balance rate can be identified.
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4.4 EOSS

The photos of the Glacier Snowline Survey are an extensive archive that stores a lot of in-

formation about glaciers over more than three decades (Willsman et al., 2008). The EOSS

photos were used to follow the evolution of the investigated glaciers and proved to be a very

helpful tool to identify glacier length and area changes. The snowlines gave rough qualita-

tive indications about the mass balance for single years. Information was also gained about

features and the terrain surrounding the glacier. In the following four sections, the find-

ings gained from the EOSS photographs and the Glacier Snowline reports are described for

Brewster, Glenmary, Park Pass and Rolleston Glacier.

4.4.1 Brewster Glacier

The EOSS photographs provided a very good resource to identify typical melting patterns

over three decades. The Brewster Glacier snowlines from all years were transferred onto a

copy of the EOSS photograph from 1999. The main challenges were the changing angles the

photographs were taken from and the resulting picture distortion. Especially for photographs

taken from low angles, it was difficult to transfer the snowlines from large flat glacier areas.

Therefore, the melting patterns were directly applied from the copy into the mass balance

interpolations without producing a final melt pattern map.

The EOSS photograph from 12 March 1998 (Figure 4.42) displayed typical melt patterns.

For example on the lower true left side at about 1820 m a.s.l., the snow lasted often long,

while the snowline rose higher on the true right side. At an altitude of about 1920 m a.s.l. on

the true right side of the glacier where the surface has a concave shape (see yellow colour in

Figure 4.43), the snow melted away earlier. In addition, on a small patch on the very true left

side of the glacier on an elevation of about 2000 m a.s.l. and at the ice fall below the face of

Mt Brewster, the glacier was snow-free early.

In February 1998, Smart et al. (2000) observed unexpected high melt rates at an altitude

of about 1825 m a.s.l. on the true left side of the central flowline. The high melt rates were the

result of slushflows, which were triggered by series of rainfall events and a storm (Hestnes

and Bakkehøi, 2004) towards end of January 1998 that saturated the snow. The maximum

ice loss was observed around the snowline from 20 February in an area of slope concavity,

slightly lower than the snowline on 12 March (Figure 4.42). Carson and Kirkby (1972) stated

that horizontal water transfers increase the likelihood of saturation downslope and in concave

slopes. Therefore, the snow cover in the very distinct concave depression at an altitude of

about 1920 m a.s.l. is likely to be saturated and hence, also prone to slushflows. The slushy
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Figure 4.42: EOSS photo from 12 March 1998 shows typical melt pat-

terns. In February 1998, a slushflow event has been recorded near the

snowline (Smart et al., 2000).
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Figure 4.43: Map of slope curvature with a resolution of 100 m. Positive

curvature indicates convex slopes, negative values display concave slopes,

where slushflows occur more often.
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Table 4.21: EOSS overflight dates for Brewster Glacier, including the ref-

erence dates in grey and italic for the years 1979, 1990 and 1991, when no

flights could be carried out.

14/3/1980 15/3/1990 9/3/2000

20/3/1981 15/3/1991 6/3/2001

4/3/1982 6/4/1992 11/3/2002

22/3/1983 15/2/1993 7/3/2003

20/3/1984 10/3/1994 17/3/2004

15/3/1985 4/3/1995 14/3/2005

10/4/1986 5/3/1996 4/3/2006

18/3/1977 6/3/1987 8/3/1997 9/3/2007

11/4/1978 25/3/1988 12/3/1998

15/3/1979 2/4/1989 25/3/1999

Table 4.22: Years with visible snowlines for Brewster Glacier that were

used to calculate the correlation between the mass balance indices and

modelled net mass balances, excluding the year 1996.

1978 1982 1993 2000

1984 1994 2001

1985 1995 2002

1987 1997 2003

1989 1998 2004

1999 2007

snow observed in the field supports this assumption. Also, an early snow-free band leading

down from the depression to the true left side of the glacier at an altitude of 1790 m a.s.l. is

marked by an concave shaped area (Figure 4.43), and darker coloured snow suggests that it

is saturated (Figure 4.42).

The snowlines from the EOSS photos and the mass balance index have been used to

validate the modelled mass balance. The snow cover was one of the model outputs, which

was read out as a grid for the EOSS overflight dates that are given in Table 4.21. For years

without an overflight, the 15 March was used as reference date to model the snow cover, and

more important, the mass balance for the respective years. Then, the snow cover grids have

been compared visually to the snowlines on the photos.
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Figure 4.44: Brewster Glacier EOSS photo from 1996, with firn line (FL)

and the EOSS marked above the firn line with thin red lines by Trevor

Chinn.

For the overflight dates, also the modelled net mass balance was read out, which rep-

resented the time period from the previous overflight date onwards. Then, the correlation

was calculated for the modelled net balances and the mass balance index that is based on the

glacier snowline.

For years with obscured glacier snowlines, the snowline was derived from snow patches

(Willsman et al., 2008). To determine the altitude of the snowline, the photo was ranked

in the series of all EOSS photos from the glacier into the order of rising snowlines and

decreasing snow patch sizes. The altitude of the snowline was then estimated from other

years with similar snow patch sizes. Since the processes and behaviour of snow patches

most likely differ from glaciers, in particular in the long-term, the author was sceptical about

deriving the snowline from snow patches. Therefore, only mass balance indices were used

for years where the snowline could be clearly detected (Table 4.22).

The mass balance index from 1996 was discarded because the author interpreted the

snowline at about 1820 m a.s.l. separating ice from snow as the transient snowline, whereas

Chinn et al. (2005b) understood this snowline as firn line (Figure 4.44). Chinn et al. (2005b)

presumably interpreted the snow patterns marked with a thin red line on the upper glacier
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as the EOSS with an altitude of 1962 m a.s.l., indicating a negative mass balance, whereas

the author believes that the snow was saturated snow from the winter season. In the initial

Glacier Snowline Survey report from Chinn (1996a), the mass balance index indicated a

positive mass balance, probably because the firn line was previously interpreted as the EOSS.

The photograph from 1996 illustrates well that glacier snowlines can be ambiguous and hard

to identify for some years.

4.4.2 Glenmary Glacier

The most typical melt pattern for Glenmary Glacier represented a snow-free band stretching

along the true left side of the glacier over a wide altitude range (Figure 4.45, and also 3.5/3.6).

The band displayed a northeast alignment, which was also the predominant wind direction

(Figure 4.18). With advancing ablation, several snow-free spots appeared on the glacier that

increased with time in size.

The series of the EOSS photographs documented the gradual retreat of Glenmary Glacier

(Figure 4.46). Between 1981 and 2008, the glacier tongue retreated visibly (see also Figure

4.47). On a mid-altitude on the true left side of the glacier, a rock knob appeared over the

course of 27 years, illustrating a remarkable ice thinning. Also the increasing height of the

rock walls above the glacier was a sign of glacier thinning. In the late 1970s and early 1980s,

little debris covered the glacier surface, which could be explained by regular snowfall. The

more the glacier retreated and thinned, the more debris surfaced at the glacier tongue, which

also disguised the glacier margin (Oerlemans, 1989).

In the EOSS photo from 1998 and 2008, rows of terminal moraines were visible in the

glacier forefield (Figure 4.47). In most other EOSS photos, the terminal moraines were very

hard to identify because of difficult light conditions or low image resolution. Therefore, it

was not possible to date the deposition of the new terminal moraines, which would have

allowed measuring glacier length changes. The number of new terminal moraines between

1998 and 2008 increased significantly to at least six new rows, suggesting that the terminal

moraines were deposited nearly annually.

4.4.3 Park Pass Glacier

In the past three decades, Park Pass Glacier experienced a dramatic retreat (Figure 4.48).

The EOSS photo from 1981 was the first image taken from a high angle, showing a small

proglacial lake at the glacier tongue, and two small proglacial lakes on the true right glacier

margin of the tongue. The glacier continuously retreated by calving ice into the proglacial
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lake at the glacier front. The EOSS photo from 2009 showed that the majority of the remain-

ing glacier tongue in the lake became detached from the glacier, leaving only a short piece

of ice in the lake (Figure 4.49).

The photos from 1986 and 2006 (Figure 4.48) matched reasonably well, considering

that they were taken from different angles and could not be georectified. The photos not

only showed the glacier retreat, but also the surface lowering, for example around the rock

outcrop and on the rock wall at the true left side of the glacier. At the rock wall, the photos

could be matched precisely because there were many rock features that could be identified

on both images. Other parts of the glacier margins could not be matched well because they

were more distorted, which the ArcGIS program could not handle better. Also in the middle

of the glacier where no features were available on both images, the images could not be

matched well.

Figure 4.45: Glenmary Glacier melt pattern, EOSS 2003. A usually early

snow-free band runs along the true left side of the glacier ranging often

over a couple of hundred metres.
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Figure 4.46: Glenmary Glacier EOSS photo from 1981 and 2008. The

retreat and surface lowering is clearly visible.
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Figure 4.47: Glenmary Glacier annual moraines in 1998 and 2008. In

the image from 1998, three distinct annual moraines can be recognised in

the middle of the lower section of the image. These moraines can also be

identified in the second photo ten years later. Additional rows of annual

moraines mark the gradual glacier retreat.
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Figure 4.48: Park Pass Glacier EOSS photo from 1986 matched to 2006.
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Figure 4.49: Park Pass Glacier EOSS photo from 3 March 2009 shows a

detached glacier tongue in the proglacial lake.

Figure 4.50: Park Pass Glacier in February 1986, with surface marks from

February 1984 and 1986, by students from the East Otago High School

(Photo courtesy of Ruth Chapman).
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In 1986, the glacier had very little debris cover (Figure 4.48). With the glacier surface

lowering, a medial moraine originating from the rock outcrop surfaced (Figures 4.48 and

4.49). The surface lowering was also observed by school classes from the East Otago High

School that visited Park Pass Glacier in the 1980s. In the years 1984–1986, they marked the

glacier surface with white paint on the rock wall at the true left side of the glacier tongue,

which confirm a gradual surface lowering (Figure 4.50). The marks are now tens of meters

above the glacier surface.

4.4.4 Rolleston Glacier

Over the past few decades, the Rolleston Glacier terminus was rather stationary. The EOSS

photos from 1971 and 2006 (Figure 4.52) showed most changes in the shrinking snowfields

on the true left side of the glacier. The EOSS photo from 2002 showed only a narrow con-

nection between the glacier and the snowfields, and in the 2009 EOSS photo, the connection

melted away entirely (Figure 4.51). The photos in Figure 4.52 demonstrate the limitations

of the matching method. The error of the method is higher than the glacier length changes,

therefore, from the two photographs it is not possible to say with certainty whether the glacier

terminus retreated, advanced or remained at its position. Despite these limitations, it is ob-

vious that the glacier’s length changes have been minimal, and can therefore be considered

as relatively stationary.

Figure 4.51: Rolleston Glacier EOSS photo from 3 March 2009. The

glacier is clearly separated from the snowfields on the true left side.
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Figure 4.52: Rolleston Glacier EOSS photo from 1977 matched to 2006.
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4.5 Mass balance model

4.5.1 Calibration of mass balance model

The mass balance of Brewster Glacier was modelled satisfyingly for the mass balance years

2005–2007. For 2005 the modelled specific net balance was 779 mm w.e., ranging between

a minimum net balance of -2768 mm w.e. at the lowest point of the glacier to a maximum

net balance of 3696 mm w.e. at the head of the glacier (Table 4.23). The measured spe-

cific net balance was with 1141 mm w.e. more positive and had a smaller range (-1926 –

2850 mm w.e.). The mass balance distribution was modelled satisfyingly, including a more

negative mass balance on the lower true right side and an increased ablation in the depres-

sion on the true right side at about 1920 m a.s.l. (see Appendix D). In the EOSS photo from

14 March 2005 the TSL was impossible to detect because of the difficult light conditions.

Therefore, the modelled snow cover could not be compared to the real snowline from the

EOSS photo.

While the modelled net balance for 2006 was with -145 mm w.e. negative, the measured

mass balance was positive (282 mm w.e.). The range of the modelled mass balance (-4847

– 3511 mm w.e.) was greater than the measured mass balance (-4265 – 3469 mm w.e.).

The map of the modelled mass balance showed an overestimation of the ablation which

explains the more negative net balance (see Appendix D). There were some mass balance

bands following contour lines, which were modelling artefacts based on the DEM artefacts

(see section 3.2.2). On 4 March 2006 when the EOSS survey was carried out, fresh snow

obscured the snowline. On the map of the modelled TSL, in the lower part of the glacier

there was a thin layer of snow representing the fresh snowfall.

For 2007, the modelled mass balance (130 mm w.e.) was similar to the measured balance

(297 mm w.e.), but the measured mass balance range (-4695 – 4030 mm w.e.) was bigger

than the modelled balance range (-3986 – 3557 mm w.e.). The mass balance maps showed

that the model underestimated the ablation in the lower part of the glacier (Figure 4.53). In

Table 4.23: Modelled and measured net balance for 2005–2007 in mm w.e.

MB specific net balance minimum net balance maximum net balance

year modelled measured modelled measured modelled measured

2005 779 1141 -2768 -1926 3696 2850

2006 -145 282 -4847 -4265 3511 3469

2007 130 297 -3986 -4695 3557 4030
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the flat upper section of the glacier the model calculated more melt than what was measured.

This should not be overrated because in large flat areas, small changes in the energy balance

also influence the distribution of the mass balance for a widespread area. The map of the

measured net balance showed at places unnatural mass balance changes that indicated some

uncertainties in the net balance. On the upper true left side of the glacier at an altitude of

about 2000 m a.s.l. the increased ablation was modelled like it was measured, although the

mass balance was slightly underestimated. The modelled transient snowline for 23 March

2007 was higher than the surveyed TSL at the same date (Figure 4.55). The photos from

9 and 24 March 2007 show the rising snowline, although the second photo taken from the

ground distorted the flat area above 1900 m a.s.l. making it difficult to assess the snowline.

Figure 4.56 shows the cumulative mass balance of selected measured stakes, which were

modelled well for the investigated time period. Only in January and February 2005 the

ablation was underestimated, especially for the lowest stake S1. The modelled cumulative

mass balance indicated that the stratigraphic mass balance year 2005 ended in early May. For

the mass balance year 2006, the stratigraphic winter balance ended in mid October 2005 and

the mass balance year ended in early April 2006. The end of the winter balance for the mass

balance year 2007 ended in end of November 2006. The correlation of the 223 modelled and

measured data points was good with R2 = 0.79 (Figure 4.57).
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Figure 4.53: Measured (left) and modelled (right) net balance, 2007. The

maps can be found in a larger size in Appendix D.
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Figure 4.54: Modelled and measured transient snowline (TSL) for 23

March 2007. The map can be found in a larger size in Appendix D.

Figure 4.55: On left side EOSS-photo from 9 March 2007, and on right

side from 24 March 2007 (photo courtesy of Brian Anderson).
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Figure 4.56: Cumulative modelled and measured mass balance for stakes

S1, S4, S5, S6A, S12, S15 and S17. In order to not overfill the graph, only

a limited number of stakes are shown.

Figure 4.57: Modelled vs. measured mass balances of the stakes S1, S4,

S5, S6, S6A, S10A, S11, S12, S14, S15 and S17.
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4.5.2 Validation of mass balance model

The modelled net balance rates (ḃ) for the runs 1-TTT, 2-EEE, 4-EET, 6-ETT and 9-CATT

were negative for the past three decades with values between -27 and -172 mm w.e. a−1

(Table 4.24; for model run descriptions see section 3.8.3 Table 3.8). The modelled negative

balance rates agreed with the results from the parameterisation scheme, which indicated

continuous increasing negative annual balance rates between 1978, 1986, 1997 and 2007

(Table 4.20). The model runs 3-TEE, 5-ETE, 7-TCMT and 8-TECH calculated positive

annual balance rates.

The cumulative mass balance was calculated for the model runs from 1986 onwards and

compared to the geodetic mass balance measurements (Figures 4.58, 4.59 and Table 4.25).

The mass balance runs 2-EEE and 5-ETE that were modelled with the ERA-40 temperature

compared relatively well to the geodetic mass balance measurements. For the first period

from 1986–1997, a positive mass balance was modelled as it was measured. After 1998, the

cumulative balance dropped, reaching the lowest values in 2002 when the model input data

ceased. The modelled negative balance could be confirmed by the also negative geodetically

measured mass balance for 1997–2005. The runs 4-EET and 6-ETT also agreed well with

the measured mass balance, but for the second and the entire measurement period the mass

balance seemed too negative. In model run 1-TTT, all mass balance periods were modelled

too negatively, and in the runs 3-TEE and 7-TCMT both the positive and negative balances

were underestimated. The runs 8-TECH and 9-CATT modelled the balance for the entire

period too positively.

In Table 4.25, the values of the modelled and geodetically measured mass balance were

compared. The numbers of the bold printed runs (2-EEE, 4-EET, 5-ETE, 6-ETT), which all

used the ERA-40 temperature compared much better to the geodetic survey than the remain-

ing model runs. For the first period, a positive mass balance was modelled between 2991 and

Table 4.24: Number of modelled years, the total mass balance for

amount of years and the annual balance rates in mm w.e., respectively

mm w.e. a−1. The negative balance rates agree with the negative rates

from the parameterisation scheme.

1-TTT 2-EEE 3-TEE 4-EET 5-ETE 6-ETT 7-TCMT 8-TECH 9-CATT

years 30 25 25 25 25 25 30 25 27

sum -5159 -668 6022 -3045 1503 -914 9761 12847 -2210

ḃ -172 -27 241 -122 60 -37 325 514 -82
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Figure 4.58: Cumulative mass balance from 1986 to 2005 for the model

runs and the geodetic mass balance measurements.

Figure 4.59: The absolute mass balances for time periods between 1986

and 2005 for the model runs and the geodetic mass balance measurements.

Model runs forced by ERA-40 data finished in 2002.
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Table 4.25: Cumulative mass balance of model runs for given time peri-

ods. The bold printed runs, which all used ERA-40 temperatures compare

best to the geodetic survey.

run 1986-1997 1997-2002 1997-2005 1986-2002 1986-2005

1-TTT -2301 -5456 -7757

2-EEE 3748 -6732 -2984

3-TEE 705 -1958 -1254

4-EET 3176 -8688 -5512

5-ETE 3527 -5152 -1625

6-ETT 2991 -7069 -4078

7-TCMT 2066 583 2649

8-TECH 3912 -980 2932

9-CATT 863 -3460 -2597

geodetic survey 4991 -7378 -2086

3748 mm w.e. (geodetic survey: 4991 mm w.e.) and for the second period a very negative

mass balance was modelled with values between -5152 and -8688 mm w.e. (geodetic sur-

vey: -7378 mm w.e.). For the entire period, the runs 2-EEE and 5-ETE modelled a negative

mass balance (between -1625 and -2984 mm w.e.), which is similar to the measured value of

-2086 mm w.e., while the runs 4-EET and 6-ETT overestimated the negative balance.

The correlation of the mass balance indices were not good (below R2 = 0.39), but im-

proved when only the indices with well identifiable snowlines were used (highest value R2

= 0.54, Table 4.26). For the runs 9-CATT, 2-EEE and 5-ETE, the correlations were best

with values between R2 = 0.54 and R2 = 0.50. Runs 4-EET and 6-ETT also had similar

correlations of R2 = 0.49, respectively R2 = 0.48. The remaining model runs had very low

correlations with values between R2 = 0.12 and R2 = 0.33.

The curves of the modelled annual net balances with the overlaid mass balance indices are

depicted in Figure 4.60. Especially the model runs using the ERA-40 temperature as input

data (2-EEE, 4-EET, 5-ETE, 6-ETT) were very similar, and are shown in bluish colours. Run

9-CATT that used the Arthur’s Pass temperature and Tait’s precipitation and solar radiation

showed a course similar to the former mentioned runs, but positive and negative balances

were generally underestimated. Model run 3-TEE followed closer to run 1-TTT than run

2-EEE, despite only one input variable from Tait (temperature) and two from the ERA-

40 dataset. The runs 7-TCMT and 8-TECH used mainly Tait’s and CliFlo station data and
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Table 4.26: Correlations between the annual modelled net balances and

the mass balance indices for all snowlines and for well identifiable snow-

lines.

run all MB indices only good MB indices

9-CATT 0.34 0.54

2-EEE 0.38 0.53

5-ETE 0.36 0.50

4-EET 0.38 0.49

6-ETT 0.37 0.48

8-TECH 0.30 0.33

3-TEE 0.29 0.28

7-TCMT 0.08 0.13

1-TTT 0.09 0.12

Figure 4.60: Annual modelled net balances and the mass balance indices

for all snowlines and for well identifiable snowlines.
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followed predominantly run 1-TTT. In Figure 4.60, the curve of the mass balance indices can

not be assigned to a specific mass balance run, which was confirmed by the low correlations

between the mass balance indices and the model runs (Table 4.26).

The mass balance model runs were rated according to their performance with the valida-

tion methods (Table 4.27). The run 2-EEE that was solely forced by ERA-40 data performed

best with all validations. Run 5-ETE also performed reasonably well; and the too positive

mass balance rate for the entire investigation period could be adjusted by tuning the model

slightly. The runs 4-EET, 6-ETT and run 9-CATT modelled the balance with mediocre re-

sults. The mass balance index correlated not so well with the runs 4-EET and 6-ETT, and

negative mass balances were overestimated. Run 9-CATT generally underestimated the pos-

itive and negative mass balances. The model runs 1-TTT, 3-TEE, 7-TCMT and 8-TECH

modelled the mass balance inadequately.

The analysis of the input data of the model runs indicated that the ERA-40 temperature

had most influence on a positive modelling result (runs 2-EEE, 4-EET, 5-ETE, 6-ETT). The

unsatisfying results from run 3-TEE confirm this conclusion. Further model runs would be

needed to determine the importance of the precipitation and solar radiation data.

Table 4.27: Qualitative rating of the model runs regarding their validation

performance. For a satisfying result 3 points were given, a medium result

was given 2 points and 1 point for unsatisfying results. The model runs

with the most satisfying ratings are printed bold.

run MB rates ḃ geodetic survey MB index count rating

1-TTT 3 1 1 5 4

2-EEE 3 3 3 9 1

3-TEE 1 1 1 3 5

4-EET 3 2 2 7 3

5-ETE 2 3 3 8 2

6-ETT 3 2 2 7 3

7-TCMT 1 1 1 3 5

8-TECH 1 1 1 3 5

9-CATT 3 1 3 7 3
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4.5.3 Sensitivity and error analysis of the mass balance model

The sensitivity of the mass balance model to changes or uncertainties in the climate input

data has been tested in the following sensitivity study. The mass balance run 2-EEE that

is considered to represent the mass balance between 1978 and 2002 best (section 4.5.2),

is hereafter called standard run and represented as black curve in Figure 4.61. The input

data of the standard run is temperature, precipitation and global radiation from the ERA-

40 reanalysis data, and in the sensitivity study, each of these parameters has been varied

independently. Raising the daily air temperature by +1 K had the biggest influence on the

net balance; in the mean, the net balance was -1425 mm w.e. more negative than in the

standard run (Table 4.28). Subtracting 1 K from the air temperature resulted in average

in a +1041 mm w.e. more positive net balance. Changes of ±10 % global radiation and

precipitation had very similar effects by lowering, respectively increasing the net balance in

average between 274 and 301 mm w.e. The least influence had a change in precipitation by

+10 %, which resulted in a mean increase of the net balance of +274 mm w.e. A decrease

of precipitation by -10 % would roughly compensate a decrease of -10 % global radiation,

which corresponds in average to 293 mm w.e. An increased global radiation by +10 % results

in a more negative net balance, which is in average -301 mm w.e.

The error range or uncertainty expected in mass balance modelling is determined by the

spatial and temporal resolution of the available datasets, such as climate data and DEM, as

well as the type of model that is used (section 2.4 and 3.8.1). Machguth et al. (2008) anal-

ysed the uncertainty in glacier mass balance modelling over 400 days for one particular point

at the tongue of Morteratsch Glacier, Switzerland, with Monte Carlo simulations. The mass

balance model used by Machguth et al. (2008) is the further developed version of the model

used in this study that includes the measured air pressure and relative humidity as additional

meteorological input variables. Due to the similarity of the mass balance models, the study

of Machguth et al. (2008) can give some indications about the uncertainties of the here used

mass balance model. Machguth et al. (2008) estimated systematic and random uncertainties

for the input variables based on literature or meteorological datasets with a confidence inter-

val of 67 %. Systematic errors include constant offsets or trends in measured data over long

periods of time, and random errors are usually related to the measuring device and its no-

tional precision either temporally uncorrelated or only correlated over short periods (Böhm

et al., 2001; Machguth et al., 2008). Then a Monte Carlo simulation was performed, vary-

ing all input parameters within their respective ranges of uncertainty. The mean modelled

mass balance of the 5000 model runs is -6.02 m w.e., the maximum and minimum modelled

mass balances are -3.72 m w.e. and -8.69 m w.e., respectively, and the standard devitation is
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Figure 4.61: Sensitivity of the mass balance model to systematic changes

in the climate input data. The mass balance is most sensitive to changes

in the temperature of ±1 K. Changes of ±10 % precipitation or radiation

have a similar and smaller influence on the net balance.

Table 4.28: Sensitivity of mass balance model to changes in a single cli-

matic input variable. The mean difference of the net balance to the net

balance of the standard run is provided.

variable temperature precipitation radiation

∆ variable -1 K +1 K +10 % -10 % -10 % +10 %

mean ∆ net balance [mm w.e.] +1041 -1425 +274 -293 +293 -301

0.71 m w.e. corresponding to roughly 10 % of the total cumulative melt.

The parameters used in the mass balance model of this study are listed in Table 4.29

together with a range of uncertainties, where applicable. Uncertaintes were assumed for

the climatic input variables temperature (±1 K), precipitation (±10 %) and global radiation

(±10 %) because the uncertainties could not be evaluated due to lacking high altitude climate

data in New Zealand. However, the above described sensitivity study (Figure 4.61 and

Table 4.28) demonstrates that the glacier mass balance varies most if temperature changes,

and that changes in precipitation and global radiation are also significant. Machguth et al.
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Table 4.29: Input variables of mass balance model for standard run (2-

EEE) with uncertainty ranges.

variable chosen value range source

temperature ±1 K ERA-40

precipitation ±10 % ERA-40

global radiation ±10 % ERA-40

temperature lapse rate 0.0065 ◦C m−1 0.0053–0.0065 ◦Cm−1 this study, Whiteman (2000)

precipitation gradient 0.006 ma−1m−1 (tuning parameter)

albedo ice (αi) 35 % 26–51 % Paterson (1994)

albedo firn (αf ) 45 % 43–69 % Paterson (1994)

albedo snow (αs) 72 % 66–97 % Paterson (1994)

threshold temperature

for snowfall 1.5 ◦C 1.0–4.0 ◦C Rohrer (1992); Barry (2008)

Table 4.30: Uncertainties and sensitivities of a mass balance model by

Machguth et al. (2008). The maximum and minimum modelled mass bal-

ances are -3.72 m w.e. and -8.69 m w.e., respectively, and the standard

devitation is 0.71 m w.e. corresponding to roughly 10 % of the total cu-

mulative melt.

variable uncertainty sensitivity [m w.e.] sensitivity [%]

precipitation ±25 % 0.32 5

temperature ±0.3 K 0.29 5

global radiation ±7.5 % 0.17 3

temperature lapse rate ±0.001 ◦C m−1 0.31 5

albedo for snow ±5 % 0.28 5

relative humidity ±5 % 0.14 2

precipitation gradient ±0.0004 ma−1m−1 0.12 2

temperature threshold for snow ±0.5 K 0.08 1

air pressure ±100 pa 0.02 <1

mean modelled mass balance -6.02 100
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(2008) evaluated these three meteorological input parameters with data from nearby climate

stations on summits and in valleys, and found that the mass balance was most sensitive to

precipitation, followed by temperature and global radiation (Table 4.30). However, it must

be noted, that Machguth et al. (2008) identified a large uncertainty for precipitation (±25 %),

and a smaller uncertainty for global radiation (±7.5 %) and temperature (±0.3 K).

In the Monte Carlo uncertainty tests the mass balance is very sensitive to the temperature

lapse rate (0.31 m w.e. for ±0.001 ◦C m−1), which depends very much on the altitude

range between the climate station and the modelled mass balance site, which is 1200 m

at Morteratsch Glacier, as well as whether the AWS is located in a valley or on a summit

(Machguth et al., 2008). The larger the altitude range is between the two sites, the larger is

the expected uncertainty. The uncertainty of the temperature lapse rate in this study ranges

from 0.0053–0.0065 ◦C m−1, where 0.0053 ◦C m−1 is a relatively low value calculated from

the ERA-40 and Tait’s temperature data for the elevation range 257–1876 m a.s.l., which can

be explained by the humid air masses at the New Zealand West Coast, which usually lowers

the temperature lapse rate (Barry, 2008). The mass balance model for Brewster Glacier is

most likely not as sensitive to the temperature lapse rate because the temperature input data

has been downscaled to the altitude at Brewster Glacier with help of the Brewster AWS, and

consequently, the temperature lapse rate is applied to a smaller altitude range. Machguth

et al. (2008) calculated a large sensitivity to the ice albedo (0.28 m w.e.), whereas the albedo

for snow was variable because modelled, and the albedo of firn was irrelevant for the test site

at the glacier tongue. However, the mass balance model is less sensitive to relative humidity

(0.14 m w.e.), the precipitation gradient (0.12 m w.e.), the temperature threshold for snow

(0.08 m w.e.) and air pressure (0.02 m w.e.; Machguth et al., 2008).

The sensitivity studies for temperature seem to indicate very large uncertainties for the

modelled mass balance at Brewster Glacier, with nearly only negative (positive) annual mass

balances for +1 K (-1 K) temperature change (Figure 4.61). However, the EOSS records

from the past three decades demonstrate that such modelled mass balances in the sensitivity

studies are unrealistic. Therefore, large systematic errors in temperature of ±1 K are very

unlikely. Estimates of random errors have been excluded in this study. However, the study

of Machguth et al. (2008) demonstrates that uncertainties caused by random errors are less

significant and that they tend to cancel one another out.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

A lot of knowledge was gained about Brewster Glacier with field measurements and mod-

elling the mass balance. Therefore, the first section (5.1) deals with Brewster Glacier’s mass

balance measurements, the modelled mass balance for the past 30 years, and the climate data

that was used to force the mass balance model. The second section (5.2) is devoted to the

relationship of the EOSS and the mass balance, which was measured for the first time on

one of the EOSS index glaciers. The mass balance measurements and other observations of

Glenmary, Park Pass and Rolleston Glacier have been analysed and compared to each other

and to the results from Brewster Glacier. These outcomes are documented in the third section

(5.3). In the last section (6.2), the research questions have been reviewed.

5.1 Mass balance of Brewster Glacier from 1978 - 2008

5.1.1 Direct mass balance measurements

Mass balance and ELA

For the four years with direct mass balance measurements, the mass balance was very

positive (1141 mm w.e.) in 2005, slightly positive in 2006 and 2007 (282 mm w.e. and

297 mm w.e. respectively) and very negative in the mass balance year 2008 (-1653 mm w.e.,

Table 4.1). The ELA, determined by the mass balance versus altitude relation, reflected the

mass balances for these periods only partly. While the ELAs were very similar for the years

2006 and 2007 (1893 m a.s.l. and 1899 m a.s.l. respectively), the ELA was just slightly

lower (1810 m a.s.l.) in the very positive year 2005, but above the glacier limits for the very

negative balance year 2008. This could indicate that the estimated ablation in the steep part

of the glacier was underestimated and hence, also the 2008 net balance could be underesti-
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mated. The winter balance for 2005 represented a season with exceptional high accumula-

tion, whereas the summer season 2008 had an extraordinary negative ablation season, which

was caused by La Niña that brings warm temperatures and dry northeasterly winds (Mullan,

1996, section 3.1.5).

Summer balance

Typical melt patterns with an increased melt have been identified at the lower true right side

of the glacier, in a depression in the flatter mid section of the glacier, on a small patch at the

upper true left side of the glacier and at the icefall (Figure 4.1). In some years, extreme melt

events associated with slushflows have been observed in concave areas (Smart et al., 2000,

Figures 4.42 and 4.43, section 4.4.1). Such events influence the melting patterns and cause

for such years more pronounced melt rates in the affected areas. Also Australian bush fires

can influence the ablation if wind deposits soot particles on the glacier surface or windblown

dust particles from Australian deserts (McGowan et al., 2005) that change the albedo, and

hence, increase the energy absorption and melt rate (Figure 4.7, section 4.1.1).

Winter balance

The snow distribution in November 2007 (Figures 4.1 and 4.3) showed starting ablation in

the lower altitudes of the glacier, less snow on the ridge located on the true right side of

the glacier and increased snow deposition from avalanches below 2000 m a.s.l. below the

steep glacier section. In the steep upper part of the glacier, the measurements were limited,

to a few snow probing measurements and a snow core measurement from 2300 m a.s.l.

While the snow core from November 2006 showed a considerable amount of accumulation

(4010 mm w.e., Table C.5 and Figure 4.3), the snow probe measurements a couple of hundred

meters lower a year later in November 2007 had values only between 2255 and 2940 mm w.e.

(Table C.8 and Figure 4.3). In the top flat part of the glacier it is likely that wind deposits

snow from the other side of the mountain. It would be advisable for the future to take more

measurements from the steep part of the glacier to learn more about the snow distribution in

this high lying part of the accumulation area.

During winter, the accumulation distribution and hence gradient change with time be-

cause in the lower part ablation sets in already in October while in higher parts, the glacier

still accumulates snow (Barrueto, 2009). However, the comparison of the spatial distribution

of the accumulation from November in the mass balance years 2009 and 2010 (Barrueto,

2009) show that the annual accumulation distribution remains the same from year to year.

Therefore, if the accumulation distribution is well known for one year, the distribution can
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also be applied for other years and improve the mass balance calculations. Consequently, it

would be valuable to further investigate the accumulation distribution on Brewster Glacier,

especially in the higher parts of the glacier. Since it is impossible and dangerous to col-

lect measurements by hand at some parts such as at the icefall, it would be efficient to take

helicopter-borne GPR or LIDAR measurements (Machguth et al., 2006a). At accessible lo-

cations, snowpit, snow probing and GPR measurements could be collected at the same time

to validate the helicopter-borne measurements.

Net balance gradients

The net balance gradients for the mass balance years 2005 to 2008 were similar, whereas the

mass balance year 2008 stood out with a very pronounced ablation (Figure 4.4). Especially

up to the elevation band reaching 2000 m a.s.l. the mass balance gradient was high with a flat

curve, which is characteristic for maritime glaciers. Above 2000 m a.s.l. where the glacier is

steeper and the measurements were scarcer, less snow accumulated which resulted in a lower

mass balance gradient and a steeper mass balance curve.

In Figure 5.1, the mass balance curves and gradients of Brewster Glacier are compared

to the ones of the very maritime Engabreen and Nigardsbreen at the west coast of Norway,

and the continental Maliy Aktru in the Russian Altai mountains (NVE, 2007, 2008; WGMS,

2009). For a better comparison the curves of the Norwegian and Russian glaciers have been

shifted to display a similar ELA as Brewster Glacier. Similar to other maritime glaciers in

Norway, the curves of Engabreen and Nigardsbreen are very flat and have therefore a high

mass balance gradient (Andreassen et al., 2005). For Engabreen, Holmlund and Schneider

(1997) measured a mass balance gradient of 15 mm w.e. m−1, which is similar to the gradient

measured at the ELA of Brewster Glacier of 14 mm w.e. m−1 in the year 2005. In the years

2006 and 2007, the gradients on Brewster Glacier were 7 mm w.e. m−1 and 10 mm w.e. m−1

respectively, whereas the gradient could not me calculated for the year 2008 because the

ELA was above the glacier limits. On Ivory Glacier in 1973, the mass balance gradient

was 12 mm w.e. m−1 at the ELA (1604 m a.s.l.) and therefore similar to the Brewster

mass balance gradient, but could not be calculated for the other years because either the

data was not available or the ELA was above the glacier limits (Anderton, 1976a). The

mass balance versus altitude curve of the continental Maliy Aktru is clearly steeper and

therefore with a lower mass balance gradient than the one of Brewster Glacier, Engabreen

and Nigardsbreen (Figure 5.1). Additionally, average mass balance gradients at the ELA of

several very continental glaciers in the Tien Shan (Central Asian republics) ranged from 1.6

to 4.4 mm w.e. m−1 (Kunakhovitch and Sokalskaya, 1997). Therefore, the mass balance
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gradients and curves of Brewster Glacier confirm that Brewster Glacier is a maritime glacier.

Figure 5.1: Mass balance versus altitude showing different gradients for

the mass balance years 2006 and 2007. Engabreen and Nigardsbreen are

maritime glaciers in Norway with a high mass balance gradient, and Maliy

Aktru is a continental glacier in the Russian Altai Mountains with a low

mass balance gradient. The mass balance gradients of Brewster Glacier

are high and indicate that Brewster Glacier is a maritime glacier. The

altitude range represents the one from Brewster Glacier. The curves for

Engabreen, Nigardsbreen and Maliy Aktru have been shifted by +750 m,

+600 m and -1300 m respectively, to have a similar ELA as Brewster

Glacier. Data sourced from NVE (2007, 2008) and WGMS (2009)
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Glacier outlines

The glacier outlines from 1997 used for all mass balance calculations reached in a small

area up to 2491 m a.s.l. despite the actual maximum glacier altitude of about 2390 m a.s.l.

(section 3.2.1). Also the outlines and DEM in the lower part of the glacier are too high

because the glacier wasted down. Therefore, the glacier outlines represent a false glacier

maximum altitude and too large glacier extent. Figure 3.20 shows the glacier outlines from

1986, 1997 and the surveyed termini from 2005 onwards. The terminus from 2007 was

surveyed starting and ending at a rock wall, indicating that the glacier melted down and lost

substantial mass on either sides of the glacier. These problems show that the glacier outlines

and the DEM of Brewster Glacier are out dated.

Too large or too small glacier areas can have a big influence on the mass balance calcula-

tion (Elsberg et al., 2001). Together with other systematic errors, such as uncertainties from

stake readings, representativeness of stakes, inter- and extrapolations, the errors accumulate

over time, resulting in considerably wrong cumulative mass balances (Cox and March, 2004;

Holmlund et al., 2005; Huss et al., 2009). Ideally, to receive a good mass balance, the glacier

outlines and DEM are updated at least every five years, and the mass balance is adjusted

with periodically measured geodetic mass balance surveys. These issues highlight the need

of up-to-date glacier outlines and DEM for Brewster Glacier.

Glacier length changes

Since the LIA maximum, which is estimated to be around 1740, Brewster Glacier retreated

about 1.5 km with a rate of 5.4 ma−1 (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.5 in section 4.1.1, and Figure

4.41 in section 4.3). The highest glacier retreat rate of 10.4 ma−1 was measured between

1978 and 2007 when the glacier lost 300 m in length. For the previous periods from 1863 to

1959 and from 1959 to 1978, the retreating rates were smaller with 3.8 ma−1 and 2.4 ma−1.

Clear glacier readvances could not be identified at Brewster Glacier. The glacier length

changes and retreating rates are directly influenced by the glacier dynamics which is not

the case for the mass balance. Therefore, length changes and retreating rates are not very

suitable to draw conclusions about the climate.

Parameterisation scheme

With the parameterisation scheme that is based on glacier length changes, only negative

mass balance rates were calculated for the investigated time periods (Figure 4.20 in section

4.3). The highest mass balance rates were calculated for all time periods ending in 2007,
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for example -0.092 m w.e. a−1 from 1863 to 2007. The lowest mass balance rates were

calculated for the periods ending in 1978, for example -0.066 m w.e. a−1 for the period from

1863 to 1978, which is also the lowest value calculated for all time periods. Of all time

periods, the highest rate of -0.218 m w.e. a−1 has been computed for 1967–2007. The mass

balance rates decreased continuously for the time periods ending in 1959, 1967 and 1978,

which indicates that the mass balance became more and more positive for these time periods.

In 1978 the trend reversed and the rates increased successively for the periods ending in 1986,

1997 and 2007, suggesting that the mass balance became increasingly more negative. The

response time calculated after Jóhannesson et al. (1989) is 33 years for Brewster Glacier,

which is possibly slightly underestimated. A response time of about 30–40 years seems

more realistic.

Future developments on Brewster Glacier

Considering future climate scenarios, in the western South Island a temperature increase of

0.2 ◦C to 3.5 ◦C and a rainfall change of 1% to 40 % can be expected until 2080 (Hennessy

et al., 2007). The increasing temperature would amplify glacier melt which most likely could

not be compensated by the increased precipitation because Brewster Glacier’s mass balance

is extremely sensitive to temperature changes as the modelling results from this study and the

sensitivity tests from Anderson et al. (2010) show. A high temperature sensitivity that cannot

compensate inherent precipitation increases has also been reported for other glaciers (Oer-

lemans et al., 1998; Braithwaite et al., 2002), including for Franz Josef Glacier (Oerlemans

et al., 1998; Anderson et al., 2006). Hence, it can be expected that Brewster Glacier contin-

ues loosing significant amounts of ice even with a moderate climate warming. The widening

crevasses observed in the lower part of the glacier (Figure 4.6 in section 4.1.1) could signal

further retreat, and ice could collapse when the glacier retreats into the overdeepening (Fig-

ure 3.4) where a lake will develop. Lake development will increase the retreat of the glacier

even more pronounced by calving instabilities.
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5.1.2 Mass balance modelling

Modelled mass balance from 2005–2007 (calibration runs)

The mass balance was modelled well with the climate dataset from Tait for the mass balance

years 2005–2007 (Table 4.23 and Figures 4.53, 4.54 in section 4.5.1). Generally, the mass

balance was modelled slightly too negative which was consistent with the TSL that was

modelled slightly too high for 2007. The range of the modelled mass balance values was

greater than for the measured mass balance, except for the mass balance year 2007. The

dominant spatial mass balance patterns were modelled well.

To calibrate a mass balance model, a good spatial and temporal resolution of the model

corresponding to the measured data is essential. The used spatially distributed model has the

advantage that the modelled mass balance and the course of the snowline can be compared to

the direct measurements and EOSS photographs. Comparing for example only the specific

net balances of modelled and measured mass balance makes it impossible to identify the

continentality of a glacier because the net balance is the same, but with a high mass turn-over

for maritime glaciers, respectively low mass turn-over for continental glacier. A distributed

mass balance model also handles the glacier topography better, especially for years with

exceptional mass balances due to weather extremes. The spatial resolution of the model was

20 m. A lower resolution would have resulted in more computing artefacts because of the

limitations of the base data for the DEM.

The temporal resolution of the model was mainly defined by the daily available climate

data. Hourly climate data was only in a very few cases available, and it would have com-

plicated the modelled mass balance processes but not necessarily increased the accuracy.

The daily calculations allowed to model the mass balances and snow cover for specific dates

corresponding to the dates when the mass balance was measured in the field and the dates

the EOSS photos were taken. Additionally, it was possible to observe the evolution of the

mass balance and for example identify the stratigraphic start and end of the accumulation

and ablation season.

Modelled mass balance from 1978–2007 (validation runs)

The mass balance modelled with Tait’s climate data for three decades was unsatisfying, de-

spite experimenting with the total annual precipitation. The curves only shifted up and down,

but did not change any peaks or depressions in the curve, which was necessary to improve the

modelled mass balance for all 30 years. Therefore, the ERA-40 reanalysis data was tested

with the mass balance model, and also a combination of different climate datasets (Tables
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3.8 and 4.27). Several climate datasets were evaluated to find the best dataset to model the

mass balance. Conclusions about the climate datasets were drawn from the comparisons of

the datasets, but also from the results of the modelled mass balance. In the next section 5.1.3,

the climate datasets are reviewed.

Mass balance model runs were forced with nine different sets of climatic input data

(Tables 3.8), and compared to three validation datasets. The model run (2-EEE) using ERA-

40 temperature, precipitation and solar radiation data modelled the mass balance best (Table

4.27), indicating a negative mass balance of -668 mm w.e. for the years 1978–2002 (Table

4.24). The results of the runs 2-EEE, 4-EET, 5-ETE and 6-ETT were very similar apart from

the very negative mass balance years 1999–2002 when the results experienced systematic

shifts for each run (Figure 4.60). The only input dataset that all three runs had in common

was the ERA-40 temperature data, which highlighted the importance of the temperature data.

The mass balance run 9-CATT using temperature data from the CliFlo Arthur’s Pass station

performed also well but the positive mass balances were not positive enough and the negative

mass balances were not negative enough. The remaining runs 1-TTT, 3-TEE, 7-TCMT and

8-TECH with temperature input data from Tait did not perform well, indicating that Tait’s

temperature might not represent the air temperature at Brewster AWS adequately. These runs

did not compare well to the geodetic survey, the mass balance indices nor the results from

the parameterisation scheme.

The temperature data from Arthur’s Pass could possibly be improved with multiplying

factors that enhance cold temperatures below, respectively warm temperatures above 0 ◦C.

As a result, it could be expected that the positive and negative modelled mass balances would

become more pronounced. To determine the importance and suitability of the precipita-

tion and solar radiation data, further systematic modelling tests would be needed. But it is

expected that the influence of precipitation is greater than the influence of the solar radia-

tion. From the comparisons with the climate datasets, it seems that the rainfall data from

the Makarora Station represents a good estimate of the precipitation on Brewster Glacier,

although in Makarora, extreme rainfall events occur that are not recorded at the Brewster

AWS. Therefore, a nonlinear correction could be applied to the rainfall from the Makarora

Station, which would reduce the rainfall peaks. For the solar radiation data it seems advisable

to use rather the directly measured radiation from a climate station than Tait’s interpolated

climate data that was based on scarce measurements, and indirectly derived solar radiation

before the 1990s (section 3.6.2).

The problems with evaluating and downscaling climate data highlight the need for more

high-elevation climate stations in the Southern Alps of New Zealand. Climate data from
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high-altitude climate stations in a mountain range usually correlate well, and for the Brewster

AWS it would improve the possibilities to evaluate the measured data and downscale the

data used as modelling input. More and better climate information in high altitudes would

improve studies such as the one presented here remarkably.

Evaluation of the mass balance model

The model performed well as the comparison of the measured and the modelled calibration

mass balance runs showed, indicating that the mass balance model suits for modelling the

glaciers of the Southern Alps of New Zealand. The principal difficulty in modelling the mass

balance for the past three decades is the nature of the input data rather than the mass balance

model. This was confirmed by the significantly improved mass balance results when the

model was forced with different climate datasets. The sensitivity tests on the mass balance

model demonstrated that the net balance is most sensitive to increased temperatures (section

4.5.3)

It is also important to recognise that there are processes that are not modelled by the

applied mass balance model, for example avalanches, wind drift, slushflows, soot particles

from bush fires, or processes at an icefall or lake. Brewster Glacier is affected by avalanches

from the face of Mt Brewster that add mass to the glacier, and also snow that releases from

the steeper parts of the glacier and is redeposited on the glacier below the steep parts. Snow

redistribution by wind is in particular important in the steeper higher parts of the glacier

and on ridges. Especially on the northern ridges snow is deposited on the glacier, and on

the glacier ridge on the western glacier margin snow is blown away by wind. A further

complication is slushflows that increase the melt rates and lower the albedo, which enhances

ice melt. Such processes take place only if several conditions occur at the same time, like

increased rainfall, at locations with little snow cover where the snow becomes saturated

because the water retains. Hence, the influence of slushflows is probably limited to small

areas near the TSL. Soot from Australian bushfires on the glacier surface, as it has been

observed on Brewster Glacier (Figure 4.7), lowers the albedo and therefore increases melt.

This phenomenon has not been studied for glaciers in the Southern Alps. It can be assumed

that it occurs seldom because Australian bushfires and the required wind direction to bring

the soot to New Zealand do not occur annually. Although with the ongoing climate change,

more Australian bushfires of an increased intensity are expected (Hennessy et al., 2007).

Generally, an increased ablation due to albedo changes by dust from the environment or

volcanic ashes has been documented (Bloch, 1964; Paul et al., 2005; Oerlemans et al., 2009).

Processes at the icefall like more ablation because of the increased glacier surface due to
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seracs are hard to model, just as ice calving into a lake like it might happens in the near

future when Brewster Glacier retreats into the bedrock overdeepening. The model runs with

a precipitation gradient that is elevation dependent. However, the precipitation gradient is

more likley over a horizontal distance from northwest to south east, which has not been

considered in the model.

Evaluation of the validation methods

None of the validation methods provided exact values for the mass balances and had to

be treated as an approximation to the actual mass balances. The measured mass balances

at the stakes and snowpits were interpolated over the entire glacier and provided the most

important and reliable mass balance information. In some years the measurements were

scarce, whereas in other years many data points could be collected and much was learnt about

the winter and summer mass balance distribution. For elevations above 2000 m a.s.l., the

measurements were limited and therefore, the mass balance had to be extrapolated. Hence,

the confidence for the validation of the modelled mass balance was higher for elevations

below 2000 m a.s.l which covered the majority of the glacier area. As mentioned earlier,

for a better model validation more measurements such as snow probing, snowpit or radar

measurements are needed on the higher elevations.

The parameterisation scheme is based on physical and empirical relationships, and the

parameters indicate mass balance trends for time periods that are longer than the response

time of the glacier. The investigated time period was shorter than the calculated response

time of about 33 years (section 4.3). Therefore, the mass balance rates for periods including

and excluding the investigation period were compared, which indicated a negative mass bal-

ance for the entire period (Table 4.20). The positive mass balance between 1986 and 1997

measured with the geodetic method could not be detected by the parameterisation scheme,

possibly because this time period was very short, and the glacier may retreated faster due to

the topography where the glacier was calving into the lake.

The geodetic mass balance measurements were the most reliable mass balance values for

the long-term mass balance validation. Although, it has to be considered that the geodetic

measurements only covered the glacier area up to 2000 m a.s.l., with the mass balance of

the steeper glacier section being ignored because the terrain was inaccessible (Ian Willis,

pers. comm. 2006). The assumed density of 700 kg m−3 that was applied to the geodetically

measured elevation changes was about the average of ice density (900 kg m−3) and snow

density (500 kg m−3). If a higher density is assumed, the negative respectively positive mass

balances are more pronounced.
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The mass balance indices are based on the departure of the EOSS from the steady-state

ELA0. Therefore, whether the mass balance is considered to be positive or negative is de-

pendent on the assumed ELA0. For the ELA0 where the mass balance index is 0, Chinn

et al. (2005b) calculated an altitude of 1935 m a.s.l. Over the course of the time, the ELA0

was adjusted, from 1880 m a.s.l. in 1995, to 1905 m a.s.l. in 1999 according to a AAR of

0.6, and in 2003 to the current value of 1935 m a.s.l. (Trevor Chinn, pers. comm. 2010).

To calculate the ELA0 statistically and with confidence from the direct measurements, there

are not enough ELA and net balance measurements from the years 2005–2008. However,

ignoring this, calculating the ELA0 from the ELA and net balances for the years 2005–2007,

the ELA0 would be 1925 m a.s.l. With this regression equation, the ELA from 2008 which

was above the glacier limits would be 2092 m a.s.l., and is hence too low. Assuming an ELA

of 2400 m a.s.l in 2008 would result in a ELA0 of 1979 m a.s.l. These calculations show

that from the ELA measurements available so far, it is not possible to estimate the ELA0 for

Brewster Glacier, especially because the mass balance measurements from 2008 bear greater

uncertainties because of problems with the stake measurements. While the actual altitude of

the ELA0 is an important aspect when absolute positive and negative mass balances are in-

vestigated with the mass balance index, it is irrelevant for the correlation of the mass balance

indices and the modelled net balances.

It also has to be considered that the snowlines only store information about the mass

balance for the time from the first winter snowfall in the previous year up to the time when the

EOSS photograph was taken (Figure 5.2). All melt and corresponding shift of the TSL that

occur after the photo has been taken and before the first winter snowfall is not represented

in the EOSS altitude nor in the mass balance index. Therefore, for years with an extended

ablation season the mass balance index is likely too positive. This issue is discussed in

greater detail in section 5.2.

The photographed EOSS would be very suitable to validate the modelled snow cover for

a given date if the photos could be georectified. The advantage of georectified snowlines are

that the modelled TSL could be compared with the photographed TSL in a map relatively

objectively and efficient. The oblique photos taken from varying angles caused a changing

picture distortion which complicated an objective digitalisation of the snowlines. Also it was

not always clear where the actual snowline run along. For a rough snowline validation the

EOSS were very suitable and indicated general trends in the mass balance.
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5.1.3 Discussion of the climate data

Brewster AWS

The measured mean annual air temperature at the Brewster AWS was 2.5 ◦C, with monthly

mean temperatures ranging from -1.8 ◦C in the coldest month July to 7.7 ◦C in the warmest

month February (Table 4.6 in section 4.2.1). Precipitation could only be measured in summer

because of the small height of the tipping bucket that was snowed in and because ice blocked

the instrument orifice. Generally, precipitation is difficult to measure because for example

wind can blow away precipitation, or snow can settle on top of the instrument (Sevruk, 1986;

Goodison et al., 1998). Therefore, the error of the precipitation measurements is increased.

To reduce this error, measurements were excluded for days with temperatures below 1 ◦C

to remove the uncertainty caused by snowfall that is blown away or blocking the tipping

bucket. The Brewster AWS precipitation measurements were very useful to evaluate Tait’s

interpolated rainfall, but it was not possible to determine monthly or annual precipitation

amounts because of data gaps.

The solar radiation measurements were influenced by a cage that was installed to pro-

tect the instruments from Keas. The cage lowered the measurements in average by about

12 % (section 3.3.4). Since the influence was not a systematic shift and dependent on the

amount of direct and diffuse solar radiation, the measurements were not corrected. Hence,

the solar radiation at the Brewster AWS has been slightly underestimated. In the field, no

problems were experienced with Keas and hence, in 2007, the cages were removed from the

instruments.

The temperature and solar radiation measurements without a cage recorded the condi-

tions at the Brewster AWS reliably. The precipitation measurements were limited but pro-

vided good information about rainfall events in summer, and were very helpful for the eval-

uation of other climate datasets. With Nicolas Cullen’s overtaking the climate station, a

professional maintenance of the climate station by a experienced climatologist is assured.

For long-term climate monitoring on Brewster Glacier, Jordy Hendrikx from NIWA applied

for a concession with the Department of Conservation to install a permanent climate station,

which will ensure finances for a continuous and standardised data collection and climate

station maintenance.

CliFlo

The best temperature correlation with the Brewster AWS data showed the Arthur’s Pass

CliFlo climate station despite the distance. Considering the results from the mass balance
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modelling run 9-CATT that used the Arthur’s Pass temperature data, the very negative and

very positive temperatures possibly need to be amplified to enhance the positive and negative

modelled mass balances, which were underestimated (Figure 4.60, and section 5.1.2). The

need of this measure could possibly be explained by a more sheltered topography of the

Arthur’s Pass station compared to the more exposed location of the Brewster AWS. The

temperature data from Arthur’s Pass are available only from April 1978 onwards, but is one

of the higher elevated climate stations with long-term measurements.

The temperature of the Haast station showed reasonable correlations, but the temperature

was clearly more maritime with a smaller temperature amplitude than the Brewster temper-

ature (Figure 4.20). The correlation of the Wanaka Aero temperature was not as good as for

the Arthur’s Pass or Haast data, and the temperatures were more continental with a larger

temperature amplitude than experienced at the Brewster AWS.

The precipitation data from Makarora Station correlated best with the Brewster data, but

the daily total amounts of rainfall were lower than at the Brewster AWS (Table 4.10). If the

Makarora data was corrected linearly, there were too high precipitation peaks during intense

rainfall events (Figure 4.23). Therefore, it seemed that with an increasing altitude, rainfall

increased for small events linearly, opposed to bigger rainfall events when precipitation in-

crease was reduced and nonlinear. The same phenomenon appeared with other low-land

climate stations west of the Main Divide like at the Paringa, Mahitahi or Lake Moeraki sta-

tions (Figure 4.22). Climate stations east of the Main Divide had a significant lower amount

of rainfall, mostly a lower correlation and fewer rainfall days, which complicated adjusting

the data to Brewster Glacier.

At Lake Moeraki and in Milford Sound, an old climate station and a new station measured

rainfall. At each location, the old and new stations were only a couple of hundred of meters

apart, but surprisingly, the two climate stations measured significantly different amounts

of rainfall (Table 4.9). Either, the precipitation varied spatially significantly, or some of

the measurements were faulty. Which ever was the reason for the differences, it raises the

question how representative any of the climate station is for a region.

There are only few climate stations in New Zealand measuring solar radiation in the

Southern Alps since the 1970s. The solar radiation from the Hokitika Airport station com-

pared best to the Brewster AWS data of all investigated climate stations, and also had the

longest data records. The Craigieburn Forest climate station also has a long-term solar radia-

tion record, but has not been further investigated because it is in a drier climate further east of

the Main Divide. If climate data suitable for mass balance modelling is further investigated

it is advisable to evaluate also the data from the Craigieburn Forest station.
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The CliFlo dataset is freely available and provides regularly updated climate datasets

from all over New Zealand for several decades. However, for the mass balance modelling

studies, one of the biggest difficulties with the CliFlo climate station data was the lack of cli-

mate stations in alpine environments on high altitudes, and the limited climate stations with

long-term records. The examples of deviating rainfall measurements from the Lake Moeraki

and the Milford Sound climate stations question how representative the climate stations are

in general. It also makes aware that ideally all possibly relevant climate stations are eval-

uated, which also allows identifying major data gaps or measurement irregularities. With

time some measurement methods and instruments used for the CliFlo stations improved, and

hence also the quality of the measurements.

Tait’s interpolated climate data

The comparison of Tait’s interpolated temperature and the temperature of Brewster Glacier

provided much confidence that Tait’s data represented the conditions at Brewster Glacier

well. However, mass balance model runs forced with Tait’s temperature data performed

poorly when modelled for the past three decades. Of course the good correlation between the

Brewster and Tait’s temperature were only valid for the evaluated years 2004–2007, and do

not necessarily represent the correlation for earlier years. This is the case because the input

dataset used for Tait’s interpolation, which was the CliFlo climate data, changed over time.

To identify possible major changes in Tait’s interpolation input dataset, Tait’s temperature

data has to be compared to the temperatures from several CliFlo stations within a closer

radius of the Brewster climate station.

Between 1972 and 2006, the mean annual air temperature calculated with Tait’s dataset

increased continuously from 0.6 ◦C in 1972 to 1.9 ◦C in 2006 (Figure 4.26 and Table 4.12).

The run of the curve differs especially between 1984 and 1995 from the mean annual tem-

peratures calculated with the ERA-40 dataset (Figure 4.34). Assessing the relationships

between the temperatures from Tait, the ERA-40 and CliFlo stations could possibly shed

light on whether the input data of the interpolated Tait data changed significantly or not, and

which dataset represents the conditions on Brewster Glacier best for the past three decades.

The precipitation data from Tait correlated well with the Brewster data but showed also

too high amounts of precipitation during high rainfall events. These rainfall patterns resem-

bled to the patterns of the investigated CliFlo stations west of the Main Divide like Lake

Moeraki, Mahitahi, Paringa or Makarora Station. The correlations of Tait’s rainfall with

these low-land climate stations were also the highest (Table 4.14). Therefore, it can be as-

sumed that these stations influenced the rainfall interpolation most. As suggested for the
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precipitation of the Makarora Station, Tait’s data could possibly be corrected nonlinearly.

The curve of the total annual rainfall between 1972 and 2006 showed for the 1970s a

lower amount of rainfall than in the following decades (Figure 4.26 and Table 4.12). During

the entire time period the rainfall amplitude decreased. The curves of the annual total rainfall

of Tait’s and the ERA-40 dataset did not compare well and showed a low correlation of R2

= 0.34 (Figure 4.37). The two datasets require further detailed investigations to determine

which of the two datasets represents the conditions on Brewster Glacier better, and whether

interpolation artefacts distort Tait’s climate dataset. Considering the inconsistent rainfall

measurements of some CliFlo stations, it is appropriate to be sceptical about the input data

of Tait’s interpolation. Judging from the well performing mass balance model run 2-EEE, it

would seem that the ERA-40 dataset is more suitable to represent the conditions on Brewster

Glacier.

Tait’s averaged solar radiation was higher than the measured solar radiation at the Brew-

ster AWS, even if the Brewster data was corrected with +12% for the influence of the cage.

The correlation of the two datasets was mediocre, and no possibility was found to adjust

Tait’s data to the conditions of Brewster Glacier. The correlation for the Hokitika Aero so-

lar radiation and the Brewster data was similar, and was therefore a dataset of comparable

quality. During the years 1972–2006, Tait’s solar radiation increased (Figure 4.26 and Table

4.12). The annual ERA-40 also displayed an increased solar radiation between 1975 and

2002, but did not correlate with Tait’s annual solar radiation (Figure 4.40).

Tait’s interpolated data provides a continuous climate dataset without data gaps that is

mainly based on the climate information from the CliFlo database (section 3.6.2). To in-

terpolate climate data well for alpine areas, it is important to have at least some climate

information from high altitude climate stations, which is not yet available in the Southern

Alps. To learn more about the quality of Tait’s long-term data for the grid point covering

Brewster Glacier, further analyses of correlating CliFlo stations are needed.

ERA-40 reanalysis data

The ERA-40 dataset was used for mass balance modelling because the model runs forced

with Tait’s climate data performed insufficiently. The ERA-40 dataset ended in August

2002 and could therefore not be compared to climate data from Brewster Glacier, which

was recorded only from 2005 onwards. The ERA-40 data was evaluated by comparing the

data to Tait’s dataset, which was initially thought to represent the conditions on Brewster

Glacier well. The significant differences between the two datasets raised the question about

the quality of Tait’s long-term data, and how representative low-land CliFlo stations were
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for alpine environments at high altitudes. The assumption that Tait’s dataset represents the

Brewster conditions best had to be revised after the modelling results, without reaching a

conclusive answer regarding the best climate dataset.

From the comparisons of the ERA-40 and Tait’s temperature data (Figures 4.31, 4.32,

4.34 and Table 4.15), there were no indications that there were so significant differences

between the two datasets as the modelling results imply. Only the comparison of the annual

mean temperatures displayed some possibly relevant differences.

The most eye-catching difference between the ERA-40 precipitation, Tait’s and the CliFlo

data were the pronounced peaks during bigger rainfall events that only appeared in Tait’s and

the CliFlo data but not in the ERA-40 dataset, or from 2005 onwards in the Brewster AWS

data. Such peaks dominated the graphs of the monthly summed precipitation (Figures 4.35

and 4.36). Therefore and because of the good model performance of the model run 2-EEE

it was assumed that the ERA-40 precipitation represented a similar rainfall intensity as mea-

sured at the Brewster Glacier.

It was difficult to evaluate solar radiation because only limited information was available,

and also Tait’s data had a low correlation with the Brewster AWS solar radiation. Especially

kinks in the monthly solar radiation data were represented in both the ERA-40 and Tait’s

data, which gave confidence that the solar radiation in general spatially did not vary much.

The average ERA-40 solar radiation was lower than Tait’s solar radiation, and therefore

it was assumed that it possibly represented the Brewster solar radiation better because the

Brewster radiation was also lower than Tait’s data (Table 4.18).

Generally, it was difficult to evaluate and rate the climate datasets because the correla-

tions were calculated for basic sets of changing sizes and time periods, dependent on the

availability of datasets (e.g. Table 4.17 or 4.18). From the CliFlo database, the Arthur’s

Pass temperature, the Makarora Station precipitation and the Hokitika Aero solar radiation

were found to represent the Brewster conditions reasonably, but need possibly further adjust-

ments. The advantage of the CliFlo station was that there was only one data source, opposed

to Tait’s interpolated data which integrated several datasets of changing quality. The advan-

tage of Tait’s data is the continuous dataset that did not need any manual corrections and

filling of data gaps as they occur often in the CliFlo database. The modelling results sug-

gest a good representation of the long-term ERA-40 data for Brewster Glacier. Due to the

above described difficulties no climate dataset can be recommended conclusively as the best

climate dataset for representing the conditions on Brewster Glacier in long-term.

Other climate datasets that could be tested in the future for mass balance modelling are

the ERA-Interim data by the ECMWF or the NCEP/NCAR data from the National Oceanic
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and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The ERA-Interim data is the successor of the

ERA-40 data and will cover the time period from 1989 to 2013 and will therefore overlap

the ERA-40 dataset. The data for the years 1989 to 1998 are already available from the

ECMWF data server. The NCEP/NCAR data provides amongst other data daily values from

early 1948 onwards, and has a lower quality than the ERA-40 data because it is a first-

generation reanalysis, whereas the ERA-40 data is a second-generation analysis that benefits

from an improved data assimilation system (section 3.6.3).
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5.2 The relationship between the mass balance and EOSS

5.2.1 Theoretical considerations

The EOSS (Chinn et al., 2006, see also section 2.3.4) is based on the concept that the EOSS

represents the ELA (Østrem, 1975). While the steady-state ELA0 indicates a glacier in equi-

librium with a net balance of 0 mm w.e., an EOSS below the ELA0 indicates a positive net

balance, respectively a negative balance for an EOSS above the ELA0. The mass balance

index quantifies the departure of the EOSS from the ELA0 and indicates in metres how pos-

itive or negative the net balance is. Negative departures indicate an EOSS lower than the

estimated ELA0, which represents a positive mass balance, and correspondingly, a positive

mass balance index indicates an EOSS higher than the ELA0 and a negative mass balance.

Therefore, the mass balance index is based on the EOSS as mass balance indicator. The

unit of the mass balance index quantifies the net balance in metres of departure. To convert

the mass balance index (metres of departure) into a mass balance (mm w.e.), more direct net

balance and EOSS measurements are needed to calculate the correlation between the two

datasets. The regression equation can then be applied to the mass balance index to receive

a net balance in mm w.e.. The quality of the net balance calculated from the mass balance

index depends on how well the EOSS represents the ELA.

The ELA (see also section 2.1.5) on an ideal glacier is a definite function of altitude,

which provides a climate signal (Braithwaite, 1980). On a less than ideal glacier, other

factors than climate factors influence the course of the snowline and distribution of positive

and negative mass balances on the glacier (Braithwaite, 1984). For example there are ablation

patches in a steep area on a glacier where avalanches are released, and accumulation patches

further down on the glacier where the avalanche snow is deposited. Hence, defining the

equilibrium line solely from the area-altitude distribution of the total ablation area distorts

potentially the climate signal on a glacier that is influenced by factors that are not or only

indirectly linked to the climate. Therefore, in practice the ELA is derived from the mass

balance gradient.

The EOSS altitude is based on the snowlines that are photographed in the end of the sum-

mer, which is for practical reasons defined as the first good weather window in March (Chinn

et al., 2006). Opposed to the ELA, the EOSS altitude is read from the area-altitude distri-

bution because the mass balance gradient is unknown. Therefore, for EOSS index glaciers

influenced by climate irrelevant or only indirectly climate related factors, the climate signal

of the EOSS altitude is distorted. However in the long-term, EOSS altitudes that are dis-

torted by climate irrelevant factors possibly display a systematic shift which allows drawing
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conclusions about the climate. Generally, the method applied to define the EOSS altitude

complicates defining the relationship between the mass balance index and the absolute net

balance. Therefore, an alternative way to determine the EOSS altitude could possibly be to

only consider the main snowline and excluding isolated ablation and accumulation patches

on the other side of the main snowline. If the snowline was obscured, the EOSS was derived

from snow patches surrounding the glacier, and compared to other photographs with visible

snow patches and snowline. This method may work well over shorter time periods, but over

a couple of decades the perennial snow patches can change considerably. For example if a

perennial snow patch melted entirely away, it is harder re-establishing it.

The mass balance information stored in the ELA of a specific glacier, measured with

direct mass balance measurements represents the time period from the first measurements

at the beginning of the mass balance year to the last measurements, which is in the same

time the first measurement for the mass balance year to come (Figure 5.2). It is unlikely

that the mass balance measurements are taken exactly at the start and end of the stratigraphic

mass balance year. Huss et al. (2009) overcame this problem by homogenising long-term

mass-balance time series with help of geodetic mass balance measurements and distributed

accumulation and temperature-index model with daily resolution. However, over several

years, the ELA values are based on continuous mass balance measurements without any data

gaps. The cumulative mass balance over the long-term stays the same, regardless whether

the mass balance measurements have been taken well before the end of the summer or even

after the first winter snowfall.

The mass balance information stored in the EOSS altitude and mass balance index covers

a shorter time period. The EOSS is based on the amount of deposited winter accumulation

and the retreating snowline during the ablation season. Therefore, the mass balance informa-

tion is stored from the start of the stratigraphic mass balance year when the first winter snow

falls until the EOSS is photographed. Information about any melt after the survey flights and

before the first new winter snowfall for the coming year is lost. The mass balance informa-

tion from the EOSS is reliable if the picture is taken close to the actual end-of-summer. If the

EOSS is photographed too early, the mass balance will be estimated to positive, and if the

picture is taken too late, the snowline will be obscured. A cumulative mass balance based on

the mass balance index would be too positive.

Especially in maritime regions in mid-latitudes like New Zealand, the seasons are not

very pronounced because the nearby waterbody reduces the annual and daily temperature

amplitudes (section 2.1.3). The start and end of the seasons can shift several months and are

therefore hard to identify and predict. Also, it is unknown when the actual first lasting winter
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Figure 5.2: Schema of the mass balance information stored in the ELA

and the EOSS and the corresponding mass balance information. (Graph

by D. Stumm)

snow falls and therefore, how much ablation was not considered in the EOSS survey, and

assuming a too positive mass balance. Additionally, La Niña and El Niño events can prolong

or abbreviate the summer season. These circumstances make it a challenge to carry out the

Glacier Snowline Survey in the right time, and add uncertainty to the interpretation of the

EOSS and mass balance index.

Early in the ablation season or in a positive mass balance year, the snowline is usually

well defined and provides a clear climate signal. However, in a very negative mass balance

year, it becomes more difficult to identify the snowline because under the snowcover firn may

appear and the melting patterns become more complex. Consequently, the more positive the

mass balance, the easier it is to determine the EOSS altitude, and the higher the snowline

rises the more difficult it is to interpret the snowline and identify the EOSS altitude.

5.2.2 Comparison of the measured mass balance with the EOSS and
mass balance index

The differences between the measured ELA and the photographed EOSS, and the implica-

tions of the differences on the mass balance index have been explained above theoretically.
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In this section, the measured ELA and the altitude of the EOSS are compared for Brewster

Glacier, and the measured net balance is compared with the mass balance index. Comparing

these parameters for the years 2005–2008 shows that the theory is not so easy to confirm,

amongst other reasons because the measurements and photographs were taken at different

dates, several methods were used to determine the EOSS altitude and because better mass

balance measurements are needed from the upper part of Brewster Glacier.

Figure 5.3: Relative comparison of the measured net balance and mass

balance index for 2005–2008 on Brewster Glacier.

Table 5.1: Mass balance (MB) variables measured on Brewster Glacier

and the EOSS and mass balance index that is the departure of the ELA0

from the Glacier Snowline Survey (Willsman et al., 2008). Note, a positive

mass balance index indicates a negative mass balance and vice versa.

MB year ELA net balance measuring EOSS MB index overflight

[m a.s.l.] [mm w.e.] date [m a.s.l.] [m] date

2005 1810 1141 21/3/2005 1780 -155 14/3/2005

2006 1893 282 13/3/2006 1870 -65 4/3/2006

2007 1899 297 23/3/2007 1815 -120 9/3/2007

2008 >2390 -1653 20/4/2008 2270 335 14/3/2008

For the mass balance year 2005, a very positive mass balance was measured on Brewster

Glacier, which is also reflected in the mass balance index (Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1). The
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EOSS flights were made about seven days before the mass balance measurements, and the

EOSS altitude was 30 m lower than the ELA, which can be considered as a good agreement

of the two methods.

A year later in 2006, a positive mass balance was measured which corresponded with the

mass balance index. The EOSS altitude was 23 m lower than the ELA, which was measured

9 days later. The cumulative modelled mass balance for the stakes (Figure 4.56) showed that

the stratigraphical mass balance year 2005 finished in early May 2005. Therefore, theoret-

ically it could have been expected that the mass balance index for 2006 overestimated the

net balance because the glacier melt in March and April 2005 were not included in the mea-

surement. Whether this is the case or not is difficult to determine because the mass balance

index is dependent on the ELA0 (1935 m a.s.l.), which has been estimated but not measured

(Chinn et al., 2005b). Especially in the year 2006, there were uncertainties because the snow-

line was obscured with fresh snow and estimated from the size of snow patches and older

EOSS photographs. Therefore, it is difficult to rate the results.

The measured mass balance year 2007 was very much like the mass balance year 2006,

with a similar ELA and net balance, opposed to the MB Index and EOSS altitude that in-

dicated a more positive mass balance. The EOSS flights were carried out 14 days before

the mass balance measurements. The modelled stake measurements indicate the end of the

stratigraphical mass balance year 2006 in early April 2006. The SR50 that measured the

snow height at the Brewster AWS measured a continuous snow cover from mid June 2006

onwards, which is most likely much later than the glacier was snow covered because the

Brewster AWS is on a lower elevation and surrounded by rock that absorbs and emits en-

ergy. Therefore, it is possible that there was a significant melt during the 14 days between

the EOSS flight and the mass balance measurements, or there was a considerable amount

of melt in March 2006 or both applied, which lead to an underestimation of the ablation in

2007.

The differing calculations of the ELA and EOSS altitude became apparent in the val-

ues for 2008. In the EOSS photograph there were still some patches of snow visible and

therefore, the EOSS altitude was below the glacier limits. Mass balance measurements were

made in early March and in mid April, which was more than a month after the EOSS survey

was flown. In mid April, only very negative mass balances were measured, and since there

were no ablation measurements for the steep part of the glacier, the EOSS photo was used

to extrapolate the ablation in a very conservative manner. For all elevation bands the mass

balance was negative and therefore, the ELA rose above the glacier limits.

For 2008, both the measured mass balance and the qualitative mass balance index in-
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dicated a very negative mass balance year. It is impossible to determine which method

calculated the more negative mass balance because the mass balance index can not be con-

verted into mm w.e. However, it certainly should be noted that between 3 March and 20

April 2008, in average 950 mm w.e. melt was measured between the lowest stakes 0 and

the stake 8 at 1857 m a.s.l. (Table C.6). Therefore, the mass balance information about the

excessive melt in this period is certainly neither included in the mass balance index dating

from 14 March 2008, nor in the mass balance index for the following year.

The modelled snow cover shows that on 13 March 2006, there was a thin layer (between

10 and 250 mm w.e.) of snow on a large area of the glacier (Appendix D). Part of the snow

cover probably originated from the fresh snowfall that was observed on the EOSS photo

from 4 March 2006. In such a year, slightly more melt can turn a big area from a positive

to a negative mass balance. In the years 2005 and 2007, the snow cover was thicker and

decreased rapidly over a shorter distance towards the snowline. With the same energy input

that would turn a big area of positive into a negative mass balance in 2006, the mass balance

would change only slightly in the years 2005 and 2007.

The ELA and net balance of the Glenmary, Park Pass and Rolleston Glaciers were calcu-

lated only partly and in maximum for a year, and were not compared to the EOSS and mass

balance index. At least two mass balance years would be needed for a comparison because

the mass balance index is a relative measure. However, understanding processes on a glacier

is important to identify climate irrelevant factors or factors that are only indirectly linked to

climate that influence the ELA and course of the snowline (Braithwaite, 1984). For example

the investigations on Glenmary Glacier showed that the wind had a significant influence on

the snow distribution on the glacier (see also section 5.3.2). The snowline for example fol-

lowed the prevailing wind direction, which also showed the highest windspeeds. The EOSS

on Park Pass Glacier possibly provides a good climate signal because the EOSS is not much

influenced by almost climate irrelevant processes such as avalanches. However, the EOSS

does not represent the mass balance of the glacier well because in the lower part, calving as a

climate irrelevant process influences the ablation. Rolleston Glacier is very small and ranges

only over a couple of hundred meters in altitude. Therefore, the EOSS can not give a strong

signal regarding climate changes (Braithwaite, 1984).

5.2.3 Conclusions about the measured net balance and EOSS

While the direct mass balance measurements ensure a continuous mass balance monitoring,

in years with an extended ablation season, the EOSS and mass balance index loose mass

balance information. The problem lies in the very variable and unpredictable duration of the
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ablation season, which mainly occurs in mid-latitude maritime regions where the seasons

are not as pronounced as in continental and high-latitude regions. In New Zealand in 2008,

the La Niña event prolonged the ablation season significantly. El Niño brings in summer

more rain in the west of New Zealand and cold temperatures and heavy precipitation in

winter (Fitzharris et al., 1992, see also section 3.1.5), which can abbreviate the ablation

season. Generally with ongoing climate change (Hennessy et al., 2007), the ablation season

is expected to be extended.

Studies from the more continental European Alps suggest that the end-of-summer snow-

lines identified by satellite images can be used in combination with photogrammetric mea-

surements to derive net balances (e.g. Rabatel et al., 2005, 2008). Rabatel et al. (2008) found

that mass balances derived from the snowlines showed a lower interannual variability, which

results from the lower climate sensitivity at the ELA. This reduced interannual variability

could possibly also be explained by end-of-summer snowlines that were recorded before the

end of the ablation season, which could reduce very negative mass balances.

It was difficult to compare the direct mass balance measurements with the mass balance

index because the two methods used different units and measuring dates. However, it can

be concluded that the positive mass balance from 2005 was easier to determine by the mass

balance index than more negative mass balances. The mass balance year 2006 was difficult

to interpret, possibly because the EOSS was derived from snow patches. In the year 2007,

the positive mass balance was overestimated by the mass balance index possibly because

of the lost mass balance information after the 2006 EOSS photo was taken, or because the

snowline was photographed in March 2007 before the mass balance was measured. The

mass balance index in 2008 seemed reasonable, but in the same time it was obvious from the

mass balance measurements that a significant amount of ablation happened after the EOSS

was photographed, which is mass balance information also excluded from the mass balance

index for the year 2009. Uncertainties in the comparison were also added by the measured

net balances that were partly derived from very limited mass balance measurements in the

upper steep part of the glacier. Therefore, the relationship between the mass balance index

and the mass balance measurements could not yet be quantified.

To establish this relationship, better and more net balance measurements and more con-

sistent EOSS altitudes are needed. Then the ELA0 or the altitude of the EOSS that represents

a mass balance in equilibrium has to be determined using the correlation of net balances and

ELAs. A change of the ELA0 would shift the mass balance index curve up or down. By

correlating the mass balance index and net balance curves, a correction factor can be found

from the regression equation to convert the mass balance index into an absolute number for
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the net balance in mm w.e. The correction factor would make the mass balance curve flatter

or more pronounced and make it match better to the net balance curve. Integrating geode-

tic mass balance measurements and applying a numeric mass balance model could make it

easier to achieve these goals.

Generally, a long-term mass balance programme with direct measurements is needed

for global glacier monitoring. Ideally, the direct mass balance measurements are combined

with geodetic mass balance measurements. Such measurements would also provide updated

glacier outlines and better knowledge about the mass balance distribution in the higher part of

the glacier. Despite the well known strong correlation between the ELA and the net balance

on an individual glacier (Figure 2.7 and e.g. WGMS, 2003, 2005, 2007), the global spatial

correlation between the net balance and ELA is very weak (Dyurgerov and Bahr, 1999).

Therefore, the ELA and EOSS are not ideal parameters for global glacier monitoring.

There are several advantages of the Glacier Snowline Survey which make it indispensable

to continue the EOSS monitoring. Some of the advantages are the long-term dataset and

the excellent coverage over the entire Southern Alps. The photographic records provide

information about the glacier snowlines, length changes, the evolution of the glacier and

features and processes on the glacier and in the vicinity.

The strength of the direct mass balances measurements and the Glacier Snowline Sur-

vey lies in the combination of the methods, including geodetic mass balance measurements

and the application of mass balance models. The individual methods provide insights into

specific aspects on varying scales. Complementing the different methods in an integrative

approach allows placing the specific aspects into a bigger context. Such an integrative glacier

research approach fits into the framework of the GTN-G that developed a strategy consisting

of five tier levels that focus on different scales and combine a variety of glacier monitoring

methods (Haeberli et al., 2000, 2002; Haeberli, 2004, and also section 1.1).
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5.3 The mass balance and climate sensitivity of the four in-

vestigated glaciers

For a mass balance programme that is focused on the climate, of the four investigated glaciers

Brewster Glacier is the most suitable one because the mass balance is dominated by climatic

processes rather than other influences such as calving of avalanches. Additionally, there is

good access and the glacier has an adequate geometry and topography. On the other three

glaciers, fewer mass balance measurements were taken with a lower frequency. To study

the influence of the longitudinal change on the mass balance of the four glaciers (Figure

3.1, Rolleston: 42.9◦ S; Glenmary: 44.0◦ S; Brewster: 44.1◦ S; Park Pass: 44.6◦ S), the

measurements were too limited. Also, only weakly climate related processes dominated

the mass balances. Brewster, Park Pass and Rolleston Glacier are maritime glaciers that

received a considerable amount of precipitation. However, on Park Pass Glacier, the ablation

is strongly influenced by calving processes (section 5.3.3), and Rolleston Glacier receives

important accumulation from avalanche snow (section 5.3.4). The mass balance of Glenmary

Glacier, which in contrast was located east of the Main Divide, was most likely controlled

by strong wind drift processes. The lower glacier limit and ELA of Glenmary Glacier was

clearly higher than for the maritime glaciers, which is typical for transitional glaciers, and

emphasises the west-east precipitation gradient (5.3.2).

5.3.1 Brewster Glacier

The mass balances of Brewster Glacier have been discussed in detail in section 5.1. It was

found that the mass balance provided a clear climate signal with reduced influence of climate

irrelevant factors. Especially the mass balance years 2005 and 2008 represented years with

distinct weather patterns, with exceptional accumulation in the mass balance year 2005 due

to high precipitation in winter and a very pronounced ablation in 2008 caused by the effects

of the La Niña climate phenomenon.

5.3.2 Glenmary Glacier

In the mass balance year 2006, the mass balance of Glenmary Glacier was -166 mm w.e. In

the upper part of the glacier, the uncertainties about the mass balance are higher than in the

lower part because of fewer measurements. In other mass balance years measurements were

also taken, but not enough to calculate the mass balance for the entire glacier.

Glenmary Glacier shows a climate sensitivity that corresponds with the general glacier
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retreat and mass loss photographed in the entire Southern Alps in the past 30 years with the

EOSS surveys (e.g. Chinn, 1996a; Willsman et al., 2008). On Glenmary Glacier, a consid-

erable mass loss and shrinking perennial snow patches were observed on the EOSS photos

between 1978 and 2009 (e.g. Figure 4.46), and the terminus retreated by about 65 m between

the 80s and 2009 (Figure 4.10). Regularly deposited annual moraines observed in the field

and on the EOSS photos indicated a gradual retreat (Figures 4.10 and 4.47). But the climate

sensitivity is not as distinct as for example at Brewster Glacier because Glenmary Glacier is a

transitional glacier type that responds with a bigger delay to climate variations, and because

there is a strong influence of wind. To specify the climate sensitivity in detail, better mass

balance measurements are needed.

After observing Glenmary Glacier for a few years, the setting of Glenmary Glacier raised

the question how the glacier could persist in the relatively dry climatic conditions which is

characterised by several geomorphological evidences indicating mountain permafrost. For

example in the immediate vicinity of Glenmary Glacier, geomorphological features were

observed that show creep behaviour, which is typical for mountain permafrost. In addi-

tion, Glenmary Glacier is surrounded by mountain ranges indicating possible permafrost,

for example the neighbouring Ben Ohau Range east of the Naumann Range has many active

and relict permafrost features, for example rock glaciers (McGrecor, 1967; Birkeland, 1982;

Brazier et al., 1998), or rock glaciers in the Burnett and Two Thumb Range to the northeast

(Jeanneret, 1975). Southwest of Glenmary Glacier, more rock glaciers are found, for exam-

ple the Mt St Mary rock glacier on the Barrier Range, about 35 km southwest of Glenmary

Glacier (Willsman et al., 2008). The Naumann Range stretches from north to south, and the

further south the more arid is the climate. Permafrost indicates that the temperatures are cold

enough for ice to exist, but also insufficient precipitation for a glacier to develop (Figure 2.2).

The active rock glaciers indicate permafrost and suggest that this region is and has been a

very dry region for a few thousand years (Birkeland, 1982). Studying the climate data and

specifically the wind, EOSS photographs, mass balance measurements and the geomorpho-

logical features in the vicinity may provide an answer where the snow for the accumulation

area of Glenmary Glacier comes from, despite the dry climate conditions.

The net balance map (Figure 4.9) and the EOSS photos show higher snow accumulation

on the upper part of the glacier. This accumulation pattern is characteristic on glaciers and

can be explained by the usually increased precipitation and the decreasing temperature with

higher altitudes (Barry and Chorley, 1992). Another explanation for the high accumulation

is that snow is blown from the northern side of the ridge onto the glacier. This seems a

reasonable assumption because the measured high wind speeds (Figure 4.18) could have
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easily relocated snow, and at the head of the glacier, the ice reaches up to the ridge without

being shielded by rock walls. Only in the mid-section at the head of the glacier, the glacier

is protected with a rock wall and a rock knob. Next to the mid-sections, much snow can be

shifted by wind-drift.

On the other side of the ridge, north of Glenmary Glacier, a rock debris feature has been

observed that is a rock glacier (Figure 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6). The rock glacier is not vegetated

and is therefore possibly active (Wahrhaftig and Cox, 1959). The permafrost in the rock

glacier indicates that on this side of the ridge, there is very little snow accumulation, possibly

because much of the snowfall is relocated onto Glenmary Glacier. Although, it is assumed

that the north-facing slope and the rock glacier receive more solar radiation than Glenmary

Glacier, and experience therefore more snow melt. However, it is likely that the strong winds

relocate snow onto the other side of the ridge, feeding Glenmary Glacier.

Southwest of Glenmary Glacier (Figures 5.4 and 5.7), several rock debris features were

sighted that possibly contain permafrost. Some of the debris features on the south-facing

slope are possibly protalus rock glaciers (Figures 5.5 and 5.7). A protalus rock glacier (for-

merly called protalus rampart) is a talus, formed by rockfall debris sliding over snow and ac-

cumulating at the foot of a perennial snowbank (Ballantyne and Kirkbride, 1986; Shakesby

et al., 1987; Shakesby, 1997). Another explanation for the formation of protalus rock glacier

is that ice lenses form in a debris cone that increase in size, and with the time the talus starts

to creep (Barsch, 1992; Haeberli, 1996).

The front of an active protalus rock glacier with a permafrost core is steeper than a normal

debris slope because because of its frozen state. Normally, a grading of bigger gravel is

displayed at the front, which was also observed in the field. To confirm the permafrost core in

the rock debris features, further investigations in the field are necessary, for example the often

used geoelectrical resistivity and seismic refraction soundings (Haeberli and Epifani, 1986;

Hauck and Kneisel, 2008; Hilbich et al., 2008). Similar to Glenmary Glacier, the protalus

rock glacier are on a south-faced slope and are therefore roughly exposed to a similar amount

of radiation, or even less than Glenmary Glacier because the slope is steeper. Therefore, the

protalus rock glacier could indicate that there is permafrost, but without additional snow

drift, there is not enough accumulation for an ice field to develop.

The protalus rock glacier and rock glacier southwest, respectively north of Glenmary

Glacier indicate that there is permafrost present in the area. However, the HOBO TidbiT

ground surface temperature (GST) measurements in the vicinity of the Glenmary AWS give

ambiguous signals (Figure 4.17). In May 2005, logger number 3 (H3 in Figure 5.4) measured

constant temperatures of about 0 ◦C that indicate a snow cover insulating the ground. Any-
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how, from early June onwards, the temperature dropped and varied between 0 and -4.7 ◦C,

which indicates no or only a thin snow cover that allowed the ground to cool out. Such con-

ditions are necessary to develop and sustain permafrost. At this site, permafrost occurrence

is possible, but additional investigations are needed to confirm permafrost (Hoelzle, 1992;

Hoelzle et al., 1999, 2003b; Ishikawa, 2003). The ground temperature measured with logger

number 4 (H4 in Figure 5.4) remained in winter predominantly at about 0 ◦C, and above

from November 2005 onwards. GSTs remaining at 0 ◦C indicate a continuous snow cover

and no permafrost (Keller and Gubler, 1993; Ishikawa, 2003).

At Flüelapass/Piz Grialetsch in the Swiss Alps, Haeberli (1975) investigated the distribu-

tion of permafrost with a wide range of methods and described characteristics that indicate

permafrost, and summarised these characteristics in rules of thumb, which can partly also

be applied to the Southern Alps. The rules of thumb include the characteristics scree slopes

without vegetation, wind exposed areas and perennial snow and ice patches which have been

observed in the area of Glenmary Glacier, and indicate a higher possibility of permafrost

occurrence. Generally, the permafrost limit is higher on slopes exposed to the sun than on

away facing slopes. The provided altitudes for permafrost limits in the Alps cannot be ap-

plied to the Southern Alps because the general climatic regime differs remarkably from the

European Alps. The mean annual air temperature between -0.8 and 1.0 ◦C does not indicate

nor exclude permafrost occurrence. However, in the Alps, permafrost has been observed

also in very low altitudes, and Hoelzle (1992) found that the influence of radiation is in addi-

tion to air temperature and the surface characteristics a very important factor determining the

mountain permafrost distribution. Therefore, the relatively high mean annual air temperature

measured on Glenmary Glacier does not contradict permafrost occurrence.

The ablation patterns derived from the mass balance measurements and the EOSS pho-

tographs show an extraordinary melting pattern, which is reflected in the EL and TSL. The

EL and TSL stretch over several hundred meters and therefore, several elevation bands are

divided into accumulation and ablation area (Figures 4.9, 4.45 and 4.46). The altitudinal

mass balance gradient calculated from melting patterns with such strongly changing mass

balance on the same elevation interval do not provide clear climate signals because the pro-

cesses causing the mass balance distribution are not mainly climate driven. The extraordinary

ablation patterns on Glenmary Glacier are most likely caused by the strong winds from the

prevailing wind direction from northeast. This conclusion is based on the observation that

the orientation of the EL and TSL follow the dominant wind direction that is coupled to ex-

traordinary wind speeds (Figure 4.18). The mass turn over on Glenmary Glacier is expected

to be much smaller than on Brewster Glacier because the accumulation and ablation rates are
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Figure 5.4: The red circle north of Glenmary Glacier marks the approxi-

mate location of the rock glacier, and the red circle southwest of Glenmary

Glacier gives the location of protalus rock glacier and other permafrost

features. H3 and H4 indicate the locations of the Hobo temperature log-

gers. The glacial outlines mark the snow and ice coverage from about

1986.
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Figure 5.5: Photo left: rock glacier in the lower centre of the photo (cour-

tesy of Andrea Barrueto). Photo right: protalus rock glacier in the centre

of the photo.

Figure 5.6: Aerial View on rock glacier, which stretches over about 1 km

from 2100 m to 2300 m a.s.l. (Google Earth product, background image

from 27 March 2005).
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Figure 5.7: Aerial view on permafrost features: the orange arrow marks

the protalus rock glacier and on the left side of the image, the circle marks

a permafrost feature which could be another rock glacier (Google Earth

product, background image from 27 March 2005).

reduced. Therefore, also a longer response time is expected.

It can be concluded that wind has a strong influence on the mass balance of Glenmary

Glacier. On one hand, wind is important for snow drift that redeposits snow onto the accu-

mulation area, and on the other hand, wind is a very important ablation process that removes

snow from the glacier and increases the sensible heat flux, which is a major factor influenc-

ing melt on a glacier. Despite the strong but consistent influence of wind, there is a climate

signal that is shown in the gradual retreat and down wasting of the glacier. In the area around

Glenmary Glacier, protalus rock glacier, rock glaciers and GST indicate discontinuous per-

mafrost, and therefore, the climate is possibly drier than the estimated 1600–2400 mm of

precipitation (NZMS, 1983). Since there is probably not much precipitation, snow drift

by wind is an important, if not most important process for the accumulation on Glenmary

Glacier, and its existence foremost.
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5.3.3 Park Pass Glacier

In the past three decades, Park Pass Glacier experienced a dramatic ice loss which was mainly

caused by the proglacial lake. Especially the comparison of the topographic map from the

80s and the EOSS photographs from the past decades demonstrate the massive glacier re-

treat of about 400 m (Figures 3.8, 4.48 and 4.49). Additionally, the glacier experienced a

significant surface lowering, which was measured from the elevation differences between

the topographic map from the 80s and the GPS measurements at the stake locations (Figure

3.17 and Table 4.5). The calculations have to be treated with care because no corrections

were made for the GPS measurements and the exact date for the DEM is unknown. For the

Topomap, 1984 was taken as the reference year and the GPS data are from 2007. In the ab-

lation area, the surface lowered up to 59 m at stake S1 and 37 m at stake S2. In the steepest

measured part at stake S3, nearly no surface elevation change was measured (+2 m). How-

ever, at the snow core locations SC1 and SC2 the surface elevation decreased by -18 m and

-10 m. The surface lowering was also observed on the EOSS photographs, and confirmed

by marks at the rock wall at the true left side of the glacier tongue made by East Otago High

School students in the 80s (Ruth Chapman, pers. comm. 2006), which are now well above

the current glacier surface.

The mass balance was calculated only for the stakes because there were not enough

measurements to extrapolate the mass balance for the entire glacier. The mass balance at

the stakes was negative for the entire measuring period from 2005 to 2007 (Figure 4.11).

Generally, in the mass balance year 2006 the measured ablation was higher than in 2007.

For 2006, the highest ablation of about 3600 mm w.e. was estimated at stake S1 where the

4 m long stake melted out, and for the year 2007 3102 mm w.e. was measured at the same

site. At the other stakes, the mass loss decreased roughly with altitude. For the time frame

from March 2005 to April 2007 the mass balance was only -358 mm w.e. at stake S4 at

about 1750 m a.s.l., which indicated that the EL was only slightly higher. The ice mass loss

in the ablation area is dominated by the calving ice at the glacier tongue, which could not be

quantified. However, the measured large mass loss at the lowest stakes is entirely based on

a surface lowering by melt. The lower glacier limits that reach down to elevations as low as

1500 m a.s.l. indicate that Park Pass Glacier is a maritime glacier.

Mass balance rates have been calculated from the surface lowering between the DEM

from the Topomap and the GPS measurements for the stakes and snowcores (Table 4.5). The

highest mass balance rates of -2300 mm w.e. a−1 were calculated for the lowest stake S1.

With increasing altitude the mass balance rates decrease down to -300 mm w.e. a−1, except

for the stake S3 where the mass balance rates were 0 mm w.e. a−1.
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Calving glaciers are exposed to increased ablation for several reasons, such as increased

heat flux from the lake, the lake bathymetry and topography (Funk and Röthlisberger, 1989;

Warren, 1991). Part of the energy absorbed by the lake causes ice to melt at the glacier

terminus and creates unstable ice dynamics (Funk and Röthlisberger, 1989). At the lake sur-

face, the water is the warmest, and at the waterline the melt rates are higher than subaerial or

subaqueous (Röhl, 2006). There, thermo-erosional notches develop, which are controlled by

water temperature and circulation, water-level fluctuations, cliff geometry and debris supply.

Over time, such notches create shear and tensile stress and likely lead to a failure of the over-

lying ice (Röhl, 2006). On Tasman Glacier, small icebergs were observed at the lake surface,

which appeared to have disintegrated under the buoyant stresses imposed by overlying ice

(Kirkbride, 1993). The lake bathymetry influences the calving speed which increases lin-

early to the water depth (e.g. Funk and Röthlisberger, 1989). Also the topographic geometry

can influence the position of the glacier terminus (Warren, 1991; Kirkbride, 1993).

Neither the bathymetry of the proglacial lakes at Park Pass nor Brewster Glacier is

known. However, the proglacial lake of Brewster Glacier is small, seems to be shallow

which reduced the buoyancy, and is subdivided into several parts that are separated by rock

banks which would have reduced the forces on the glacier tongue when it was calving into

the lake in the past (Figure 3.3). Therefore, Brewster Glacier was likely not very prone to

calving. The proglacial lake of Park Pass Glacier is much bigger and likely also much deeper

than the proglacial lake at Brewster Glacier. The photographs from the EOSS surveys (Fig-

ures 3.7, 4.48 and 4.49) show that the glacier tongue has successively been disintegrating,

starting at the front and at the glacier margins. The middle part of the tongue attached to the

trunk of the glacier was most likely grounded and therefore more stable, until it broke off and

only a small part of the glacier tongue was left in the lake in 2009 (Figure 4.49). At Ivory

Glacier (mass balances programme from 1969–1975; Chinn and Bellamy, 1970; Anderton,

1976a,b; Anderton and Chinn, 1978) also a proglacial lake developed. The comparison of

photographs from 1953, 1969 (Chinn and Bellamy, 1970), 1976 (Anderton and Chinn, 1978)

and 2006, show a growing proglacial lake and a massive glacier retreat. In 1953, there was

only a very small proglacial lake at the glacier terminus. Twenty years later in 1973, the

lake reached estimated roughly one third of the current size, and the bathymetric measure-

ments showed maximum depth of over 40 m near to the glacier tongue (Anderton, 1976a).

Up to 1976, the glacier continued retreating and thinning. The mass balances measured be-

tween 1969 and 1975 were always negative, ranging between -1320 mm w.e. in 1971 to

-4000 mm w.e. in 1975, and a cumulative balance of -14300 mm w.e. (Anderton and Chinn,

1978). By 2006, the glacier terminus retreated already well above the proglacial lake, shrank
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in size and thickness to a small glaciated area. Even though bathymetric measurements exist

from other proglacial lakes in New Zealand, it is not possible to draw conclusions about the

bathymetry for the proglacial lake of Park Pass Glacier without measurements. However, the

example of Ivory Glacier with a proglacial lake with tens of metres depth demonstrates that

a dramatic ice loss can happen within a few decades. The scenario at Park Pass Glacier is

similar.

Terminal fluctuations of calving glaciers are decoupled from climatic impulses because

they are dominated by non-climatic influences (e.g. Warren, 1991; Kirkbride, 1993). There-

fore, the net balances of calving glaciers have to be treated with care. Mass balance glaciers

like Park Pass or Ivory Glacier are heavily influenced by calving ice, whereas the influence

of the proglacial lake at Brewster Glacier is limited because of the small size, undulated

topography and small depth. However, the stake and snowcore measurements at Park Pass

Glacier can give a climate signal for these specific locations on the glacier, which can be

used to calibrate or validate mass balance models.

In the future, it is expected that Park Pass Glacier will continue to have very negative

balances as long as the glacier is terminating in the lake. However, the most recent EOSS

photos (e.g. Figure 4.49) of Park Pass Glacier indicate that the glacier will retreat out of

the influence of the lake in the near future. Additionally, with the proglacial lake and hence

increased ablation, the glacier is able to respond quicker to the current climate warming.

Therefore, mass balance measurements and specifically net balances of Park Pass Glacier

could give valuable climate signals in the future when it terminates on land. With such newly

gained knowledge about the relationship between the net balance and the EOSS records, past

EOSS records can possibly be interpret for climate signals because the EOSS is not affected

by calving.
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5.3.4 Rolleston Glacier

The comparison of the EOSS photographs from the past 30 years shows a stagnant glacier

position of Rolleston Glacier (Figure 3.9, 4.51 and 4.52). In Figure 4.52, the EOSS photo

from 1977 and 2006 are compared with a photo matching method. However, possible sur-

face lowering or small changes in the glacier terminus position are hard to recognise, which

demonstrates the limitations of the applied method because the changes are smaller than the

errors in the matching procedure and because the glacier outlines are obscured by snowfields.

The main problem of the matching method is that the photographs could not be georectified

because of lacking meta information. However, the EOSS photograph from 2009 (Figure

4.51) shows clearly that for the first time since the start of the EOSS survey, the main glacier

is disconnected from the snow and ice patches at the true right side of the glacier.

Small and especially maritime glaciers have a short response time and respond therefore

quickly to climatic changes (e.g Oerlemans and Fortuin, 1992; Oerlemans, 1993; Haeberli,

1995). Rolleston Glacier is a small maritime glacier on the main divide that receives a

substantial amount of precipitation. However, as the EOSS photos demonstrate, the glacier

does not show many changes in the glacier extent despite climate variations in New Zealand

as the negative mass balance and clear glacier retreat in the past three decades on Brewster

Glacier show. Therefore, the climate signal of Rolleston Glacier is weak.

Snow depth measurements along the flowline (Figure 4.12), the entirely covered up

stake S1 and photos from February 2006 indicate that avalanches from Mt Philistine de-

posited a substantial amount of snow on the glacier. Therefore it seems very likely that snow

is shifted from the steep rock walls of Mt Philistine onto the glacier, where it comes to a

halt in the flatter part of the glacier. This could explain why Rolleston Glacier managed to

maintain the glacier extent for a very long time. Similar conditions with accumulation from

avalanches from the rock walls above have been observed on small glaciers in the European

Alps (Kuhn, 1996; Huss, 2010).

Long-term point mass balance measurements have been taken on glaciers such as on

Claridenfirn, Grosser Aletschgletscher and Silvrettagletscher in Switzerland (Müller and

Kappenberger, 1991; Aellen, 1996) and have been analysed regarding the climate signal (e.g.

Vincent et al., 2004; Ohmura et al., 2007; Huss and Bauder, 2009). On Rolleston Glacier,

stake readings from the ablation area provide most likely a climate signal because there,

Rolleston Glacier is not influenced much by the avalanches. In the future, continuing point

measurements from stake readings in the ablation area can be used for climate analyses and

to validate mass balance models that are applied for a larger region, for example for the entire

Southern Alps.
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5.4 Limitations

5.4.1 Measurements

The glacier mass balance measurements often have relatively large errors because the pro-

cesses on a glacier are complicated and measurements are made under difficult field con-

ditions (Braithwaite, 2002). Ideally for consistency, the measurements are taken always by

the same person over the entire period of time. The more different people measure the mass

balance, the larger is the error range because every person has slightly different techniques

to make the measurements (Braithwaite, 2002; Criscitiello et al., 2010). Usually a variety of

measurements are taken during a field campaign, which results in the involvement of several

fieldworkers for different tasks.

The surface of the glacier can be snow, firn or ice covered and there is a variety of surfaces

from smooth to a very uneven surface with suncups formed by exposure to direct sunlight

(Rhodes et al., 1987). Therefore, with an uneven surface it is harder to take consistent ab-

lation measurements, even if an ablation disk is used. Ideally, also the snow or firn density

and depth is measured when stake measurements are taken, which can be used to converted

the snow or firn into water equivalent for later measurements when the snow or firn melted.

Stake measurements can be more complicated if the stakes are askew after emerging from

the ice because it is unclear, whether the stakes bent at an early stage because of snow load

or later due to the wind. Snow probing measurements demonstrate the distribution of snow

depths over the entire glacier. Also on a very local scale, the snow thickness can vary con-

siderably. Therefore, usually several measurements are taken and averaged. However, the

local variability can also be caused by the fieldworker, depending on the force used to push

the snow probe into the snow and whether it breaks through ice layers or not. Snow probing

measurements are ideally taken in combination with snowpit measurements. In snowpits

dug in autumn, the last years summer surface can be easily identified by detecting a clearly

developed ice surface. If there is an uncertainty because of ice layers that formed after the

end of the glaciological year during a warm weather period, it helps to dig deeper into the

snowpit until solid ice is reached. In higher altitudes or in spring, it is harder to identify

the last years summer surface because the metamorphosis of snow to ice is slower. Also,

it poses greater difficulties to measure the snow depth and density in snow covers that are

thicker than 4 m. Therefore, snow cores have been used, which bear the potential to wrongly

measure the snow density, if snow falls into the borehole where it might be compressed, or

onto the snow core adding extra snow. Hence, where possible and feasible, snowpits should

be preferred to snow cores. At Brewster Glacier, the snow condition in the upper and steeper
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part of the glacier did repeatedly not allow taking snow accumulation measurements because

of avalanche danger. The limited measurements resulted in a higher uncertainty of the mass

balances in the upper part of the glacier than in lower reaches.

The glacier mass balance is interpolated by hand, which is according to various studies

the better method than automatic interpolations, especially if the measurements are spatially

not well distributed (Hock and Jensen, 1999; Kaser et al., 2003). However, the interpolation

depends on good, reliable and representative measurements, and ideally, the mass balance

for a glacier is always interpolated by the same person. Therefore, the author calculated the

mass balance for all years, which were also submitted to the WGMS.

It is a great difficulty to run a AWS at high altitudes for various reasons. The weather is

inherently much colder, windier and rougher on high altitudes. Therefore, the instruments

have to withstand harder conditions than in lowlands. Maintaining the instruments on the

AWS is challenging because access is restricted, difficult and requires more resources. The

weather extremes in winter can potentially snow in single measurement devices, or as in De-

cember 2004, the entire climate station (George, 2005). Faulty devices are usually detected

only after a visual inspection or after analysing the downloaded climate data. At the Brew-

ster AWS, there was no remote access and the climate data could only be downloaded during

visits, which delayed the replacement of faulty devices. On the Glenmary AWS a satellite

device was installed for a remote access of the climate data. However, this remote access was

functioning only for a limited time. The AWS at both locations were visited either by foot

or helicopter, whereas both forms of access allowed only limited space for tools. Therefore,

it was for example impossible to take a ladder to the AWS to do maintenance work. This

explains some difficulties with the installements of instruments such as the pyranometers,

net radiometer or wind vane.

It can be concluded that in an alpine and remote environment it is much more difficult to

take measurements and maintain instruments than in accessible lowlands. This also explains

the lack of data in the past and emphasises the importance for more and better mass balance

and climate measurements. It demonstrates that the collected data must be treated with care

and that the datasets are very valuable because they consist of rare measurements.

5.4.2 Mass balance modelling

The available input data and its spatial and temporal resolution as well as the purpose of

the mass balance model set the limitations for mass balance modelling (section 2.4). It is

important to acknowledge the potential and limits of the chosen mass balance model. The

here applied mass balance model aims at not only modelling the mass balance of Brewster
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Glacier, but also to be possibly applied to other New Zealand glaciers after some adjustments

(sections 3.8 and 5.1.2). Processes not considered in the mass balance model are avalanches,

wind drift, slushflows, soot and dust particles on the glacier surface, and processes at an

icefall or lake. The availability of the climatic input variables sets the limits for the applied

mass balance model. The model runs in daily time steps with daily mean climate input

variables, which is also the highest temporal resolution of the climate data available for the

investigation period.

The main limitations for mass balance modelling were the lacking high altitude climate

data, which made it difficult to evaluate the climate datasets and to find a suitable dataset as

modelling input. In some CliFlo data inconsistencies appeared when climate stations were

replaced. This is a common problem for long-term climate station data, when instruments

deteriorate or if the measuring sites are shifted. It can be resolved by a time-consuming

homogenisation of the datasets. Tait’s interpolated climate data is based on the mainly low-

elevation CliFlo data, and designed to provide interpolated climate data for lowlands. The

ERA-40 data is a reanalysis of many input datasets, where it is very complicated to recon-

struct the influence of single input datasets for specific events at a particular location. The

temperature lapse rate varies during the year, however, in the mass balance model only one

mean annual lapse rate is applied. The precipitation gradient in New Zealand from west to

east dominates the altitudinal precipitation gradient (Tait, pers. comm. 2007). Consequently,

the precipitation gradient for small areas and altitude ranges as on Brewster Glacier is not

so relevant in the mass balance model. The albedo for snow, firn and ice have not been

measured on the glacier, hence, the values for the albedo are only estimated.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Concluding discussion

The mass balance of Brewster Glacier has been measured since 2004 and a continuous mass

balance programme has been established. In the mass balance years 2005 a very positive

mass balance of 1141 mm w.e. has been measured because there was a high accumulation

caused by El Niño. In 2006 and 2007, the mass balances were slightly positive (282 mm w.e.

and 297 mm w.e.). The ablation was in 2008 very high due to the effects of La Niña and

resulted in a very negative mass balance (-1653 mm w.e.). Brewster Glacier is a maritime

glacier that reaches down to 1650 m a.s.l. and has a high mass balance gradient at the ELA

that ranges from 7 to 14 mm w.e. m−1.

A mass balance model of an intermediate complexity driven by climatic input data was

calibrated using the direct measured mass balance data (Oerlemans, 2001; Machguth, 2008).

Three climatic input datasets were evaluated and downscaled with help of the climate data

measured at the Brewster AWS. The mass balance and snow cover was modelled for the

past three decades and validated with a geodetic mass balance survey, a parameterisation

scheme and the EOSS mass balance index (Ian Willis, pers. comm. 2006; Haeberli and

Hoelzle, 1995; Chinn, 1995). From the modelling results combined with the geodetic and

direct mass balance measurements we can conclude that the net balance between 1978 and

2008 was negative, whereas the mass balance was positive from 1986–1997 and negative

from 1997–2008.

The comparison of the mass balance runs driven by the various climate datasets revealed

major differences and indicated that the climate datasets were not consistent. The most

important climate parameter as input variable was temperature, followed by precipitation

and radiation. This was confirmed by sensitivity tests of the mass balance model, which
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demonstrated that the mass balance model is most sensitive to changes in temperature by

±1 K, opposed to changes of ±10 % in precipitation and radiation. The ERA-40 reanalysis

data proved to be the most reliable input dataset but was only available until 2002. It is not

entirely clear why Tait’s interpolated data and the CliFlo data were unsuitable as climate

input data. However, long-term high-altitude and homogenised climate data would have

most likely provided better input data.

On Glenmary, Park Pass and Rolleston Glacier mainly point mass balance measurements

have been taken because access was more difficult. The mass balance measurements were

too limited to calculate the specific net balance for the entire glacier for all years. However,

from the mass balance and climate measurements, field observations and EOSS photos in-

sights were gained into important factors that influence the mass balance of the three glaciers,

which were not or only indirectly linked to the climate. Snow drift induced by wind con-

tributed significantly to a mass gain and loss on Glenmary Glacier. Park Pass glacier lost a

lot of ice by calving into a proglacial lake, and Rolleston Glacier gained accumulation from

avalanches from the rock walls of Mt Philistine. While Park Pass and Glenmary Glacier

retreated in the past 30 years, Rolleston Glacier remained relatively stagnant. Park Pass and

Rolleston Glacier are maritime glaciers, whereas Glenmary Glacier is a transitional glacier

because it receives little precipitation. Generally, New Zealand is strongly influenced by

the sea with fast moving fronts that pass by regularly and generate föhn winds. Stable high

pressure systems establish very rarely over New Zealand. However, Glenmary Glacier is a

transitional glacier in a region with higher temperature amplitudes and lower precipitation

than the coastal regions and is therefore an interesting glacier to study.

The mass balance index, based on the EOSS data, is used as mass balance proxy, us-

ing the assumption that the EOSS represents the ELA. The mass balance measurements and

modelling results revealed that the length of the ablation season varies considerably and that

there can be a substantial amount of melt after the EOSS photo is taken, which is usually in

the first good-weather window in March. The mass balance information of the EOSS is con-

tained in the elevation of the snowline and the size of the accumulation area. If the snowline

is photographed too early, the additional ablation is not considered in the EOSS and mass

balance index, which leads to a too positive mass balance estimate. For direct mass balance

measurements, additional melt after the autumn measurements are neither considered in the

net balance of this particular year. However, this additional melt is taken into account if the

stakes are left in the glacier and measured again in the following year.

Usually, the ELA is calculated from the averaged mass balance for elevation bands. This

method is based on the idea that the mass balance distribution and the corresponding ELA
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depend mainly on the temperature and therefore on the altitude. The EOSS and mass bal-

ance indices are calculated from the accumulation area versus altitude distribution and hence

account for ablation patches above and accumulation patches below the snowline that can be

a result of the topography. In years where the snowline was obscured due to early snowfall,

clouds, backlighting or low contrast of snow colour, the EOSS was defined with help of snow

patches in the glaciers vicinity. Whether these methods to estimate the EOSS and mass bal-

ance index represent a climate signal needs further investigations. However, the methods to

define the ELA and the EOSS vary significantly and reflect that the ELA possibly represent

the climate signal better than the EOSS.

6.2 Evaluation of research objectives

In order to provide direct answers to the research objectives formulated in chapter 1.2, an

evaluation of the research results in relation to the research goals is presented in the this

section.

The first objective was to measure and compare the mass balance of the four glaciers

Brewster, Glenmary, Park Pass and Rolleston Glacier. The mass balance of Brewster Glacier

has been studied in detail. The results including the net balances, summer and winter bal-

ance distributions, ELA, and mass balance gradients have been presented and discussed in

the sections 4.1.1, 4.4.1 and 5.1.1. For the other glaciers, Glenmary, Park Pass and Rolleston,

mainly point measurements were taken. In most years the mass balance measurements were

too limited to calculate the net balance for the entire glacier. However, the mass balance

measurements, the climate data, EOSS photos and field observations lead to the conclusion

that each of these three glaciers is dominated by one non-climatic factor that influences the

net balance of the glacier. These non-climatic influences are snow drift by wind on Glen-

mary Glacier, the proglacial lake at Park Pass Glacier and snow accumulation by avalanches

on Rolleston Glacier. The results of the measurements are presented and discussed in the

sections 4.1, 4.4 and 5.3.

The second objective was to examine the relationship between the glacier mass balance

and the EOSS from the Glacier Snowline Survey. The EOSS and the mass balance index

were compared to the measured and modelled mass balance in section 4.5. In section 5.2,

it has been demonstrated that the EOSS that are recorded well before the end-of summer

indicate a mass balance that is too positive because there can be a substantial amount of melt

after the EOSS survey is flown. The problem is bigger for glaciers in a maritime climate

setting in the mid-latitudes such as in New Zealand because the length of the seasons are un-
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predictable and vary a lot. However, in the future with more net mass balance measurements,

a conversion factor can be calculated for the mass balance index. A mass balance model can

be used to calculate the melt after the EOSS photo is taken (e.g. Huss et al., 2009).

The third objective was to model the mass balance of Brewster Glacier for the past three

decades. The results of the modelled mass balances are discussed in section 5.1.2 and the

quality of the climate datasets are discussed in section 5.1.3. The mass balances were mod-

elled well for the calibration period (section 4.5.1). However, for the validation period prob-

lems arose to model the mass balance because the climatic input data was inhomogeneous

and displayed significant differences between the investigated datasets (section 4.5.2).

6.3 Outlook and perspectives

The mass balance programme on Brewster Glacier is continued by Nicolas Cullen from

the University of Otago and Brian Anderson and Andrew Mackintosh from the Victoria

University of Wellington. To learn more about the mass balance of Brewster Glacier it would

be important to study the accumulation distribution, especially above 2000 m a.s.l. where

only limited measurements could be taken in the past. In a spring campaign, helicopter-

borne GPR or LIDAR measurements could be combined with snowpit and snowprobing

measurements that provide a ground truth (Machguth et al., 2006a). The helicopter-borne

instruments would also provide measurements from inaccessible and dangerous areas of the

glacier at the face of Mount Brewster.

An updated DEM and new glacier outlines are needed to inter- and extrapolate the mass

balances for the entire glacier from the direct measurements more correctly and to improve

mass balance modelling (e.g. Elsberg et al., 2001). Regular geodetic mass balance measure-

ments, preferably with remote sensing techniques are needed to calibrate the direct mass

balance measurements (Cox and March, 2004; Holmlund et al., 2005; Huss et al., 2009).

Additionally, for consistent mass balance data it is essential to use similar measuring meth-

ods over time. The measured and modelled mass balance measurements demonstrated the

varying length of the summer season. Therefore to account for the ablation after the autumn

measurement campaign, it is important to leave the ablation stakes over winter in the glacier

to be measured again in the following year.

The modelling results demonstrated that better climate data is needed for mass balance

modelling. A systematic analysis of various climate datasets would shed some light on

what and why differences exist in the climate datasets especially for temperature, and which

dataset represents the conditions at Brewster Glacier best and is most suitable for mass bal-
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ance modelling. In New Zealand, there are only few climate stations above 500 m a.s.l. For

climate related snow and ice research in the Southern Alps more high altitude climate sta-

tions are needed. The climate data from the CliFlo database needs homogenisation because

the example of climate stations at Milford Sound or Moeraki showed that with the replace-

ment of old climate stations, the measurements varied significantly and require therefore

homogenisation. With improved climate data input for the mass balance model, the mass

balance could be better quantified for the past 30 years. Also, varying the temperature and

precipitation data would allow to test the climate sensitivity and the mass balance could be

modelled for future climate scenarios.

The mass balance measurements on Rolleston Glacier will be continued by Tim Kerr

from NIWA (Christchurch) and Wolfgang Rack from the University of Canterbury. The point

mass balance measurements from Glenmary, Park Pass and especially Rolleston Glacier can

be used to calibrate regional mass balance models, and for possible long-term data also to

study climate trends (e.g. Vincent et al., 2004; Ohmura et al., 2007; Huss and Bauder, 2009).

The EOSS data from the Glacier Snowline Survey has been very valuable for this study.

The data represents not only the EOSS altitudes and mass balance indices, but also an unique

photo archive about the evolution of 50 glaciers including terminus position, melting patterns

and snowlines for now over 30 years. With more mass balance data from Brewster Glacier

for further years, the relationship to its EOSS could be studied statistically. There is a great

potential to use the EOSS data also for additional glacier mass balance modelling. In the past

three decades, the EOSS surveys have been carried out with a consistent method that is very

valuable for comparisons with data from new short-time measurements. For these reasons,

it is important to continue this exceptional long-term Glacier Snowline Surveys.

The research about the mass balance of Brewster Glacier, but also Glenmary, Park Pass

and Rolleston Glacier showed that there is great potential for more integrative research.

The direct mass balance measurements are crucial to learn and measure the changes on

the glaciers and to understand the processes. Remote sensing techniques and the oblique

EOSS photos provide valuable information to calibrate or validate direct mass balance mea-

surements and to understand the evolution of the glaciers. Mass balance models provide a

tool to test the influence of varying factors on the glacier, to reconstruct past mass balances

and to calculate future scenarios. Therefore, for a glacier monitoring strategy an integrative

approach opens up many possibilities and strengthens the applied methods.
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Appendix A

Mass balance maps Brewster Glacier
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Brewster Glacier: Net Balance 2005
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Figure A.1: Net Balance Brewster Glacier in 2005.
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Figure A.2: Net Balance Brewster Glacier in 2005, with stake measure-
ments.
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Brewster Glacier: Net Balance 2006
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Figure A.3: Net Balance Brewster Glacier in 2006.
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Figure A.4: Net Balance Brewster Glacier in 2006, with stake measure-
ments.
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Brewster Glacier: Net Balance 2007
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Figure A.5: Net Balance Brewster Glacier in 2007.
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Figure A.6: Net Balance Brewster Glacier in 2007, with stake measure-
ments.
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Figure A.7: Net Balance Brewster Glacier in 2008. The inconsistent stake
measurements allowed drawing only a very rough net balance pattern.
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Figure A.8: Net Balance Brewster Glacier in 2008, with stake measure-
ments. The inconsistent stake measurements allowed drawing only a very
rough net balance pattern.
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Figure A.9: Winter Balance Brewster Glacier in 2005, with snow pit mea-
surements. The colour scheme is the same for the years 2005–2007.
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Figure A.10: Winter Balance Brewster Glacier in 2006, with snow pit
measurements. The colour scheme is the same for the years 2005–2007.
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Figure A.11: Winter Balance Brewster Glacier in 2007, with snow pit
measurements. The colour scheme is the same for the years 2005–2007.
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Figure A.12: Winter Balance Brewster Glacier in 2008, with snow probing
measurements, and a new colour scheme that allows differentiating the
snow probing measurements.
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Figure A.13: Summer Balance Brewster Glacier in 2005, with stake mea-
surements. The colour scheme allows identifying the detailed ablation
pattern.
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Figure A.14: Summer Balance Brewster Glacier in 2006, with stake mea-
surements. The colour scheme is the same for the years 2006–2008 but
with different categories.
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Figure A.15: Summer Balance Brewster Glacier in 2007, with stake mea-
surements. The colour scheme is the same for the years 2006–2008 but
with different categories.
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Figure A.16: Summer Balance Brewster Glacier in 2008, with stake mea-
surements. The colour scheme is the same for the years 2006–2008 but
with different categories. The map is the result of subtracting the detailed
winter balance map from the very vague net balance map. This explains
the artefacts of high mass balances in unexpected high altitudes, like in
the lower part of the glacier.
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Appendix B

Mass balance measurement maps
Glenmary Glacier
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Figure B.1: Winter balance measurements for Glenmary Glacier for the
mass balance year 2006. The snow pit measurements were taken in
November 2005, including a negative stake measurement. Glacier out-
line (includes also snowfields) and contours were digitised in the 1980ies.
Topomap information sourced from NZTopo Database. Crown Copyright
Reserved.
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Figure B.2: Summer balance measurements for Glenmary Glacier for the
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contours were digitised in the 1980ies. Topomap information sourced
from NZTopo Database. Crown Copyright Reserved.
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Appendix C

Mass balance measurements

C.1 Brewster Glacier

C.1.1 Coordinates snowpits

Table C.1: Coordinates of snow pits and snow cores at Brewster Glacier.

name north east GPS DEM latitude longitude
elevation elevation

SP0 5’674’490 2’224’286 1696 1714 -44.081928 169.431560
SP1 5’674’570 2’224’345 1705 1741 -44.081231 169.432339
SP6 5’675’053 2’224’570 1801 1827 -44.076976 169.435406
SP12 5’675’637 2’224’531 1890 1902 -44.071709 169.435233
SP23 5’676’235 2’225’423 2312 2282 -44.066677 169.446679

C.1.2 Coordinates stakes
See following page.
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Table C.2: Coordinates of stakes at Brewster Glacier.
name north east GPS DEM latitude longitude installment

elevation elevation date
0 5’674’490 2’224’286 1696 1714 -44.081928 169.431560 18 Dec 2004
1 5’674’570 2’224’345 1717 1741 -44.081231 169.432339 18 Dec 2004
2 5’674’650 2’224’404 1748 1767 -44.080535 169.433118 18 Dec 2004
2A 5’674’702 2’224’320 1732 1762 -44.080035 169.432098 18 Dec 2004
2B 5’674’614 2’224’523 1746 1771 -44.080905 169.434583 18 Dec 2004
3 5’674’757 2’224’433 1762 1782 -44.079584 169.433538 18 Dec 2004
4 5’674’850 2’224’472 1774 1792 -44.078763 169.434074 18 Dec 2004
5 5’674’948 2’224’518 1784 1810 -44.077899 169.434701 18 Dec 2004
6 5’675’053 2’224’570 1807 1827 -44.076976 169.435406 18 Dec 2004
6A 5’675’073 2’224’367 1819 1828 -44.076717 169.432884 18 Dec 2004
6B 5’675’058 2’224’465 1815 1828 -44.076890 169.434099 18 Dec 2004
6C 5’675’055 2’224’668 1819 1828 -44.076996 169.436629 18 Dec 2004
6D 5’675’059 2’224’766 1827 1833 -44.076998 169.437853 18 Dec 2004
7 5’675’147 2’224’561 1827 1841 -44.076127 169.435344 18 Dec 2004
8 5’675’241 2’224’557 1838 1857 -44.075280 169.435345 18 Dec 2004
9 5’675’341 2’224’555 1855 1870 -44.074380 169.435373 18 Dec 2004
10 5’675’438 2’224’551 1869 1884 -44.073506 169.435376 18 Dec 2004
10A 5’675’489 2’224’356 1881 1890 -44.072972 169.432971 18 Dec 2004
10B 5’675’465 2’224’454 1876 1886 -44.073226 169.434181 18 Dec 2004
10C 5’675’452 2’224’650 1880 1886 -44.073419 169.436618 18 Dec 2004
10D 5’675’492 2’224’745 1880 1889 -44.073096 169.437824 18 Dec 2004
11 5’675’537 2’224’542 1877 1895 -44.072613 169.435317 18 Dec 2004
12 5’675’637 2’224’531 1883 1902 -44.071709 169.435233 18 Dec 2004
12A 5’675’642 2’224’338 1896 1906 -44.071589 169.432829 18 Dec 2004
12B 5’675’643 2’224’438 1893 1902 -44.071619 169.434077 18 Dec 2004
12C 5’675’677 2’224’630 1903 1907 -44.071388 169.436490 18 Dec 2004
12D 5’675’717 2’224’721 1908 1910 -44.071063 169.437646 18 Dec 2004
13 5’675’734 2’224’526 1900 1909 -44.070835 169.435223 18 Dec 2004
14 5’675’834 2’224’524 1911 1917 -44.069935 169.435252 18 Dec 2004
15 5’675’934 2’224’520 1914 1925 -44.069034 169.435256 18 Dec 2004
16 5’676’023 2’224’520 1927 1935 -44.068234 169.435304 18 Dec 2004
17 5’676’130 2’224’513 1937 1949 -44.067269 169.435274 18 Dec 2004
18 5’676’229 2’224’490 1939 1960 -44.066370 169.435040 18 Dec 2004
19 5’676’071 2’224’238 1920 1923 -44.067693 169.431813 6 Nov 2005
20 5’675’718 2’225’080 1966 1965 -44.071194 169.442124 16 Jan 2008
A1 5’674’616 2’224’382 1730 1754 -44.080832 169.432826 15 Feb 2004
A2 5’674’801 2’224’512 1766 1790 -44.079219 169.434547 15 Feb 2004
A3 5’675’048 2’224’574 - 1827 -44.077022 169.435453 15 Feb 2004
A4 5’675’240 2’224’556 - 1857 -44.075289 169.435332 15 Feb 2004
A5 5’674’721 2’224’364 1747 1773 -44.079881 169.432658 15 Feb 2004
A6 5’674’614 2’224’523 1710 1771 -44.080905 169.434583 15 Feb 2004
A7 5’674’661 2’224’432 1747 1771 -44.080447 169.433473 15 Feb 2004
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C.1.3 Brewster Glacier mass balance measurements 2005

Table C.3: Stake and snowpit measurements, Brewster Glacier, 2005.

name net balance sampling
[mm w.e.] date

SP1 1451 18 Dec 2004
SP6 2426 18 Dec 2004
SP12 2659 18 Dec 2004
2 -2596 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
2A -2896 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
2B -2620 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
3 -2728 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
4 -2499 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
5 -2110 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
6 -2079 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
6A -1918 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
6B -1987 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
6C -1779 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
7 -1985 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
8 -1953 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
9 -1813 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
10 -1858 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
10A -1796 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
10B -1861 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
10C -2010 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
10D -2170 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
11 -1923 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
12 -1945 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
12A -1888 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
12B -1903 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
12C -1859 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
12D -1879 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
14 -1890 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
16 -1707 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
17 -1749 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
18 -1697 18 Dec 2004–21 Mar 2005
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C.1.4 Brewster Glacier mass balance measurements 2006

Table C.4: Stake, snowpit and snow core measurements, Brewster Glacier,
2006. Between 13 February and 21 March 2006, an average melt of
216 mm w.e. was measured.

name net balance sampling
[mm w.e.] date

SP0 916 7 Nov 2005
SP1 994 7 Nov 2005
SP6 2112 9 Nov 2005
SP12 2337 2 Nov 2005
4 -1161 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
5 -834 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
6 -505 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
6A -1048 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
6B -1094 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
6C -201 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
6D 150 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
7 -246 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
8 -59 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
9 196 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
10A 43 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
10B 12 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
10C 11 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
10D 316 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
11 91 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
12 106 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
12A 13 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
12B -89 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
12C -10 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
12D 241 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
15 78 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
16 221 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
17 310 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
18 731 21 Mar 2005–13 Mar 2006
A1 -2240 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
A2 -1596 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
A5 -2476 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
A6 -1531 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
A7 -2142 21 Mar 2005–13 Feb 2006
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C.1.5 Brewster Glacier mass balance measurements 2007

Table C.5: Stake and snowpit measurements, Brewster Glacier, 2007.

name net balance sampling
[mm w.e.] date

SP1 1776 21 Nov 2006
SP6 2607 21 Nov 2006
SP12 2704 21 Nov 2006
SP23 4010 20 Nov 2006
0 -4581 13 Feb 2006–24 Mar 2007
3 -2965 13 Feb 2006–24 Mar 2007
4 -2303 13 Feb 2006–24 Mar 2007
5 -1719 13 Feb 2006–24 Mar 2007
6A -2554 13 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
6C -1243 13 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
6D -24 13 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
8 -949 13 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
9 -197 13 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
10 -646 13 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
10A 57 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
10B -262 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
10C -159 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
10D 23 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
11 -692 13 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
12 -297 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
12A -87 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
12B -154 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
12C 110 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
12D 37 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
14 -29 13 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
15 291 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
16 100 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
17 217 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
19 -108 13 Mar 2006–23 Mar 2007
A1 -3484 13 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
A2 -2716 10 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
A4 -43 13 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
A5 -3128 13 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
A6 -1729 10 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
A7 -3961 10 Feb 2006–23 Mar 2007
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C.1.6 Brewster Glacier mass balance measurements 2008
Extrapolation of stake measurements

Table C.6: Extrapolations applied to stake measurements to calculate the
net balance at Brewster Glacier for the year 2008 (see Table C.7).

code time period and extrapolation
E1 23 Mar 07 – 14 Jan 08 with 1000 mm w.e. melt (at stake A5, A6, A7 in that time period

the ice melted between 1250 and 1850 mm w.e., at stake 2 about 570 mm w.e.)
E2 16 or 19 Jan 08 – 20 Apr 08 with 2500 mm w.e. melt
E3 3 Mar 08 – 20 Apr 08 with 950 mm w.e. melt
E4 for 23 Mar 07–17 Jan 08 subtracted 500 mm w.e. for accumulation, because there was

some snow still on the glacier in Jan 2008
NE no extrapolation for 23 Mar 07–17 Jan 08 because stake was roughly in an equillibrium in

January 2008
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Stake and snowpit measurements

name net balance sampling extrapolations
[mm w.e.] date

SP0 915 15 Nov 2007
SP6 2126 17 Nov 2007
SP12 2300 16 Nov 2007
0 -4752 15 Jan 08–20 Apr 08 E1
2 -3528 24 Mar 07–20 Apr 08
3 -3068 24 Mar 07–20 Apr 08
4 -4968 24 Mar 07–20 Apr 08
old4 -3641 24 Mar 07–20 Apr 08
5 -1855 24 Mar 07–20 Apr 08
6 -2904 24 Mar 07–20 Apr 08
6A -3560 23 Mar 07– 2 Mar 08 E3
old6A -2669 23 Mar 07– 2 Mar 08 E3
old6C -2725 23 Mar 07– 2 Mar 08 E3
6D -3070 18 Jan 08– 2 Mar 08 E3, NE
7 -1041 23 Mar 07–20 Apr 08
8 -3294 18 Jan 08–20 Apr 08 NE
9 -3139 23 Mar 07–18 Jan 08 E2
10 -2445 23 Mar 07– 2 Mar 08 E3
10B -1803 23 Mar 07–18 Jan 08 E2
old10C -929 23 Mar 07– 2 Mar 08 E3
10D -1864 18 Jan 08– 2 Mar 08 E3, E4
old10D -1278 23 Mar 07– 2 Mar 08 E3
12 -2116 23 Mar 07–18 Jan 08 E2
12A -2207 23 Mar 07–18 Jan 08 E2
12B -375 23 Mar 07–20 Apr 08
12C -2149 23 Mar 07–18 Jan 08 E2
12D -1896 23 Mar 07– 2 Mar 08 E3
old12D -1400 23 Mar 07– 2 Mar 08 E3
13 -2291 23 Mar 07–18 Jan 08 E2
14 -2279 23 Mar 07–18 Jan 08 E2
15 -1486 23 Mar 07–18 Jan 08 E2
16 -2315 23 Mar 07–18 Jan 08 E2
19 -2422 23 Mar 07–18 Jan 08 E2
A2 -4447 23 Mar 07–20 Apr 08
A3 -2865 23 Mar 07–20 Apr 08
A4 -3747 23 Mar 07–20 Apr 08
A5 -3743 23 Mar 07–15 Jan 08 E2
A6 -4373 23 Mar 07–15 Jan 08 E2
A7 -4187 23 Mar 07–15 Jan 08 E2

Table C.7: Mass balances measurements, Brewster Glacier, 2008: stakes
and snowpits.
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Snow probing measurements

name mmwe north east latitude longitude altitude sampling date
S1 3005 5’675’955 2’225’100 -44.069070 169.442500 2000 17 Nov 2007
S2 3065 5’675’956 2’225’001 -44.069018 169.441271 1973 17 Nov 2007
S3 2585 5’675’949 2’224’899 -44.069042 169.440001 1952 17 Nov 2007
S4 2520 5’675’979 2’224’699 -44.068691 169.437514 1929 17 Nov 2007
S5 2400 5’675’972 2’224’599 -44.068717 169.436267 1928 17 Nov 2007
S6 2150 5’675’970 2’224’499 -44.068701 169.435019 1924 17 Nov 2007
S7 2130 5’675’963 2’224’399 -44.068724 169.433770 1918 17 Nov 2007
S8 2435 5’675’941 2’224’197 -44.068839 169.431244 1919 17 Nov 2007
S9 2380 5’675’941 2’224’099 -44.068802 169.430011 1943 17 Nov 2007
S10 2530 5’675’955 2’223’999 -44.068641 169.428780 1965 17 Nov 2007
S11 2710 5’676’250 2’224’100 -44.066029 169.430188 1940 17 Nov 2007
S12 2315 5’676’250 2’224’198 -44.066061 169.431421 1952 17 Nov 2007
S13 2825 5’676’238 2’224’299 -44.066215 169.432673 1957 17 Nov 2007
S14 2640 5’676’232 2’224’400 -44.066307 169.433925 1960 17 Nov 2007
S15 2670 5’676’243 2’224’500 -44.066245 169.435175 1956 17 Nov 2007
S16 2750 5’676’236 2’224’600 -44.066349 169.436422 1957 17 Nov 2007
S17 3150 5’676’228 2’224’702 -44.066456 169.437694 1962 17 Nov 2007
S18 3180 5’676’248 2’224’798 -44.066310 169.438898 1982 17 Nov 2007
S19 2310 5’675’642 2’224’527 -44.071654 169.435190 1897 17 Nov 2007
S20 2400 5’675’647 2’224’417 -44.071575 169.433828 1898 17 Nov 2007
S21 2350 5’675’647 2’224’319 -44.071533 169.432595 1902 17 Nov 2007
S22 2350 5’675’646 2’224’216 -44.071501 169.431313 1913 17 Nov 2007
S23 2345 5’675’650 2’224’118 -44.071429 169.430099 1925 17 Nov 2007
S24 2170 5’675’653 2’224’019 -44.071359 169.428864 1944 17 Nov 2007
S25 2160 5’675’656 2’223’917 -44.071298 169.427590 1965 17 Nov 2007
S26 2665 5’675’667 2’223’815 -44.071153 169.426328 2001 17 Nov 2007
S27 2660 5’675’848 2’223’947 -44.069582 169.428071 1974 17 Nov 2007
S28 2460 5’675’845 2’224’049 -44.069648 169.429336 1953 17 Nov 2007
S29 2365 5’675’843 2’224’152 -44.069701 169.430628 1935 17 Nov 2007
S30 2425 5’675’840 2’224’249 -44.069773 169.431837 1920 17 Nov 2007
S31 2300 5’675’843 2’224’350 -44.069786 169.433091 1914 17 Nov 2007
S32 2250 5’675’841 2’224’450 -44.069839 169.434339 1915 17 Nov 2007
S33 2265 5’675’841 2’224’550 -44.069875 169.435586 1917 17 Nov 2007
S34 2275 5’675’839 2’224’648 -44.069933 169.436813 1922 17 Nov 2007
S35 2540 5’675’830 2’224’750 -44.070054 169.438073 1920 17 Nov 2007
S36 2420 5’675’820 2’224’852 -44.070185 169.439343 1928 17 Nov 2007
S37 3125 5’675’812 2’224’953 -44.070298 169.440593 1948 17 Nov 2007
S38 3265 5’675’670 2’225’035 -44.071603 169.441545 1955 17 Nov 2007
S39 2535 5’675’646 2’224’921 -44.071776 169.440111 1915 17 Nov 2007
S40 2540 5’675’644 2’224’827 -44.071754 169.438938 1905 17 Nov 2007
S41 2315 5’675’641 2’224’726 -44.071745 169.437678 1903 17 Nov 2007
S42 2340 5’675’642 2’224’628 -44.071701 169.436449 1902 17 Nov 2007
S43 2025 5’676’442 2’224’462 -44.064438 169.434811 2007 17 Nov 2007
S44 2510 5’675’712 2’225’360 -44.071355 169.445617 2082 17 Nov 2007
S45 2375 5’675’712 2’225’460 -44.071394 169.446864 2082 17 Nov 2007
S46 2940 5’675’712 2’225’560 -44.071432 169.448111 2082 17 Nov 2007
S47 2505 5’676’442 2’224’462 -44.064438 169.434811 2010 17 Nov 2007
S48 2675 5’676’356 2’224’479 -44.065216 169.434978 1993 17 Nov 2007
S49 2550 5’676’243 2’224’497 -44.066244 169.435145 1958 17 Nov 2007
S50 2515 5’676’150 2’224’499 -44.067077 169.435117 1947 17 Nov 2007
S51 2325 5’676’061 2’224’503 -44.067883 169.435117 1943 17 Nov 2007
S52 1985 5’675’944 2’224’512 -44.068938 169.435172 1928 17 Nov 2007
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S53 2535 5’675’848 2’224’508 -44.069799 169.435061 1920 17 Nov 2007
S54 2300 5’675’748 2’224’508 -44.070698 169.435008 1910 17 Nov 2007
S55 2270 5’675’553 2’224’538 -44.072466 169.435283 1889 17 Nov 2007
S56 2480 5’675’447 2’224’534 -44.073410 169.435172 1876 17 Nov 2007
S57 2300 5’675’443 2’224’429 -44.073410 169.433867 1870 17 Nov 2007
S58 2315 5’675’429 2’224’332 -44.073494 169.432645 1870 17 Nov 2007
S59 2265 5’675’439 2’224’233 -44.073369 169.431422 1879 17 Nov 2007
S60 2175 5’675’449 2’224’135 -44.073244 169.430200 1888 17 Nov 2007
S61 2255 5’675’441 2’224’029 -44.073271 169.428867 1910 17 Nov 2007
S62 2400 5’675’430 2’224’650 -44.073616 169.436606 1880 17 Nov 2007
S63 2375 5’675’440 2’224’750 -44.073565 169.437858 1829 17 Nov 2007
S64 2350 5’675’440 2’224’850 -44.073604 169.439105 1877 17 Nov 2007
S65 2300 5’675’340 2’224’550 -44.074387 169.435310 2161 17 Nov 2007
S66 2260 5’675’230 2’224’550 -44.075376 169.435251 2008 17 Nov 2007
S67 2275 5’675’240 2’224’440 -44.075243 169.433884 2003 17 Nov 2007
S68 2275 5’675’230 2’224’350 -44.075298 169.432756 1999 17 Nov 2007
S69 2255 5’675’240 2’224’250 -44.075169 169.431515 2005 17 Nov 2007
S70 2325 5’675’230 2’224’150 -44.075220 169.430262 2034 17 Nov 2007
S71 2150 5’675’230 2’224’660 -44.075418 169.436623 1848 17 Nov 2007
S72 2210 5’675’230 2’224’740 -44.075449 169.437621 1842 17 Nov 2007
S73 2480 5’675’230 2’224’840 -44.075488 169.438868 1840 17 Nov 2007
S74 2230 5’675’150 2’224’560 -44.076099 169.435333 1840 17 Nov 2007
S75 2185 5’675’056 2’224’566 -44.076938 169.435367 1816 17 Nov 2007
S76 1990 5’675’088 2’224’445 -44.076605 169.433867 1818 17 Nov 2007
S77 1800 5’675’109 2’224’352 -44.076383 169.432728 1823 17 Nov 2007
S78 2075 5’675’129 2’224’249 -44.076160 169.431450 1824 17 Nov 2007
S79 2100 5’675’028 2’224’694 -44.077244 169.436950 1801 17 Nov 2007
S80 2350 5’675’004 2’224’793 -44.077494 169.438172 1802 17 Nov 2007
S81 2375 5’674’995 2’224’870 -44.077605 169.439117 1819 17 Nov 2007
S82 1900 5’674’917 2’224’546 -44.078188 169.435033 1793 17 Nov 2007
S83 1675 5’674’825 2’224’509 -44.078994 169.434533 1784 17 Nov 2007
S84 1710 5’674’873 2’224’394 -44.078522 169.433117 1780 17 Nov 2007
S85 1710 5’674’913 2’224’312 -44.078133 169.432117 1777 17 Nov 2007
S86 1660 5’674’921 2’224’285 -44.078049 169.431783 1776 17 Nov 2007
S87 1800 5’674’799 2’224’613 -44.079272 169.435811 1780 17 Nov 2007
S88 1540 5’674’792 2’224’731 -44.079383 169.437283 1780 17 Nov 2007
S118 1300 5’674’664 2’224’397 -44.080406 169.433038 1743 17 Nov 2007
S120 1150 5’674’657 2’224’407 -44.080473 169.433159 1749 17 Nov 2007
S123 1250 5’674’639 2’224’423 -44.080641 169.433349 1746 17 Nov 2007
S124 1200 5’674’631 2’224’437 -44.080718 169.433519 1748 17 Nov 2007
S125 1200 5’674’621 2’224’446 -44.080811 169.433626 1748 17 Nov 2007
S126 1350 5’674’611 2’224’463 -44.080908 169.433833 1754 17 Nov 2007
S127 1300 5’674’599 2’224’477 -44.081021 169.434001 1746 17 Nov 2007
S128 1400 5’674’600 2’224’494 -44.081019 169.434213 1746 17 Nov 2007
S129 1600 5’674’592 2’224’512 -44.081098 169.434434 1779 17 Nov 2007
S130 1550 5’674’581 2’224’529 -44.081203 169.434640 1782 17 Nov 2007
S131 1300 5’674’574 2’224’541 -44.081271 169.434786 1773 17 Nov 2007
S132 1525 5’674’567 2’224’553 -44.081338 169.434932 1766 17 Nov 2007
S133 1375 5’674’677 2’224’380 -44.080282 169.432833 1749 17 Nov 2007
S135 1330 5’674’695 2’224’361 -44.080113 169.432606 1743 17 Nov 2007
S136 1470 5’674’703 2’224’343 -44.080034 169.432385 1743 17 Nov 2007
S137 1360 5’674’714 2’224’318 -44.079925 169.432080 1741 17 Nov 2007
S140 1310 5’674’716 2’224’299 -44.079900 169.431844 1742 17 Nov 2007
S141 1295 5’674’726 2’224’276 -44.079801 169.431562 1738 17 Nov 2007
S142 1310 5’674’734 2’224’254 -44.079721 169.431292 1736 17 Nov 2007
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S143 1225 5’674’658 2’224’385 -44.080455 169.432885 1739 17 Nov 2007
S144 1360 5’674’641 2’224’377 -44.080605 169.432776 1737 17 Nov 2007
S145 1165 5’674’620 2’224’364 -44.080789 169.432603 1731 17 Nov 2007
S146 1230 5’674’606 2’224’355 -44.080911 169.432483 1723 17 Nov 2007
S148 1245 5’674’583 2’224’343 -44.081113 169.432321 1721 17 Nov 2007
S149 1180 5’674’563 2’224’331 -44.081288 169.432160 1714 17 Nov 2007
S150 1175 5’674’534 2’224’320 -44.081545 169.432008 1709 17 Nov 2007
S151 1425 5’674’513 2’224’305 -44.081728 169.431809 1696 17 Nov 2007
S152 1220 5’674’495 2’224’292 -44.081885 169.431637 1683 17 Nov 2007
S153 970 5’674’497 2’224’268 -44.081857 169.431339 1687 17 Nov 2007
S154 430 5’674’509 2’224’244 -44.081740 169.431046 1686 17 Nov 2007
S155 900 5’674’486 2’224’298 -44.081968 169.431707 1689 17 Nov 2007
S156 1225 5’674’478 2’224’311 -44.082045 169.431865 1691 17 Nov 2007
S157 925 5’674’472 2’224’323 -44.082103 169.432012 1691 17 Nov 2007
S158 1185 5’674’466 2’224’342 -44.082165 169.432245 1685 17 Nov 2007
S159 1170 5’674’458 2’224’354 -44.082241 169.432391 1685 17 Nov 2007
S160 815 5’674’447 2’224’360 -44.082343 169.432460 1686 17 Nov 2007
S161 935 5’674’439 2’224’368 -44.082418 169.432555 1688 17 Nov 2007

Table C.8: Mass balances measurements, Brewster Glacier, 2008: snow-
probing. A snow density of 500 kg m3 was used.
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C.1.7 Winter, summer and net balances for elevation bands with esti-
mated accuracies

lower higher area WIMB WIMB SUMB SUMB netMB netMB
elevation elevation accuracy accuracy accuracy
[m a.s.l.] [m a.s.l.] [km2] [mmwe] [mmwe] [mmwe] [mmwe] [mmwe] [mmwe]
2005
1656 1700 0.026 1192 150 -2951 20 -1758 150
1700 1800 0.234 1834 150 -2712 20 -878 150
1800 1900 0.582 2484 150 -1935 50 549 150
1900 2000 1.046 3126 150 -1768 100 1358 150
2000 2100 0.249 3500 500 -1631 100 1869 500
2100 2200 0.190 3500 500 -1556 200 1944 500
2200 2300 0.145 3993 500 -1366 300 2627 500
2300 2400 0.068 4000 500 -1223 400 2777 500
2400 2491 0.003 4000 500 -1150 500 2850 500
1656 2491 2.542 2979 500 -1838 500 1141 500
2006
1656 1700 0.026 679 150 -4708 200 -4029 200
1700 1800 0.234 1418 150 -3654 200 -2236 200
1800 1900 0.582 2135 150 -2454 200 -319 200
1900 2000 1.046 2525 150 -2105 200 420 200
2000 2100 0.249 2809 500 -1798 500 1011 500
2100 2200 0.190 3165 500 -1493 500 1672 500
2200 2300 0.145 3465 500 -1316 500 2188 500
2300 2400 0.068 3753 500 -883 500 2869 500
2400 2491 0.003 4021 500 -750 500 3271 500
1656 2491 2.542 2479 500 -2197 500 282 500
2007
1657 1700 0.027 1670 150 -6250 200 -4580 200
1700 1800 0.238 2124 150 -4943 200 -2819 200
1800 1900 0.587 2566 150 -3033 200 -467 200
1900 2000 1.043 2873 150 -2382 200 491 200
2000 2100 0.246 3160 500 -1673 500 1486 500
2100 2200 0.189 3514 500 -1743 500 1771 500
2200 2300 0.146 3815 500 -1285 500 2530 500
2300 2400 0.065 4102 500 -506 500 3596 500
2400 2480 0.002 4357 500 -500 500 3892 500
1657 2480 2.542 2881 500 -2583 500 297 500
2008
1657 1700 0.027 750 100 -5250 500 -4500 750
1700 1800 0.234 1439 100 -5728 500 -4289 750
1800 1900 0.581 2239 100 -4795 500 -2556 750
1900 2000 1.044 2583 100 -3776 500 -1193 750
2000 2100 0.249 2772 300 -3378 500 -606 750
2100 2200 0.190 2509 300 -3098 500 -589 750
2200 2300 0.147 3179 300 -3671 500 -492 750
2300 2400 0.066 3329 500 -3456 500 -127 750
2400 2480 0.003 3250 500 -3776 500 -526 750
1657 2480 2.541 2447 250 -4100 500 -1653 750

Table C.9: Winter (WIMB), summer (SUMB) and net balance (netMB)
data for elevation bands with estimated accuracies. The lower and higher
elevations indicate the limits of the elevation bands.
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C.2 Glenmary Glacier

C.2.1 Coordinates snowpits and stakes

Table C.10: Coordinates measuring sites Glenmary Glacier.

name north east GPS elevation latitude longitude
Stake S2 5’685’717 2’260’225 2037 -43.993969 169.885080
Stake S3 5’685’812 2’260’097 2125 -43.993116 169.883671
Stake S4 5’685’874 2’260’209 2119 -43.992598 169.885098
Stake S5 5’686’167 2’260’438 2239 -43.990033 169.888089
Stake S6 5’685’597 2’260’075 2069 -43.995080 169.883136
Snowpit SP1 5’686’390 2’260’586 2353 -43.988066 169.890010
Snowpit SP2 5’685’906 2’259’842 2214 -43.992312 169.880368
Snowpit SP3 5’685’809 2’260’143 2133 -43.993086 169.884197

C.2.2 Mass balance measurements

Table C.11: Glenmary Glacier stake measurements.

stake name stake above stake above density mass balance total mass
surface start surface end change change

date [mm] [mm] [kg m3] [mm w.e.] [mm w.e.]
Stake S2
19 Mar 2005 - 681
10 Dec 2005 1050 -40 500 -185 -185
12 Mar 2006 3425 -150 900 -3119 -3303
Stake S2b
19 Mar 2005 - 783
10 Dec 2005 760 760 900 21 21
Stake S3
19 Mar 2005 - 0 599
12 Mar 2006 410 410 600 -246 -246
3 Jun 2007 250 250 600 96 -150
Stake S4
19 Mar 2005 - 560
29 Apr 2005 920 920 600 -216 -216
Stake S5
19 Mar 2005 - 315 512
12 Mar 2006 635 635 500 -160 -160
Stake S6
11 Dec 2005 - 620
12 Mar 2006 1149 600 -317 -317
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Table C.12: Glenmary Glacier snowpit measurements.

snowpit name snow depth average density Total mass change
date [m] [kg m3] [mm w.e.]
Snowpit SP1
10 Dec 2005 2.7 513 1436
12 Mar 2006 0.7 501 300
Snowpit SP2
10 Dec 2005 2 506 934
Snowpit SP3
10 Dec 2005 2.26 536 1232
3 Jun 2007 0.75 326 261
Snowpit at S6
10 Dec 2005 1.6 504 857

C.3 Park Pass Glacier

C.3.1 Coordinates stakes and snow cores

Table C.13: Coordinates measuring sites Park Pass Glacier. The elevation
is given for the GPS measurements from 2007 and for the altitudes read
out from the DEM. (∗ The elevation of stake S4 is faulty because the stake
was located above stake S3.)

name north east GPS elevation DEM latitude longitude
Stake S1 5’612’695 2’131’591 1537 1596 -44.595218 168.231505
Stake S2 5’612’971 2’131’652 1606 1643 -44.592767 168.232472
Stake S3 5’613’194 2’131’547 1689 1687 -44.590713 168.231316
Stake S4 5’613’296 2’131’436 1681∗ 1749 -44.589735 168.229993
Stake S5 5’613’213 2’131’965 1688 1714 -44.590755 168.236589
Snow core SC1 5’614’201 2’131’659 2036 2054 -44.581721 168.233462
Snow core SC2 5’614’321 2’131’895 2097 2107 -44.580768 168.236514
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C.3.2 Mass balance measurements

Table C.14: Park Pass Glacier stake measurements.
stake name stake above stake above density mass balance total mass

surface start surface end change change
date [mm] [mm] [kg m3] [mm w.e.] [mm w.e.]
Stake S1
27 Mar 2005 - 0
24 Mar 2006 - -130
5 Apr 2007 3317 -572 900 -3102 -3102
Stake S2
27 Mar 2005 - 0
24 Mar 2006 3200 -40 900 -2880 -2880
5 Apr 2007 2216 -446 900 -2030 -4910
Stake S3
27 Mar 2005 - 0
24 Mar 2006 1290 -100 900 -1161 -1161
5 Apr 2007 1894 -535 900 -1795 -2956
Stake S4
27 Mar 2005 - 0
5 Apr 2007 511 511 700 -358 -358
Stake S5
27 Mar 2005 - -80
24 Mar 2006 2675 -90 900 -2480 -2480
5 Apr 2007 1035 -484 900 -1013 -3492

Table C.15: Park Pass Glacier snow core measurements.
snow core name snow depth average density Total mass change
date [m] [kg m3] [mm w.e.]
Snow core SC1
20 Apr 2007 3.67 604 2217
Snow core SC2
20 Apr 2007 4.46 635 2831
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C.4 Rolleston Glacier

C.4.1 Coordinates stakes

Table C.16: Coordinates stakes at Rolleston Glacier.
name north east GPS elevation latitude longitude
Stake S1 5’812’127 2’389’656 1780 171.526538 -42.888646
Stake S2 5’812’010 2’389’721 1814 171.527316 -42.889701

C.4.2 Mass balance measurements

Table C.17: Rolleston Glacier stake and snow probing measurements.

stake name stake above stake above density mass balance
surface start surface end change

date [mm] [mm] [kg m3] [mm w.e.]
Stake S1
9 Apr 2005 - 52
17 Feb 2006 96 550 -42
Stake S2
17 Feb 2006 - 348
25 Feb 2007 1615 830 -1052

Snow probing at stake S1
date snow depth [mm] density mass balance
25 Feb 2007 3000 600 1800
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Appendix D

Maps of modelled and measured mass
balances and modelled TSL
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